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A Virtual Presence System Design with Indoor Navigation Capabilities for Patients
with Locked-In Syndrome
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Abstract—In this article, we present a prototype of a virtual
presence system combined with an eye-tracking based communication interface and an indoor navigation component to
support patients with locked-in syndrome. The common lockedin syndrome is a state of paralysis of all four limbs while a
patient retains full consciousness. Furthermore, also the vocal
tract and the respiration system are paralyzed. Thus, the virtually
only possibility to communicate consists in the utilization of
eye movements for system control. Our prototype allows the
patient to control movements of the virtual presence system
by eye gestures while observing a live view of the scene that
is displayed on a screen via an on-board camera. The system
comprises an object classification module to provide the patient
with different interaction and communication options depending
on the object he or she has chosen via an eye gesture. In addition,
our system has an indoor navigation component, which can be
used to prevent the patient from navigating the virtual presence
systems to critical areas and to allow for an autonomous return to
the base station using the shortest path. The proposed prototype
may open up new possibilities for locked-in syndrome patients to
regain a little more mobility and interaction capabilities within
their familiar environment.
Index Terms—biomedical communication; human computer
interaction; eye tracking; indoor navigation; virtual presence.

I. INTRODUCTION
This article describes an extension of the previous work
of Eidam et al. [1]. Undoubtedly, it is a major challenge for
locked-in syndrome (LIS) patients to communicate with their
environment and to express their needs. Patients with LIS have,
for example, to face severe limitations in their daily life. LIS
is mostly the result of a stroke of the ventral pons in the
brain stem [2]. The incurred impairments of the pons cause
paralysis, but the person keeps his or her clear consciousness.
The grade of paralysis determines the type of LIS and has
been classified in classic, total and incomplete LIS. Incomplete
LIS means that some parts of the body are motile. Total LIS
patients are like classic LIS patients completely paralyzed.
However, the latter ones still can perform eyelid movements
and vertical eye movements that can be used for communication. Therefore, several communication systems for classic
LIS patients have been designed in the past.

This article introduces an eye-gesture based communication
interface for controlling movements of a virtual presence
system (VPS) and for selecting objects of the environment
with the aim to interact with them.
In the presented prototype, the patients will see exemplary
scenes of the local environment instead of the typically used
on-screen keyboard. These scenes contain everyday objects,
e.g., a book the impaired person wants to get read, which can
be selected using a special eye gesture. After selection, the
patient can choose one of various actions, e.g., “I want to get
read a book” or “please, turn the page over”. A selection can
either lead to a direct action (light on/off) or to a notification
of a caregiver via text-to-speech. Moreover, the prototype
allows the LIS patient to control a VPS. For this purpose,
different eye gestures controlling the VPS are presented and
discussed in this article. We also show an effective but cheap
implementation of an indoor navigation component to enable
the VPS to maneuver itself back to the base station taking the
shortest way possible.
In a long-term perspective, the aim is to build a system
where the object selection screen mentioned above shows the
live view of the environment captured by the on-board camera
of the VPS. This requires the implementation of an object
classification approach for the most common objects. Each
of the recognizable object classes provides an adjustable set
of particular interactions/instructions. By this means, a VPS
enables the LIS patient to interact with an environment in a
very direct way.
The article is organized as follows: Section II gives a short
introduction to eye tracking and describes different existing
communication systems for LIS patients using eye tracking
approaches. Furthermore, the section provides a brief overview
of indoor navigation approaches. In Section III the concept
and implementation details of our object-based interaction are
presented. In the subsequent Section IV we introduce the
models of the eye tracking interface controlling the VPS and
the indoor navigation used to enable the VPS to autonomously
move to the base station on the shortest path. Finally, the
evaluation results will be presented in Section V and discussed
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in Section VI. The article concludes with a description of
future work in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
This section starts with a brief overview on eye tracking
techniques and already existing systems that support LIS
patients with their communication. Finally, a short sub-section
gives an overview on methods for indoor navigation with focus
on impaired persons.
A. Eye Tracking
Many existing eye tracking systems use the one or other
kind of light reflection on eyes to determine the direction of
view. The human eye reflects incident light at several layers.
The eye tracking device used for controlling the prototype
employs the so-called method of dark-pupil tracking. Darkpupil-tracking belongs to the video-based eye tracking methods. Further examples are bright-pupil- and dual-Purkinjetracking [3].

Fig. 1. The light reflection used by many eye trackers is called the glint.

For video-based systems, a light source (typically infrared
light) is set up in a given angle to the eye. The pupils are
tracked with a camera and the recorded positions of pupil
and reflections are analyzed. Based on the pupil and reflection
information, the point of regard (POR) can be calculated [3]. In
Figure 1, the white spot just below the pupil shows a reflection
of an infrared light on the cornea. This reflection is called
the glint. In case of dark-pupil tracking, it is important to
detect both, the pupil center and the glint. The position of
the pupil center provides the main information about the eye
gaze direction while the glint position is used as reference.
Since every person has individually shaped pupils, a onetime
calibration is needed. In case of a stationary eye tracker, also
the distance between the eyes is determined to calculate the
position of the head relative to the eye tracker.
B. Communication Systems for LIS Patients
There are many prototypes that have been developed in
order to support LIS patients with their communication. Many
of them are video-based eye tracking systems. One of the first
systems was the communication project ERICA developed in
1989 [4]. With the help of the system users were enabled to
control menus with eyes. They were able to play computer
games, to hear digitized music, to use educational programs

and to use a small library of books and other texts. Additionally, ERICA offered the possibility to synthesize speech and
control nearby devices. Currently available and commercial
communication systems for LIS patients are basically based on
ERICA. These systems include the Eyegaze Edge Talker from
LC Technologies and the Tobii Dynavox PCEye Go Series.
The Tobii solution provides another interaction possibility
called “Gaze Selection” in addition to an eye controlled mouse
emulation. It allows a two stage selection, whereas starring at
the task bar on the right side of the screen enables a selection
of mouse options like right/left button click or the icon to
display a keyboard. Subsequently, starring on a regular GUIelement triggers the final event (such as “open document”).
Two-stage means that the gaze on the target task triggers a
zoom-in event. It is said, that this interaction solution is more
accurate, faster and reduces unwanted clicks in comparison to
a single stage interaction.
Furthermore, current studies present alternative eye based
communication systems for LIS patients. For example, the
prototype developed by Arai and Mardiyanto, which controls
the application surface using an eye gaze controlled mouse
cursor with the eyelids to trigger the respective events [5].
This prototype offers the possibility to phone, to visit websites,
to read e-books, or to watch TV. An infrared sensor/emitterbased eye tracking prototype was developed from Liu et al.,
which represents a low-cost alternative to the usual expensive
video-based systems [6]. With this eye tracking principle, only
up/down/right/left eye gaze moves can be detected as well as
staying in the center using the eyelids to trigger an event.
By using the eye movement, the user can move a cursor in
a 3 × 3 grid from field to field. And by using the eyelids,
the user can finally select the target field. Barea, Boquete,
Mazo, and Lpez developed another prototype that is based on
electrooculography [7]. This prototype allows by means of eye
movements to control a wheelchair allowing an LIS patient to
freely move through the room.
All prototypes that have been discussed so far are based
on an interaction with static contents on screen, for example
a virtual keyboard. However, the prototype presented in this
contribution shows a way to select objects in images of typical
household scenes by a simulated object classification. This
allows an evaluation of the system without the need of a full
classification engine. The latter will lead to a selection of real
objects in the patient’s proximity.
C. Indoor Navigation
The use of GPS for indoor navigation is often not possible
as ceilings and walls almost completely absorb the weak GPS
signal. However, there are numerous alternatives including ultrasonic, infrared, magnetic, and radio sensors. Unfortunately,
in many cases the position is not determined by the mobile
device. Instead, it is determined from the outside. This requires
a permanent electronic infrastructure, which often can not be
retrofitted without major effort.
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The following publications provide a brief overview of
indoor navigation solutions. The survey by Mautz and Tilch [8]
contains a good overview of optical indoor positioning systems. Nuaimi and Kamel [9] explore various indoor positioning systems and evaluate some of the proposed solutions.
Moreover, Karimi [10] provides a wide overview of general
approaches to indoor navigation in his book.
Considering that QR codes are used for positioning in our
approach, an overview of recent publications focusing on QR
codes follows.
The indoor navigation described by Mulloni et al. is an
inexpensive, building-wide orientation guide that relies solely
on mobile phones with cameras [11]. The approach uses bar
codes, such as QR codes, to determine the current position
with a mobile phone. This method was primarily used at
conferences. Information boards containing appropriate QR
codes were used to determine the current location of visitors.
The work of Li et al. is focused on robot navigation and
the question of how QR codes can be identified and read even
under bad lightning conditions [12]. For this purpose, they
combine and optimize various image filters for the mentioned
use case.
Gionata et al. use a combination of an IMU (rotational and
translational sensors) and QR codes for an automated indoor
navigation of wheelchairs [13]. The QR codes are used as
initial landmarks and to correct the estimated position of a
wheelchair after driving a certain period. The movement of
the wheelchair between two QR codes is approximated with
an IMU.
A somewhat different intended use of the QR codes is
shown in the paper of Lee et al. [14]. They use QR codes
to transfer navigational instructions to a mobile robot along
a predefined route. These instructions hint the robot where it
needs to turn, for example, left or right.
Zhang et al. use QR codes as landmarks to provide global
pose references [15]. The QR codes are placed on the ceilings
and contain navigational information. The pose of the robot
is estimated according to the positional relationship between
QR codes and the robot.
In brief, it has been found that that QR codes or similar
markers represent an effective and proven means for indoor
navigation. In context of our work presented in this article,
we will combine the work of Zhang et al. with a simple floor
plan [15]. This will be discussed more in detail in Section IV.
III. INTERACTION
This section describes the concepts and the implementation
of our interface for object-based interaction and communication using an eye tracker.
A. Concept
The following section provides an overview of the basic
concept of this work. As already mentioned, the impaired

Fig. 2. An example scene used with this prototype.

person will see an image of a scene with typical everyday
objects. This image is representative for a real scene, which
is to be captured by a camera and analyzed by an object
classification framework in future work. Figure 2 shows an
image of one possible scene. The plant can be used by a LIS
patient to let a caregiver know, that one would like to be in
the garden or park, the TV can be used to express the desire
to watch TV, while the remote control directly relates to the
function of the room light. The red circle shown at the center
of the TV illustrates the POR calculated by the eye tracker. The
visual feedback by the circle can be activated or deactivated,
depending on individual preferences.
An object is selected by starring a predetermined time on
the object, what we call a “fixation”. With a successful fixation
a set of options will be displayed on the screen. A closing of
the eyelids is used to choose one of these options. Depending
on the selected object, a direct action (e.g., light on/off) or an
audio synthesis of a corresponding text is triggered (e.g., “I
want you to read me a book.”).
Furthermore, other eye gestures have been implemented to
control the prototype. By means of a horizontal eye movement,
the object image is changed. However, the latter is only an
aid during the test phase without an implementation of a
real object classification to avoid the use of a keyboard or
mouse. By means of a vertical eye movement, the object-based
interaction and communication mode is switched to the robot
controlling mode and vice versa.
B. Implementation
The eye tracking hardware used is a stationary unit with the
name RED manufactured by SensoMotoric Instruments (SMI).
RED comes with an eye tracking workstation (a notebook)
running a software, which is named iView X. The latter provides a network component to allow an easy communication
between the hardware and any software through a well-defined
network protocol.
Figure 3 gives a brief overview of all components of our
prototype. Area 1 shows the patient’s components to display
test scenes with different objects. The stationary eye tracking
unit is shown in area 2. Area 3 shows the eye tracking
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Fig. 3. The eye tracking components of the prototype.

Fig. 4. Elements used to simulate the object classification.

workstation with the eye tracking control software in area 4.
Finally, area 5 contains a desk lamp, which can be turned on
and off directly with a fixation of the remote control shown
in Figure 2.
C. Eye Gesture Recognition
Eye gesture recognition is based on the following principle:
the received POR-coordinates from the eye tracker are stored
in circular buffer. At each coordinate insertion the buffer is
analyzed for eye gestures. These eye gestures are a fixation, a
closing of the eyelids, and a horizontal/vertical eye movement.
The following values can be used to detect these eye gestures:
•
•
•

the maximum x- and y-value: xmax , ymax
the minimum x- and y-value: xmin , ymin
the number of subsequent zero values: c

The detection of the fixation is performed as follows:
|xmax − xmin | + |ymax − ymin | ≤ dmax ,

For the horizontal eye gesture detection, a given range of xvalues must be exceeded while the y-values remain in a small
range, and vice versa for the vertical eye gesture. As already
mentioned, the horizontal eye movement is used to switch
between different images. But this functionality is not a part
of a later system and is merely a simple additional operation
to present a variety of objects while using this prototype. The
vertical eye movement (vertical eye gesture) is used to switch
between the object-based interaction and communication mode
and the robot controlling mode.

(1)

where dmax is the maximum dispersion while the eye movements are still recognized as fixation. The value of dmax is
individually adjustable.
The detection of a closing of the eyelids is realized by
counting the amount c of subsequent coordinate pairs with
zero values for x and y. Zeros are transmitted by the eye
tracker, when the eyes couldn’t be recognized. This occurs
on the one hand when the eyelids are closed, but on the other
hand when the user turns the head or disappears from the field
of view of the eye tracker. Therefore, this event should only
be detected if the number of zeros corresponds to a given time
interval:
(c > cmin ) ∧ (c < cmax )

The combination of these two different approaches is a
benefit, because object selection is realized through the fixation
while option selection is done by closing the eyelids. The latter
allows the LIS patient to rest the eyes while the option panel
is open. Hence, the patient can calmly look over the offered
options in order to get an overview.

(2)

All variables cmin and cmax can be customized by the
impaired person or the caregiver, respectively.

D. Simulated Object Classification
Figure 4 shows schematically the principle of the simulated
object classification. It is based on a gray-scale image that
serves as a mask for the scene image. On this mask the
available objects from the scene image are filled with a certain
gray value. Thus, each object can be identified by a unique
gray value (grayID). The rear plane illustrates the screen.
The coordinates that correspond to a fixation of an object (1.)
refer to the screen and not to a potentially smaller image. Thus,
these raw coordinates require a correction by an offset (2. &
3.). The corrected values correspond to a pixel (4.) of the grayscale image whose value (5.) may belong to one of the objects
shown. In case of the example illustrated in Figure 4 this pixel
has a gray value of 5 and corresponds to the object “plate”
(6.). Finally, either all available options will be displayed (7.)
or nothing will happen in the case the coordinates do not refer
to a known object.
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IV. NAVIGATION
Control and navigation of a VPS should primarily take place
through eye gestures of an impaired person. But the system
should autonomously return to the base station in times when
the VPS is not in use. If the latter shall be achieved without
boring random movements, as it can be observed frequently
on robotic vacuum cleaners, the system must have knowledge
of the local environment. For the tasks outlined in this article,
QR codes are an effective means, mainly because they are
very inexpensive and they are easy to install. However, the
location by itself as described by Alessandro Mulloni et al.
is not enough [11]. Even the approach of Zhang et al. putting
some navigational information in the QR codes is not sufficient
for some application scenarios [15].
Ideally, the robot knows a complete map of the local indoor
environment.
A. Maps
One possibility to achieve a map of the local environment
can be a commonly used method with the acronym SLAM
(“Simultaneous Localization and Mapping”). Jeong and Lee
describe a SLAM approach where they only use ceilings
captured with a camera pointing upwards to create a map of
the indoor environment [16]. Using this method, it is possible
to identify QR codes that are placed on the ceiling (see Zhang
et al. [15]) and put them into the map.
Alternatively, one can use a manually created floor plan. The
latter would have the advantage that the floor plan is complete
and can contain various extra information. These additional
information may include:
•
•
•

•

The exact position of the base station.
The exact position and orientation of each QR code
placed on the ceilings.
The ceiling height.
This is mainly of interest for a precise positioning or
position correction of the robot based on the QR codes,
which are placed on the ceiling. With the knowledge of
the ceiling height, the opening angle of the camera, and
the viewing direction upwards, the relative displacement
of the robot with respect to the QR codes can easily be
triangulated.
Regions that should not be entered.
Considering the fact that the target group of the approach
presented in this article will have difficulties to control
the VPS even with simplest eye gestures, it is useful to
be able to mark certain regions that should be avoided.
This could be, for example, a table with chairs where the
robot can get stuck, or an area with sensitive objects like
plants.

An exemplary floor plan is shown in Figure 5. It contains
the positions and orientations of the QR codes. The QR codes
themselves initially contain only an ID for the identification
of each code. However, there is also the possibility to encode
extra information in each QR code.

Fig. 5. An exemplary floor plan used for indoor navigation.

The floor plan can be implemented as a pixel image. In
our case (see Figure 5) each pixel has an edge length of 5 ×
5 cm. The different yellow shades shown in Figure 5 indicate
different ceiling heights. The area marked in red indicates a
region that should be avoided.
B. Control
When controlling a robot with eye gestures several questions
have to be answered:
•
•
•
•
•

What eyes gestures can be used to activate or deactivate
the control?
What should happen if the eye tracker fails to detect the
eyes?
What eye gestures should be used to control the VPS?
When should the robot return to the base station?
Are there ways to define regions on the screen where the
eyes can rest without triggering an eye gaze event?

To enable and disable the VPS control, we use an eye lid
closure similar to Subsection III-C, i.e., the eye lid closure
is within a given time interval (c > cmin ) ∧ (c < cmax ),
where cmin and cmax can be customized. When switched
off, an impaired person can switch between the object-based
interaction and communication mode and the robot controlling
mode by a vertical eye movement.
If the eye tracker fails to detect the eye gaze position for a
period of > cmax , it gets into a fail state. This results in an
immediate stop of the VPS. To continue, a patient needs to
reactivate the eye gaze control with a lid closure.
In general, a live view of the area in front of the VPS is
always visible on the screen. This ensures that a patient can
examine how and where the VPS is moving. Three different
models of eye gestures to control the VPS are currently tested.
The first model, shown in Figure 6, corresponds to the model
of a joystick.
This means that an eye gaze pointing to the upper half of the
screen accelerates the VPS in a forward motion. Pointing to
the left and to the right causes a corresponding rotation. Since
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forward

left / forward

((( )))
left

right

right / forward
Fig. 8. Eye gaze control model III: slider mode.

C. Shortest Path to Base Station

backward
Fig. 6. Eye gaze control model I: the joystick mode.

an exact positioning of eye gazes can be very stressful, the
area of a neutral position has been widened. This is visualized
through the gray gradient shown in Figure 6.
There is also the possibility to drive backwards. However,
according to the current prototype, the VPS has no rear
camera. Thus, a reverse drive would be a blind drive. For
this reason this ability has been removed in a second control
model (see Figure 7).

forward

left

An autonomous movement of a robot from a point A to a
point B is a common and well solved problem in robotics.
Path planning algorithms are measured by their computational
complexity. The results depend on the accuracy of the map
(floor plan), on the robot localization and on the number of
obstacles.
If the underlying map is a raster map (e.g., a pixel image),
one of the many variants of the A∗ algorithm introduced
by Hart et al. [17] is often used. Modern modifications and
improvements like the work by Duchoň et al. [18] optimize the
A∗ algorithm for fast computation and optimal path planning
in indoor environments.
In order to avoid contact with walls and doors and to
pass the restricted areas in sufficient distance, the thickness
of wall and blocked regions is enlarged by dilatation. Our
robot has a radius of about 15 cm. In addition to the radius
10 cm safety distance are used, to take account of inaccuracies
in localization and movement of the robot. Accordingly, a
dilation by 25 cm or 5 pixels in the case of the presented
map in Section IV-A is applied to the base map.

right

Fig. 7. Eye gaze control model II: the half joystick mode.

The latter model has another advantage: If the control
sensitive area is located only on the upper half of the screen,
the entire lower half of the screen can be used to rest the eyes.
The third model corresponds to a vertical slider. It can be
used to do a turn-on-the-spot or to move straight forward by
pointing to the upper or lower half of the screen. To switch
between the two control states, we will use a fixation in a
small area in the center of the screen (see Figure 8).
The horizontal region left and right of this central area
(gray-shaded region in Figure 8) can be used to rest the
eyes. Moreover, it will make no difference where the eye
gaze position is located horizontally. Therefore, this model is
suitable especially for the aforementioned LIS patients whose
movements have been degraded to the extent that they are
limited to vertical eye movements.

Fig. 9. Color gradient of shortest path to base station.

Figure 9 illustrates with a color gradient how a robot can
find a direct path to the base station through gradient descent.
The base station is depicted by the small green rectangle on the
upper wall of the middle room. The colors indicate from purple
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(> 8.5 m), over red (≈ 6.8 m), yellow (≈ 5.1 m), green (≈
3.4 m), and cyan (≈ 1.7 m) to blue, the shortest path distance
from an arbitrary point on the floor plan to the base station.
The shaded areas show the 25 cm wide safety distance along
the walls.
D. Prototype
To build a prototype, an iRobot Roomba 620 vacuum cleaning robot is used as platform. It was extended by an access
point and a USB to UART converter to send serial control
command via network. In addition, two wireless cameras were
mounted on top of the Roomba. One camera points forward,
while the other camera points towards the ceiling. All devices
get their electricity from the batteries of the Roomba. The
prototype is shown in Figure 10.
Fig. 11. An exemplary view of the front camera.

Fig. 12. Bar diagram of the eye gesture recognition.

A. Object-Based Interaction

Fig. 10. Prototype configuration based on a vacuum cleaning robot.

V. RESULTS

The interface for object-based interaction has been tested
by five persons to analyze its basic usability. Figure 12 briefly
illustrates the results of the usability test. It shows whether a
test person (subject) required one or more attempts to use a
specific function successfully. During these tests, the subjects
were able to validate the detected position of the eye tracker
by means of the POR visualization. The diagram shows that
none of the test persons had problems with the fixation. While
the options were selected due to closing the eyelids, only one
subject required several attempts. The same applies to the
vertical eye movement. In a second pass, it turned out that
precisely this subject requires other settings for a successful
eye gesture recognition. Thus, more time for training and
personal settings will help to achieve better results. However,
it should be stated that this combination of object selection
via fixation and option selection by closing the eyelids turned
out to be a workable solution.

The results can be divided into two parts. The first part deals
with the object-based interaction, while the second part deals
with the control of the robot.

Figure 12 further shows that three of five test persons
had difficulties to deal with the horizontal eye movement.
Interviews with the subjects showed that it appears to be

The Roomba has two separately controllable drive wheels.
This enables the system to do a turn-on-the-spot and easily
enables the implementation of the above-mentioned joystick
mode.
Let x and y be the coordinates of the eye gaze position
on the screen and cx and cy be the center coordinates of the
screen. Further let s be a configurable speed factor. Then the
speed values of the left and right wheel are:
vl

=

((x − xc ) + (y − yc )) · s and

(3)

vr

=

((x − xc ) − (y − yc )) · s,

(4)

where vl and vr are the velocities of the left and right
driving wheel. Figure 11 shows an exemplary view of the front
camera.
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very difficult to control the horizontal eye movement to get
a straight motion. Apart from that, it must be considered
that in general LIS patients are not able to do horizontal eye
movements.
In summary, it can be noted that the usability can be
assessed as stable and accurate. With a well-calibrated eye
tracker, the basic handling consisting of the combination of
fixation and closing the eyelids is perceived as comfortable.
Additionally, it is possible to adjust the eye gesture settings
individually at any time. This enables an impaired person to
achieve optimal eye gesture-recognition results and a reliable
handling.
B. Controlling the Robot
The development of the controlling interface of the robot
has nearly been completed. It stands to reason that the second
model seems to be the the interface with the easiest control
and the least symptoms of fatigue for the eyes. However, a
detailed test is still pending.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Since this work is in progress, there are different parts of this
work that need to be discussed, implemented and evaluated in
the near future. We list the main points – even in parts – below:
•

•

•

Currently, the LIS patient can only deactivate the eye
tracking during the object-based interaction mode by
switching to robot control mode. Thus, there should be a
way to disable the fixation detection. Since eye gestures
based eye movements have proved to be difficult, our idea
is a combination of two consecutive fixations, e.g., in the
upper left and lower right corners.
Instead of the currently used static pictures displayed in
object-based interaction mode, a live view of the VPS
should be shown. But this requires a well functioning
object classification.
Thus, a major part of this work will be the classification of a useful set of everyday objects. Recently,
deep convolutional neural networks trained from large
datasets have considerably improved the performance of
object classification (e.g., [19], [20]). At the moment, they
represent our first choice.

In addition, there are many other minor issues to deal with.
However, at this point these issues are not listed individually.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The presented prototype demonstrates an interface to drive
a VPS through a local environment and offers a novel communication and interaction model for LIS patients, where visible
objects selected by eye gestures can be used to express the
needs of the patients in a user-friendly way.
In contrast to the discussed state-of-art methods, which are
based on an interaction with static content on screen, the direct
interaction with the environment is a benefit in two ways.

On the one hand, compared to the methods that use a virtual
keyboard, our method is faster and less complex. And on the
other hand, compared to the methods where pictograms are
used, our method eliminates the search for the matching icon.
Thus, the advantage of such a system is a larger flexibility
and a greater interaction area, i.e., a direct connection to
controllable things like the light, a TV, or a radio.
Our current work examines different models to control the
movements of the prototype with eye gestures in a live view
from the on-board camera of a VPS. Moreover, an autonomous
navigation of a VPS using QR codes and a floor plan is
currently tested to fit the particular situation of LIS patients.
Future work will include the ability to select objects individually from the local environment. This will enable the patients
to use real objects for communication tasks with the help of
an eye tracker. The interaction with the real environment via
a live view will ensure a more intuitive interaction than the
communication via static screen content and thus will provide
LIS patients with even more freedom. In addition, in this
scenario dynamic changes within the room (displacement or
exchange of objects) will not affect the interaction range of a
patient.
Independently of this, a LIS patient should alway have the
ability to select a virtual keyboard to send individual messages
as fall-back option.
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Abstract— The Natural-Constructive Approach is proposed to
describe and simulate the emotions and a sense of humor in an
artificial cognitive system. The approach relates to the
neuromorphic models and is based on the original concept of
dynamical formal neuron. The main design feature of the
cognitive architecture consists in decoupling the cognitive
system into two linked subsystems: one responsible for the
generation of information (with the required presence of
random component usually called “noise”), the other one  for
processing the well-known information. The whole system is
represented by complex multi-level hierarchical composition of
neural processors of two types that evolves according to certain
principle of self-organization. Various levels are shown to
correspond to the functional areas of the human-brain cortex.
Human emotions are treated as a trigger for switching the
subsystem activity that could be imitated and mathematically
expressed as variation of the noise amplitude. Typical patterns
of the noise-amplitude variation in the process of problem
solving are presented. The sense of humor is treated as an
ability of quick adaptation to unexpected information
(incorrect and/or incomplete forecast, surprise) with getting
positive emotions. Specific human humor response (the
laughter) is displayed as an abrupt “spike” in the noise
amplitude. Thus, it is shown that human emotional
manifestations could be imitated by specific behavior of the
noise amplitude.
Keywords- noise; emotions; explanatory gap; spike; surprise.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, the paper concerning the interpretation of
emotions and the sense of humor in an artificial cognitive
system was published and presented at the conference
COGNITIVE 2016 [1]. This paper represents an invited
extended version.
The problem of modeling and imitation of the cognitive
process is actual and very popular now, especially in the
context of Artificial Intelligence (AI) creation. Among the
most popular approaches, there are Active Agent paradigm
(e.g., the SOAR architecture, see [2], [3]), Deep Learning
paradigm [4]–[6], Brain Re-Engineering [7], [8], Robotics
[9], Resonance theory [10], etc. The majority of imitation
models proposed are aimed to construct the artificial
cognitive systems for solving certain (even broad) set of
problems better than human beings do. Hence, those
systems have to be efficient, reliable, and fast-acting.

In our works [11], [12], so called Natural-Constructive
Approach (NCA) has been elaborated, which is focused on
modeling just the human-like cognitive systems. Therefore,
the priority is given to the features inherent to the human
cognition, such as individuality, intuitive and logical
thinking, emotional impact on cognitive process, etc. This
approach is based on the Dynamical Theory of Information
[13]–[15], data from Neurophysiology [16]–[18], and
Neuropsychology [19], and Neural Computing [20]–[22]
(with the latter being used in a modified form). Note that
NCA could be related to the Human-Level Artificial
Intelligence (so called HLAI track, see, e.g., [23]) and is
close to some extent to the Deep Learning paradigm [4]–[6],
but possesses certain important and original peculiarities
presented below.
This paper is focused on modeling the manifestation of
emotions in the cognitive process. The version of the
human-like cognitive architecture elaborated under NCA is
presented schematically. The main constructive feature of
this architecture consists in decoupling the cognitive system
into two linked subsystems: one responsible for generation
of information (with required presence of random
component, i.e., “noise”), the other one  for reception and
processing the well-known information. The activity of
these subsystems is proposed to be controlled by the
emotional mechanism. Switching the subsystem activity is
associated with the noise amplitude variation, which could
be related to the change in neurotransmitter composition.
This paradigm is applied to simulate the human reactions
under stress conditions (including “smooth” stress, i.e.,
surprises). A particular case of the noise-amplitude
behavior,  namely, the abrupt up-and-down change
(“spike”),  is treated as an analogue to human laughter.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a
brief overview of modern approaches to representation of
emotions in AI. Section III describes basic components of
NCA. Section IV describes the main constructive blocks of
cognitive architecture designed under NCA. In Section V,
we discuss the role and place of emotions in the proposed
architecture and present the example of application of the
proposed model to describe the effects of stress/shock. In
Section VI, typical manifestations of emotions in course of
solving different problems are considered; special attention
is paid to representation of the sense of humor in AI.
Perspectives on practical validation of the results obtained
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are discussed in Section VII. In Conclusion, main results are
summarized and future perspectives are discussed.
II.

MODERN STATE OF THE EMOTION REPREENTATION
PROBLEM

Simulation of the human-like cognitive process implies
inherently the integration of rational reasoning and emotions
into one cognitive system. This problem represents one of
the main challenges as for AI, as well as for any humanlevel cognitive architecture (HLAI, [23]). The main problem
here is connected with the so-called “explanatory gap” [24],
i.e., the gap between the “Brain” (cortical and sub-cortical
structures) and the “Mind” (consciousness). This means that
there is a lot of information from the Brain side
(neurophysiology) on the structure and functions of single
neuron, and even on the neuron ensemble (e.g., [14]). On
the other (“Mind”) side, there is a lot of information from
philosophy and psychology (including personal experience)
on the consciousness manifestations (e.g., [25], [26]).
However, there is a lack of ideas on how the first could
provide the second.
A particular consequence of this fact is surprisingly poor
and vague definitions of such concepts as emotions,
intuition, logical thinking, subconscious, etc., which are
presented in such respective Dictionaries as MiriamWebster [27]. However, definitions from the Wikipedia [28]
seem more meaningful, modern, and reasonable in our view.
The same “gap” concerns as well the representation of
emotions. On the “Mind” side, emotions represent,
according to definition “…subjective self-appraisal of the
…current/future state” [28]. On the other side, from the
“Brain” viewpoint (see, e.g., [7], [16]), emotions are treated
as a composition of neurotransmitters produced by certain
sub-cortical structures. This value is objective and
experimentally measurable. But where is the “bridge”
between the neurotransmitter composition and personal
feeling of satisfaction, disappointment, etc.  that is the
question.
This problem actually attracts attention and evokes a lot
of studies (see, e.g., [29] –[39]). However, the variety of
approaches to the problem of emotion representation
indicates itself that the problem is not solved yet, so that,
“…emotions still remain an elusive phenomenon” [40].
Below, we try to collect the interpretations and main
features of emotions provided by different approaches and
propose our view on accounting for emotional component in
the artificial cognitive system.
The approaches from the “Brain” viewpoint refer mainly
by the Brain Re-Engineering paradigm (e.g., [7], [8], [29],
[30], [31]). It is based on the analysis of complementary role
of cerebral cortex and certain sub-cortical structures 
thalamus, basal ganglia, amygdale, etc.,  directly related
to the control of the emotions in cognitive process. This way
looks very close to the goal, but the consideration actually
seems mostly verbal: the mathematical apparatus used
seems rather poor. Moreover, the role of emotions is
attributed mainly to the reinforcement learning process,
while it is important but far not the only act of cognition.

Besides, these studies focused on the motor (acting)
training, leaving aside the cognitive process itself.
Another, somewhat more abstract “Brain-inspired”
approach is presented by the works of Lovheim and
followers (see [32], [33]). Here, the three-component model
was proposed that involved three systems of monoamine
neurotransmitters (namely, serotonin, dopamine, and noradrenaline), which provide cubic representation of various
emotional states. This model is popular and provides good
results for describing several medical problems (deceases),
but seems not so well in modeling regular cognitive process.
From the “Mind” viewpoint, the majority of researches
refer to the active agent concept ([2], [34], [35]). Here, the
agents are supposed to have the ability of self-appraisal
from the very beginning, and the question is: how this
appraisal does influence their reasoning. There were
suggested various principles of organization of the
“emotional space” that affect the cognitive process.
However, the main problem from our viewpoint is to
understand the very mechanism that could provide the selfappraisal ability.
A similar way is to introduce several discrete emotional
states that would affect (with certain weight coefficients) the
model calculations for AI. Their number may vary  from
two (positive and negative ones) up to 27 in [34]. However,
clear mechanisms of emotion emergence are not revealed in
any of these cases.
The other approach ([36], [37]) involves two sets of
dynamical variables, emotional and rational ones, so that
their (nonlinear!) interaction results in various states of the
system providing certain nontrivial regimes of transition
between those states. However, the neurophysiology
interpretation of the emotional, as well as rational, variables
under this approach remains somewhat dissatisfactory.
An interesting (but somewhat shocking) idea was put
forward by Schmidhuber [38]: the ultimate goal of living
activity that provides the most positive emotions is
connected with the compression of information. Being
seemingly not the most actual goal for a human being (as
compared with, e.g., survival), it could be reformulated in
terms of “image-to-symbol conversion” (see below). Then,
this idea surprisingly meets our final inferences.
The last but not least, let us turn to the concept
suggested by Huron [39] that emotions are evoked by
anticipations. In spite of this hypothesis is formulated rather
verbally than mathematically, it seems the most promising
and could serve as a basis for mathematical modeling.
Note that common modern trend consists in associating
emotions not with particular state, but with certain
transitions between different states (see [35], [39]). This
trend seems to be the most promising since it does not fix or
limit the number of mechanisms (as well as
neurotransmitters) that provide emotional manifestations,
but is focused on the variability of the cognitive process.
This study represents an attempt to merge the “Brain”
and “Mind” paradigms under NCA by revealing (or
introducing) proper variables and coupling them into unified
dynamical system (i.e., “emotional block”, see below).
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III.

BASIC COMPONENTS OF NCA

The approach NCA is aimed to understand and
reproduce in mathematical model the human-like cognitive
features like spontaneity, paradoxicality (the ability to
formulate and solve paradoxes), individuality, intuitive and
logical reasoning, integration of emotions and rational
reasoning. Therefore, certain paradigms typical just for the
living objects are required. NCA involves one of such
paradigms provided by the Dynamical Theory of
Information.
Being biologically inspired, the approach belongs to so
called neuromorphic models, which implies that the neuron
is the basic element (in some sense, the “active agent”) of
the whole cognitive architecture.
Hence, both
neurophysiology and neuropsychology data should be taken
into account.
Neural computer paradigm is used for computation and
numerical simulations. Under NCA, somewhat modified
representation of the neuron that was called the “dynamical
formal neuron” model is employed.
Thus, NCA combines actually three areas of expertise.
A.

Dynamical Theory of Information
The Dynamical Theory of Information (DTI) is
relatively new theory elaborated in the post-middle of XXth
century, almost at the same time as the well-known theory
of communication of Shannon (see [41], [42]). However,
Shannon’s theory was focused on the process of information
transmission, while DTI analyses the process of its origin
and evolution. This theory, being the subfield of Synergetics
(see [13], [43]), was elaborated in the works of Haken [13]
and Chernavskii [14], [15]. It is based on the idea that the
information is a specific kind of object that possesses
simultaneously as solid (material), as well as virtual
features. The information appears as a result of evolution
and interaction within certain community of living subjects.
Let us stress that the brain, being an ensemble of neurons,
represents a specific case of such community.
The most constructive and explicit definition of
Information belongs to Quastler [44]: “The Information is
the memorized choice of one version of N possible (and
similar) ones”. This definition provides immediately the
possibility to reveal different types of information:
 Objective Information  the choice done by the
Nature as a result of its evolution, i.e., physical
(objective) laws reflecting real structure of the
surrounding world.
 Conventional (Subjective) Information  the choice
done by a group of subjects as a result of their
interaction, communication, fight, agreement,
convention, etc., that is individual for a given
community.
In the first (Nature) case, the choice appears to be done
according to the principle of minimum energy expenses. In
the second (people) case, the particular choice should not be
the best one, but should be done and stored. The most
widely-known examples of conventional information are the
following: language, alphabet, traffic signs, symbols, etc. A
D

particular language could be neither better nor worse than
other, but it reflects the mentality (individuality) of a given
society (see, e.g., [45]).
Moreover, that definition provides the idea of how the
information could emerge. There are two mechanisms:
 Perception  superimposed (externally forced)
choice associated with the Supervisor learning.
 Generation  free (random) choice that should be
done without external control (internally).
It was shown in [13]–[15], that the information
generating process requires mandatory the participation of
chaotic element (so called “mixing layer”) that is commonly
called the noise.
The main inference of DTI is that these two mechanisms
are dual (or complementary), and hence, two subsystems are
required to perform both these functions. In analogy with
two cerebral hemispheres of human brain, let us call these
subsystem Left Hemi-system (LH) and the Right Hemisystem (RH), respectively.
From the positions of DTI, the cognition is considered as
a process of processing the information. Therefore, the
cognitive process could be defined as “the self-organizing
process of recording (perception), memorizing (storage),
coding, processing, generation and propagation of the
personal conventional information” [11]. Note that this
definition does presume the subjective (individual) character
of human thinking.
B. Neurophysiology and Neuropsychology Data
Let us stress that both, the “Brain” and the “Mind”
evidences should be taken into account. “Brain” data
concern the neuron structure and mechanisms of their
interactions.
1) Neuron Representation: NCA refers to so called
“neuromorphic” models. This implies that the basic element
for any structure is the neuron. In neurophysiology (see,
e.g., [46]), the neuron model presented by Hodgkin-Huxley
[47], as well as its somewhat reduced version suggested by
FitzHugh-Nagumo [48], [49], are considered still as the
most relevant ones. Starting from the Fitz-Hugh model, we
have elaborated the dynamical formal neuron concept (see
[11]) that represents a particular case of this model.
Accordingly, nonlinear differential equations were used to
describe the single-neuron behavior and the neuron
interactions. This enables us to trace the dynamics and
reasons for symbol formation.
2) Neuron Interaction Representation: Experimental
data on interaction in the neuron ensemble show:
a) Numerous experiments indicate that the perception
of new information is accompanied by amplification of the
connections between neurons involved in this process. This
is called the “Hebbian rule” [17].
b) Modern experimental data on the neuron structure
[18] show very intriguing fact: those neurons that participate
in acquiring certain experience (“skill”) appear to be
modified as compared to free (unemployed) neurons. This
inference is based on the experimentally observed
D
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distribution for the expression of so called c-FoS gen
responsible for changing the neuron structure. Thus, the
proper model representing a neuron should involve the
possibility of a certain mutation for engaged (trained)
neurons.
3) Neuropsychology Evidence: Another challenge for
any relevant model of a human-level cognitive system is the
question: why there are just two cerebral hemispheres in the
human brain – the right (RH) and the left (LH) ones. From
psychological viewpoint, we take into account the widespread opinion that RH is associated with non-verbal,
imaginary, parallel thinking and intuition (see, e.g., [26],
[50]). Correspondingly, LH is associated with sequential
verbalized thinking and the logical reasoning. However,
while there is no clear explanation of intuition and logic,
these statements seem ambiguous.
Another, more constructive from our viewpoint, idea had
been put forward by E. Goldberg (practicing psychologist)
[19]. He infered that RH is responsible for processing new
information, i.e., learning, while LH has to process the wellknown information. Note that this concept entirely coincides
with the main inference of DTI, that any cognitive system
should contain two subsystems, one for generation of new
information, the other one for reception and processing the
existing information.
C. Neurocomputing
A cognitive system could be presented as a composition
of neural processors, i.e., the plates populated with model
neurons. It should be stressed that, in contrast to common
neural computing (see, e.g., [51]) based on the simple
formal neural paradigm suggested by McCulloch and Pitts
[52], NCA is based on the concept of dynamical formal
neuron presented in [11].
Two types of neural computers are employed:
1) Distributed memory:
This concept refers to the Hopfield-type processor (H)
with cooperative intra-plate (“horizontal”) interaction [20].
Any real object is represented as a “chain” of activated
(excited) neurons, which is called the “image” of this
object. The main advantage of such type of representation is
connected with the fact that the damage of few neurons of
this chain does not lead to the damage of the image as a
whole. The integrity of the image is secured by trained
connections between the neurons involved into the image
formation.
Note that real objects having similar fragments are to be
written by the overlapping chains of neurons, which provide
associative connections between these objects.
The model of the H-type processor with dynamical
formal neurons could be written in the form:
D

n
dH i (t ) 1
2
3
 H [{H i   i  ( H i  1)  H i }    ij  H j ]
dt

i j
n
1
 H [ H {H i ,  i }    ij  H j ]

i j

, (1)

where Hi(t) is variable describing the state of i-th dynamical
formal model neuron, iH— activation characteristic time, i
— parameters that characterize the neuron excitation
threshold. The functional H{Hi,i} describes the internal
dynamics of a single H-type neuron, the second term refers
to interaction with neighbors, with ij being the matrix of
connections between neurons, i, j = 1.....n. Stationary states
are: Hi = +1 (active) and Hi = –1 (passive), that provides the
effect of neuron switching on/off under its neighbor’s
impact. Note that the parameters  referring to the excitation
threshold could be modified as the result of learning
process.
It should be stressed that the functions performed by the
H-type plates depend essentially on the principle of the
connection training. Under NCA, two types of training rules
are used. The first one that is required for recording
corresponds to well-known Hebb’s rule [17] of connection
amplification, which implies that the strength of connections
between excited neurons increases as

ij








(t )  0   H i (t ' )  1  H j (t ' )  1 dt '   (t ' ) , (2)
4   0
t

Hebb

where 0,  — training parameters, (t) is monotonic
integrable function to provide the saturation effect.
Another version of the connection-training principle had
been proposed in original work of J. Hopfield [20] as a tool
for recognition of the already learned (stored) images. This
version reads:
t

ij

Hopf

1
(t )  0 {1 
[1  H i (t ' ) H j (t ' )]   (t ' )dt ' } , (3)

2 0 0

that corresponds to the “redundant cut-off” principle. This
means that the “informative” connections between excited
neurons are initially strong and do not change in the training
process, while irrelevant (waste) connections should die out.
This principle corresponds actually not to the choice of
recording, but rather to the selection of trained connections.
It should be stressed that such way of training leads to
the fact that this processor could perceive any (even new)
image as one of the already learned (stored). This results in
two effects:
 refinement of the damaged (noisy) image: due to the
hard influence of neighbors, the irrelevant neurons
would die, while missing ones would be excited;
 there are problems with re-learning of this processor
to incorporate new images.
Thus, the necessity and reasons for exploring two
versions of the H-type processor are apparent.
2) Symbolic memory:
This concept involves the coding (localization)
procedure combined with possibility of further cooperative
(Hebbian) interaction. These two functions could be realized
by means of the Grossberg-type (G) processor [22] with
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competitive intra-plate (horizontal) interaction, which works
at the first stage for choosing one neuron to be the symbol
(representer of the certain group of neurons, i.e., the image).
At the next stage, competitive interaction should be altered
to cooperative. The model of processor possessing all these
abilities could be written in the form:

dGk (t )
1

[{( k  1)  Gk   k  Gk2  Gk3 } 
dt
G
n

 ( 0   )   kl  Gk  Gl 
l k
n

 (   0 )    kl  Gl ]  Z (t )   (t )

, (4)

l k



1

G

n

[G {Gk ,  k }   ( 0   )   kl  Gk  Gl 
l k

n

  (   0 )    kl  Gl ]  Z (t )
l k

where the variable Gk refers to the state of k-th G-type
neuron, G is activation characteristic time, with its internal
dynamics being described by the functional G{Gk,k}. The
term Z(t)(t) stays for the random component, with Z(t)
being the noise amplitude, 0<(t)<1 is random function.
Two step-wise theta functions (-0), (-+0) stop the
competitive process and start the cooperation (depending on
the argument’s sign).
Note that this representation differs from given for the
H-type neuron since the stable state here are equal to: G=1
(active) and G=0 (passive). Such choice of representation
enables us to account for both, competitive and cooperative
interactions depending on the state of inter-plate (so called
“vertical”)  connections.
The competitive connections Г provide the symbolchoosing procedure that requires mandatory participation of
random component (noise), see [11]. The dynamics of
connection training is determined by the equation:

dkl (t )

  Г0 {Gk  Gl (Gk  Gl )} ,
dt


(5)

where Г0 and Г are training parameters. This training rule
provides so-called “localization” reaction, when only one
neuron from the activated chain wins the round. So this type
of neuroprocessor serves to convert the chain corresponding
to the real object (i.e., the “image”) into single neuron
referred further as the “symbol” (in other terminology, the
“name”) of this object.
After the choosing procedure was finished, the interplate (vertical)  connections should formed to link the
chosen symbol with its image neurons at the previous
hierarchy level:

R ,
dkm
(t ) 0
   GkR ,  GmR ,( 1) ,
dt


(6)

where 0 and  are characteristic parameters of training.
Such connections secure the semantic content of the chosen
symbol; therefore, they are called the “semantic”
connections. These very connections do realize the Kohonen
paradigm “Winner Takes All” (WTA) [38], providing a
possibility to decompose the symbol into distributed image.
Note that this processor differs from the standard
versions of ACT procedure (see, e.g., [53], [54]) by at least
two factors:
 there is no fixed rule for conversion process, it
proceeds due to competitive interaction between
neurons only;
 symbol-formation procedure in the given processor
is unstable, thus providing uncertainty and
“individuality” of the position of chosen symbol.
Let us stress that this very mechanism of the winnerchoosing procedure is derived not from the neurocomputing,
but from the analysis of choices done within given society,
and is known in DTI as the “conventional information
struggle” (see [14], [15]). It is typical not only for the
human society, but for all living objects as well. This very
choice should not be “the best” (i.e., the most efficient, or
fast, or reliable, as it is typical for neural computing), but
should be individual for the given system. Thus, the symbol
formation procedure under NCA represents an example of
creating the conventional information.
After the semantic connections between the chosen
symbol and its image were formed up to sufficiently
(“black”) 0 value the competitive interaction stops due the
presence of step-wise function in (4). Then, the cooperative
interaction with neighboring symbols could start that
correspond to the last term in (4). The cooperative
connections are trained according to the Hebbian principle:

d kl (t ) 0
  {G R , k  G R , l } .
dt


(7)

These connections provide the possibility to form the
generalized image, i.e., “image-of-symbols”, which could
get its symbol at the next hierarchy level. Note that this
process may be reproduced at each step of the system’s
evolution. Thus, this processor actually possesses the
properties of distributed memory as well.
Note that in our previous works [11], [12] this effect was
secured by the mechanism of parametric modification of the
neuron-symbol, which takes it out from the competitive
interaction, simultaneously providing the possibility of
cooperative interactions with neighbors. It has been
proposed that after the given G-neuron got a status of
symbol and had formed the inter-plate connections  with
his image neurons, it should leave a competitive struggle for
the right to be a symbol of another image. This effect could
be provided by parametric modification of the neuron-
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symbol: kk({ik}). Actually, both mechanisms,
dynamical and parametric ones, could work together.
In any case at the time scale t >> Г, the neuron-symbol
stops its competitive interaction with neighbors, but
acquires a possibility to participate in the cooperative
interactions with the other neuron-symbols by the same
Hebbian mechanism as H-type neurons do. Note that “free”
G-neurons (that were failed to become a symbol of any
image) could compete only.
Another very important point should be stressed.
Encoding (i.e., symbol formation) means as well the
comprehension of the image information received from
outside. The very fact of symbol formation implies that the
system had apprehended the given chain of M active
neurons at the plate Н as a representation of a single real
object and had awarded a proper symbol (“name”) to it.
That is why the inter-plate (vertical) connections between
the symbol and its progenitor image neurons are called
semantic ones.
Let us stress ones more that, the instability of the
conversion procedure under NCA results in just random
(free) choice of the symbol among possible “nominant”
neurons. This means that this procedure represents a
particular case of generation of conventional information –
this choice should not be the best (the most efficient), it
should be individual. Thus, this process does secure the
individuality of any (even artificial) cognitive system.
IV.

B

ARCHITECTURE OF COGNITIVE SYSTEM

The architecture of cognitive system has been designed
under NCA in the works [11], [12] of Chernavskaya et al.
Let us recall briefly main peculiar features.
A. Basic Elements of NCA Architecture
The schematic representation of NCA cognitive
architecture is plotted in Fig. 1. This system represents a
composition of several neural processors of Hopfield (H)
and Grossberg (G) types, which are composed into
hierarchical structure, with  being the number of
hierarchical level. Each processor is represented as a plate
populated with n dynamical formal neurons described in
Section III. The total number of levels (symbolic plates) is
neither fixed nor limited since they appear “as required” in
course of the system evolution as a response to the
operational complexity of the perceptible world.
Each symbol G is linked by semantic connections (-1)
and (+1) defined in (6) with its “parent” image at the
previous level and the “descendant” symbol at the next level
+1, respectively. Besides, it is linked with its neighbors by
cooperative connections  (defined in (7)), which create
new (independent) image. Using imagination, one may say
that each symbol has its “legs” (to rely to the ground) and
“hands” (to reach the ceiling). Such “pyramid” is replicated
at every level of hierarchy, thus forming the fractal-type
multi-level structure.

Figure 1.

Schematic representation of NCA cognitive architecture.

According to DTI principles, the system is divided into
two coupled subsystems, the right hemi-system (RH) and
the left hemi-system (LH). These terms were chosen to
correlate these subsystems with cerebral hemispheres, with
the cross-subsystem connections (t) being an analogue to
the corpus callosum. These connections should provide the
interaction (“dialog”) between the subsystems (“up-down”
arrows in Fig. 1). One subsystem (RH) is responsible for
learning and processing new information; the other one
(LH) is dealing with the well-known information. This
functional specialization coincides completely with that
proposed (from the “mind” viewpoint) by Goldberg [19],
that represents a pleasant surprise as well as an indirect
validation of our approach. Under NCA we can also reveal
its mechanism from the “brain” viewpoint. It is secured by
three factors:






the presence of random component (noise) in
RH provides the conditions for generation of
information, i.e., free choice of the version of
recording new information;
different connection-training principles in the
different subsystems: the Hebb’s principle of
active connection amplification [17] in RH,
and the Hopfield’s principle of the “redundant
cut-off” [20] in LH;
the “connection-blackening” principle of selforganization, which implies that strong enough
(“black”) images in RH are replicated in LH.
Hence, RH acts as a Supervisor for LH.

Let us consider the connection-blackening principle in
more details by analyzing the elementary act of system’s
evolution.
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B. Elementary Learning Act: “Connection-Blackening”
Principle
The elementary act of cognitive process realization (in
particular, learning) should involve implementation of the
functions of recording, storing and coding the image of new
object.
The functions of recording and storing “raw” images
could be implemented by means of two H-type cross-linked
processors (see Fig. 2a), with the connection-training rules
being different on those plates (Fig. 2b). One of them (called
H0) should be trained by Hebbian mechanism, while the
other one (called Htyp)  according to the original Hopfield
principle “redundant cut-off”. They are correlated by the
value of well-trained connections 0 (see Fig. 2b).
Primary (“raw”) images are recorded at the plate H0 by
Hebbian-trained connections, with their strength being vary
from weak (“grey”) to strong (“black”) state. When the
strength of trained connections achieves the “black” value
0, the “black” image should be transferred by direct (oneto-one) inter-plate connections and replicated at the typical
image plate Htyp for storing. This procedure corresponds to
the implementation of so called “connection blackening”
principle.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of recording and memorizing process
(a) and (b) time dependence of corresponding intra-plate (horizontal)
connection strength (t).

The combination of this process with the encoding
procedure provides the “elementary act” of the system’s
formation and is presented in Fig. 3. This process again
corresponds to the self-organization principle of
“connection blackening” and proceeds in three steps:

Figure 3.

The elementary act of learning.

a) The First Step: an image formed at the previouslevel (1) in RH, after its cooperative connections R
become strong (“black”) enough, is delivered by the direct
(one-to-one) inter-plate (“vertical”) connections to the nextlevel plate G and, simultaneously, by the inter-subsystem
connections  to the same level plate G-1 in LH (see Fig.
3a); LH level is free.
b) The Second step: NCA conversion procedure imageinto-symbol occurs at the next-level plate G in RH (Fig.
3b); LH level is free.
c) The Third (Final) Step: New symbol is formed
together with its semantic (one-to-many) inter-plate
connections R and is replicated at the same level in LH,
where vertical connections L are forming according to
Hopfield-type rule. Here again, the “connection blackening”
principle for R connections controls the symbol-formation
process (Fig. 3c).
This process could be repeated at each level of hierarchy
thus generating a multi-fractal structure.
It is important to stress that the raw images in RH with
relatively weak (“grey”) connections (those that didn’t
achieve the level typical for LH) are neither transferred to
the next level in RH, nor replicated in LH. They remain
only at the given level and not acquire their symbol at the
next level. Thus, they represent latent (hidden) information,
which is “auxiliary” for the given system.
C. Specialization of Various Hierarchical Levels
Let us discuss the roles of different hierarchy levels and
their correspondence to the cerebral functional areas.
1) Hierarchy-Level Specialization: The whole system
represents
complex
multi-level
block-hierarchical
construction that does evolve by itself (in Fig. 1  from the
left to the right) due to the self-organization principle of
“connection blackening”. This implies that at each level, the
elementary act presented in Fig. 3 is repeated. New levels
(symbol layers) appear “as required”, i.e., after a new image
was formed at the previous level. In physics, there is special
term “scaling” for such principle of organization and the
whole structure is called a fractal.
The lowest level  = 0 is represented by the H-type
plates containing the image information. The plate H0 in
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RH carries the whole image information received by the
given system by means of the “sense organs”, i.e., from the
receptors. The intra-plate (horizontal) connections vary from
weak (“grey”) up to strong (“black”) ones. Note that the
images recorded by “grey” (rather weak) connections,
according to the connection blackening principle described
above, are neither delivered to the next level, nor replicated
in LH. They are stored at H0 only, thus representing some
vague (fuzzy) information. That is why the plate H0
hereinafter is referred to as the “fuzzy set”. This plate is
responsible for recording new sensor images.
The plate Htyp in LH contains the information selected
for storing (memorization). This plate is “filling up” in
course of learning (with the role of Supervisor being played
by the plate H0) with those images that are recorded by
sufficiently “black” connections (“up” green arrow in Fig.
1). These images are referred to as typical ones. This plate
does play the main role in recognition of already learned
objects; in some sense, it is a classifier.
The next level  = 1 is occupied by the symbols of
typical images, which are formed in RH. These symbols do
carry a semantic content, that is, a comprehension of the fact
that the given chain of active neurons represents one real
object. Semantic content (sense) of such symbol consists in
its decomposition (by means of semantic inter-plate
connections ) into its image corresponding to this very
real object. Only after formation of sufficiently “black”
connections R, this symbol could be replicated in LH.
At the same very level, the process of primary
verbalization starts. This implies that there occur the
internal words as the names of already learned objects.
These names occur in RH, i.e., they are chosen arbitrary
and individually thus are understandable for a given system
only. If simultaneously LH receive an external information
(from external Supervisor, see top external arrow in Fig. 1)
on conventional name for this object, the ‘internal” name
would be replaced (after certain conflict) by the
conventional one (by means of inverse training LHRH,
see “down” purple arrow in the middle part in Fig. 1). Such
process, that is similar to the process of children speech
trials, was considered and discussed in [14], [15].
At the same level in RH, the symbols could cooperate
and create the generalized images (image-of-symbols),
which acquire their own symbols at the next level +1.
These images are rather primitive, since they correspond to
concrete real objects. However, even at this level, a Poet
could create, using primitive words, a pronounced pattern
(“night, street, lamp, drugstore…” as in a famous Alexander
Block’s poetry).
At the next levels >1, this process is repeated with
increasing degree of “abstraction” of created images. This
implies that new generalized images could hardly be related
to any real object and explained at the image level.
At the higher levels of hierarchy >>1, the abstract
information emerges, that is, the infrastructure of symbols
and their connections, which are not mediated by “raw”
images, i.e., the neuron-progenitors of H-type plates. Here,
the concept symbols arise, that could not be related to any

concrete pattern (e.g., conscience, infinity, beauty,
consciousness, love, etc.). This information appears in the
already well-trained system as a result of interactions of all
the plates (not “perceptible”, but “deduced” knowledge).
This very information could be completely verbalized, i.e.,
expressed in the symbolic form (with relevant grammar and
syntax) by means of conventional language of a given
society. These very higher levels provide a possibility of
communication with similar systems. This implies a
possibility to propagate personal conventional information
(“to explain by words”) and understand semantic content of
external symbolic (verbal) information. Besides, at such
level LH obtains a possibility to receive new information
not only from RH, but also from outside, in symbolic form,
from external Supervisor. In psychology, such knowledge is
called “semantic”, in distinguish to “episodic” one that the
system (RH) obtains in process of acquiring its individual
experience. This knowledge could appear to be active only
after incorporation into the existing architecture due to
LH RH connections (“down” purple arrow at the right
part of Fig. 1). Note that RH itself can get the symbolic
verbalized information from outside, without Supervisor
(bottom external arrow in Fig. 1), and this information is
processing just as internal one, i.e., by forming the Hebbian
connections between different external symbolic images.
Thus, the system as a whole does grow up from the
lower image information levels, over semantic information
(understandable for a given individual system only), to the
higher levels of abstract information, which could be
verbalized and propagated (understood) within the given
society. At every stage of new level formation, the same
process is repeated. New connections are forming in RH up
to the “black” state, and after that, the new-formed symbol
is transferred to LH. In this process, certain part of
information (inessential details recorded by “grey”
connections) appears to be lost. Speaking more exactly, it is
not delivered to the next level, but is stored at the previous
one as auxiliary or latent information specific for a given
individual system.
Note that the label “emotions” in Fig. 1 refers neither to
RH nor to LH. Below, it will be shown that emotions are
directly related to switching the cross-subsystem
connections  (“up-down” arrows in Fig. 1) providing the
“dialog” between subsystems. The color of arrows reflects
emotional “valence” (green for positive and rose for
negative ones).
2) Corresponendence with Cerebral Cortex Areas:
Let us point out that the geometry of the NCA architecture
corresponds to the functional areas of the human cerebral
neocortex (see Fig. 4). The neocortex could be
(conventionally) divided into areas (“lobes”), which are
responsible for the vision (occipital lobe), motor activity
(parietal lobe), auditory activity (temporal lobe), abstract
thinking (frontal lobes), etc. Temporal lobes embraces
Wernicke’s and Broca’s areas that are responsible,
respectively, for language hearing (word perception) and
reproducing (word production), but not for the speech itself.
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Figure 4.

Map of the functional areas of human cerebral cortex (extracted
from [55])

The speech function, i.e., coherent and sensible transmission
of information, relates to the frontal lobe that is associated
with abstract thinking.
Note that similar allocation of functional levels is
realized in the NCA scheme: low levels (=0) provides
images, i.e., visual patterns; middle levels (>1) contain
symbol-words, that is, elements of language.
The correspondence between the abstract information in
the NCA architecture (>>1) and the “abstract thinking”
typical for the frontal lobes, is obvious. Thus, the map in
Fig. 4 actually corresponds to the mirror reflection of the
scheme in Fig. 1.
D. Interpreting the Concepts of Intuition, Subconsciousness, Consciousness, and Logic
Now, let us turn to interpretation and revealing the
mechanisms of specific human features of cognitive
process,  namely, intuition, logic, sub-consciousness, etc.
If the intuition is treated as occasional, spontaneous,
unreasoned solution, or, following Immanuel Kant [56],
“the direct discretion of the truth” without any reasons and
proofs – then, it apparently emerges from RH (more
exactly, from the noise in RH). Typical feature of intuition
consists in unconscious way of getting the result.
Treating the logic as all the cause-and-effect unbroken
chains (causal relationships), one could infer that all the
processes in LH are related. In this sense, the inference of
our early paper [57] (where there was no symbolic structure)
remains still valid. At this level, the inference of [50] seems
valid also.
However, these concepts could be considered in more
detail. Thus, the logical thinking, according to [28], is
defined as “correct provable reasoning”. This definition
immediately leads to the inference that only verbalized
reasoning
(thereby,
conclusive
and
commonly
understandable) is related. At that, the term “correct”
implies that these reasons should be based on the
conventional axioms. Then, between the “pure logic” and
“pure intuition” there should be a place for some other,
intermediate, thinking algorithms.

Similar reasons concern the concepts of consciousness
and sub-consciousness. Defying the consciousness as “the
state of being aware of and responsive to one's
surroundings” [28], we infer that it could emerge after
verbalization only.
The sub-consciousness is defined as “…aggregate of
processes lacking the subjective control” [28]. This implies
that it should be based on the randomly stored information,
that had not acquired any symbol and thus, could not be
activated from outside by means of symbols (i.e., words).
Keeping in mind previous reasons, we can interpret the
notions of intuition, logic, and (sub-)consciousness under
NCA.
The architecture described above has large number
(N>>1) of levels. The lower levels contain auxiliary or
hidden individual information for a given system, the “thing
in itself”. Only verbalized information that occurs at higher
levels of hierarchy could be comprehended in a common
sense (not individually). Then, we can try to answer the
question “How the brain makes a thought?” Since a speech
represents a consecutive set of symbols, this is the very tool
to form (separate) a pattern called a “thought” from all the
variety of the brain-activity patterns. There exists a
picturesque formula “the language is a means for our brain
to speak with us”. Thereby the consciousness could be
defined as the system’s ability to draw up the cognitive
activity into consecutive content set by means of a speech.
Here, the main role is played by LH.
As it was shown above, a part of information appears to
be lost at any transition from previous level to the next one.
More exactly, it converts into form of “latent” (auxiliary), or
“hidden” information for a given system. Let us consider
this in more details.
The innermost level of latent information is represented
by weak (“grey”) connections at the fuzzy set, i.e., the image
plate H0. Its role consists in storing the “occasional” (i.e.,
“randomly collected”) information that could appear to be
important some time later. This information is transferred
neither to LH nor to the level G1, thus, could not be
associated with any symbol. This means that it remains not
comprehended and not controlled by the system, i.e., just
what has been defined as the “sub-consciousness”. Such
(“grey”) chains could be activated only due to the noise, by
chance (“to see suddenly by internal view”), that could be
interpreted as the “aha moment” (see, e.g., [26], [58]).
At the transition from semantic information to
verbalized one, there remain a lot of symbols that are not
associated with any standard word. This implies certain
“pictures” that could be described only by means of
decomposition, i.e., one internal symbol can be described by
several standard words. Verbalization of this information
requires not an insight, but assortment of necessary words.
This is always possible, but not always simple. Using the
terms of recognition theory, this process could be called
“formalizing the expert knowledge”.
Thus, the latent information is disposed at various levels
of depth, and this fact does control the efforts for extracting
it up to the consciousness level. It seems natural to interpret
the inferences based on the latent information, as intuitive
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thinking (insight). It is worth noting that in the proposed
scheme, the majority of latent information is actually
concentrated inside RH.
Logical thinking could be specified as “…unbroken
sequential thoughts” [27], as well as “…operating by
verbalized (abstract) concepts and their connections” [28].
This process is typical for LH at higher hierarchy levels.
An abstract information as itself has its own levels and
infrastructure, which emerges gradually, in course of
system’s evolution (for human beings, this implies “with
years”). This developed infrastructure that combines higher
levels of RH and LH could be associated with the wisdom.
This implies that the wisdom is broader than logic.
Specific features of the “latent” elements become rather
pronounced in the process of solving the problems related to
fixing the similarity/difference of the objects. These
problems are solved automatically, at the image levels. The
similarity is emphasized by shared neurons, while the
difference is specified by diverse ones, and the system does
know it. However, this knowledge could not be
comprehended until those common/diverse neurons were
not associated with combinations of internal symbols. Then,
the auxiliary-image knowledge (“feeling”) could be
converted into semantic one. Further verbalization of this
knowledge implies ascertainment of the connections
between internal symbols and the words. The obtained result
is valuable for a given system (individual), but could appear
to be fault objectively, since the mode of recording the
image information is individual as well. The obtained
solution is intuitive, since it is based on the recorded
experience, i.e., the individual “worldview pattern”. This
solution should not be proved (the system itself does not
need any proof since it just knows that it is so). However,
being verbalized, this solution could be explained to others
and argued. If the arguments fit the conventional axioms, it
would be a proof of its truth. Actually, the method of
“converting the intuitive expert knowledge into logic one” is
presented aforesaid.
E. Master Equations: Mathematics & Phylosophy
The mathematical foundations for the architecture
presented in Fig. 1 were discussed in details in [11]. Let us
recall the key points and present the mathematical basis in
generalized form:
n
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Here, variables Hi and Gk refer to purely “rational”
components that are associated with neocortex, various ‘’
parameters stay for characteristic times. The term Z(t)(t)
corresponds to the random (stochastic) component (noise)
which is presented in the subsystem RH only; Z(t) is the
noise amplitude. The functionals H{H,} and G{G,}
describe the internal dynamics of corresponding neurons;
the functionals YR{G,G+} and YL{G,G+} in the
equations for symbolic plates describe the horizontal and
vertical interactions of symbols (see [11] for details); (t)
specifies the cross-subsystem connections.
Let us present several remarks on the meaning of certain
terms.
1) “Brain vs. Mind” Border:
First two equations relate to the lowest (zero) level of
hierarchy, while the others (G) variables describe =1,…N
symbolic levels. Note that the dotted line after two first
equations indicates the analogy with the dotted line in Fig.
1. This line symbolizes the virtual border between the Brain
and the Mind. Indeed, the H-plates (zero-level of the
hierarchy) containing only the “raw” images, serve to
represent the sensible information received from the organs
of sense. This information is (roughly speaking) objective,
so this level belongs (roughly speaking) to the Brain.
The level =1, that is, the level of the typical-image
symbols, already belongs to the Mind, since any symbol
represents not objective, but conventional, i.e., subjective
and individual (for a given system) information. The same is
true even more for all other hierarchy levels, up to the
highest level associated with the abstract information. Thus,
we come to
Philosophical Inference #1: The “bridge” between the
“Brain” and the “Mind” is made of semantic connections
between symbols and their images, i.e., by conventional
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(individual) information generated by the neuron ensemble
itself.
2) Reflection of a single-neuron history:
The functionals H{H,} and G{G,} defined by (1)
and (4), respectively, describe the internal dynamics of the
corresponding dynamical formal neurons. This very
representation provides the possibility to describe the
parametric mutations of the “trained” neurons,  i.e., those
neurons that actually participated in creation of images and
symbols forming the architecture as a whole. This effect
corresponds to experimental evidences from [18].
One of the parametric-modification mechanisms consists
in the influence of high-level symbols on the corresponding
image neurons: i  i{G{i}}. First of all, this refers to so
called symbol of class, that is, the symbol, which was
induced not by the image of certain object, but by a set of
common attributes of certain class of objects. Excitation of
such symbol could not excite all “referring” images, but
switches them into the “standby mode” by lowering the
activation threshold of common image neurons i. Thus,
these images acquire the right of priority for activation, i.e.,
an attention.
All these arguments refer as well to the parameters k
of symbolic neurons. The k-th neuron at the plate G, being
a member of new “generalized” image, plays the role of the
image neuron for all the higher-level symbols G+{k} that it
is related, thereby its parameter should be modified as: k
k{G+{k}}. Besides, as it was considered above, the
neuron-symbol should be modified parametrically after its
semantic content (i.e., the inter-plate connections (-1)ik
with its image) was formed: kk({(-1)ik}). This
modification takes the neuron out from the competitive
interactions and turns on the cooperative ones. This factor
secures complex multi-level interactions of the neuronsymbols and leaves “off screen” those G-neurons that failed
to become a symbol.
Thereby, complete modification of a G-neuron reflecting
the “history” of his relations with other neurons (his “skill”)
could be presented in the form: kk({(-1)ik},G+{k}).
Thus, the model of dynamical formal neuron enables us
not only to reproduce the fact of mutation of the “trained”
neurons observed in [18], but also to specify and distinguish
concrete modifications associated with different “skills”.
Philosophical inference #2: The account for the neuron
internal structure enables us to reproduce the effect of
mutation of the neurons participated in certain “skill”
acquirement. This provides the interpretation for the effect
of “neuron memory” concentrated not in the inter-neuron
connections, but inside the neurons themselves.
3) What is the tool for switching the subsystem activity?
The variable (t) controls the dialog between two
subsystems. This is the only variable presenting in each
equation, thus ‘sewing’ all the components together.
Therefore, it deserves special discussion. These connections
should not be trained, but should provide switching the
subsystem activity in course of the problem solving. Here,
the connections RL activating LH are treated as positive
RL = +0, and vice versa, connections LR activating

RH are treated as negative ones LR = 0. All the
processes requiring the generation of new information,
namely  forming either new image, or new symbol  are
to proceed in RH with necessary noise participation. Then,
the result of this process should be transferred to LH by
direct cross-subsystem connections: +0. The reverse
connections 0 are switching on in the already trained
system, when an incoming external information appears to
be unknown, i.e., new. Then, the system should pass over
the re-training stage by means of RH. Let us stress that the
mechanism of the (t) switching is not specified in (8) –
(11) yet; it will be considered in the next Section.
Note that this system of equations is not complete in
mathematical sense (as it was also in [11]), since not all the
variables are determined via their mutual interactions.
Namely, Z(t) was considered as a model parameter, and the
mechanism of (t) switching is not clear. Since the
considered cognitive architecture is in a good agreement
with functional areas of neocortex (not subcortical
structures), we come to
Philosophical Inference #3: Proper system of equations
that describes the whole cognitive process could be
completed only after taking into account the participation of
emotions.
V.

THE ROLE AND PLACE OF EMOTIONS

The incorporation of emotions and rational thinking into
cognitive system represents really the challenge, since we
need to ride over the explanatory gap between “Brain” and
“Mind”. Under NCA, this implies that two different “tools”
are required, the one relating to the “Brain” structures, and
the other one expressed in the “Mind” terms. Then, mutual
influence of these “tools” could provide integral
representation of emotions in the cognitive process.
From the evolutionary point of view (see, e.g., [30]),
emotions represent far more ancient mechanism of the
analysis of environment, than rational reasoning. Therefore,
the sources of emotional bursts relate to so called “old
cerebellum”,  i.e., certain sub-cortical structures like
thalamus, basal ganglia, amygdale, substance negro, etc.
(see [7], [30]). Then, the production of these very structures
could be considered as the required “Brain tool” for emotion
representation.
From the other hand, the rational reasoning as rather
“young” (evolutionary) ability relates to cerebral neocortex.
Thus, the required “Mind tool” should relate also to this
very structure.
Emotions provide a synthetic (integral) reaction that
appears before the analysis of concrete reasons and motives.
For humans, the specification of “emotio” and “ratio”
becomes meaningful after formation of the common
language (that is, the developed system of conventional
symbols) within a certain community (see, e.g., [45]). Let us
point out that any language-delivered information (speech)
represents a successive time set of symbols. Hence, the
reasoning, or rational thinking, represents a consecutive
method of information processing. Therefore, it seems
reasonable to assume that not-rational or emotional
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reactions correspond to the parallel information processing.
Recalling that these functions are attributed to the left and
right hemispheres, respectively (see [25], [50]), one may
come to a big temptation to infer that rational and notrational (emotional) thinking correspond to LH and RH,
respectively. Below, it is shown that that all these arguments
actually are related to the problem, but realization of this
program calls for more accurate consideration.
A. The Problem of Emotion Formalization
In order to formalize the above arguments, let us
consider the approaches to emotion classification.
In psychology, the self-appraisal (emotion) is ordinarily
associated with achieving a certain goal. Commonly,
emotions are divided into positive and negative ones, with
increasing probability of the goal attainment leads to
positive emotions, and vice-versa. Furthermore, it is known
that any new (unexpected) thing/situation calls for negative
emotions (see, e.g., [19]), since it requires additional efforts
to hit the new goal (in the given case, to adapt to unexpected
situation). Hence, to the first approximation emotions could
be divided into positive and negative ones.
From the neurophysiology viewpoint, emotions are
controlled by concentration and composition of the
neurotransmitters inside the organism [7], [25]. All the
exciting variety of known neurotransmitters (more than
4000 known species) can be sorted into two groups: the
stimulants (like adrenalin, caffeine, etc.) and the inhibitors
(opiates, endorphins, etc.). Note that this fact indicates
indirectly that the binary emotion classification  positive
vs. negative ones  seems bearable despite its
primitiveness. However, there is no direct correspondence
between positive self-appraisal and the excess of inhibitors
or stimulants, the problem is more intriguing.
Anyway, the simplest “Brain tool” to represent the
emotions is rather apparent: it is the effective (aggregated)
composition of neurotransmitters (t) representing the
difference between the stimulants and inhibitors.
According to DTI, emotions could be divided into two
types: impulsive (impelling the generation of information)
and fixing (effective for reception). Since the generating
process requires the noise, it seems natural to associate
impulsive emotions (anxiety, nervousness) with the growth
of noise amplitude Z(t). Vice-versa, fixing emotions could
be associated with decreasing noise amplitude (relief,
delight). By defining the goal of the living organism as the
maintenance of homeostasis, (i.e., calm, undisturbed, stable
state), one may infer that, speaking very roughly, this
classification could correlate with negative and positive
emotions, respectively.
Thus, we may infer that it is the noise amplitude Z(t)
(relating actually to the neocortex) that could be treated as
the required “Mind tool” for accounting emotions.
B. Main Hypotheses on Emotion Representation in AI
We propose the following hypothesis on the nature of
emotions: The random component (noise) in artificial
systems does correspond to the emotional background of

living systems, as well as free (random) choice imitates the
human emotional choice.
This concept gives immediately three tools directly
connected with emotions, and all of them are individual for
any given artificial system:
Z0  stationary-state background, i.e., the value that
characterizes the state “at rest”;
Z(t) = Z(t)  Z0 is the excess of the noise level over the
background, which reflects the measure of cognitive
activity;
dZ/dt  is the time derivative of the noise amplitude,
which apparently is the most promising candidate to the
analogue to emotional reaction of human being. The
absolute value of derivative dZ/dt corresponds to the degree
of emotional manifestation: drastic change of noise
amplitude imitates either panic (dZ/dt>0), or euphoria
(dZ/dt<0), and so on.
Various combinations of these values reveal a wide field
for speculations and interpretations. For example, the
calibrated value Z0 could serve as the indicator of individual
temperament. The states with Z(t) < Z0 could be interpreted
as depression, etc. These parameters could be applied to
construct artificial cognitive systems (robots) of various
“psychology” types.
The influence of the “Brain” component should be
accounted by linking the value of dZ/dt with an aggregated
variable (t) that represents the effective composition of
neural transmitters. In an artificial cognitive system and AI,
an additional (artificial) variable (t) should be introduced
as an external factor to control the “emotional” state of the
system.
Thus, the Main Hypothesis results in the following set of
basic hypotheses:
 Hypothesis #1: The impact of neurotransmitters
should be described by the system of equations
linking the noise amplitude Z(t) with the aggregated
variable (t) that corresponds to the effective
composition of neural transmitters (the difference
between stimulants and inhibitors).
 Hypothesis #2: The apprehended emotional reaction
of human beings could be described as the time
derivative of the noise amplitude dZ(t)/dt.
Note, that this value could be either positive or negative that
could be (very roughly) related to negative and positive
emotions, respectively. The absolute value of derivative
corresponds to the degree of emotional manifestation and
can take any values to describe various emotional shades.
 Hypothesis #3: The same derivative should control
the “dialog” between subsystems: increasing Z(t)
(negative emotions) corresponds to activation of
RH, while decreasing Z(t) (positive emotions)
switches on the LH activity.
Basing on these hypotheses, we can write the system of
equations describing mutual interaction of the variables (t)
and Z(t) in course of cognitive process in the form:
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where a, , , , , and  are model parameters, the
functional X{, GkR,} refers to the process of new symbol
formation (which decreases Z(t) value, see details in [12]).
The linear in Z and  part in (12), (13) provides the system’s
homeostasis: stationary stable state corresponds to {Z=Z0,
=0}. The functions FZ(,Z) in (12) and F(,Z) in (13) are
written to account for possible nonlinear effects, which may
arise
from
mutual
influence
of
“emotional”
(neurophysiology) and “rational” (referring to the neocortex
ensemble) variables (see below).
The last term in (12) refers to processing the incoming
information. The term D stays for the discrepancy between
the incoming and internal (stored) information that
provokes Z(t) increasing. This very situation refers to the
“effect of surprise”, which evokes human’s negative
emotions. Vise versa, finding the solution to the problem
(D=0) results in momentary decrease of Z(t), that
corresponds to positive emotional splash. Thus, the model
seems quite reasonable.
Finally, the hypothesis #3 results in (14), where 0 being
the characteristic value of the cross-subsystem connections;
 is the model parameter, which specifies the  dynamics.
Note that hyperbolic tangent function in (14) provides the
step-wise behavior at >>1. This implies that = 0 = RL
at dZ(t)/dt<0 and = 0= LR at dZ(t)/dt>0, with  being
zero at dZ(t)/dt=0. Small/moderate variations of dZ/dt
around zero provide corresponding oscillations of (t) that
represent permanent (normal) “dialog” between subsystems.
Besides, the solution to standard problems can be found in
LH only and commonly does not provide any emotional
reaction: dZ/dt =0 (any inter-subsystem connections are
not activated). Hence, this equation fits completely our
previous psychological considerations.
Thus, the system of equations (8) – (14) appears to be
fully complete since all the variables are defined via their
mutual interactions. Let us stress that linking the crosssubsystem connections (t) with the emotional variable
dZ(t)/dt gives quite original and necessary mechanism to
control the subsystem activity and provides desired tool for
realization of an artificial two-subsystem schemes (robots).
C. Application of the Model to the Stress/Shock Effect
Let us consider an example of applying this model to
reproduce certain observable effect. The effect of “stress
and shock”, that occurs when people find themselves in a

stressful situation, was investigated for several years by the
group of neurophysiologists [59]. Two specific
characteristics of electrocardiogram were measured, one of
them being an appraisal of vegetative imbalance, another
one being the measure of heart-rate variability. It was
observed that under small or moderate external impact,
people gradually calm down after several oscillations of
measured characteristics. But in the case of strong impact,
initial excitation changes for depression and only after
sufficiently long time the person can return to ordinary
(regular) reactions. This type of behavior was identified as
“stress”. Moreover, there was detected the regime called a
“shock”: the probationer, after too strong initial excitation,
falls down to deep depression (stupor or coma), and cannot
relax independently, without medical assistance. In the latter
case, the vegetative balance is controlled by the opiates only
(pronounced inhibitors), with the variability index comes to
zero. It is worse noting that the levels of initial excitation
resulting in “irregular” regimes of behavior were detected to
be individual. All these regimes could be reproduced in the
proposed model by choosing an appropriate parameter set.
The first attempt to describe these effects was done in
[12], where two different sets of parameters had been used
to reproduce the “normal\stress” and “shock” regimes
respectively. This means that, the transition between the
stress and shock states was treated as parametric
modification of the system. Alternative version of this
model (different choice of parameters) is presented in this
article. It enables us to reproduce all the regimes within
single combination of parameters, by varying the initial
conditions. Besides, modern description of the stress-toshock transition seems to be more interesting and relevant
(see below).
In Fig. 5, the phase portrait for the model (12) – (13) is
presented, where the parameters are chosen to provide the
N-shape isoclinic curve dZ/dt = 0 with just two stable statio-

t

Figure 5. Model phase portrait in terms of “noise amplitude Z(t) vs. an
aggregated neurotransmitter composition (t)”.
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nary states. The normal stationary state {Z=Z0, =0}
corresponds to homeostasis. The second one {Z=Z*, =*}
corresponds to abnormal state (pathology), where the noise
is deeply suppressed (Z*<0), and the neurotransmitter
imbalance is shifted to deep inhibitor region (*<<0). This
state just corresponds to that of the “shock” — this implies
deep depression with possible transition into a coma. Both
stationary states represent stable focuses.
Normally, the dynamical regime represents damping
oscillations around the homeostasis point {Z0,0}. Initial
excitation (t=0) (that imitates an external impact) provokes
growth of Z supplied by the following decrease of  down
to negative values, which then changes for decreasing Z
with  growth, and so on. Thus, the values of Z(t) and (t)
gradually (over several cycles) trend to their stable points
(solid green curve). But if the trajectory, starting from
somewhat larger initial value (0), would pass beyond some
bifurcation value Zbif, the dynamical regime changes
(dashed red curve). The trajectory falls down to negative 
(inhibitor) zone where spends a long time. Then it slowly,
over the depression zone Z<0, returns to regular
(oscillatory) mode. This regime qualitatively corresponds to
the “stress” behavior.
The yellow curve in Fig. 5 represents the separatrix
between the attraction zone of abnormal stationary state
{Z*,*} and other behavioral modes. Since this state is also
a stable focus, the affix, ones getting inside the attraction
zone, will be “sucking” up (over several damping oscillation
around) to the abnormal stationary state, and cannot leave
this zone independently, without serious external impact. It
should be stressed that normally, the trajectory cannot cross
the separatrix from outside; this could occur only
occasionally (due to some small excitation when the affix is
near the separatrix). This implies that commonly, the stress
regime returns to a normal mode and should not result in the
shock state. But, since at certain stage of the process the
trajectory comes very close to the separatrix, the least
excitation could result in hitting the shock zone and fall
down to the coma state. Thus, this model enables us to infer
that the stress regime is dangerous for human beings, since
this process includes the stage (just before the stress mode
turns to increasing  values, i.e., to rather normal behavior)
when the weak external excitation could provoke
momentary stress-to-shock transition. This is novel model
prediction, which could be tested experimentally. Note that
certain evidences in favor of this effect were already
detected [59].
This model could be applied to analyze possible results
of use of different medical impacts, such as adding certain
stimulants at different stages of the stress process. Such
research could lead to pronounced applied results.
The described effects are in good qualitative agreement
with the experimentally observed ones [59]. Quantitative
correspondence is intricate, since the characteristics that are
measured experimentally are close per se to Z(t) as a
measure of irregularity, and (t) as a measure of mediator
imbalance. However, there is no direct correspondence
between theoretical and experimentally measured variables.

VI.

EMOTIONAL MANIFESTATIONS IN COURSE OF
INFORMATION PROCESSING

Let us discuss the role of emotions in solving the
problems of recognition and prediction, which could be
accompanied by certain dynamical variation of the noise
amplitude Z(t). Typical patterns of Z(t) behavior will be
presented below.
A. Recognition
Note that he extended set of images with distinguished
“borders” is needed for good quality of recognition
(classification). Usually such classifier is built in course of
training the recognition system. Under NCA, RH plays the
role of Supervisor for LH, and that is trained LH that
implements the function of the object recognition
(classification).
The problem of object/phenomenon recognition is
solving in already trained system (with at least two trained
lower levels =0, 1) by means of image plates.
The incoming information is perceived by both
subsystems. If this information is well known, the problem
is solved in the subsystem LH by means of Hopfield-type
mechanism of refinement: all the images are treated as
already known ones — by fitting them to coincide with
already stored patterns. In the case of insufficient
recognition (when the fitting procedure fails), the
participation of RH becomes necessary. An unrecognized
image is treated as a new one and undergoes the common
procedure of new symbol formation.
The problem setting consists in excitation of certain
group of neurons (“examinee object”) in the fuzzy set Н0 in
RH. Here, this “object” is processing “as it is”, i.e., by
blackening connections between all the examinee neurons.
This neuron group could contain several “skilled” neurons
(that belong to certain already known image), with already
black connections between them. This means that the
examinee object is (to some extent) similar to some familiar
(already learned) one.
Then, this image is transferred (by direct cross-subsystem connections ) to the typical-image plate Нtyp in
LH. Further procedure is controlled by the value of the
discrepancy D, which could be defined as
M

D(t )   H i0  H ityp ,

(15)

i

where summation is performed over M excited examinee
neurons.
There are several possible cases.
1) Familiar object: If the examinee object is wellknown to the system, i.e., its image completely coincides
with one of typical images in LH, so that D(0)=0, it would
be straight away (quickly!) associated with corresponding
symbol, with all the following consequences concerning its
position in the hierarchy. In this case, RH does not
participate further in the process. Accordingly, dZ(t)/dt=0,
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so this (practically automatic) procedure do nor call for any
emotions.
2) Examinee object is close to familiar one: The
examinee object can be sufficiently similar to one of the
known typical images (fits its “attraction area”), i.e.,
D(0)0<Dcr, where Dcr represents certain critical value of
discrepancy. Then, it is treated as familiar one together with
its symbol at the next level GL,1. However, in this case the
recognition propriety requires verification. For this purpose,
the symbol should be transferred to RH for decomposition,
and the result should be compared with the examinee image.
Thus, there arises the loop, i.e., iterative process presented
in Fig. 6:

Thus, we can infer that the given system is capable to
process and recognize even new objects, yet only with
participation of the fuzzy set H0.

Figure 6.

C. Interpretation of the Sence of Humor
Under the presented concept, the sense of humor could
be interpreted as an “ability to adapt quickly to unexpected
information with getting positive emotions”. This process is
illustrated in Fig. 8.
Let the incoming data represent a time sequence of
symbols that is perceived consequently by LH, as it is
shown in Fig. 8. At the initial stages, the information
perceived is usually not concrete enough to correspond to
one symbol of process at G2, thus the system makes no
predictions. A prognosis could be done when accumulated
information enables the subsystem to choose one symbol
among the others (in Fig.8, “black” symbol at G2 plate,
which has more strong connections than the “green” one,
i.e., it corresponds to more “common” process). Then, the
system waits for further details of the predicted process (this
means activation of the “black”-symbol chain at G1 plate).

Schematic representation of the iterative recognition procedure

If the result of comparison was satisfactory (it could be
estimated by running D value), the examinee object would
be associated with an existing symbol. If not, the
discrepancy provokes repeating, and the procedure should
pass over several iterations. At that time, the image in the
fuzzy set H0 gradually blackens.
3) Examinee object is far from familiar one: If
D(0)>Dcr, at some moment the connections recording the
object in RH turn to be sufficiently “black” (0ij0), but
the typical-image plate do not recognize the object, — then,
it turns out to be the new typical image and should take its
place at the plate Htyp, so that D(tD=0) = 0. Then, the
common procedure of new symbol formation should
provide its own symbol, which should be linked to highlevel symbols, and so on. The moment tD=0 is accompanied
by Z(t) decrease — the system had solved the recognition
problem and could relax. Typical pattern of Z(t) dynamics in
course of recognition procedure is presented in Fig. 7a.

Figure 7. Typical patterns of the noise-amplitude behavior in the cases of
(a) recognition procedure; (b) prognosis and incorrect prognosis at the time
moment t* (illustration for the sense of humor).

B. Prognosis
The prognosis (forecast) can be treated as a “recognition
of a time-depending process”. It proceeds in LH after the
symbol of the given process is formed. This generalized
symbol collects all the information about the “process
pattern” (image of symbols) in a compressed form. Then,
the information on some middle stage of the given process
activates it’s symbol, providing the activation of the entire
chain of symbols enclosed in this process.
Therefore, emotional manifestations, as well as the
pattern of noise-amplitude Z(t) behavior here is similar to
that in the case of recognition (Fig. 7b). Note that this
statement is true up to the moment when the prediction is
failed. This means that the information coming at some
moment t* appears to be unexpected. This case refers to the
problem of the sense of humor (see below).

Figure 8. Illustration of the process of perception of incoming information
in the well-trained system.
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Up to certain moment t*, the incoming information
(“violet” chain in Fig. 8) fits these expectations. At the
moment t*, the prognosis on further information could
appear to be incorrect,  the next symbol at G1 plate
belonging to “violet” chain, actually is not involved into the
“black”-symbol chain, and thus unexpected. Then the
system has to appeal to RH (down -arrow in Fig. 8); in
this process, the emotions are negative: dZ/dt > 0. However,
the system may rapidly find a new solution  this implies
that there already exists the symbol of another process that
matches completely both, former and current information
(“green” symbol at G2 plate in Fig. 8). This leads to positive
emotions (“aha” moment) and hence switches the
connections RL (up arrow in Fig. 8).
According to this concept, a good anecdote should be a
story that, up to certain moment t*, permits a well-known
interpretation. The next information block should not deny
the previous version, but suggest another (alternative) also
well-known interpretation. In this case, the system has to
return to the turning point at t* and then choose the “right”
chain of symbols fitting all the incoming information. The
very process of returning and jumping to the “right”
trajectory requires definite specific efforts  so again it
leads to the spike of the noise amplitude that simulates
laughter.
Let us stress that all this is possible, if the system is
reach enough with symbols of processes, i.e., has large
enough “repertoire” of various symbols and images. Then
this process is rapid, both trends appear to be superimposed:
the value Z(t) undergoes abrupt increase-and-decrease
(“spike”) that could be interpreted as an analogy to human
laughter (abrupt involuntary reaction). Thus, we infer that a
sense of humor could be inherent to the well-trained
(erudite) system only, just as it is for human beings.
D. Interpretation of Aesthetic Emotions (annons)
NCA could be applied to the problem of analysis of the
nature of so called aesthetic emotions. Emotions of this type
are not connected with any rational (pragmatic) reasons, but
are evoked by pure Nature phenomena (rainbow, fire, etc.),
pieces of Art, etc. Under NCA, one may suppose that these
emotions are associated with the recognition paradox: these
phenomena seem familiar and surprising simultaneously. In
this case, Z(t) should display small variations (vibration)
around the normal level Z0, that correspond to the human
feeling called the “goosbumps”. In many aspects, the
mechanism of aesthetic emotion production is similar to the
incorrect\undone prognosis, therefore to the sense of humor.
That is why pronounced emotions are often accompanied by
the laughter (or tears). However, there is important
difference: the unexpectedness in the case of aesthetic
emotions could not be “resolved” by switching to another,
already known symbol. Nevertheless, this problem deserves
further study [60].
VII. PERSPECTIVES ON PRACTICAL VALIDATION
This theoretical study has per se fundamental character
and could be related to the human-level AI (HLAI) trend.

However, its experimental verification represents the most
interesting problem.
The comparison of our model predictions with the
experimental results on Electro Cardiogram (ECG) analysis
under the stress/shock conditions [59] has shown good
qualitative agreement. Note that these experiments were
based on the analysis of ECG, with model-dependent
interpretation of the correspondence between ECG pattern
and the activity of certain brain areas.
However, the model variable corresponding to the noise
amplitude Z(t) has no direct analogues within the
experimental technique used. This requires special efforts to
extract this information from experimental data on the
neocortex activity.
The model predictions concern certain peculiarities in
the brain activity, including the cerebral cortex and
subcortical structures. The sub-cortical production could be
estimated indirectly, by analysis of certain vegetative
indices, as it was done, e.g., in [59]. However, meaningful
experiments should involve combined study using ECG,
Electro Encephalogram (EEG), and functional Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (fMRI). In this process, the main
attention should be paid to the dynamic variations in the
brain-structures activity, thus good enough time resolution
of the experimental devices is required.
These techniques are actually available now [61]. We
plan to perform such experiments in collaboration with the
group of V. L. Ushakov in Kurchatov Research Center,
Moscow, in the nearest future. In particular, we plan to
perform combined analysis of ECG, EEG, and fMRI data
for people under the “light stress” experimental conditions
(e.g., time trouble in solving specific cognitive problems).
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In summary, the main inference of the paper is that NCA
architecture inherently contains the possibility and even
necessity to incorporate the emotions into the cognitive
process.
The main constructive feature of this architecture is
representation of the whole system as a combination of two
linked subsystem, RH and LH, with the presence of random
element (noise) in RH only. These subsystems could be
associated with cerebral hemispheres, with the connections
(t) between them representing corpus callosum. It was
shown that RH is responsible for processing the new
(therefore, unexpected) information, while LH stores and
processes the well-known one. This functional specialization
is in entire agreement with the practical inferences of
Goldberg [19]. The coincidence of theoretical (DTI-based)
and practical (practicing psychologist E. Goldberg)
inferences represents a pleasant surprise and indirect
verification of NCA.
However, this design requires a specific mechanism to
control the subsystem activity. It is quite natural to associate
this mechanism with the emotional response to incoming
information.
It is shown that emotional self-appraisal in an artificial
cognitive system could be associated with the variation of
the noise amplitude. In order to reproduce human-level
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emotional process, which is regulated by the neural
transmitters, it should be linked to certain additional
variable
reflecting
aggregated
composition
of
neurotransmitters. Their mutual dynamical interaction in
course of cognitive process provides the tool for regulating
the activity of subsystems. Thus, the problem of
“Explanatory Gap” between the “Brain” and “Mind”
approaches to representation of emotions is solved.
Returning to the wide-spread and somewhat “vulgar”
idea that RH is a “container” for emotions while LH
provides rational reasoning, we may infer that emotions
actually lie deeper (in all senses). They belong neither to
RH nor to LH, but actually control their activity. That is
why in Fig. 1, “emotions” are virtually displayed beyond
both subsystems (associated with neocortex).
The emotional response is described by the derivative
dZ/dt of the variable that indicates the level of the noise Z(t).
Negative emotions imitated by the noise increasing
(dZ/dt>0) correspond to unexpected incoming information
(incorrect and/or undone prognosis, surprise); in this
process, RH should be activated. Vice-versa, solving any
problem results in positive emotions and, correspondingly,
decrease of the noise amplitude (dZ/dt <0)  then, only LH
remains active, while RH gets an opportunity to be “at rest”.
Specific case of an abrupt up-and-down jump (“spike”) of
the function Z(t) could be associated with specific human
manifestation of emotions (the laughter).
Realization of this program in AI could be accompanied
by certain sound effects, such as artificial “laughter” in the
case of abrupt spike of Z(t). In addition, variation of the
noise amplitude during the process of problem solving could
be accompanied by the display of visual “symbols”, such as
cheery or sorrowful “faces”, etc.
This approach opens a wide field for imitation and
model analysis of various human peculiar features. This
implies, e.g., that various types of temperament could be
associated with certain values of the rest-state noise
amplitude Z0 and thus classified. Furthermore, the model
described the stress/shock effect could be employed for
working up new medical-treatment techniques for specific
(neural) diseases. All these tasks require further study.
It should be stressed that all these possibilities emerge
from the human-like cognitive architecture proposed under
NCA. Let us accentuate several key points of NCA that
distinguish it from other neuromorphic approaches and
could be applied successfully to artificial cognitive systems
(particularly, in Robotics):
 Continual representations of neural processors
involving nonlinear differential equations.
This representation enables us to interpret and reproduce the
experimentally observed effect of mutation of the “skilled”
neurons (participated in acquisition of certain experience) by
the parametric modification.
 The whole system represents a combination of two
linked subsystems (RH and LH) – for generation and
reception of information, respectively.
 Different training principles in RH and LH secure
the hemisphere specialization.

New information processing requires the amplification of the
new connections (Hebbian principle), while the processing
of well-known information (recognition) requires the
selection principle “redundant cut-off” (Hopfield’s rule).

Account for random component (“noise”) presented
in RH only.
This fact immediately specifies the role of RH in the
response to unknown/unexpected conditions and leads to:
 Interpretation of emotions as a tool for controlling
the subsystem activity, that could be realized via the
noise-amplitude derivative dZ/dt.
 Instability of the image-to-symbol conversion
process that leads to unpredictable patterns.
This very factor could secure the individuality of an artificial
cognitive system.
 The “connection-blackening” principle of selforganization, which provides the possibility for RH
to acts as a Supervisor for LH; no external
supervising is needed for permanent learning.
Thus, these design features make it possible to reproduces
the peculiarities of human cognition  that is, unpredictable
character, individuality, permanent learning, ability of
logical and intuitive thinking, etc. Note that these problems
are actually not considered in other approaches.
It should be stressed that under NCA, the noise (random
element) is treated not as unavoidable obstacle (as it is in
radio physics, information-delivery tasks, etc.), but as
necessary full member of all the processes referring to
generation of information. Note that the noise (concerning
the living systems, this implies fortuitous, spontaneous,
sudden act), represents the survival mechanism that prevents
precise and speed acting (particular for robots) in common
situations, but provides an ability to find occasionally quite
sudden and unpredictable exit from a critical situation. This
very factor could provide the human-like features in an
artificial system.
Actually, modern AI systems correspond to LH under
NCA, but this is the RH that secures the emergence and
individuality of such intellect. Moreover, even in the welltrained cognitive system, the combination of LH and RH
provides rather broad spectrum of abilities than LH only 
without RH, the cognitive system appears to be poor. Thus,
we can infer that the NCA architecture, in spite of its
seeming complexity and awkwardness, has several
advantages comparing with popular AI architectures. Some
loss of materials for doubling the system could gain a profit
in system’s self-development.
It is worth noting that the idea of using two subsystems,
with the noise being presented in the one, has already
attracted an attention in Robotics [62]. However, this idea
requires specific mechanism for switching the activity of
certain subsystem depending on the process stage. Under
NCA, this mechanism is actually proposed. According to
our main hypothesis, it should be controlled by emotions
displayed as the noise-amplitude variation.
Thus, it is shown that under NCA, emotional response to
external information (including unexpected, i.e., surprising
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one) could be imitated by specific behavior of the noise
amplitude.
These ideas deserve further research and experimental
verification.
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Abstract—Willshaw networks are a type of associative memories with a storing mechanism characterized by a strong redundancy. Namely, all the subparts of a message get connected to
one another. We introduce an additional specificity, by imposing
the constraint of a minimal space separating every two elements
of a message. This approach results from biological observations,
knowing that in some brain regions, a neuron receiving a stronger
stimulation can inhibit its neighbors within a given radius.
Theoretical arguments are derived to quantify the benefits of this
method in terms of memory usage as well as pattern completion
ability. We experiment with different values of the inhibition
radius introduced, and we study its impact on the error rate
in the retrieval of stored messages. We show that this added
constraint can result in significatively better performance of the
Willshaw network, either when reducing its set of connections, or
when extending its set of neurons while maintaining the memory
resource.
Keywords—Willshaw Networks; Clique-Based Neural Networks;
Content-Adressable Memory; Lateral Inhibition; Sparse neural
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this modification brings a performance improvement in the
retrieval of stored messages.
Section II introduces three associative memory models
with relevant relationship to this work. Section III gives a
formal presentation of Willshaw networks, including the usual
message retrieval algorithm, and biological considerations
motivating the modifications we introduce. Section IV details
modifications in our implementation as compared to the classic
Willshaw model, including the constraint applied on the space
between connected neurons. Section V provides theoretical
arguments showing the better usage of memory brought by
this constraint. Section VI presents the results we obtain in
pattern completion, and gives some theoretical explanations.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The prominent model for associative memories was introduced by John Hopfield [9], [10]. Hopfield networks are
made of a set of N neurons that are fully interconnected. The
training of these networks, given n binary vectors xµ of length
N , consists in modifying the weight matrix W according to
the formula:
n
1X µ µ
wij =
x x ,
(1)
n µ=1 i j

Associative memories are a type of computer memories that
are part of the broader category of content-adressable memories. A new model of associative memory based on neural
networks was formerly introduced in [1]. Where adressable
memories associate an adress with a piece of data, associative memories have the characteristic of associating patterns
to one another. Among this group, we distinguish between
hetero-associative memories, and auto-associative memories.
An hetero-associative memory will associate together patterns
in pairs. For instance, if the pattern p1 was associated with
pattern p2 , the request p1 will bring the response p2 . Autoassociative memories follow a different principle, as they will
associate a pattern with itself. The main use case of these
memories is pattern completion, where a request made of a
subpart of a stored message will get as response the completed
pattern. Associative memories can be found in several types of
real-world applications, such as database engines [2], network
routers [3], data compression devices [4], and computer vision
systems [5].
Today, it is widely accepted that the working principle of
the brain can often be likened to the operation of an associative
memory. The focus is put here on the phenomenon observed
in biological neural networks, called lateral inhibition [6].
It can also be referred to as surround suppression [7]. This
translates in the inhibition exerted by some neurons on their
close neighbors when these have an activity inferior to their
own. Starting from the Willshaw model [8], we propose
a neural associative memory that is improved in terms of
plausibility, by the introduction of local inhibition that results
in the prohibition of short-range connections. We show that

II. R ELATED WORK
A. Hopfield Networks

where element wij at the crossing between line i and column
j of W is the real-valued connection weight from neuron i to
neuron j.
As connections are reciprocal and not oriented, we have:
wij = wji

∀i, j ∈ J1, N K

(2)

for any indices i and j in the list of neurons, which makes W
symmetrical.
The binary values considered for the stored messages are
usually -1 and 1, but can be adapted to work with other binary
alphabets. The Hopfield model has a limited efficiency, in
particular it does not allow a storage of more than 0.14N
messages [11]. The limits of the model can be explained by
the facts that each entry of the matrix is modified at every time
step of the storing procedure, and that the changes are made
in both directions and can, therefore, cancel each other out.
This overfitted characteristics of associative memories is very
different from that observed in learning applications. Indeed,
an overfitted learning system recognizes only the training samples and fails at generalizing to novel inputs. To the contrary,
an overfitted storing system recognizes everything and does
not discriminate anymore between stored and nonstored data.
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B. Willshaw Networks
Willshaw networks are another model of associative memories in which information is carried by the existence or
absence of connections [8], [12]. Its material is made of a set
of N neurons and N 2 potential connections between them.
A message is then a fixed size subset of the N neurons,
and can be represented by a sparse vector of length N with
ones at these neurons’ positions and zeros everywhere else.
The connection weights are binary, and the active units in a
message get fully interconnected as soon as it is memorized,
thus forming a clique. Figure 1 gives an example of such a
network. The performances of Willshaw networks are way
superior to those of Hopfield memories, given that stored
messages are sparse (i.e., they contain a small proportion of
nonzero elements). Further theoretical and numerical comparison between Hopfield and Willshaw networks can be found
in [13]–[16].
C. Clustered Cliques Networks
Recently, a novel type of associative memories was proposed by Gripon et al., called Gripon-Berrou Neural Networks (GBNNs) or clustered cliques networks (CCNs) [17],
[18]. These associative memories make use of powerful yet
simple error correcting codes. These networks consider input
messages to be nonbinary, and more precisely to be words
in a finite alphabet of size l. This specific structure allows
the separation of nodes into different clusters, each being
constituted of the same number l of nodes. Connections
between nodes inside a given cluster are forbidden, only the
connections between nodes in two different clusters are allowed. There again, this model brings a significantly improved
performance as compared to the former state-of-the-art of
associative memories, namely Willshaw networks [19]–[21].
For instance, it can be found experimentally that with 2,048
nodes and 10,000 stored messages of order 4 and 2-erasures
queries, a Willshaw network will have an error rate close to
80%, while a clique-based neural network will only make 20%
of wrong retrievals.
In both Hopfield and Willshaw models, the number of
messages the network can store and retrieve successfully
is linearly proportional to the number of nodes, with a
greater proportionality constant for Willshaw networks [14]. In
clique-based neural networks however, storage capacity grows
quadratically as a function of the number of units.
One of the objectives of the present work is to explain the
performance improvement brought by the separation of the
network into clusters. Therefore, we study a network that can
be considered as an intermediate between the Willshaw and
Gripon-Berrou models. More precisely, our proposed model
adds a locally exclusive rule for nodes to be active in the
network.
III. W ILLSHAW N ETWORKS AND B IOLOGICAL
C ONSIDERATIONS
Willshaw networks are models of associative memories
constituted of a given number of neurons. A stored message,
or memory, is a combination of nodes taken in this set.

Figure 1. Willshaw network. A message composed of 8 nodes is displayed,
the inter-connections being the means of its storage in the network.

The storage of this information element corresponds to the
creation of connections with unitary weights between every
two neurons in this message. The graphical pattern thus formed
is termed "clique". The storing process of n binary vectors xµ
of length N , is equivalent to the modification of elements of
the network’s connection matrix W , according to the formula:
wij = max xµi xµj

(3)

µ

Note that here, the max operator is performed coefficientwise. Equivalently, the connection weight between nodes i and
j is equal to 1 if, and only if, those two nodes are both part
of one of the n stored messages.
The network’s density d is defined as the expected ratio of
the number of ones in the matrix W to the number of ones
it would contain if every possible message was stored. For
cliques
of order c, the number of connections they contain is

c
.
Despite
the correlation between these edges, the probabil2
ity of a given connection to be picked when forming a message
(c)
can be estimated as N2 . Provided that the n stored messages
(2)
are uniformly distributed and independent, the density of the
network equates to the probability for any given connection
to belong to at least one of these messages. This leads to the
formula:
 !n
d=1−

1−

c
2

N
2

.

(4)

The efficiency of a connectionist associative memory is
defined as the ratio of the maximal amount of information
carried by the messages it is capable of storing then retrieving
with high probability, over the total information quantity
represented by its set of connection weights. For a Willshaw
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network with N nodes, the number of potential connections,
or binary resource, is
N (N − 1)
[bits].
(5)
2
After M messages have been stored in the network, the amount
of information it contains is

 
N
B = M log2
[bits].
(6)
c
Q=

Hence the efficiency of a Willshaw network is

 
2M log2 Nc
η=
.
N (N − 1)

(7)

The maximal attainable efficiency is ln(2) [22].
The stimulation of a Willshaw network with an input request
can be performed as the product of the sparse input vector
by the network’s connection matrix. The resulting vector then
contains the output scores of the network’s neurons. The score
of a neuron is thus the sum of unitary stimulations it receives
from the request elements it is connected to. Neurons must
then be selected based on their score. Algorithm 1 defines a
procedure that can be used for the recovery of a complete
message from a subpart of its content. The Global WinnerTakes-All step consists in discarding all active neurons with a
score below the maximum.
Algorithm 1: Message retrieval procedure in a classic Willshaw network.
Data: Subpart x of a stored message
Result: Set of nodes z active after treatment
z=x
Repeat
y = Wz
z = GlobalWinnerTakesAll(y)
while (convergence not reached
and max. nb. of iterations not reached)
Return z
The probability of error in the retrieval of a message from
the Willshaw network can be calculated when the process uses
a single iteration. If only one vertex of the clique to complete
has been erased, the probability of completing the message
accurately after one iteration is the probability that no unit is
connected to all elements of the query, other than the missing
one:
Pretrieve = (1 − dc−1 )N −c .

(8)

The probability of error is then:
Pe = 1 − Pretrieve = 1 − (1 − dc−1 )N −c .

(9)

Knowing (4), this gives:


"

Pe = 1 − 1 − 1 −

1−

 !n #c−1 N −c

.

c
2

N
2

(10)

This holds for numbers of erasures ce superior to 1, bringing:


"

Pe = 1 − 1 − 1 −

1−

 !n #c−ce N −c

.

c
2

N
2

(11)

We aim to modify classic Willshaw networks in a way that is
relevant in regard to biological observations. Emphasis is put
on lateral inhibition, a phenomenon that has been observed
in several areas of the brain. It is notably present in sensory
channels. For vision, it operates at the level of retinal cells
and allows an increase in contrast and sharpness of signals
relayed to the upper parts of the visual cortex [7] [23]. In the
primary somatosensory area of the parietal cortex, neurons
receive influx coming from overlapping receptive fields. The
Winner-Takes-All operation resulting from the action of inhibitory lateral connections allows localizing precisely tactile
stimuli, despite the redundancy present in the received information [24]. The same scheme of redundancy among sensory
channels, and filtering via lateral inhibition, is present in the
auditory system [6]. WTA is observed in the inferior colliculus
and in upper levels of the auditory processing channel.
IV. P REVENTING CONNECTIONS BETWEEN NEIGHBOR
NEURONS

Classic Willshaw networks have no topology. Their material
is constituted with a list of neurons each having an index
as sole referent. There is neither a notion of spatial position
in these networks, nor, a fortiori, of spatial distance. We get
closer here to a real neural network, by arranging them on a
two-dimensional map. In the model we propose, the respective
positions of two neurons impact the possibility for them to
get connected together. The considered network is composed
of a number N of nodes
evenly distributed along a square
√
grid, of side S = N . Stored messages are of constant
order, meaning they are all constituted of the same number
of neurons. We forbid connections between nearby neurons.
To this end, we apply a threshold σ on the spatial length of a
connection. Stored messages must necessarily be conform to
this constraint. Each message is formed in a random manner,
units are chosen iteratively. Each new element of the message
is picked from the positions left available after the removal of
the neighbors of the formerly selected nodes, as indicated in
Figure 2. One can consider the introduced constraint as applied
on the network’s material, as the weights of a predetermined
set of short-range connections will be enforced to stay null all
along the network’s life. During the formation of a message,
it is practical to pick neurons to satisfy this constraint in
a sequential manner, with a local inhibition applied on a
neuron’s neighborhood from the moment it is selected until
the message generation is complete.
A link can be drawn between this approach and Kohonen
Self-Organizing Maps, where close-by neurons encode more
similar information [25]. Therefore, long-range distance separates information elements that are different in nature, whereas
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randomly in this ensemble.
These two algorithmic techniques allow to getting rid of
an important proportion of false-positives. In the clique-based
CCN, clusters play a similar role.
The iterative nature of the process means that a message
retrieved as output from the network is typically reinjected in
it until input and output no longer differ. A limited number of
iterations is applied in the case where the network would not
converge to a stable solution, an observable case in which it
can oscillate between two states.
In addition to these two stopping criteria that are the
maximum number of iterations and convergence, comes a
third one which is the identification of a clique. Indeed, if
we observe that the units still active after an iteration are in
number equal to the order of stored messages, and that they
all have the same score, this means it is a stored message.
This ensemble is then retained as the response given by the
network for the current request.
Algorithm 2 shows the message retrieval procedure used in
the results we present. Phase II uses GLsKO.

Figure 2. Cyclic Willshaw network with a constraint on local connections.

shorter-range distance depicts a difference in degree. Local
competition is particularly relevant in this scheme.
During retrieval, the network is stimulated iteratively with
a request that will most often change from one iteration to
the next. Each node of the request will first stimulate every
other element it is connected to. Scores are initialized with
zero at the start of every iteration, and each stimulation is a
unitary increment to the score of the receiver unit. For the
first iteration, after the stimulation we apply a global WinnerTakes-All rule, which consists in excluding from the research
scope all units that do not achieve the maximal score observed
in the network. We know indeed that the neurons from the
searched message will all have the maximum possible score,
equal to the number of elements in the request. Once nonmaximum elements are put to zero, we only pay interest in
the remaining neurons during the rest of the retrieval process.
Moreover, for every iteration after the first one, neurons in the
new request are the only ones that can receive stimulation as
the algorithm proceeds to only discard neurons from then on.
Thereafter, we can keep using the global WTA principle
iteratively, but other algorithms such as Global Winners-TakeAll (GWsTA) or Global Losers-Kicked-Out (GLsKO) [26]
are more efficient in discriminating the right nodes from the
spurious ones that can appear during retrieval.
GWsTA relies on the calculation of a threshold score to
select winner neurons. This threshold is chosen such that
neurons with an activity above it are in number at least as
large as the order of stored messages.
GLsKO consists in putting off, at each iteration, all the units
that do not have the highest score, or a subgroup sampled

Algorithm 2: Message retrieval procedure in the modified
Willshaw network with spacing constraint.
Data: Subpart x of a stored message
Result: Set of nodes z active after treatment
Phase I
y = Wx
z = GlobalWinnerTakesAll(y)
Phase II
Repeat
y = Wz
a = active nodes in y
m = nodes in a with minimal score
z =a−m
while (convergence not reached
and max. nb. of iterations not reached)
Return z
We experiment the storage of messages of order c in the
connection matrix of the network. Messages are formed with
the constraint of a minimal space between connected nodes.
Two units in a message must be spaced apart at a distance
superior to a minimum σ. In order to ease computations and
avoid edge effects, we choose to use the L1 distance, even
though we believe this method should work using any distance.
This way, when picking a node x for a message, all nodes
located in a square grid centered on x, of side 2σ+1, are
excluded from the possible choices for the elements of the
message remaining to be filled. Moreover, this distance is
applied in a cyclic way, meaning a node located on the right
edge of the grid will be considered a direct neighbor of the
element located at the crossing between the same line and the
left edge of the grid. All four corners of the grid will also be
neighbors to one another. We call the network so described a
torus.
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Figure 3. Different overlapping configurations between the inhibition areas
around two neurons. Here with σ = 1, the union of the two overlapping areas
can contain 17, 16, or 15 neurons.

V. E FFICIENT USE OF THE MEMORY RESOURCE
When applying a constraint σ on the minimal spacing between connected neurons, the number of potential connections
in the modified Willshaw network becomes

Figure 4. Overlapping inhibition areas for a combination of 4 selected neurons
satisfying the spatial constraint σ = 2. Intersections are made of 2, 3, 4 and
6 neurons.

2

N (N − (2σ + 1) )
[bits].
(12)
2
Let the total number of messages one can form in it under the
spatial constraint, be denoted M . The entropy per message b
is given by

b = log2 M [bits].
(13)
Q=

The amount of information contained in the network after the
storage of M messages is then

(14)
B = bM = M log2 M [bits].
Hence the efficiency of the network with lateral inhibition is

2M log2 M
η=
(15)
2 .
N (N − (2σ + 1) )
Predicting the diversity of the spatially constrained Willshaw network given N , c and σ, is not trivial for most
values of these parameters. Indeed, once one neuron has been
picked among N , the remaining choice for the second element
of a message is naturally N − (2σ + 1)2 . However, there
are then several possibilities for the number of remaining
allowed components, as the inhibition areas around the first
two elements can overlap. Figure 3 shows this behavior with
σ = 1. In this case, two overlapping inhibition areas can either
share one, two or three neurons. Given a fixed position for
the first neuron, there are four positions for the second one
that will give an intersection of one, eight that will give an
intersection of two, and four positions will give intersections
of three neurons.
For N − (4σ + 1)2 neurons, the two inhibition areas do
2
not overlap, and there are N − 2 (2σ + 1) remaining possible

choices for the third node.
The possible number of ordered arrangements of three nodes
respecting the spacing constraint σ = 1 is thus
|Aσ=1 (N, 3)| = N ((N − 25)(N − 18) + 4(N − 17)
(16)
+8(N − 16) + 4(N − 15)).
Finally, as the considered messages are unordered, we divide
this formula by c !, here six, to get the number of allowed
messages:
N 3 − 27N 2 + 194N
M=
.
(17)
6
Similarly, for other sets of parameters, the diversity of
the spatially constrained network will be obtained by sumproduct compositions [27] of polynomials with integer roots.
As c grows, the number of overlapping configurations between
inhibition areas for neurons in a message is multiplied, and
finding a formula to predict the diversity becomes increasingly
complex.
Figure 4 shows a possible configuration for the intersections
of the inhibition areas of four neurons that can be part of the
same message, when σ = 2. This illustrates the variety of
intersection configurations that arise as c and σ grow larger.
For some values of σ and c, the total number of legitimate
messages can be predicted by polynomial formulas that can
be easy to find experimentally. Table I shows a list of such
formulas, for the diversity of the constrained network as well
as its number of prohibited messages, for different values of
c and σ. σ = 0 corresponds to the unconstrained Willshaw
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Table I:
POLYNOMIAL FORMULAS FOR THE NUMBERS OF ALLOWED AND
FORBIDDEN MESSAGES UNDER THE SPATIALITY CONSTRAINT ON
CONNECTIONS, AS A FUNCTION OF THE NUMBER N OF NEURONS,
FOR DIFFERENT CLIQUE ORDERS AND INHIBITION RADII. CASES WITH
σ = 0 ARE EQUIVALENT TO WILLSHAW NETWORKS. THE VALIDITY OF
THESE FORMULAS HOLDS FOR NETWORK SIZES SUFFICIENTLY LARGE
BEFORE σ.
c
2

3

4

σ

Allowed messages

Forbidden messages

0

N 2 −N
2

0

1

N 2 −9N
2

4N

2

N 2 −25N
2

12N

3

N 2 −49N
2

24N

0

N 3 −3N 2 +2N
6

0

1

N 3 −27N 2 +194N
6

4N 2 − 32N

2

N 3 −75N 2 +1514N
6

12N 2 − 252N

3

N 3 −147N 2 +5834N
6

24N 2 − 972N

0
1
2
3

N 4 −6N 3 +11N 2 −6N
24

0

N 4 −54N 3 +1019N 2 −6798N
24

2N 3 − 42N 2 + 283N

N 4 −150N 3 +7931N 2 −149550N

6N 3 − 330N 2 + 6231N

24
N 4 −294N 3 +30539N 2 −1133958N
24

12N 3 − 1272N 2 + 47248N

Figure 6. Evolution of the ratios of the efficiency of the networks with spatial
constraints σ = 1, 2, and 3 over the efficiency of a Willshaw network, with
increasing network size, for c = 3.

The ratio of these two efficiencies is thus given by
ησ=1
ησ=0

Figure 5. Number of allowed messages as a function of the total number
of neurons, under constraints σ = 1, 2, and 3 compared with a Willshaw
network, for c = 3.

network. Figure 5 shows the evolution of the number of
legitimate messages for different constraints on connection
length, for c = 3.
With c = 3 and σ = 1, the network’s efficiency is given by


 3
2
2M log2 N −27N6 +194N
,
(18)
η=
N (N − 9)
while the efficiency of the corresponding Willshaw network is

 3

2
2M log2 N −3N6 +2N
η=
.
(19)
N (N − 1)



 3
2
(N − 1) log2 N −27N6 +194N
 ,
=
3
2
(N − 9) log2 N −3N6 +2N

(20)

and is independent of the number M of stored messages.
Figure 6 displays the evolution of the efficiency ratios between
spatially constrained networks with σ = 1, 2, 3, and the
unconstrained Willshaw network, as a function of the number
of neurons in the network, for messages made of three neurons.
It shows that, although the spacing constraint can not be
applied on too small networks, for sufficiently large networks,
prohibiting shorter connections comes with an increase in
efficiency, as the ratio is superior to one. Larger values of
σ are associated with larger gain in efficiency, and for a given
σ the best improvement over a Willshaw network comes for
the smaller networks where this constraint applies, i.e., where
it does not block the vast majority of Willshaw messages. The
decay of the ratio when the network size increases is due to the
fact that the constraint then prohibits a smaller proportion of
connections, making the difference with a Willshaw network
less noticeable. Figure 7 shows the evolution of the same
efficiency ratios for cliques of order 4. The improvement
is then slightly lower for constant σ and network size, in
comparison to the case c = 3. The ratio remains superior to
one however. This tends to show that the spacing constraint can
be more beneficial, in terms of gained efficiency, for shorter
messages.
The efficiency is a measure of the amount of information
one can store for a given amount of available memory. The
improvement in efficiency brought by the spacing constraint on
connections means that the reduction of used material is more
significant than that of the quantity of information carried by
messages.
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Figure 7. Evolution of the efficiency ratios for σ = 1, 2, and 3 over the
Willshaw efficiency as a function of the number of neurons in the network,
for c = 4.

VI. PATTERN COMPLETION
We now pay interest specifically in the pattern retrieval
ability of the modified Willshaw network, as compared to the
classical model. During retrieval, only a sample from the nodes
of the complete message are stimulated, the inputs are subparts
of stored messages. Units that are close to elements of an input
will not reach the maximum score in the network, and will
therefore be ruled out after the first WTA operation. During the
second phase of the algorithm, nodes in the vicinity of input
neurons will also be more likely to reach a low score if they are
activated, and to be discarded. Hence, the local inhibition used
initially during the creation of messages impacts the retrieval
process as well.
We pay interest in the network’s ability to return the exact
memory associated with a request. Hence every difference,
even marked by a single unit, between the expected pattern
and the network’s output is counted as an error.
We measure the performance of the network as the ratio of
the number of successfully retrieved messages over the total
number of requests.
Various parameters can impact this performance, albeit to
different degrees:
- the length S of the grid’s side
- the number M of stored messages
- the minimal space σ between two elements of a message
- the order c of stored messages
- the number of erasures ce applied on stored messages to
obtain the corresponding request messages
The behavior of this network is interesting in relation to
Willshaw networks and clustered cliques networks, as it is
close to a classic Willshaw network and displays the added
feature of prohibited connections as observed in CCNs. This
modification can be viewed as a form of sliding-window
clustering.
Figures 8 and 9 represent the matrices of allowed and
forbidden connections in a clustered clique network with

Figure 8. Matrix of the potential and forbidden connections in a clustered
clique network with 4 clusters of 16 fanals each. The element at the crossing
of a line i and a column j represents the connection between neurons ni
and nj . White cells represent allowed connections, black cells correspond to
forbidden ones.

Figure 9. Connection matrix for a modified Willshaw network with side
length S = 8 and σ = 1.
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χ = 4 clusters comprising l = 16 neurons each, and in
a modified Willshaw network of side length S = 8 under
constraint σ = 1, respectively. The two networks have the
same number of neurons, and comparable numbers of allowed
and forbidden connections. Indeed, the number of potential
non-oriented connections in the clustered clique network is
given by
χ(χ − 1)l2
[bits],
(21)
2
which here gives 1,536 allowed connections, against 480 ones
forbidden due to the clustering constraint. On the other hand,
from (12) we have 1,760 allowed connections in the spatially
constrained Willshaw networks, and 256 forbidden ones. The
major difference is the potential overlapping between the inhibition areas around different neurons in the modified Willshaw
network. It follows that in this network, two neurons ni and
nj can be both prohibited from connecting to a third one nk ,
and yet be allowed to connect together. To the contrary, if in
a clustered clique network, connection weights wik and wjk
are forced to remain at 0, then necessarily wij will be as well.
In a first series of experiments, we focus on the ability of
the network to first store independent, identically distributed
messages, and then complete them properly when probed
with partial cues. For every configuration of the network,
messages and requests we test, we store a set of thousands
of messages in the network. These messages are generated
randomly following the local inhibition pattern described in
section IV. We then request it with the full set of queries
associated with stored messages.
For each network size, we observe that there is an optimal value of the minimal distance σ, that lowers the most
significantly the error rate, as compared to the corresponding
Willshaw network without constraint on local connections. For
a given minimal distance, the reduction in error rate depends
on the number of stored messages, with an optimal number of
messages which is a function of the network size. For cliques
of order four and with two erasures, the maximal reachable
improvement is close to 15%, and seems to be the same for
all network sizes. In this configuration, the minimal distance
bringing the best performance is approximately the third of
the network side.
The evolution of the retrieval error rate as a function of
the number of stored messages is slower with the appropriate
constraint on connections than for a classic Willshaw network,
as can be seen in Figure 10.
Figure 11 shows a similar comparison, this time between
the modified Willshaw network with constraint σ = 5 made
of 400 neurons, and an unconstrained Willshaw network with
335 neurons. Because of the reduction in the number of
connections when σ = 5, the two networks have almost
the same binary resource. Indeed, the Willshaw network has
55,945 connections while the constrained one has 55,800
possible connections, despite having more neurons. Even
though the modified network has a slightly lower footprint, the
improvement is even more noticeable than for the comparison
with equal size of the neurons sets. In fact for 1, 500 stored
Q=

Figure 10. Evolution of the retrieval error rate with and without constraint
σ = 5 in a network of side length 20 with 400 neurons, stored messages of
order 6 and 1 erasure applied to form corresponding requests, with 1 iteration.

Figure 11. Evolution of the retrieval error rate after one iteration as a function
of the number of stored messages, in a classic Willshaw network with 335
neurons, and in a modified Willshaw network of side length 20 with 400
neurons, with constraint σ = 5. Stored messages have order c = 6 and
associated queries are obtained by erasing one vertex. The two networks have
close numbers of possible connections.

messages, the modified network gains around 50% in error
rate over the Willshaw network. Like the CCNs approach, this
shows the interest of spreading the binary resource across a
larger set of units with constrained connectivity, as opposed
to allowing any two neurons to link.
For a constant number of stored messages, the graph of the
error rate as a function of σ is characterized by a progressive
decay down to a minimum, followed by a rapid growth for
upper values of σ, as shown in Figure 12.
This can be explained by two phenomena. On the one hand,
the prohibition of a growing part of the possible connections
gradually decreases the probability of a "false message",
characterized by the intrusion of a spurious node in the output.
The existence of a node that is connected to all elements in
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Figure 12. Minimal connection distance effect on performance in a modified
Willshaw network with local inhibition, made of 2500 neurons. Stored
messages are of order c = 4, and ce = 2 erasures are applied to form
corresponding requests. Seven different numbers of stored messages are tested.
The case where minimal spacing σ = 0 corresponds to a classic Willshaw
network.

a request, yet is not part of the corresponding message, will
potentially cause an error. In fact, forbidding some connections
has the effect of reducing the number of concurrent nodes
susceptible to cause errors. We can estimate the mean number
of concurrent nodes remaining after the choice of k neurons
of a message:
!!k
2
(2σ + 1)
.
(22)
Nc (σ, k) = N 1 −
N
The corresponding number of nodes blocked by the constraint on connections is, on average:

Figure 13. Evolution of the density for ordinary Willshaw networks with 335
and 400 neurons, and for a modified Willshaw network of side length 20 with
400 neurons and σ = 5, with stored messages of order 6.

As for the Willshaw network, we can calculate the probability of error of the modified network after one iteration of
decoding. Given queries where ce nodes have been removed,
the probability of retrieval after one iteration can be estimated
by:
Pretrieve = (1 − dc−ce )Nc (σ,c−ce )−ce .
One can then deduce the probability of error:
Pe = 1 − (1 − dc−ce )Nc (σ,c−ce )−ce .

Nb (σ, k) = N 1 −

1−

(2σ + 1)
N

2

.

(23)

This explains the decay phase in error rate observed for the
first values of σ. Let us note that it comes with a decrease
in the diversity of messages, namely the total number of
different messages that can be stored in the network. Following
this decay, the decrease in the number of concurrent nodes
has another effect: the reuse of connections by different
messages becomes more frequent as the choice for possible
connections gets reduced. This comes to counteract the former
phenomenon and raises the error rate.
The density of the modified network after the storage of n
messages can be calculated by
 !n
d=1−
that is



1−

c
2

Q

,

c(c − 1)
d=1− 1−
N (N − (2σ + 1)2 )

(24)
n
.

"

Pe = 1 − 1 − 1 −

!!k 

(25)

(27)

Now referring to (24), this leads to:




(26)

 !n #c−ce Nc (σ,c−ce )−ce

,
1−
Q
c
2

(28)
which holds for lower values of σ. For higher values, however,
the global density is no longer a proper estimator of the
probability of spurious connections. Given c − ce message
elements, the local connection density between these nodes
and the restricted ensemble of allowed neighbors they can all
be potentially connected to, is then higher than the average
density over the whole network.
Figure 13 shows how the network density grows faster as
messages are stored in the network, than for a classic Willshaw
network with equal number of neurons. This is because of the
decrease in number of possible connections due to the spacing
constraint. When the number of connections of the compared
classic and modified networks is close, the two densities evolve
at a similar rate however.
Besides, we observe that the maximal improvement in
performance, for given values of c and ce , does not considerably vary as a function of the network size. This can be
explained by the fact that the minimal distance giving the
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Figure 14. Maximal improvement obtained over a classic Willshaw network
made of 400 units with messages of order 6, using a single iteration of
decoding.

best performance is approximately proportional to the side of
the network. Consequently, the proportion of neurons in the
network that cannot be connected to the c − ce neurons in the
request remains more or less the same for different network
sizes, with the optimal minimal distance.
The benefits brought by the constraint on connections tends
to be stronger for smaller numbers of erasures. For erasures of
about half the units of the messages, the maximum gain will be
lower, yet for a high amount of erasures the performance may
be more noticeably enhanced by the added constraint. The
performance improvement over a classic Willshaw network
also depends on the number of messages stored in the network.
It reaches a peak for a certain number of stored messages, and
then decays when additional messages get stored. The maximal
improvement tends to be reached earlier during storage for
higher numbers of erasures, as illustrated by Figures 14 and
15 for a network with 400 neurons, messages of order c = 6,
and numbers of erasures ce ranging from one to five. Figure
16 shows that for a larger network with 900 neurons, this
arrangement is respected for the most part, with the exception
of the case where ce = 1, for which the peak in performance
improvement occurs for a lower number of stored messages
than for ce = 2 or ce = 3. Figures 14 and 15 also show that
the maximum number of iterations applied during retrieval has
a varying effect on performance improvement, depending on
the number of erasures applied to form requests. With 400
neurons, increasing the number of iterations has a clear effect
on performance for ce = 3 and ce = 4, more so than for
ce = 1 and ce = 2.
When comparing networks with the same number of neurons, the greatest performance improvement is most often
observed over a classic Willshaw network and a number of
stored messages originally giving an error rate ranging from
about 40%, up to 70%. The performance gain is then often
close to 15%.

Figure 15. Maximal improvement obtained over a classic Willshaw network
of 400 neurons with messages of order 6, using a maximum of 3 iterations.

Figure 16. Maximal improvement obtained over a classic Willshaw network
of 900 neurons with messages of order 6, using a maximum of 3 iterations.

VII. C ONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
We introduced a modified version of Willshaw neural networks that has interesting properties regarding storage capacity
and retrieval performance. By prohibiting certain types of
connections in the network, we observe that the retrieval ability
can be enhanced, and that the value of the threshold on interneuron connection spacing has a direct impact on performance.
As a result, this constraint can be used to enhance pattern
completion performance without modifying the size of the
pool of neurons. In addition, the applied constraint comes
with an improved efficiency, as the quantity of information
carried by each single connection is made higher. Also, given a
fixed amount of allotted memory to store connection weights,
a constrained network with more neurons but a comparable
number of connections can be created, which will display even
better performances.
This is relevant to observations on clustered cliques neural
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networks, in that it shows constraining connections in a
Willshaw network modifies its capacity and efficiency in a
way that depends on the nature of the applied constraint. It
is a step forward in understanding why the use of clusters
in CCNs brings significantly higher capacity as compared to
Willshaw networks. To some extent, it also emulates biological
observations of lateral inhibition in the brain and sensory
channels, as we prevent neighbor neurons from connecting and
therefore let them compete for activity. This makes sense with
a framework in which close-by neurons encode patterns that
differ only in degree and where only one unit that resonates
most with input stimuli must activate.
Future work may involve experimenting with other constraints on connections based on the relative locations of
neurons, such as variable values of the spacing constraint
applied in different subregions of the graph, or preventing
random subsets of connections. It may also focus on theoretical advances in the understanding of the relationship between
the nature of a connectivity constraint and its influence on
efficiency and performance.
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Abstract — Mental health care is increasingly given at a
distance, supported by technology. In this article, we focus on
whether care, when technology comes in, still counts as good
care. Therefore, we looked into a mental health nursing
telecare practice for patients that live at home. The telecare
team offers 24/7 unplanned webcam contact. We observed and
interviewed nurses whilst they were having webcam contact. In
our analysis we focused on frictions in care. We found different
examples, that relate to an overall dilemma in mental health
care: how does the policy of reinforcing self-reliant patients
relate to 24/7 care? The dilemma is reinforced through the
webcam, as it makes care much more accessible. We used
theories on good care, which show how good care is situational
and established when enacted. We think professionals should
look for complex examples and confer on frictions in order to
improve good care. Exchange and discussion between care
professionals, derived from their understandings with patients,
will lead to applied knowledge, or even better, artisanal
knowledge of good care.

same as care in person. There is the absent body, which can
be cared for at a distance using information on the body that
the patient provides through the technology [9]. Mental
health care has more focus on non-physical care, with nurses
guiding and supporting patients. For mental health care
organizations, telecare seems a good alternative or addition
to regular care, based on the presupposition that bodily
presence might not always be necessary in mental health care
[8][10][11].
The webcam does not only make the bodies absent, the
webcam itself comes into the caring relationship: it is a
technological object that asks for operation [12][13][14][15].
There is a rich literature in Science and Technology Studies
on dealing with technology. Buttons need to be pushed,
results read out, numbers configured and settings tailored for
individual patients [16][17]. The work that needs to be done
before the technology works, becomes part of the caring
relationship, as technology is worked together, but is also a
form of relationship with the technology. People get attached
to devices, as technology becomes part of their day-to-day
life [18][19][20][21]. Technology takes hard work and
subtle tinkering to make it fit in daily practices. In the
process of tinkering, relations are established. The
technology becomes part of the caring relation, bringing
along changes.
And that is our main concern: if care changes with the
technology, is that care still good care? Good care is a
widespread, presumably understandable idiom. We all have
ideas on what good care is. Some are easy to name, but many
aspects of care are in our actions. Care is about patients, but
often also about the patients’ spouses and everything that
surrounds them. Care is for houses, pets, administration,
food, plants and trinkets [22]. That we care not ‘just’ for
patients, but also for what surrounds them (and us), shows
how infinite care is and also how difficult to define. Care is
not only about who and what we care for, but also why. Care
is also about the relation and responsibilities of caregivers
and caretakers. In prevailing health care policy, selfmanagement is seen as a form of good care. The ideal of
self-management is about patients who are in the lead,
controlling their own lives, instead of being led by health
care organizations. In day-to-day lives of patients though, a
lot of practical stuff needs care, in which patients are often
very dependent, next to dependency on physical care
[23][21]. Care is also about rituals, in which the good is

Keywords - good care; e-mental health; nursing telecare;
ethnography.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Telecare provides an alternative form of contact between
patients and nurses [1]. It is part of a growing movement of
technology in mental health care, in which web-based
systems like serious games, self-management instruments
and online therapies have become regular interventions
[2][3][4][5][6]. For mental health care institutions, telecare is
mostly used to introduce new care interventions, enhance
flexibility and reduce face-to-face contacts [7][8]. Flexibility
is regarded as an important asset and the online interventions
are often available for patients to use at their convenience.
This fits the prevailing views on self-managing patients:
request for support at the moment you need it or when it fits
you. Not all ‘e-mental health’ technologies make use of a
webcam, but they do share the capacity for care at a distance.
The webcam has an extra feature: it makes the care
professional accessible to patients in sight and sound at the
push of a button.
The webcam is bringing obvious changes to care. How to
know if this care through a webcam is good care? Let us start
with what comes to mind first: care at a distance leads to
absent care professionals (or if you wish: absent patients).
We can safely state that care at a distance will not be the
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established [24].What binds the various aspects of care we
just named, in which we were far from complete, is the
establishment of the good along the way. Nurses and
patients, patients by themselves, spouses, pets and stuff: in
shared practices, or in the practice they are in, they all define
good care by doing it. They make good care along the way,
so to speak. The outcomes of the ‘good’ in care are different
of course: in different practices good care will be establish in
different ways. As the ‘good’ is constituted when care is
given and depends on its environment, the ‘good’ is
extremely fluid [25][23][ 26].
There is no uniform description of the good in care, but
there is some agreement: care should be experienced as good
by all involved. Therefore, good becomes something that
needs to be negotiated. But will that what is negotiated as
good, be renegotiated for its goodness when parts of it
change? Or will this lead to the idea that the care is still
good, because its seems the same, when in fact its merits
might have changed? Making good care therefore demands
tuning between nurses and patients, to discuss and adjust
care when and where necessary. However, to know if there is
something to discuss, nurses have to watch out for where the
tuning fails. Following Mol [26] this means searching for
moments and situations, for circumstances or signals that
show the ‘bads’. Often patients will be very capable of
saying so themselves, but many cases they are not. Nurses
have to look for those bads, because part of making care
good (again) is to be sensitive to friction and to be able to fix
it. Nurses should therefore search for friction to maintain
good care.
In this article, we want to add to knowledge on how good
telecare can function in a changed practice. We studied a
mental health nursing care practice that uses a webcam to
give patients the opportunity to make video contact with a
nurse whenever they feel it is necessary. We specifically
wanted to learn about the limits and constraints of good care
and posed the following research question: What dilemmas
and frictions on good care arise in a mental health nursing
telecare practice?
II.

METHOD

This article is based on our data collected from a nursing
telecare team. This team consists of case managers from 18
different FACT teams. FACT stands for Flexible Assertive
Community Treatment. The members of these
multidisciplinary teams are mainly case managers (almost all
nurses) as well as psychiatrists, psychologists and sometimes
social workers [27]. FACT teams supply care to patients
with severe mental illnesses who live at home. Home care
varies from daily visits to once every month. FACT teams
aim to be able to scale up care very quickly when necessary,
and likewise to scale care down as well, therefore adapting
the care to the patient’s situation. The 18 FACT teams are
part of one organization for mental health care that covers
one region. Each team makes one case manager available to
take one shift a week (from 8 am till 8 pm) at a health care
post that provides care at a distance with a webcam. The
telecare team handles all unscheduled webcam contacts
(‘calls’) from patients throughout the region. After hours,

calls are routed to various clinics in the region, which also
have a webcam. Patients have a dedicated computer with
touch screen and webcam. The system’s hardware and
software is very user friendly: patients can talk to the case
managers at a push of a button. The telecare team is available
24/7, but most calls take place during office hours.
We followed the telecare team for nine months,
conducting ethnographic research [28][29][30] to open up
the practice, see and recognize changes and discuss these
with nurses. In the process, we sought to become part of the
care practice, or at least to get as close to it as possible so
that we could recognize and understand it better. We became
acquainted with the telecare practice by talking with and
observing case managers in various mental health care
settings [31][32]. We read project documents on various
telecare projects and participated in team meetings. Our field
work then concentrated on the telecare team. We joined case
managers on their shift. We took field notes while observing
webcam contacts of case managers and patients. We
conducted interviews after the webcam calls, asking case
managers to reflect on the call, and these interviews were
taped and transcribed verbatim. We also interviewed two
patients, and observed webcam calls from their homes.
Patients were informed of our presence in writing
beforehand and the researcher left the room if they had not
consented. The independent ethics committee judged this
project to be exempt from review [33]. The quotes in the
results section of this article were translated from Dutch. We
joined the team 27 times, for two to four hours each. We
observed and talked to 11 case managers, who were in touch
with 30 patients, some of them multiple times. Twice we
were asked by patients to leave the room, as they did not
consent to our presence.
The observations and analyses were led by sensitizing
concepts, which were shaped by the theoretical notions on
good care we discussed in the introduction, guiding the notes
and the coding process. The researchers articulated these
notions during the analytical process, and applied them in the
second round of observations and interviews with the case
managers [34]. Data analysis focused on what work is done
in the telecare practice and how the case managers talk about
it. We used theories on good care to interpret the findings
and reveal the areas of friction in good care in the practice of
telecare.
III.

RESULTS

We will discuss three practices in which webcam use has
changed care. We show how this has led to frictions
concerning good care.
A. What care do case managers address?
This section deals with how telecare leads to uncertainty
about who needs to follow up on particular questions from
patients.
When a patient’s call on the telecare system is not
answered, the system registers the call and gives an engaged
signal. There are two kinds of unanswered calls: the ones
that arrive when a case manager is busy talking to another
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patient and the ones that come in after hours. For the first
kind the custom is to return the call as soon as possible.
Patients know that when there is no answer during daytime,
this probably means the line is engaged. After hours calls are
diverted to various clinics, but sometimes the staff in the
clinic are too busy to answer. At the start of a working day,
especially on Monday morning, when the team has been
away for the weekend, the system shows a list of missed
calls:
Rien contacts one of the patients on the list of missed calls.
Anja answers: I know you, but your hair looks different.
They joke about hair gel. Then Anja asks: What’s up?
Rien: I saw a missed call and knew you’d tried to reach the
clinic.
Anja: Yes, I felt depressed. I worry about my cat a lot and it
takes up my mind. The cat needs meat twice a day and I
can’t handle that. I’ve got to take it out of the fridge and give
it at room temperature. I am all taken up by that cat.
Rien: Well, all the best.
Anja: Thanks. What’s your name again?
Rien spells his name and tries to end the conversation. Anja
talks a bit about the weather and finally says: Thanks for
your interest in me and for returning my call.
There is no protocol for missed calls after hours. Rien
feels he should find out what the matter was. After all the
patient tried to reach a care professional. Some colleagues
disagree, like Taco:
The telecare team doesn’t do scheduled care. If you promise
one [caller], you have to promise them all. Then we have to
call back a lot. You’ll see.. when you’re returning one of
those calls, you’re in the middle of that conversation and
then a new call comes in, so you have to return that one, and
so on. So you’re actually creating calls.
There are two routines for missed calls. The first is about
returning only daytime missed calls, the ones caused by an
ongoing call with another patient. This routine is not in
dispute. The other one, returning after hours missed calls, is
carried out very differently. Some case managers feel that
each missed call needs following up. The idea is that telecare
will ‘only work’ when it does as promised: provide a way to
contact a care professional 24 hours a day. For Rien, good
care means acting on the list of missed calls; for Taco only
when the missed call appears when he engaged with an
unplanned call.
Telecare conversations tend to be diverse. Sometimes, as
soon as the technology establishes the connection through
image and sound, patients tell their stories:
Case manager Taco talks about patient Tobias, who told
very dark stories after his last admittance. For example,
Tobias claimed that one of the nurses at the clinic had
instructed him to ‘go grab that borderline bitch’. Taco tells
how much such calls affect him and how difficult these
conversations are on a webcam. We discuss this for a bit, but
do not seem to get to the heart of the matter. Taco says such

contact seems like a stopgap, like it is not part of the process.
I ask Taco if it would have been different if he were Tobias’
case manager. Taco ponders on this, on how telecare is a
part of the care offer and how it is part of the treatment, but
that does not seem right to him after all…. It seems clear
though that calls like the one with Tobias have more effect
on Taco because they are by webcam.
The immediate contact established by the webcam and
the fact that he is not Tobias’ case manager make this
situation hard for Taco to deal with. In some situations his
colleagues find other solutions:
Wende: They [patients] should arrange these things with
their own therapist. [A call] can get very substantive on
medication as well. Then I say: I can’t answer these
questions!
The case managers on the telecare team feel that they should
not be replacing the patient’s regular care team (in which
case they might feel obliged to answer all questions), but that
the purpose of the telecare unit is to provide a first contact in
(unscheduled) times of stress or social need. In the event of a
crisis, the telecare team alerts the patient’s regular case
manager. A non-crisis situation is just recorded on the
electronic system and patients are referred to their action
plan or their own case manager. This demonstrates that not
all questions can be asked, or put better, will be answered.
Another example of the issue on who takes care of what
kind of questions from patients is the case of Maartje, one of
the patients we interviewed. Case manager Hella told
Maartje to use the webcam whenever she feels it is
necessary. Maartje has a recurring belief that a man enters
her house and leaves blood everywhere. Whenever she is
frightened, she calls the team on screen and discusses her
feelings and behavior. This service is very important for her,
even when she is not delusional, because she can talk about
what is going on in her life. A few times Maartje has
discussed her delusion with the person on duty in the health
care post, who in turn has called or mailed Hella, her regular
case manager. Maartje’s story about blood and violence is
upsetting to case managers who do not know her, and that
makes them mobilize Hella.
Maartje: I’m not supposed to go into details with other case
managers, you know? When I do, Hella complains because
she gets all these messages from her colleagues at the
station. They report my questions and remarks, and then
Hella gets telecare questions later on. So then the world’s
upside down.
Besides receiving the regular appointments at home, which
steadily deal with her important issues, Maartje can mobilize
help via telecare whenever she feels she needs it. This has a
down side, though, as the issues that bother Maartje lead the
case managers to warn Hella. Apparently Hella knows that
these issues, although very serious, make the case managers
undertake understandable, but mostly unnecessary, follow
up. Hella might be used to regulating Maartje in their weekly
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talks at home, but now she feels she has to coordinate her
telecare calls too. Maartje has noticed that Hella intervenes,
because Maartje’s questions are not supposed to come
through the back door, as it were, and she even thinks that
the telecare option upsets the logical process of care for
Hella: it is an ‘upside down’ world.
Hella structured the logistics of Maartje’s webcam use
without consulting others. There is no clear rule and no
communication on the practice:
Maartje called while Taco was engaged with another a
screen call. Afterwards, he returns Maartje’s call. Maartje
immediately states that she ‘does not want to go into the
deep end’. She just wants to discuss social relations. ‘I met
someone at the fellow sufferers group. And I ate with this
person I met at church’. Maartje talks about her plans.
After the call ends, Taco says he needs to examine whether it
was Maartje’s initiative ‘not to go into the deep end’ and not
talk about everything that is bothering her. He respects her
choice, but states that she used to discuss everything. Maartje
and Hella’s understanding on the content of telecare
conversations has not traveled far.
We saw how telecare contact (or lack of contact in the
case of missed calls) raises questions on who needs to follow
up on what. What questions need answers and which ones
can be passed on? Are telecare case managers supposed to
answer all questions and deal with all issues that stem from
the technology (like missed calls) just because they offer
availability? Underneath these practical questions lies the
issue if it is good care to address all questions. Unanswered
questions create friction in the telecare situation, as
presumably the system was installed for patients to use
whenever they feel the need to talk about any and every
subject and it turns out they cannot..
B. A familiar difference in a new case
Care professionals, of course, differ in their approach,
opinions and knowledge. This section deals with the
differences in webcam practices, revealing a dilemma related
to good care.
Many patients use the webcam regularly and are thus
known to all the case managers. Bob is one such patient, a
middle-aged man with an anxiety disorder. Sometimes, when
he is having a tough day, Bob calls several times:
Interviewer: What do you think is the purpose of telecare for
people like Bob?
Mary (case manager): Well, it’s for when people get stuck,
for example. People who can’t start the day by themselves,
they call their case manager every five minutes. With the
screen, I feel they can learn to give themselves a signal, like:
I’m stuck, I have to do five things and I don’t know where to
start. Structuring your day, that’s a perfect way of using it.
For Mary, Bob exemplifies the benefits of telecare. Bob is
very insecure about many things, including organizing his
days. The screen gives him an easy way to get in touch with

a care professional so that he can ask for support for
whatever is bothering him at that moment. However, there
are other sides to this story too:
Bob calls. He says: I want to talk a bit.
Daniel: Why do you want to talk?
Bob: I want to get rid of my tension.
Daniel: You always do, but you have to talk to your
psychiatrist, I can’t help you.
Bob: I want to know what I can do about it.
Daniel: What do you think?
Bob: I think I’ll go for a ride on my bike.
Daniel: Good idea!
Bob, terminating the call: I’m hanging up now.
Daniel has a different way of handling Bob’s recurring
requests for support. Daniel’s intervention is based on the
aim of letting patients develop their own resources. Bob has
written an action plan of steps he can take when he is not
feeling well. In this example, Bob suggests a bike ride, just
as his action plan might indicate.
For case manager Rudi even this might not be enough, as
Bob seems unable to use the plan as intended. Rudi says that
Bob’s frequent calls show that he cannot rely on his own
resources. In Rudi’s opinion telecare is not supporting Bob,
but therapy might:
Field note: Bob has already called in once this morning. He
knows what to do, but needs confirmation. Rudi thinks that
Bob should be taught how to handle his thoughts himself,
without the continuing intervention of others, for example
with the help of cognitive behavior therapy. He does not
know if that would be an option for Bob or if anything like
that has been tried yet.
We learn from the example of Bob, Mary, Daniel and Rudi
how a familiar issue in mental health care is reinforced by
the webcam. It questions whether Bob should be allowed to
call in whenever he feels it is necessary or should he be
encouraged to rely on other resources than nursing care? The
issue is not new, but the webcam renews it, as it makes care
more accessible. Bob can ask for help whenever he likes; he
just has to press a button and someone is there to support
him. With telecare the team is available for unplanned
contacts. The webcam puts forward a normative question
related to telecare: should care be accessible on demand?
C. Good platforms?
In the wake of the issue of care on demand is the
question whether patients can vent about anything on their
mind? Is it important to share everything? And is therefore
each call equally important, including ones that do not seem
to be about care? This section explores a specific aspect of
telecare: social talk.
Because most calls are unplanned, often the patient and
care professional are unfamiliar with each other. Most case
managers of team E find this unfamiliarity an asset in their
work. It is a change from daily routine, they meet new
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patients and being separate from regular care gives them the
chance to participate in social talk. The case managers
recognize that many patients are very lonely and understand
that some need to chitchat regularly. Case manager Wende:
Well, you’ve got the time to listen, you see, as you’re here
anyway. And because you are not in a therapeutic
relationship, you don’t have to do so much with these
patients… That’s what they do with their therapist, with their
own care professional.
Wende regards telecare as an extra option for social talk, as
patients do not have to ‘work’ with the members of the
telecare team. Her colleague Taco adds another level of
meaning to this. He actually sees that patients actively bond:
Some callers appeal to us differently than to their own case
managers. They do more … or sometimes less… It’s
definitely different. You can tell that they know they can ask
us questions. Some have great confidence in us, they know
us, our faces. They discuss everything. But some don’t, they
are more reluctant.
Not all case managers find social talk not part of their job
though, or as Rudi puts it:
And what I do here, with telecare, is just show my face, chat
a bit and listen to what someone says or wants. So that’s
more like, well, it’s like being very understanding and not
giving any old advice…. I don’t fully understand the
situation nor do I know where the patient is heading, so it’s
more like being available for a talk… Methodically it’s not
much… Perhaps it’ll go somewhere, but that would still take
a lot of work.
The question this raises is whether social talk is a pastime or
a therapeutic intervention? For Rudi a webcam conversation
without a care context becomes chitchat, while Wende and
Taco feel that providing social contact is important as
patients can be very isolated.
The matter of social talk is further complicated by an
issue on the platform telecare offers. Is it a form of good care
when patients get the opportunity of recurring conduct? Case
manager Taco talks about the issue of handling the
reappearing chitchats of the same patients:
Yes of course, it gives patients an opportunity to complicate
things. Give an extra option and people will take it. Maybe
not to the extent we want, but you do give people…When you
look at it from the recovery perspective telecare is actually
quite nice. That people can decide for themselves whether
they want to talk to someone or not.
Sometimes it is difficult for case managers to handle,
repeatedly listen to, or even look at the recurring stories.
Taco tells about patient Sonja:
Taco: Sonja calls whenever she hears voices. She uses
telecare to tell us how she used her own interventions

successfully. But it’s always the same conversation. Also, she
always sits in the same way at her table. Always the same
notification. Sometimes I find it a bit silly.
On one of the shifts we attended, patient Titia called at least
a dozen times. It turned out that she had had a lot to drink
and Rudi, who was on duty, cut off every subsequent call
until she stopped calling. During the conversations, Titia
complained about mental health care. Rudi knows her
concern is exacerbated by alcohol, something he sees more
often:
Rudi: You generate dysphoria with the screen… It becomes
online grumbling.
Interviewer: So the screen paves the way to that?
Rudi: Yes, I think so. Many frequent users have an endless
need to externalize everything without having any awareness
of the part they play themselves. So with this lady, you can
wonder if telecare is useful… But you don’t know.
When is a call useful? Some case managers say that every
form of contact is useful, whenever patients find it necessary.
Others, like Taco and Rudi, have their doubts. Patients with a
borderline disorder form a special group under debate. These
patients often demand a great deal of attention and should be
able to cope by themselves. Therefore, some case managers
wonder if such patients benefit from a seemingly endless
offer of care. Case manager Ab stresses this point by
reminding us that the general vision of the organization is
that caregivers should stimulate clients to undertake more
things by themselves:
And then what do we do? We give them 24/7 [tele]care.
We have seen different ideas on the function of social talk in
telecare. Some case managers find telecare a very good
instrument for engaging in the important asset of social talk
to prevent loneliness. Others find that talking without a care
context, such as an action plan, is not very relevant. With the
social talk comes a deeper friction: should telecare be a space
in which everything can be discussed freely whenever
necessary? And does telecare give stage to endless
unnecessary chats, leading to a main dilemma: does 24/7
telecare relate to the self-recovery perspective on care that
drives the care organization? Some case managers define
social talk as good care, but they have not discussed this with
others. The same goes for the dilemma of round-the-clock
care.
IV.

CONCLUSION

In this article we looked for dilemmas and frictions on
good care that arise in a mental health nursing telecare
practice and we discussed three different practices. In this
section we discuss our main findings and relate them to
theories on good care. We end by discussing how care
professionals can deal with frictions in good telecare.
Telecare leads to frictions on what questions can be
asked at what moments. According to some nurses, just
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because telecare makes care available, that does not mean
that all questions need (or should) be answered. In fact, it
might even be necessary to prevent some questions, which
takes place when missed calls are not returned or particular
topics are prohibited in telecare conversations. The moral
questions are on when you offer 24/7 care, should you
regulate or even answer every call that comes in? And is it
good care to follow up missed calls, as they might represent
unanswered questions for help. Or in other words: if a patient
calls, missed or answered, does it represent self-control or
does the stream of calls need any regulation? Case managers
act differently in this situation, which can lead to
uncertainties for patients.
The webcam renews a familiar issue while it makes care
more accessible: should patients rely on themselves or on
care? For Bob, the question of what good telecare is, depends
on whether it supports his need to be self-reliant. Selfreliance is an important theme in mental health care. Patients
are encouraged to solve things for themselves as much as
possible. Does telecare, through its constant availability,
really help Bob to develop self-reliance, when he can call for
help whenever he wants? Or will Bob lean on (tele)care
more, because it is constantly available? Does telecare create
a missed opportunity for Bob to find his own solution first
(on his action plan or his own social network)?
Social talk, which has always been an aspect of care
practice, becomes more extensive when telecare is used.
Whether or not social talk is good care is not a new question.
Care professionals and patients usually handle this in their
daily practices. However, the webcam adds friction to the
practice, as it takes social talk out of the context of prevailing
care and turns it in a care practice on its own. For some case
managers it is unclear if this is a good care practice. The
availability of telecare plays quite a role here, leading to
questions on the amount or frequency of contact. Is a daily
webcam chat about the weather a form of support or should
that not be part of care? And what about its ceaseless
accessibility? That can lead to uninhibited expression of
feelings and ideas, even when that is not good for a patient.
The webcam might facilitate a free space for unbridled
expression, which some case managers think is the actual
benefit of social talk.
We have seen patients using telecare to ask diverse
questions or discuss subjects they regard as essential,
whenever they feel it is necessary. Along the way they
encounter care professionals with differing views on whether
or not their needs should be met. Here we see where good
care comes into being. The different practices described here
could count as good care, as we stated that good care is
situational and fluid. So why are the differences that we
encountered a problem? Why do we call them dilemmas and
frictions? Let us look at the case of Bob again. Let us say
that nurse A and Bob have determined that for Bob good
care means that he may call whenever he likes. Everything is
fine during nurse A’s shift but a few hours later, nurse B is
on duty. She thinks differently and treats Bob differently. So
Bob will not get good care, or he has to renegotiate it with
every new shift. And even when he has established this with
all the team members, he now needs a system to remember

what he has agreed with whom (whomever is on duty).
Differences between care professionals are not unusual, but
Bob now encounters them far more often than he ordinarily
would, had the care been given only by his regular case
manager and a sole replacement during holidays. If we take
this a bit further: how would this practice look like if Bob
decided that good care means he wants to call in every three
minutes? Mostly likely, all nurses would agree that is not
feasible, and they would not think it is good care. The
example of Bob is exemplary for all frictions and dilemmas
we have seen. They are not the same, but they share that
good care could be established, but is not, as the changes in
the practice through the technology, are not in favor of the
patients. Moreover, for all of them counts that outcomes are
not discussed.
In the introduction we discussed how good care is
established as it is being carried out. Conditional for good
care is the intention, as care professionals strive for good
care, as we saw when observing the case managers. When
the telecare case manager on duty redirects a patient with
queries about medication to his regular case manager, it is
not because the case manager does not want to help. It is
because she thinks she might not be the best person to
answer these questions. Instead, she offers him contact and
the opportunity to talk about other things, to give something
extra to his day. She strives for good care, but it becomes a
friction when the patient needs something else. Or when the
dynamics of the telecare team, with an occupancy of two
different case managers a day, creates too many differences.
In our examples the frictions are not discussed between
either case managers and patients, nor between case
managers. It is difficult to discuss what the ‘bad’ of care is
[26], but not discussing it at all, risks aggravation of
frictions. Just because the ‘good’ in care is not uniform (as
we not share all our ideas, convictions, passions, experiences
or desires), it is important to discuss what patients need when
striving for the good [23]. To reestablish good care when the
circumstances change, patients, professionals (by themselves
and together) and society at large have to think and talk
about, strive for, and provide the good of care while trying to
limit the bad.
The different dilemmas and frictions on good telecare we
have seen, all relate to an overall dilemma in mental health
care: how does the policy of reinforcing self-reliant patients
relate to 24/7 care? The webcam reinforces the dilemma as it
enhances the accessibility of care. With the webcam come all
new forms of the same dilemma to the front, leading to
frictions on good care. It is difficult to recognize changes in
good care in the changed care practice of telecare. In what
way does this new practice contributes to what patients need
and want?
Good care is complex, as it consists of various goods [26]
that rely on each other or are at least bound to each other. As
good care is situational and established when enacted, it is
also subject to some consensus, and so it might be best to be
discussed often. Following the ideas on the importance of
discussing ethical issues [35] and alongside the continuing
development of empirical ethics [36], we would encourage
professionals to deliberate on the care they give. Case
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managers should look for complex examples, confer on the
frictions, dilemmas and issues. In discussion the subject
could be that following up on missed calls might turn out to
be one of the goods of care. Or not. If it turns out not to help
make care good, then it might as well be skipped. Case
managers can also discuss if any boundaries for social talk
are necessary. And for whom they are important. Taking
into account the workload of most care professionals, we
want to stress that discussing good care can be done in
workable solutions, fitting the case managers’ daily routines
(think of phone calls, team meetings, forums, coffee breaks,
corridor chats and lunches) and deliberate on the care given
in daily telecare practices. The aim is to strive to uncover the
(potential) frictions, in order to give good care. Exchange
and discussion between care professionals, derived from
their understandings with patients, will lead to applied
knowledge, or even better, artisanal knowledge of good care.
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Abstract—This paper reports on the ongoing demonstration
project to assess the effectiveness of three distinct eHealth
technologies to contain costs, make the provision of care more
efficient, and to contribute to the wellbeing of individuals with
intellectual and developmental disabilities and severe mental
illness by increasing their independence. The challenges of
providing care for these populations is discussed, as well as the
demographic trends that will, over time, not only result in a
threefold increase in the number of individuals in populations,
but dramatically impact the cost of their care. Data collected
from 14 different locations over the past three years will be
discussed in order to determine if the selected technologies
resulted in an improvement in living conditions and wellbeing,
and to judge the acceptance of the technologies by both staff and
customers. Findings indicate that the technologies have largely
exceeded expectations resulting in plans to expand the project to
other facilities, to build a new residence in which all the tested
technologies will be installed and to begin to move beyond
company owned facilities into residences within the community.

and if possible, reduce the cost of providing care to these
populations, makes the use of technology, in some form,
inevitable. However, three different trends intersect in such a
way that result in the urgency to develop more efficient care
models for the IDD and SMI populations: the cost of care; the
aging of the two populations, and a reduction in the number of
qualified staff providing care to the IDD and SMI populations.
First, because of a wide-spread belief that very large staterun institutions resulted in dehumanizing individuals with
disabilities, deinstitutionalization, in both the United States
and Europe took place from the mid-1960’s through the
1970’s. This process of deinstitutionalization had a dramatic
impact on the care models employed [4][5]. Between 1967
and 2008, the population of individuals with disabilities in
large state-run institutions declined from a peak of 194,650 to
32,909 in 2009 [6]. The impact of this massive
deinstitutionalization on the cost of care varied significantly,
but the impact on the care model was significant as most
individuals with IDD and SMI moved into the community,
many living in some form of group home. The number of
individuals living in any particular group home varies based
upon the needs of the individuals. The most common number
of residents is four with some group homes having as many as
eight to ten residents. In the most severe cases, an individual
lives alone in a residence with 24 hour supervision. Although
costs of providing care to the residents in group homes vary
based upon the needs and location, the average cost is between
$40-50,000 per year per resident and if an individual needs to
live alone, the cost can top $150,000 per year [5][7].
Second, the rapidly increasing number of such individuals
brought about by the same demographic factors as for the
general population is adding even greater cost to the care of
IDD and SMI populations [8]. In particular, it is estimated that
the number of adults with disabilities will almost double
between 2000 and 2030 to over 1.2 million [9]. As individuals
with IDD or SMI age, they are as susceptible to chronic
illnesses as the general population, but the cost of caring for
them is much greater. For example, care for an individual with
IDD who has congestive heart failure costs approximately
eight times more than for a person without IDD [5]. The ratios
for other chronic diseases and individuals with IDD versus
SMI vary somewhat, but the reasons are consistent. Many
individuals with IDD and SMI make poor lifestyle decisions—
use tobacco products and abuse alcohol and drugs. In addition,
many are unable to self-manage disease, e.g., adhere to

Keywords—real world; intellectual and developmental disabilities;
severe and persistent mental illness; eHealth; demonstration
project; multiple technologies; financial impact; business decisions

I. INTRODUCTION
The impetus behind the inception of this Project was the
recognition that the only way to provide cost effective care to
individuals with disabilities and severe mental illness, is to
incorporate appropriate technologies into existing care models
which is the driving force for a multi-year, multi-site
demonstration project being undertaken in the eastern United
States. Findings from the first Stage of the Project [1] were so
encouraging that a second Stage is underway and a third being
planned.
The urgency to contain the cost of delivering care to a
wide range of populations has seen the development of new
technologies, as well as the innovative use of existing
technologies, in an ever enlarging number of care models.
Thus, it is not surprising that new and reconfigured eHealth
technologies are increasingly being used to provide care and
services to individuals with Intellectual and Developmental
Disabilities (IDD) and those with Severe and Persistent
Mental Illness (SMI) [2][3]. As in the use of new
technologies, in each and every care model there are
challenges to using innovative technologies in addressing the
needs of these two populations, but the necessity to contain,
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complicated medication regimes and follow complex health
care instructions. Thus, greater cost of care for individuals
with IDD and SMI when combined with the cost of residential
care in general, results in a compelling reason for attempting
to use technology to contain costs.
A third reason is that there is an increasing imbalance
between the growing needs of the IDD and SMI populations
and the number of qualified staff available to provide care.
Projections from the federal government suggest that the need
for trained staff will increase by over 30% in the next decade,
while the supply of individuals who traditionally have filled
these jobs is expected to increase only by 7% [10]. In addition,
the high turnover rate for individuals caring for these
populations adds another dimension to the staffing challenges.
It is estimated that turnover for direct support professionals
(DSPs) ranges between 50-70% depending on the specific jobs
undertaken, e.g., residential care versus in-home care. This
high turnover rate adds at least $2,500 in direct expenses plus
a minimum of an additional $1,000 of indirect expenditures
for an organization to replace a single DSP, thus adding to the
ever increasing cost of providing care to these populations
[11].
In the next section, a brief discussion of attempts at using
technology to provide care for these populations is
accompanied by a short description of the the overall goals
and objectives to be achieved by the introduction of the new
technologies. In Section III, the different Projects undertaken
are described along with the care models employed and the
technologies introduced. The next section discusses the
methodologies employed in gathering data on the individuals
with disabilities and mental illness and staff in order to assess
the effectiveness of the technologies in care delivery, while
Section V offers a discussion of findings for the first two
Stages. What has been learned from the analysis is
summarized in the Discussion Section, while plans for the
roll-out of the technologies to other facilities and the financial
model to pay for this expansion comprise the concluding
section.
II. THE PROJECT
Even though NHS Human Services, through its
subsidiaries, is one of the United States’ leading non-profit
providing education and human services to individuals with
special needs., it was clear by 2012 that to be able to continue
to provide cost-effective and high quality care to individuals
with disabilities and severe mental illness, it was essential to
introduce new and innovative technologies into existing care
models. As a result, in the spring of that year, the organization
created an Assistive Technology Executive Steering
Committee to plan a demonstration project. One of the first
tasks of this Committee was to assess the state of related work.
A. Related Work
It was quickly apparent that there had been few other
attempts to utilize technologies in a similar manner. From its

inception, the Project was viewed as a demonstration project
to assess both the benefit that could be gained by
incorporating specific technologies into existing care models,
and the ability of the company to pay for the use of the
technologies. As such, the Project was neither a pilot study of
the use of a specific technology within a controlled
environment [12], nor a short-term, funded research project
[13], nor a study relying on a small number of volunteers to
evaluate the effectiveness of a given approach to the use of a
selected technology [14]. Thus, previous studies were of only
limited help in the planning and implementation of the project.
Certainly, the fact that the selected technologies had all
been tested and were all commercially available was a definite
advantage for the Project and saved much time and money.
However, the downside was that many of the technologies had
been tested by a relatively small number of individuals,
usually
20-50,
and
in
controlled
environments
[15][12][13][14]. Given that the goal of the Project was for the
selected technologies to be used in the provision of care for
hundreds and, eventually, for thousands of individuals within
the normal care model and not in a laboratory or controlled
environment proved challenging. It is one thing for a
technology to be effective in a controlled environment being
used by carefully selected individuals, and another to be
incorporating the technology into existing care models within
the community.
Another limitation on the usefulness of related works was
that the majority of studies of individuals with disabilities that
exist focus on children within the context of school
[16][17][18], rather than adults living in the community. Some
studies of younger populations did prove to be of limited
utility because of the convergence of similar technologies, i.e.,
iPad, but most were too focused on educational issues to be
that helpful. A final limitation of the literature, even if the
populations were similar, was that the rapid advances in
technology made many of the studies, even if conducted less
than a decade ago, out of date [19][20][21].
Nevertheless, the related work did confirm one of the
basic premises that motivated the Project in the first place, that
the utilization of technologies in the provision of care to
individuals with disabilities and severe mental illness is
limited [22]. Given the trends outlined in the Introduction, this
underutilization of technology must be rectified.
Consequently, the effort to use a series of technologies within
the NHS care system should be viewed as more than just a
localized demonstration project; it is, in reality, a test of the
resolve to make these technologies widely available within the
larger IDD and mental health communities [23].
B. The Strategic Plan
The planning process was inclusive and there was a
recognition that in order to “do it right” it would take time to
put everything in place. The first step was to encourage
employees to propose sites at which new technologies could
be used. During the remainder of 2012, proposals were
received and evaluated based upon specific criteria:
administrative and staff buy-in; existence of suitable
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technology; evidence that technology would enhance care
provision; evidence that, if successful, the technology could be
used at a large number of other care facilities within the
organization; and a financial model showing that the
technology was sustainable—the organization would be
reimbursed for its use. Finally, there was an attempt to achieve
a rough balance among the different care models employed
throughout the organization. This process took over a year
which afforded a thorough evaluation of the resources
available at each of the selected sites. The final decision was
confirmed at an all-day meeting of administrators and
representatives from each of the chosen sites in the fall of
2013.
C. The Project Goals
As planning progressed, three main goals emerged: 1) to
determine which, if any, of the technologies being tested can
allow for an improvement in living conditions and the care
being delivered in the selected facilities; 2) to judge the
acceptance of the technologies by both the staff and
individuals with disabilities and mental illness; and 3) to
assess whether the technologies should be rolled out to other
facilities with similar care models. In order for any of the
Projects to be deemed successful, it was necessary to
determine if the new technologies allowed for an improvement
in living conditions and the care being delivered in that the
individuals with disabilities and mental illness express that
their lives are better after the introduction of the technologies
than before. It was also necessary to determine if care
delivered is more timely, efficient and cost effective than the
care delivered without the technologies.
It was also essential to ascertain if staff could properly use
the new technology, that they believed in its effectiveness, and
accepted that the technology would require that they did their
jobs differently. Likewise, it was necessary to determine if the
individuals with disabilities and mental illness accepted the
use of the new technologies in the care that they received, if
they were intimidated or not by the technologies and if they
would willingly comply with requirements for the use of the
technologies. Finally, even if it was determined that the new
technologies provided improved care, were accepted by staff
and individuals with disabilities and mental illness, it was still
vital to find out if the care provided with the new technology
was reimbursable as a billable expense.
D. Project Timeline
Given the challenges of incorporating multiple
technologies into existing care models, the Assistive
Technology Executive Steering Committee decided that it was
best to start slowly with a gradual roll-out, rather than trying
to introduce multiple technologies simultaneously. Although
this gradual approach meant that some components of the
Project would begin before others, thus risking the loss of
initial enthusiasm, the ability to focus on getting one
technology up-and-running, instead of having to deal with
potential problems with three technologies, appeared prudent.

In addition, a preliminary plan was developed for the rollout of the technologies to other locations, if, of course, they
proved successful in providing care and were cost effective.
Once again, a measured approach was taken and a two-step
roll-out envisioned. The first expansion would be to a small
number of locations that mirrored the initial test sites in care
model, size and staffing.
Rather than create a formal timeline for the Project, a
three-stage timeline that relied on measured success, rather
than arbitrary dates was formulated. This flexibility was
possible because the Project was largely self-funded and
because long-term success in incorporating the selected
technologies into the organization’s care models far
outweighed any short-term success brought about by reaching
arbitrary benchmarks.
III. THE TECHNOLOGIES AND LOCATIONS
After reviewing the submitted proposals, the Assistive
Technology Executive Steering narrowed the proposals to
three that were to be part of the first phase of the Project: 1)
the Communication Technologies Project (CTP); 2) the
Smarthome Project (SHP); and 3) the Biometrics Project
(BMP). Based upon the desire to stagger the start dates of the
three Projects, it was decided to begin the SHP early in the
summer of 2014, followed by the CTP in late summer and the
BMP later in the fall. Although the SHP began slightly before
the CTP, the CTP has advanced at a faster rate than the other
two Projects which were delayed by unanticipated problems in
the renovation of facilities and the equipment to be used to
monitor vital signs.
A. The Communication Technologies Project (CTP)
The CTP began in the late summer of 2014 with the
selection of sites and upgrading of wireless routers. Work
continued during that summer with the focus of training staff
in the use of AbleLink software [24] that had been selected for
use and during the fall of 2014, staff and individuals with
disabilities were surveyed and the Glasgow Depression Scale
(GDS) administered to all individuals with disabilities
participating in the Project [25][26]. The main goals of the
CTP was fourfold: to enable individuals with disabilities to
stay in touch with family and friends; to allow a greater ability
for them to communicate with members of the support
services team; to encourage them to acquire basic computer
skills; and to permit safe and secure access to the internet in
order for them to pursue their particular interests. Seven sites
were selected for inclusion in the first phase of the CTP. Five
of the sites are group homes and two program centers, all in
Western Pennsylvania. The group homes are single sex
residences for between three and six individuals. In contrast,
the two program centers serve between 90 and 130 individuals
on any given day.
The hardware introduced into the five group homes were
iPads and laptops while at the day programs, all-in-one
desktop computers, laptops, tablets and iPads were made
available. The hardware was customized to meet the needs of
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the IDD population, e.g., large keyboards, headphones. After
much research, a software package designed specially for
individuals with cognitive disabilities—AbleLink—was
purchased and installed. AbleLink allowed individuals to
experience a more self-determined and fulfilled life through an
empowering technology characterized by a person-centered
design philosophy. Several AbleLink applications were
installed that allowed individuals to use email (voice
activated), Skype and webcam broadcasts, along with
providing prompts for tasks that increased independence.
In 2015, the CTP was expanded to include three
additional locations in Pennsylvania and Virginia: a large
congregate intermediate care facility (ICF) and two adult
training facilities (ATF). The ICF has 103 residents, of whom
30 are included in the project while the Pennsylvania ATF has
29 individuals receiving services of whom 16 individuals are
participating in the Project and the Virginia ATF has twentytwo individuals receiving services with 10 participants in the
Project. The ATFs are non-residential centers which provide
services in functional activities, assistance in meeting personal
needs and assistance in performing basic daily activities to
individuals who are 59 years of age or younger and who do
not have a dementia-related disease as a primary diagnosis.
Unlike the first Stage, rather than laptops, tablets and iPads
being made available to the participants, AbleLink
applications were enabled on all-in-one computers. This
configuration was deemed to be the most useful equipment for
their client base and size within these facilities.
Three additional sites have been selected for inclusion in
the third Stage of the CTP: a large congregate intermediate
care facility with an estimated 30 participants; a large adult
training facility with an estimated 60 participants and a
smaller adult training facility with an estimated 29
participants. Currently, funding is being secured to enhance
the internet capabilities in the three facilities, and training of
the identified staff has begun with the goal of all three
facilities being up-and-running in the fall of 2016.
B. Smarthome Project (SHP)
The SHP required a remodeling of a residential unit
which faced construction problems delaying the start of the
Project several months. However, by the summer of 2014, the
four residents were able to move into the remodeled facility
and be administered surveys and the GDS. The main
objectives of the SHP were to increase the independence of
the four IDD residents and to conserve energy through the use
of “green” appliances and more efficient heating and air
conditioning systems (HVAC). To achieve the goal of
increasing the independence of residents, a Smart TV was
installed, iPads and remote controls for lighting and window
blinds were made available to them. Additionally, motorized
cabinetry and cook tops and sinks were installed in a lowered
position to allow wheelchair access. Finally, to reduce the
amount of energy consumed, remote control HVAC systems
and smaller and more easily accessible dishwashers and
refrigerators were installed.

NHS' second Smarthome Project is currently in the
planning phase. Over $650,000 in funding has been secured
to build a brand new facility, as opposed to retrofitting an
existing residence. The building plans include a six bedroom
residence to support the six individuals who will live in the
wheelchair accessible home. The home will be designed to
include: a fully accessible kitchen; home automation system;
tintable window technology/moveable blinds; green
components; more accessible bathroom components; and the
CTP technology and biometrics system used in the other two
projects.
Given the cost of building new Smarthome facilities,
there are no concrete plans to expand the SHP beyond the
currently planned location. However, the goal is to gradually
include smart technology in renovations of existing homes and
build new facilities incorporating all previously used smart
technologies that have proven to be sustainable and useful in
the everyday lives of the residents, as well as additional
technologies that can increase independence.
C Biometric Project (BMP)
The BMP began in the summer of 2014 with the
development of protocols, the installation of the technology,
training of staff, retrospective data collection, the creation of
event and error forms and administering surveys to residents
and staff and the GDS to the residents. The main goal of the
Project was to use technology to reduce the number of
emergency room visits and hospitalizations and thus, by doing
so, curtail costs by delivering care in a more timely manner
and at a lower level of care [27]. Two group homes with four
residents each were selected for inclusion along with a Long
Term Structured Residence (LTSR), a locked facility that
served eight male individuals with serious and persistent
mental illness. The technology installed was a basic vital signs
monitoring system including a digital scale, blood pressure
cuff and pulse oximeters. The software included with the
system allowed data to be sent to an external location and was
configured to send alerts when the data collected went outside
preconfigured parameters.
Planning for Stage 2 of the BMP began in 2015, but the
project has yet to get underway because of the complexity of
the facility selected. The location is a large adult behavioral
health outpatient clinic serving over 400 individuals. The goal
is to use a vital signs kiosk for the purpose of capturing basic
biometric measures, initially blood pressure and weight,
during the intake procedure. The plan is to electronically
transfer the collected data to both the individual’s psychiatrist
and general practitioner in real time and be available in the
individual electronic record. In addition, the goal is to be able
to display a longitudinal record on the vital signs and have a
warning system that indicates when any one of the vital signs
is outside the normal range.
Preliminary plans for a Third Stage for the BMP are under
way, in which a vital signs monitoring system is installed in
the residences of individuals living in the community. The
goal of the Stage is to have the data collected sent for review
and evaluation by a clinical professional who could consult
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with the individual by phone or video for the purpose of
providing reassurance and/or guidance for the next step in
receiving additional care. It is anticipated that the initial
systems will be installed by the first quarter of 2017.
IV. METHODS
There were several challenges to the selection of the
methods to use to collect data on the three Projects. First, the
Projects were not a test of the technologies themselves, as it
was already known that they worked. Instead, the objective of
the Projects was to determine how the selected technologies
could be used to enhance the provision of care, while at the
same time curtailing the cost of that care. Thus, the methods
had to capture specific data on various components of care
delivery. This entailed collecting data on the staff at each of
the sites, both the way they used the technologies, and their
level of acceptance and willingness to change how they did
their jobs. Data also had to be collected on the level of
acceptance of the technologies by individuals at each of the
sites. If individuals were uncomfortable with the use of the
new technologies it would not be possible to roll out the
technologies to other facilities. Secondly, although ideally the
same methods of data collection would be used at each of the
sites, this proved impossible because of the differences in the
nature of the sites and the care models employed.
A. Communication Technologies Project
The main challenge was to develop questions that could
be answered by individuals with disabilities and would, at the
same time, provide the data necessary on which to make future
decisions [28][29]. Achieving these twin goals necessitated
the development of a Project-specific questionnaire for the
CTP, which included simple straightforward questions and
took no more than 15 minutes to administer. The questions
asked included:
 Which of the following electronic devices do you use to
communicate with friends, family or other people?
 How much help do you need to use these devices?
 When you want to communicate with friends, family or
other people, how often is the device available?
 What devices do you use to play games or watch
movies?
 How much help do you need to use these devices to play
games or watch movies?
 When you want to play games or watch movies, how
often is the device available?
The questions were to determine the amount of change
that took place in both device use and amount of help needed
by individuals with disabilities during the length of the
Project. Staff were trained to administer the questionnaire to
individuals with disabilities at each of the sites with the goal
being that the same staff member at each of the sites would
administer the questionnaire at initiation of the Project and at
three, six and 12 month intervals. However, this proved to be

difficult because of the high rate of staff turnover. Thus, in
order to minimize the impact of staff turnover for the CTP and
the SHP, specific staff at the program centers and the
individuals’ case workers were designated to conduct the
surveys.
The staff questionnaire was self-administered and, similar
to the questionnaire for individuals with disabilities, was
repeated at three, six and 12 month intervals. The GDS was
administered by staff members at the inception of the Project
and six and 12 month intervals.
For reasons that are discussed below in Section E, the
GDS was not administered to individuals in the second Stage
of the CTP. All other instruments were used to collect data in
the three facilities in Stage 2 and it is anticipated that they will
be used in the locations in Stage 3.
B. Smarthome Project
The methods used for the SHP were closely matched to
those used for the CTP: Project-specific questionnaires were
given to the residents at the initiation of the Project and three,
six and 12 month intervals; likewise the GDS was
administered at the initiation of the Project and six and 12
month intervals. Questions focused on the ability of the
residents to undertake basic tasks within the home, e.g., meal
preparation, putting away groceries, controlling the lighting
and blinds in their rooms, using computers and other
electronic devices, using email to communicate with family
and friends. Thus, it was possible to determine changes in both
the residents’ ability to use the new technologies and the
impact on the technology of residents’ well-being.
C. Biometric Project
The methods employed for the BMP, to a large extent,
mirrored those for the other two Projects with a couple of
exceptions. Staff were surveyed at the beginning of the Project
and after six and 12 months. Questions for the staff focused
on:
 The comfort level of staff members in the use of the
biometric devices;
 The reliability of the devices;
 The acceptance of the devices by individuals with
disabilities; and
 The perceived change in the quality of care with the use
of the biometric devices.
Similarly residents at the three facilities were
administered questionnaires and the GDS at the inception of
the Project and at six and 12 month intervals. In addition to
these instruments, event and error forms were developed for
use. The event forms were used to record each event triggered
by a biomedical alert, the actions taken by staff in response to
the event and the outcome, e.g., a visit by a nurse, emergency
room visit or hospitalization. The error forms were used to
record problems with the various devices comprising the vital
signs array, steps taken to correct the problem, the potential
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risk to the health/safety of the residents and how the problem
was resolved.
D. Limitations of the Methods
There were several factors which limited the effectiveness
of the data collection and the quality of the data. First, the fact
that individuals at all the sites had either developmental and
intellectual disabilities or were diagnosed with severe mental
illness limited the type of questions that could be asked and
often required prompting by the staff member administering
the instrument. Secondly, although not optimal from a
research perspective, given the scope of the three Projects, it
was necessary for staff to administer the questionnaires and
GDS. These staff members were para-professionals whose
main responsibility was not research, but instead, the delivery
of care. Staff turnover also impacted the ability of the
questionnaires and scales being administered at the designated
intervals. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the Projects
were not research per se, but a real world evaluation of the
effectiveness of technology within challenging care models. In
other words, the information collected was that which could
help NHS determine whether the technology installed in the
sites should be rolled out to other facilities, rather than what
would necessarily be collected in a controlled research project.
E. Modifications in Methodology
The limitations outlined above have resulted in
modifications in the methods used during the second and third
Stages of the Project. The most significant was the
discontinuing of the use of the Glasgow Depression Scale for
three reasons: 1) no significant differences were obtained
when the results from the pre-Project and the six and the 12
month intervals were compared, primarily, it is believed,
because of the small sample size; 2) in the vast majority of
cases, the GDS was not filled out by individuals receiving
services, but instead by a caseworker, which violated the GDS
protocol; and 3) the close contact between individuals and
case workers provided a better guide to the psychological state
of participants than the use of the GDS.
The inclusion of the outpatient clinic in Stage 2 of the
BMP will also require significant changes in the methods
employed. Brief questionnaires will be used to ascertain both
the acceptance of the kiosk by individuals receiving services
and the acceptance by staff. An event form, similar to that
used during Stage 1 of the Project, will be used to track the
care delivered when one or more of the vital signs for an
individual are outside the normal range. The goal is through
tracking body mass index and blood pressure to assist in the
identification of two comorbid conditions most associated
with mental illness—obesity and hypertension—so that
appropriate care can be provided. Finally, the kiosk software
should be able to create omission reports for missing data and
an error form, modeled after the one used in Stage 1, will be
used in order to track any problems that may arise with the
recording and transfer of the vital signs data.

V . FINDINGS
In an ongoing, multi-year, multi-stage, multi-site, multitechnology Project, in some ways, all findings are preliminary,
since data are continuously being generated and will continue
to do so for the foreseeable future. However, there are
sufficient findings available from the first Stage of each of the
three Projects to draw conclusions on the success of the use of
the selected technologies. There is also adequate data from
Stage 2 of the CTP to present some preliminary findings, but
since the second Stages of the SHP and the BMP are still in
the planning phase, no data are available for analysis.
However, with the completion of the second Smarthome
facility in 2017, and the anticipated roll-out of the outpatient
clinic in the fourth quarter of 2016, and the home vital signs
systems later that year, data will be available for on-going
analysis.
A. Community Technology Project
The findings from a comparison of the data collected
from the four sets of questionnaires are, from an organization
perspective, very encouraging. Questions were asked about
the use of electronic devices, both the number of devices used
and the purpose for the use of the device. Answers to these
questions showed a distinct pattern of the increase in both
device use and the number and type of applications used.
Sixteen of the 35 individuals (44%) for which data on all four
sets of questionnaires are available were using more devices
after 12 months than at the initiation of the Project, while
fifteen (43%) were using more applications than in the prior
12 months. For the majority of individuals, the added device
was a laptop that was made available in their residences. The
pattern that emerged was quite clear. Individuals learned to
use new applications on the desk-top computers at the day
programs and then used the applications on the laptop when
they returned to their residences.
The findings for the amount of help that individuals
required to use the new devices and applications are a bit more
complicated to interpret. The raw findings are: 2 (6%) of the
individuals did not need help throughout the twelve months;
11 (31%) of them had no change in the level of help needed to
access the devices and applications; 12 (34%) increased the
level of help needed to access the devices and applications;
and 10 (29%) decreased the level of help needed to access the
devices and applications. These data are confusing enough,
but in addition, there is no distinct relationship between the
individuals who increased their use of devices and
applications and the need for help. The amount of staff time
required to train staff in the use of the technologies and to help
individuals with new devices and applications is a key factor
in the decision to expand this Project to other facilities and
therefore, having more usable findings is extremely important.
Similarly, the findings from the GDS are ambivalent.
Although there is a slight overall decrease in the number of
answers that reflect a depressive state for over one-third of the
individuals with disabilities, there is no apparent relationship
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between an increase in the use of devices and applications and
a decrease in a depressive state.
Although the main conclusion that can be drawn from the
staff surveys is that the staff believes strongly that the
introduced technologies have been greatly beneficial, the
findings did expose some problems. A full quarter of staff
believed that the technology was not useful for all individuals
with disabilities. In particular, those individuals who had
problems with reading grew frustrated when attempting to use
the various applications. Secondly, almost half of staff
reported that there were problems with the applications
periodically crashing and/or having difficulty in getting the
applications to work properly. However, the data did indicate
that over time, the technological problems decreased
significantly. Finally, the data confirmed the high rate of staff
turnover, as only 12 of the 50 staff who completed at least one
survey completed all three. In fact, an equal number—12—of
staff completed only the last survey as those who had
completed all three.
Findings from the three locations in Stage 2 of the CTP
confirm the findings from the analysis of data from Stage 1.
Since the findings from administering the questionnaire during
Stage 1 at three and six month intervals contributed little if
anything to the analysis, it was decided to only survey
individuals receiving services and staff at the initiation of the
Project and after 12 months. Questions were, once again,
asked about the use of electronic devices, both the number of
devices used and the purpose for the use of the device and,
once again, the answers followed the same pattern: thirty-one
of the 38 individuals (82%) reported that their use of
electronic devices had increased over the twelve months and
likewise, the same number reported that their use of
applications had increased. There were two differences
between the findings for Stages 1 and 2. The first was that
fewer than 25% of the individuals included in the surveys
reported that they used no electronic devices at the beginning
of the Project, whereas approximately 50% of individuals in
Stage 1 reported that they used no devices at the beginning of
the project. The second difference between the findings for the
two Stages is that a full 23% of individuals in Stage 2 were
using no electronic devices at the end of the 12 months. In
other words, their behavior had not changed, even though a
direct effort had been made to encourage these individuals to
engage in the project and utilize the readily available devices.
Another major difference in the findings from the two
Stages is the amount of help from staff needed by individuals
using the devices. Unlike the findings in Stage 1, the findings
from Stage 2 indicate that the individuals who had increased
the electronic device and application use needed “a lot of
help”; from 29% to almost 90%. This dramatic increase in the
help needed appears to be the result of the fact that such a
small number of individuals in Stage 2 indicated that they
used no devices at the beginning of the Project. Thus, the vast
majority of individuals in Stage 2 were starting from ground
zero resulting in the help of staff members to get them “up to
speed”. It will be interesting to see if the amount of help
needed declines during the second year of the Project.

As was the case in the findings from Stage 1, the vast
majority, 18 of 20 (90%) of staff at all three locations in Stage
2 viewed the Project as successful and they believed that the
individuals who used the electronic devices benefited. Also,
similarly to the results of the staff surveys in Stage 1, some
staff in Stage 2 expressed a level of frustration with the
amount and type of training they received in the use of the
technology and various applications. However, the number of
staff who expressed this frustration declined from almost 50%
in Stage 1 to only 20% in Stage 2, thus indicating that the
change in the type of training had been, to a certain degree,
successful.
B. Smarthome Project
There were no problems with data collection for the SHP.
All four individuals with disabilities completed the three
questionnaires and GDS administered upon initiation and
three, six and 12 months into the Project. Nevertheless, the
simple fact that there were only four residents in the study
does limit the ability to generalize and reach firm conclusions
about the wisdom of expanding the Project to other facilities.
The findings are largely positive, as three out of the four
residents expressed that over the twelve months of the Project,
their level of independence had increased: three out of the four
residents expressed an increase in the ability to operate blinds
and lights without help; two out of the four residents
expressed an increase in the ability to undertake chores in the
kitchen without help; and one out of the four residents
recorded a greater ability to communicate with family.
Answers on the GDS indicated that two of the four residents
experienced a slight decrease in their level of depression. Staff
also filled out the GDS for the residents and once again, it
appeared that the same two residents experienced a decline in
their level of depression.
In addition to the quantitative data collected, more
informal interviews with both residents and staff revealed a
very high level of satisfaction with the modifications made in
the residence and the addition of the Smart TV, iPads and
remote controls for blinds and lights. In particular, staff
indicated that the mood of the residents had become more
positive and that residents are much more active in the kitchen
and taking pride in their increased independence.
C. Biometric Project
The findings for the BMP are the most problematic of the
three Projects, primarily because of equipment issues that
delayed its start and continued during the entire data gathering
period. Nevertheless, there are sufficient data to draw some
conclusions that can be used as the Project is expanded to
other facilities. For this analysis the two residential facilities
serving IDD residents will be lumped together, while the
findings for the LTSR are presented separately.
Staff surveys at the two IDD facilities showed that at the
beginning of the Project over one-half of the staff did not
know how to use at least one of the devices that was being
installed. However, by the 12 month mark, all but one staff
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member, not only could use all of the devices, but were
comfortable using them. The 12 month survey also indicated
that, overall, staff were very positive about the use of the
biometric equipment: a clear majority believed that care had
improved with the use of the equipment; and all staff believed
that residents had accepted the use of the equipment and were
comfortable with its use. Over the 12 months of the Project,
there were 10 instances when one or more vital sign reading
was beyond the safe range. In seven cases, a physician was
contacted and in three cases, a nurse was contacted. Although
in none of these cases was hospitalization necessary, four
residents were put on outpatient observation in order to more
carefully track their vital signs.
The only negative finding was the number of problems
with the equipment recorded in 32 error logs. Just over 50% of
the errors were a failure of the data to upload from the device
to the iPad, which was used to record and forward the data to
the nursing staff. In one-third of the error logs, the problem
was that the devices were not actually recording any data, e.g.,
the blood pressure cuff not indicating a reading. These
findings have led to a reevaluation of the vital signs system
being used.
All staff at the LTSR, when surveyed, expressed a high
level of familiarity with all equipment used in the Project, both
at the inception and twelve months later. Eight of the nine
staff reported that the residents were comfortable with the use
of the vital signs array, but one-third reported that the
equipment was not as reliable as they would have liked. This
unreliability was reflected in the nine error reports that
indicated both problems with uploading data, and the blood
pressure and oximeter cuffs not generating a reading. Finally,
there were eight events when one or more vital sign reading
was beyond the safe range. In four of the cases, the nurse was
contacted and the resident more closely monitored for the next
24 hours.
VI. DISCUSSION
As stated in the previous section, not only have the three
Projects in Stage 1 been on different timelines, but Stage 2 of
the CTP has produced findings from three additional sites with
the result being that the discussion of the findings from the 14
different sites is complicated by this variation in timeline and
amount of data available for analysis. However, there are
sufficient findings for the steering Committee to make crucial
decisions as to the success of the technologies in providing
cost effective care to the different locations. In particular, it is
possible to determine what has exceeded expectations, what
has worked as hoped and what has not worked as well as
hoped. Additionally, valuable lessons have been learned that
can be used to move the SHP and BMP to Stage 2 and the
CTP to Stage 3.
A. Successful Implementation
Findings from both Stages clearly indicate that the CTP
has been a tremendous success and has far exceeded
expectations. The vast majority of individuals in all ten
locations embraced the new technology and the applications

made available through the Project. These individuals were
able, in a relatively short period of time, to use the technology
to communicate with family and friends, safely surf the
internet in order to pursue their individual interests and to play
games and watch movies—none of which they could do on
their own before the Project. Although not all individuals at
the ten facilities were able to utilize the technology, the
majority could and they were able, over time, to do so with
less staff help. Staff were equally pleased with the
introduction of the technology and consistently reported that
individuals were happy with their increased independence.
Perhaps the most positive finding is that the technology
and applications employed in the CTP proved equally
effective in quite different types of facilities with dissimilar
care models. Five of the locations were small single sex group
homes, with between three and six individuals; two were
Adult Training Facilities serving between 80 and 130
individuals who varied in level of ability and had been brought
to the facility from their group homes; one was a large
congregate ICF in which over 100 people lived of whom 30
participated in the CTP; while the final two locations were
small adult training facilities to which individuals with
disabilities were transported for skills training. The success of
the CTP in these varied locations has allowed the Steering
Committee to, not only plan for Stage 3 of the Project, but to
begin planning for a much larger roll-out in the near future.
This is exactly the success that was hoped for, in that a single
technology and application (AbleLink) can be used throughout
the organization without having to find, test and use a variety
of different applications in facilities with varied care models.
The SHP also exceeded expectations. Even though the
number of residents impacted by the introduction was small,
four, the findings clearly show that they benefited from having
the new technologies. Their independence increased over the
duration of the Project because they were able to undertake
tasks that they could not accomplish prior to the introduction
of the new technology. The simple ability to control the lights
and blinds in their own rooms, not only increased their level of
independence, but staff reported that the residents’ mood
became increasingly positive over time.
This does not mean that everything went smoothly, even
though the assistive technologies installed in the Smarthome
were all well tested and appeared appropriate for the residents.
One example of a technology not working as intended was an
adjustable sink that could be lowered to a height that made it
usable for an individual in a wheelchair. The original bowl of
the sink was much shallower than normal kitchen sinks to
allow for the space underneath for wheelchair accessibility.
Unfortunately, this design made it much more likely that water
was splashed during usage resulting in the individual using the
sink frequently being soaked by the splash of water from the
faucet. This led, not only to the necessity for the DSP to
change the resident’s clothes, but often the resident becoming
agitated, thus disrupting the home’s routine. Also, several of
the individuals living in the residence have motor skill and
spasticity issues which made it even more difficult for them to
operate the water controls placed at the rear of the sink. The
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solution was to reconfigure the sink with more sensitive
controls placed at the front of the sink, rather than at the back.
This reconfigured sink will be installed in future Smarthomes.
B. Meeting Implementation Objectives
Although the BMP did not exceed expectations, it
certainly succeeded in meeting the objectives set out at the
beginning of the Project. The vital signs system is able to
record, upload and send data to an external location as was
hoped. In addition, the system was able to determine when
readings are outside established norms and this information
was used at all locations to take action, e.g., notify nurses,
inform physicians. It is too early to determine if the use of the
technology has reduced emergency room visits and
hospitalizations, but staff believe that the system is able to
allow more timely care and, as a result, the well-being of
individuals has increased. However, even this degree of
success was sufficient to begin planning for the use of a vital
signs monitoring system in an outpatient clinic, as well as an
even more ambitious plans to use such a system in the
residence of selected individuals.
C. Hardware and Software Problems
Even though the CTP far exceeded expectations, there
have been some issues surrounding the reliability of both the
hardware and applications used and staff concerns. Most of
the technology problems were resolved during Stage 1 of the
Project, but the need for better and more continuous staff
training lingered as Stage 2 commenced. Many staff expressed
the need for better hands-on training at the beginning of the
Project and for on-going training, once individuals receiving
services began to explore additional capabilities of the
AbleLink applications. The high rate of staff turnover
indicated that a more thorough on-going training program than
was anticipated at the inception of the Project was necessary.
In response to these findings, members of the Steering
Committee periodically conducted Skype sessions during the
year with all staff responsible for Stage 1 and Stage 2. These
sessions reinforced the goals of the Project, allowed the
sharing of resources/ideas and encouraged on-going peer led
discussions at each of the Project locations. In addition, newly
identified staff for Stage 3 have been included in these Skype
sessions during the spring and summer of 2016.
The biggest issue with the technology occurred in the
BMP. The number of error reports filed at the three facilities,
confirms the overall impression that a different vital signs
system needed to be used as the Project moved forward. This
has resulted in several vital signs monitoring systems being
evaluated and a much more robust and flexible system being
selected for use at the outpatient clinic. The encouraging
conclusion is that, even with the problems with the
technology, the results were sufficiently encouraging to plan
for the Project’s expansion.

D. What Has Been Learned
In the last three and one-half years, many lessons have
been learned about the process of incorporating new
technologies into NHS’s various care models Among the most
important are: 1) detailed planning is indispensable; 2) there
must be buy-in at all levels—board, C.E.O, upper
administration, management and line personnel; 3) one
technology must be working before the next one is introduced;
and 4) everything takes longer than originally thought.
In the early stages of the Project, many individuals at
NHS believed that things were moving too slowly; they were
anxious to “get-on-with-it”. This urge to move quickly is
natural, especially from individuals who have been recruited
because they are enthusiastic about the introduction of new
technologies. Nevertheless, taking the time to plan every step
of the Project was vital to success. Even with careful planning,
mistakes were made and problems encountered. Likewise,
there must be buy-in at every level of the organization and this
also takes time. Without buy-in and commitment, there is the
tendency to “cut the losses” when problems arise. The buy-in
of the NHS Board, C.E.O. and upper administrators was key
to the continuation of the Project when things went wrong.
The incremental approach to the introduction of the
technologies also proved to be a wise decision. Once again,
there was a push to introduce “everything” at once, but the
plan to make sure that one technology worked before
installing a second, allowed staff and individuals with
disabilities and severe mental illness to adjust to the first
change before a second was introduced. Finally, although
initially people involved with the Project were confident that
the timeline for their slow and cautious approach was realistic,
as the three Projects got under way there was a realization that
the amount of time necessary to get 14 different sites up-andrunning was going to take longer than anyone had anticipated.
Fortunately, the fact that there was agreement among all
individuals in the Project that the long-term goal of the
implementation of the selected technologies throughout the
organization, rather than success in one or two locations,
allowed the Projects to progress at the slower pace required.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
When the Assistive Technology Project was being
planned in 2012 there were doubts whether, because of its
scale and complexity, it could achieve its objectives. Even as
the technologies were being installed in the first Stage and
problems emerged, there were concerns that trying to evaluate
three distinct technologies in 11 locations was just too
ambitious. However, the Project leadership persevered and
with the commencing of the second Stage and planning for a
third, it is impossible to conclude otherwise than that the
Project has been a success.
A. Improvements for Next Stage
Based on an analysis of the results from the three Projects
in Stage 1, several adjustments have been made to both the
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technologies employed and the implementation protocols for
the next two Stages. First, problems with the biometric
instruments used in the BMP have led to a switch to more
robust products from companies that offer greater technical
support. In addition, the needs inherent in collecting vital signs
at an outpatient clinic have led to the decision to employ a
kiosk that collects a series of vital signs. The advantage of the
kiosk is threefold: first, it is a self-contained unit that can be
easily placed in a small room at the clinic; second, it allows
for as few as one vital sign to be collected and up to six, thus
allowing the ability to start off slowly by collecting two vital
signs—blood pressure and weight—and adding more as
individuals receiving services and staff become comfortable;
and third, it allows the information collected to be sent
electronically to psychiatrists and physicians, prior to face-toface meetings. The switch to a more robust system has also
enabled concrete plans to collect vital signs in the residences
of individuals receiving services from NHS and to send this
data to care providers at a remote site in Stage 3 of the BMP.
Similarly, dissatisfaction on the part of staff and
individuals with disabilities with several products in the SHP
has resulted in the selection of more sophisticated equipment
that incorporates more sensor technology. In addition, the
positive results from the CTP and BMP will allow for these
technologies to be incorporated into the Smarthome currently
being constructed.
An unexpected finding from the CTP has led the Steering
Committee to dramatically alter the selection of facilities for
Stage 2. It was thought that expansion would be to small
group homes, but the overwhelming success of the AbleLink
technology in the larger day facilities has resulted in the
technology being installed in a large congregate ICF and two
adult training centers and plans for further installations in
Stage 3 in similar facilities. Longer term plans include the
installation of AbleLink in group homes, but the use of the
technology in larger facilities has proven to be more cost
effective because of the more efficient use of staff.
B. Expansion
The best measure of this success is that NHS has made
the decision to extend all three technologies to additional
locations. The CTP has already been expanded to three new
locations bringing the total number of participants to
approximately 200 and there are plans to include three
additional facilities before the end of 2016. NHS is also
working with AbleLink to develop new applications
specifically targeting individuals with disabilities, as well as
working to refine and enhance existing applications.
The Delaware County Adult Behavioral Health Outpatient
Clinic will be added to the BMP by the end of 2016, and vital
sign monitoring systems will be installed in the residences of
selected individuals with disabilities during 2017. The
complexity of incorporating vital signs monitoring into an
outpatient clinic is, from NHS’s perspective, outweighed by
the opportunity to effectively offer psychiatric services,
primary care physicians and pharmacy services in one location
along with an integrated medical record. Likewise, the

difficulty of recruiting participants, installing systems and
establishing a remote monitoring location is balanced by the
benefits of being able to track vital signs and respond to alerts.
Perhaps the most significant indication of the success of
the overall Project is that there are plans to build, ground up, a
new facility in Western Pennsylvania which will include
technologies from all three Projects.
C. Financial Model
From the inception, one of the key components of the
Project was to construct a financial model that would allow
NHS to be reimbursed for the care delivered by the use of the
new technologies. The Project itself, costing over $200,000 in
real money and much more when the amount of staff time
expended is included, has been financed by grants. Although
grant funding is satisfactory for a project whose goal is to
evaluate the appropriateness of new technologies in the
delivery of care, it is not a satisfactory means for developing a
sustainable financial model. A sustainable financial model
can only exist if the care delivered with the use of the new
technologies is reimbursable by Medicare (the health
insurance program for people in the United States who are 65
or older. Medicare Part B covers certain doctors' services,
outpatient care, medical supplies, and preventive services)
and, especially, Medicaid (the U.S. government program,
financed by federal, state, and local funds, of hospitalization
and medical insurance for low income persons of all ages) as
billable services that can be reimbursed to NHS. Without the
ability to be reimbursed for the services provided through the
use of the technologies, a hoped for roll-out to a large number
of locations will be impossible.
The problem is that, currently, most of the care delivered
in the three Projects is not billable and thus, not reimbursable,
but this situation is changing. A number of states have granted
Medicaid waivers that can now allow reimbursement for care
delivered with some of the selected technologies, but not all of
the services delivered through the use of the selected
technologies are reimbursable. For example, one of the
challenges faced by the Steering Committee in using a kiosk
to collect vital signs at the out-patient clinic is how to pay the
staff member who will help customers in using the system. It
is anticipated that this staff member will need to be available
to help with the kiosk all day, five days a week. If NHS is
unable to bill Medicare/Medicaid for her time, the
organization will be unable to continue providing this service
and expanding to other facilities. If the three Projects have
done nothing else, they have confirmed that the use of
technology to aid in the delivery of care to individuals with
disabilities and severe mental illness is inevitable. The
increasing numbers, along with the aging of both populations,
is increasing the cost of care exponentially, at the same time as
the number of people available to deliver the care is
stagnating. The only way to maintain, let alone enhance, the
level of care to these populations is through the innovative use
of technology and the only way to make this happen is to
develop a means of reimbursing this care. This must and will
occur; the only question remaining is when?
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Abstract — Obesity is a fast-growing societal threat, causing
chronic conditions, physical and psychological health problems,
as well as sickness absence and heavy healthcare costs. Despite
numerous attempts to promote physical activity and healthy
diet, existing interventions do not focus on the common
emotional causes of obesity. There is a need for self-management
support of this vulnerable target group: emotional eaters. This
paper presents the results of the design case study focusing on a
holistic design and evaluation of a personalised virtual mHealth
coach that provides self-management training ‘Denk je zèlf!’
(Dutch for ‘Develop a wise mind and counsel yourself’). The
target group are young adults with an emotional eating disorder
and who are obese. The contextual inquiry study was conducted
to gain insights into the needs and experiences of the target
users, including interviews and questionnaires with emotional
eaters, patients undergoing obesity treatment, and healthcare
practitioners. Personas and the use-case scenario were derived
from these results and translated into the new ‘Denk je zèlf!’
virtual coach, based on Dialectical Behaviour Therapy and
experience sampling measures to capture user experience and
emotional state. The main contributions of this paper are: (a)
combining holistic eHealth design, behavior chain analysis, and
dialectic behaviour therapy in one personalised virtual mHealth
coaching application for emotional eaters; (b) applying emotionenriched Personas to guide the design; (c) the results of the
initial user evaluation. Preliminary results suggest that the
‘Denk je zèlf!’ virtual coach is useful for helping the target
group. Future research will be aimed at further iterative (re)design and evaluation, as well as development of the dialectical
dialogues for the virtual coach and content for the education and
instruction modules.
Keywords-obesity; emotional eating; Dialectical Behaviour
Therapy; Persona; personalised care; virtual coach; persuasive
design; young adults.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The fast growth of obesity is a major threat to society.
Treatment of obesity and obesity-related conditions imposes a
heavy societal burden due to high healthcare costs, reduction
of life spans and increased risk of developing other chronic
conditions such as diabetes, heart disease, osteoarthritis, and
certain cancers [1]-[4]. Obese patients often suffer from
psychological comorbidities, such as depression and low selfesteem [5]. Obesity is defined as an abnormal or excessive fat
accumulation that may impair health and is classified as such
by a Body Mass Index (BMI) of 30 kg/m2 or higher [6].

Nearly 50% of the Dutch population suffer from being
overweight and 12% from obesity [5].
Obesity is associated with poor eating habits and lack of
physical activity, unhealthy family lifestyle and low socioeconomic status. Increasing physical activity and reducing
food intake (dieting) are considered cornerstones in the
prevention and treatment of obesity. However, though many
of the existing interventions are successful and help patients
lose weight in the short run, long-term randomised studies
demonstrate that “diets are not the answer” [7]. Existing
interventions and online weight loss programs, such as Weight
Watchers [8], My Diet Coach [9] and Lose it! [10] focus
primarily on the ‘Big Two’ aspects, namely: eat less, exercise
more. They do not provide the necessary support in the long
run, as people are unable to maintain their bodyweight over a
longer period.
A. Emotional eaters and obesity
Recent studies have shown that a considerable group
(40%) of the obese population overeat due to negative
emotions [11]. Emotional eating is an atypical stress
reaction. A normal reaction to stress and negative emotions
would be loss a of the appetite. Emotional eaters show this
atypical behaviour because they confuse negative emotions
with hunger. They have a narrow view of what happens in
their bodies (poor interoceptive awareness) and they are
experiencing difficulties identifying and describing
emotions and feelings (alexithymia). Emotional eaters are
facing problems with emotion regulation - the ability to keep
one’s emotional system in a healthy condition [12]. Diets
and behaviour therapies do not help people with high
degrees of emotional eating as they do not tackle the
underlying emotional regulation difficulties, that lead to
emotional eating [13][14].
Most emotional eaters have a long history of dieting,
followed by the inevitable overeating and starting dieting
again. They gain weight because of poor emotion regulation,
not just due to poor eating habits or an insufficient level of
physical activity [15]. Many times, they have tried to lose
weight and when the emotional eating behaviour kicked in
again, they ende up being heavier than when they started
their previous dieting episode. This is an example of the socalled ‘yo-yo effect’ in health behaviour [16][17]. It is highly
conceivable that this is the cause of an accumulation of
disappointments and a growing lack of confidence that one
will ever succeed.
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B. Emotional eaters and eHealth
Evidence suggests that eHealth and Cognitive Behaviour
Therapy can be just as effective as face-to-face treatments.
Evidence-based therapeutic procedures can be delivered
online [18]. In addition, emotional eaters need personalised
anonymous support that is always available. Not only do
emotional eaters need moral support, but a personalised selfmanagement support could also clear away obstacles that
keep emotional eaters away from face-to-face contact with
a therapist.
Obese emotional eaters form a particularly vulnerable
group of people. To avoid further setbacks, they need
support they can rely on, that is both trustworthy and
promising, but realistic, and that matches with their needs.
Such support needs to be accessible and comfortable so that
one feels safe and secure. There is a need for supportive
training programs for this specific target group of emotional
eaters. This paper presents a design case study aimed at the
development of a personalised virtual mHealth coach
application for self-management support of young adult
emotional eaters who are obese.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section II, related
work on online eHealth interventions for emotional eaters
and obesity is discussed. Next, in Section III the approach
and methods are presented for developing Personas and
applying them to guide the design process. In Section IV,
the results are presented including a use case scenario and
the first prototype of the ‘Denk je zèlf!’ virtual coach.
Finally, a discussion and conclusions are presented in
Section V.
II.

RELATED WORK

A. Dialectical Behaviour Therapy
Dialectical Behaviour Therapy (DBT) is a new way of
treating emotional eating behaviour. DBT was originally
designed to help people who are suffering from Borderline
Personality Disorder [19]. The therapy focuses on the process
of ‘reduction of ineffective action tendencies linked with
dysregulated emotions’ [20]. Recent research into the
deployment of Dialectical Behaviour Therapy shows positive
results in weight loss management and weight maintenance
in obese emotional eaters [13]. DBT might be successful in
patients where insufficient progress was achieved using
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) [12][21][22].
Currently, CBT is considered the state-of-the-art in treating
eating disorders, aimed at treating eating disorders such as
Boulimia Nervosa (BN), Anorexia Nervosa (AN) and Eating
Disorders Not Otherwise Specified (EDNOS). The core of
these eating disorders is the patient’s over-evaluation of his
control of weight, shape and/or eating. The efficacy of DBT
for the treatment of Binge Eating Disorder (BED) and
emotional eating behaviour has been demonstrated in the
results of various studies and trials [23][24][25][26].
B. The dialectical focus
One of the most powerful ‘mechanisms of change’ or
mediators in DBT is its dialectical focus. Since an

invalidating environment plays an important role in the lives
of emotional eaters, it is important that they are treated with
a well-balanced mix of being validated in their perception of
negative emotions and being confronted with a practical
focus on changing problem behaviour. “Based in the
biosocial theory, DBT has a unique approach to targeting
behavioural dysfunction that is not typically seen among
other cognitive-behavioural treatments; one key difference
is the emphasis placed on emotions and emotion
dysregulation.” [20].
C. DBT and eHealth
There is a broad variety of eHealth self-management
treatments available but the majority focus on weight loss
and behaviour change. The discussion on the effectiveness
of such interventions is progressing only slowly [27]-[33].
Little knowledge in the field of eHealth treatment using
Dialectical Behaviour Therapy or even emotion regulation
has been acquired so far, let alone about emotion regulation
focused on emotional eating behaviour.
The results of one quasi-experimental study on the
effectiveness of the mobile “DBT Coach”, that focused only
on one particular skill in DBT (Opposite Action), showed
that emotion intensity decreased within each coaching
session in participants suffering from Borderline Personality
Disorder [34][35]. The target group uses the DBT Coach
when it is needed most for them – after engaging in
dysfunctional behaviour. One paper discusses the lack of
user-friendliness of a DBT self-management mHealth
application [36].
A small number of DBT-based self-management
mHealth apps can be found in the Google Play Store and in
the Apple App Store. However, they typically lack scientific
grounding, user involvement in the design process,
psychological aspects, and personalization.
D. Virtual coach and behaviour change
Substantial research has been dedicated to the employment
of virtual coaches [37][38]. A virtual coach, as an interactive
and self-learning persuasive system, can assist in attitude
and/or long term behaviour change by providing immediate
and personalised support [37][39]. Various definitions of
virtual coaching exist in research studies, focusing either on
mediated communication via internet or phone, or on the
telemonitoring of health but not on the personalised feedback
side of coaching [37][40]. In this research, we adopt the
definition of eCoaching by Lentferink et al. [38, p.16]:
“…eCoaching is defined as the remote and automatic
provision of just-in-time tailored feedback for healthy lifestyle
management, by enabling users to set personal goals and
encouraging to track personal progress towards their goals,
adapting the feedback to the usage patterns and context, and
encouraging
long-term
use.”
Current
eCoaching
developments and studies often lack user and stakeholder
involvement and are not grounded by the behavior change
theories, which leads to low usability and therefore low
adherence [38].
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III.

APPROACH AND METHODS

The objective of this research is to develop a personalised
self-management intervention based on Dialectical
Behaviour Therapy for young adult emotional eaters who
are obese. We regard young adults as people in the age range
of 18-44 years. Midlife transition, starting at the age of 40 to
45, might bring along other circumstances. Development is
guided by the CeHRes roadmap (Center for eHealth &
Wellbeing Research, University Twente) – a holistic
eHealth framework for developing eHealth interventions
based on a participatory design process and persuasive
design approach to maximize the impact of the behavior
change support intervention [41]. It is essential to emphasise
the effect of the ‘look and feel’ of the intervention interface
design on the adherence of the user. The interface design
should be attractive and engaging to the user, otherwise he
or she is unlikely to use it. User- centered design and an
inter-disciplinary approach are therefore incorporated in the
CeHRes roadmap framework [42]. In addition, it is
important to determine which design features are used in
successful eHealth interventions. Other essential aspects are
suitable input modalities (such as speech, text, gestures,
mouse, touch, haptic, and tangible) [40] and interactivity,
information architecture, the degree to which information is
updated, aesthetics, usability, credibility, and entertainment
factor [43][44].
A. eHealth Intervention Architecture
The intervention consists of a series of education and
instruction modules on emotional eating behaviour and
emotion regulation. A personalised virtual coach will guide
the user through four modules. First an ‘intake procedure’ will
take place: the user will be invited to make a commitment
never to lose him or herself in emotional eating behaviour
again, followed by educational modules on mindfulness,
emotion regulation, and stress tolerance (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of ‘Denk je zèlf!’ mHealth intervention

The training offers exercises based on practical experience in
daily life. Modules are replaceable – they can be replaced by
modules with content that might be focused on users with low
socio-economic status. Users are invited to fill in their
behaviour chain analysis (Fig. 2) and emotion diary on a daily
basis. The behaviour chain analysis is to be performed at the
moment a participant has given into cravings and poor eating
behaviour or is just about to do so. The behavioural chain
analysis is utilised to analyse problem behaviour and
determine prompting events and vulnerability factors. People
can also fill in new personal goals and consider ways to
prevent prompting events and to think of solutions to reduce
susceptibility in the future. Reminders to log in to the
application and fill in the behaviour chain and the diary are
sent out at the fixed times previously agreed with the user.
Both components are considered indispensable in the face-toface training being daily ‘homework’ for the participants.

Figure 2. Behaviour chain analysis model by Linehan [19].

B. Contextual inquiry
This study focused on the contextual inquiry and early
design phases. First, the contextual inquiry phase was carried
out. To become familiar with what kind of support emotional
eaters really need, it is important to understand the target
group [45]. Even though interventions can be evaluated as
positive in terms of effectiveness, if the target group is not
captivated by its design and functionalities, they are not
going to use it.
The use of user profiles and Personas as a tool to inform
design is still rare in social sciences. We used the LeRouge
classification model [45] and Van Velsen’s additions to it
[46] as a guideline to develop two Personas to guide the
design of a virtual mHealth coaching intervention. Personas
contain information on their technology skills and
smartphone use, demographic facts, and healthcare
specifics such as current practices in managing one’s own
healthcare, support network, and information seeking
attitude. In addition to the standard Persona classification
model [41], Persona Lisanne is enriched by emotions and
feelings in second iteration of contextual inquiry.
To gather input for user profiles and Personas,
questionnaires (N=321) were circulated via social media and
the network of contacts. The target group was “young adults,
18-44 years of age” who are self-declared emotional eaters.
Examples of questionnaire questions: “For what purposes do
you use your smartphone? (social media, news gathering,
mail, gaming)”, “At what specific moment in time would you
like to/are you in need of contact with a help system?”, “What
kind of support do you expect from a smartphone
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application?” We approached healthcare practitioners for
expert interviews (N=13). In the next sections, we present the
results of this design case study, including Personas, the use
case scenario, and a description of the architecture and design
of the ‘Denk je zèlf!’ virtual coach.
The use-case scenario is developed based on Personas
(Fig. 3) and the specific lifestyle characteristics of the
emotional eaters from the literature and interviews.
Personas
Lisanne, 25 years, high educated
Anita, 46 years, limited education

“I wish that I was more confident
“When I am stressed out I start
about myself ….”
snatching the cookie tin”
Background
Lives alone, single / High school
graduate / Suffers from obesity /
Co-morbidity unknown / l. 1.62
mtr., w. 91 kgs.

Lives with husband and two sons /
low SES / Suffers from obesity / Comorbidity unknown / l. 1.65 mtr., w.
85 kgs.
Attributes

Feels insecure about her body / Is
Is worried about putting on more
not able to sense the difference
weight / Suffers from stress and
between hunger, appetite or
finds comfort in food / Has a
emotion / Fears experiencing
‘sweet tooth’ / Hates to be
what she really feels.
patronized by authorities.
User needs
Education on eating behaviour /
Stop gaining more weight /
Self-confidence / Help to set
Education about healthy food /
realistic goals / Support from
Getting support from her family /
peers.
Stop harassing thoughts.

modules on mindfulness, emotion regulation, and stress
tolerance. In ‘diary’, the user can record feelings experienced.
In ‘profile’, he or she can adjust settings and personal
information such as uploading a personal picture. The user can
also store encouraging items such as favorite pictures and
quotes. Via the ‘central’ button the user can navigate back and
forth to all the modules and functions available in this
prototype.
To develop an architecture of the personalised virtual
coach, including the two vital parts - the behaviour chainanalysis and the emotion diary, the Persona and use-case
scenario were translated into user stories (example: 'As a user
(Lisanne) I would like to get an overview of my diary so that I
can see my history'). Next, user stories were translated into a
functional prototype of the architecture of the virtual coach.
D. Heuristic expert evaluation
Iterative user evaluation in the early design stage is
essential to obtain early feedback from the potential users and
so improve the protoype. An expert evaluation of the first
version of the clickable prototype of the user interface was
conducted by a usability expert (a lecturer in User Centered
Design at Hanze University of Applied Sciences) This expert
was asked to perform eight different tasks. The heuristics
[48][49] were scored using a 5-point Likert-scale (1=does
not fulfil requirements; 5=fulfils requirements). Examples of
the applied heuristics include: “Is there an option to navigate
back (button)?”; “Is there a facility for horizontal
scrolling?”; “Do drop-down menus have a logical order?”;
“Is there sufficient contrast between text and background?”
The expert was guided through a task scenario. Tasks
were: Log in to the app; Read the introduction about the app;
Read the Frequently Asked Questions; Communicate with the
Virtual Coach about your eating behaviour; Setup/configure
your profile; Set the alarm to receive daily notifications;

Figure 3. Key Personas Lisanne and Anita

C. Design & prototyping
During the design phase, a first clickable prototype of the
graphical user interface was designed, based on two Personas,
namely Lisanne and Anita (Fig. 3), and the Gestalt design
principles [47], Nielsen’s usability heuristics [48], and
Gomez’s heuristics on mobile devices [49]. The wireframes
were created in Adobe Illustrator and reshaped to screens in
Adobe Photoshop. Interactivity was added using InVision.
The prototype consists of loading screen (visible when the
application is loading), a login screen and a link to Frequently
Asked Questions. The user is shown an informative text about
how to use this application. Navigation is divided into four
buttons: ‘coach’, ‘modules’, ‘diary’ and ‘profile’. The user
can start a conversation with the coach through dialogues in a
Whatsapp (messaging application for smartphone) layout
style. The button ‘modules’ leads to subsets of learning

Figure 4.

Screen capture from the usability test: eye tracking gaze plot
video
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Check on available modules and Fill in your diary. The
results were used to modify and to adjust the prototype.
E. Usability evaluation with eye-gaze tracking
Next, a usability evaluation of the second improved
version of the clickable prototype was conducted among the
target group (N=10).
Participants, procedure & materials: Task scenarios were
created. Tasks were presented as short stories to give more
context. In total, ten participants [50] volunteered to perform
a test with eight tasks. Among the ten participants, five were
university students studying behavioural sciences, three were
self-declared) emotional eaters and two were user interface
designers. Participants were recruited via the Facebook social
network used by the students. The usability test took around
30 minutes. Participants first received a pre-briefing on the
goals of the usability test and the nature of volunteer
participation. Next, users executed the task scenarios followed
by a post-test interview.
During the usability tests (Fig. 4), participants were
monitored by eye tracking, using a ‘Tobii Mobile Device
Stand’ (MDS) [51], followed by an interview in accordance
with the Retrospective Think Aloud Method [52]. A calibrated
eye tracker (one that follows the eye pupils of a test user)
registered what the user is looking at while performing each
task using the second clickable prototype. The evaluator is
able to see what parts of the interface the user is looking at,
even if the test user scrolls, or zooms in while interacting with
the user interface [51]. The results are plotted on so-called
gaze plots and the evaluator is able to watch a slow-motion
replay.
With participants' permission real-time gaze replay video
is recorded of the eye-tracking sessions.
Measures: we measured the task performance by
recording some quantitative measures, such as registering
how much time is needed to complete each task, the number
of times a particpant made ‘wrong’ choices/clicks, how many
tasks were completed, and the number of taps or swipes that
were needed to perform each task. The ways in which the
designer performed the tasks was taken as a reference point.
Tasks were measured on a scale 1-3 (1 = user failed to perform
the task; 2=user performed the task but with errors; 3=user
performed the task without any errors). Qualitative measures
were extracted from the post-test interviews. The
Retrospective Think Aloud (RTA) method [52] is used to
collect additional information about the motivation of the
choices users make while performing the tasks. After each
user test session, post-interviews are conducted with each
participant in order to give the user the opportunity to further
explain why he or she made specific choices, as well as to
obtain feedback on the user experience as additional input to
improvement of the prototype. The RTA method - in
combination with the eye-tracking allows a user to focus
completely on the task. Research has shown that in
retrospective think-aloud protocols, more problems were
detected by means of verbalization, because the participants
had more time to verbalize the problems [53]. Analysis of the
gaze plots is not yet finalized and is work-in-progress.

IV.

RESULTS

A. Questionnaires and interviews
In total, 321 responses were collected from the
questionnaires and 13 interviews with healthcare practitioners
(dieticians, physical therapists and psychologists) were
conducted. The interviews were all transcribed and coded. We
used a free coding style (no pre-set codes) so as not to lose the
richness of the data. In addition, six obesity therapy patients
were interviewed to obtain insight into the daily needs and
experiences of the emotional eaters.
Data extraction from the questionnaires was processed for
the purpose of creating user profiles and Personas according
to the method proposed by LeRouge [45]: (a) personal and
demographic information; (b) technical capabilities and
limitations; and (c) needs and desires concerning support and
care. Data derived from the interviews with experts and
patients gave information about eating styles and the problems
that emotional eaters encounter.
B. Personas and use-case scenarios
Two Personas were derived from the questionnaire data:
Lisanne (25 years) and Anita (46 years). Figure 3 shows their
personal profiles. Lisanne is a highly educated young woman.
She is an obese emotional eater. Her eating behaviour is
caused by a negative self-image. Eating gives her a feeling of
comfort as long as the eating lasts. Afterwards, she feels guilty
and depressed. Anita is 46 years old and a mother of two. She
worries about the family’s financial situation and overeats in
stressful situations. Anita left school at an early age. She is
from a low socio-economic background.
What we learned by creating the Personas is that we
achieved a better understanding about the specific needs of the
target group. We obtained a better comprehension of the
moments and situations that cause emotional eating behaviour
and the kind of intervention that might be helpful to them.
During the design process, you can ask questions such as:
“What would Lisanne think of this? Would she like it? Would
she consider this as useful?”
To illustrate how Lisanne will benefit from the virtual
coaching application, we created a use-case scenario (Fig. 5)
in which she is about to give in to emotional eating craving.
Use-case scenarios [54][55] are derived from Personas,
interviews, and questionnaire results by describing the user
goals, motivations, actions, and reactions while using the
virtual mHealth coaching application.
In the ”Day of Lisanne’s life” scenario (Fig. 5) – the most
common characteristics are mentioned, such as suffering
from negative emotions and low self-esteem. Persona
Lisanne is enriched with emotional characteristics and
personal feelings. All her emotions are linked to realistic and
possible causes, such as difficult situations at work or at
home. Personas are distinguished from each other in terms of
technical skills, demographic backgrounds and healthcare
status specifics. As a result, they are realistic personifications
of their very specific sub-target groups. The existing Personas
Lisanne and Anita both are emotional eaters but the emotions
and feelings that urge them to overeat, diverge widely.
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Day of Lisanne’s life – a Use Case Scenario

User Profile

The alarmclock goes off; Lisanne presses the snooze button. She had a bad night. Probably because she spent
a lot of time on her tablet and watching television last night, but she couldn’t sleep anyway....
Lisanne gets out of bed eventually. She is standing in front of her drawer. What to wear? She slips into an
oversized black sweater and a pair of jeans. She is way too fat to wear a fashionable dress.
“Oh bummer... no time for breakfast...” The bus is leaving within 5 minutes. The bus stops exactly in front
of the building Lisanne is working. She meets colleague Esther at the coffee corner. Esther convinces
Lisanne to come with her to the supermarket on the other side of the street. Esther didn’t have any breakfast
herself and she fancies a bite. Lisanne wants a freshly baked sandwich. That way she could make up for her
missed breakfast. It is very busy in the store. She should focus on her presentation, scheduled for less then
10 minutes from now. Esther yells at her, waving, her hands full with donuts and soft drinks. Lisanne: “Oh
well, I will get a healthy sandwich later in the day....”
Ok, one last sip of coke and off she goes. The meeting is about to start now. Lisanne is nervous – she hates
presenting in front of a group. She thinks that everyone in the room is convinced that she is dumb and that
she looks fat. Her clothes look ugly on her.
It is noisy in the hall. The door opens. A colleague is standing in the door opening. She is carrying a birthday
cake and starts handing out cake to everyone in the room. Lisanne is upset. She hates to do presentations and
now she is interrupted too.... The colleagues don’t seem to care so Lisanne decided to keep her mouth shut.
Coffee time! Esther brings Lisanne a mug and nestles herself on Lisanne’s desk. She fancies going out
tonight to their favorite bar. Tonight is Fry-night: all-you-can-eat chips & snacks for a fixed price. Lisanne
doesn’t feel like going, she’d better have something more healthy to eat. But Esther persuades her, saying it
will be fun. “Mm, I really should stop nagging.... why am I making all this fuss about nothing? Why care?
Tomorrow is another day. Tomorrow we will start eating healthily!”
Esther turns around on her way out and throws a bag of chocolate peanuts on Lisanne’s desk. Here,
something to nibble while you are working. Now Lisanne is totally miserable... doesn’t Esther realise what
she is doing? The bag with chocolate peanuts is empty and the amount of work still high. She has got only
two hours left and she starts panicking. She was not able to get a lot of work done. She is about to cry. Esther
appears in the door opening. Time to go! Lisanne brings up some poor excuses - she really doesn’t feel like
going out. But Esther doesn’t want to hear it and drags her along. The Fry-night has started of and both the
girls are served a large plate with fries and chicken satay. Esther babbles along, as she usually does. In the
meanwhile everybody in the bar is a bit tipsy. Lisanne feels lonely. Esther is standing at the counter, talking
to some guys. She invites Lisanne to come over and join them. Lisanne grabs her handbag. She is going
home. She waves and gestures to Esther that she feels nauseous and that she is leaving. On the one hand she
feels relieved that she has left but on the other hand she is disappointed in herself. Why can’t she just enjoy
an evening out and have fun just like everybody else? Why is she so damn shy?

Aspects of a sedentary lifestyle: computer,
television; poor sleeping habits (sleep
hygiene: going to bed too late); people
with obesity often suffer from sleeping
problems.

situation upcoming food craving:
Lisanne comes home and plumps down on to her couch, next to the pile of laundry that still needed to be
done. She is hungry. She feels lonely. Nobody likes her...
Her stomach is rumbling and she takes a quick glance at the kitchen cupboard. Lisanne is about to giving in
to her food craving. Butter biscuits and potato chips. She feels tempted to rip open the bag of potato chips
and plunge into it, grabbing chips by the handful at the same time. Binge eating lies in ambush for attack
and she senses a crying need for some kind of support, for someone who could provide her with advice to
pull her through this situation. After finishing the bag of chips, she eats some leftover portions of ice cream
she ordered at the take-away yesterday, and some mouldy cookies she found in the bread box.

Obese people often suffer from low selfesteem and low body image.
Poor eating habits– no breakfast; no
decent meals, just snacks, sugary soft
drinks; little knowledge about what is
healthy food.
What the hell effect: totally giving up on
set goals (diet, exercise) after one single
slip and feeling justified in giving in to
poor habits (binging) because the
intention is already ‘ruined’.
Negative self image: people who are
overweight suffer from a lack of selfconfidence and have an inferiority
complex.
(unrealistic) Assumptions about what
others might think of you; not assertive,
not able to stand up for oneself.
Mindless eating (mostly snacks and
sweets); eating as a coping-strategy to
cope with stress – emotion regulating
eating behaviour.
Social introversion – quiet and reserved in
large groups and around unfamiliar
people.
Low self-esteem and a bad body image.
Having difficulties acknowledging and
expressing feelings and emotions.
Emotional eaters have trouble recognizing
feelings of hunger and thirst, pleasure or
discomfort. Most of the negative feelings
are translated into appetite.

situation upcoming food craving – consulting the ‘Denk je zèlf!’ virtual coach:
Lisanne comes home and plumps down on to her couch, next to the pile of laundry that still needed to be
done. She is hungry. She feels lonely. Nobody likes her...
She reaches for her phone and activates the ‘Denk je zèlf!’ app. The virtual coach welcomes her with: “Hi
Lisanne, how can I help you?” Lisanne starts typing:
-When I come home at night I start craving for snacks and chocolate… I just can’t resist them…
-Hi Lisanne, I really feel sorry for you. Let me try to help you. The greater part of emotional eating occurs at
night, due to feelings of loneliness or experiencing stress, but it can also happen because of irregular eating
behaviour. Shall we give it a try to investigate this?
The virtual coach refers Lisanne to the behaviour chain analysis. Lisanne finds comfort in the reassuring
words of the virtual coach and starts with the behaviour chain exercise.
After finishing the chain exercise Lisanne feels somewhat relieved. The coach urges her to reward herself.
She treats herself with a hot bath. The perfumed bath water makes her feel calm and sleepy...
Figure 5. Persona Lisanne translated into use-case scenario aspects

Lisanne gives in to cravings, driven by disgust, while Anita
binges when she is under a lot of stress.The next step in this
research is to develop a use-case scenario for all the Personas
next to Lisanne, each of them enriched with their own specific
emotional characteristics.

C. Prototype of a “Denk je zèlf! personalised virtual Coach
The first prototype of the architecture of the virtual coach
and a clickable prototype of the user interface were developed
during the pre-design phase. The Personas Lisanne and Anita
served as a starting point for a concept design (Fig. 5) of the
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user interface and content of ‘Denk je zèlf!’ virtual coach
modules: intake, mindfulness, emotion regulation and stress
tolerance. The Java-based virtual assistant (developed on the
Play framework) makes use of the Alpino open-source natural
language parser. This Dutch linguistic language analyser [56]
is self-learning and produces ‘tree diagram’ data in XML
format. The output is stored in a graph database (NEO4J).
The virtual coach was developed to meet the needs of the
user for immediate support. Every time a user is experiencing
negative emotions, he or she can connect to the virtual coach
and ask questions and start a dialogue. The virtual coach is the
very heart of the e-DBT ‘Denk je zèlf!’ training. It supplies
users with so-called dialectical dialogues – providing answers
to their need for change and to their need for acceptance.
According to Lynch et al. [20], dialectical theory is defined as:
“The thesis (behaviour change) brought forth the antithesis
(the need for acceptance), and both acceptance and changebased strategies were integrated into the treatment package
(synthesis). Dialectical theory provides the theoretical
undercurrent needed to balance and synthesize these
strategies. Core acceptance-based strategies derive from
client-centered approaches and Zen practice and these
involve mindfulness skills, validation, and radical
acceptance.” [20, pp. 463]. The goal of the training is to teach
people how to develop their own wise mind and to learn to
make decisions that have positive consequences for the
quality of life. By providing dialectical dialogues, the virtual
coach can help the user to practise this process of decisionmaking by identifying the possible consequences of making
decisions. The output of the virtual coach is personalised by
data derived from the behavioural chain analysis and the
emotion diary. The virtual coach is a self-learning system.
Ecological momentary assessment (EMA), often termed
experience sampling measures (ESM), is applied within the
virtual mHealth coaching application to assess behavioural
aspects [57][58], for instance by assessing subjective
momentary states several times a day via a user-experience
diary integrated into a virtual mHealth coach application.

D. Evaluation of the first prototype:‘Denk je zèlf!’ virtual
coach
The expert user was asked to perform eight task scenarios
based on 15 heuristics [44][45]. The overall impression,
conveyed by the user expert was good, but he remarked that:
• the functionalities horizontal and vertical scrolling
are not yet fully operational;
• no clarity about where to find oneself in the process;
• difficulties in locating the virtual coach;
• some modules do need additional explanation.
The feedback given was processed and the second clickable
prototype was built. Ten test users performed the eye tracking
test and a Retrospective Think Aloud session.
According to the results of a usability test (see Table 1), the
virtual coach application scored highly on the usability,
which in this case is defined as the accurate execution of a
given task via a user interface. The accuracy of the tasks were
assessed on a scale of 1-3. A task is graded 1 if the user fails
to perform the task, grade 2 when the performance is done
with (some) difficulties and a 3 for a problem-free
performance. Two of the tasks scored as unsatisfactory: users
found it difficult to navigate to and to find the biography, and
to adjust the settings for a notification and to understand its
purpose. Users tend to tap on the ‘No logon code? Read this’
link because they had no idea of how to log in to the
application. They tried to utilize a non-active link in the text
or to navigate back to the login page. Adjusting the personal
profile was a difficult task because the corresponding button
was labelled ‘settings’ and that made it hard to find. Some
users had difficulties with setting up a notification. The
routing via the start button and the ‘hamburger menu’ (icon
with three parallel horizontal lines) was considered accurate
but the alarm icon was not recognised. Test users delivered
feedback such as: ‘It is not easy to obtain a login code’, “It is
difficult to locate personal settings’ and ‘I don’t like the color
orange.’ The designers used clickable prototypes. That
means that the interface does not offer unlimited navigation
and interactivity. This should have been communicated more
accurately to the users.

TABLE I. TASKS AND THEIR SCORES
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Four users suggested that the layout color should be
adjustable by the user. In the third clickable prototype the
label of the button ‘settings’ is changed to ‘profile’. The
alarm functionality has a standard icon attached to it, and
setting the alarm itself is made more explicit.
V.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The main contributions of this paper are: (a) emotionenriched Personas Lisanne and Anita as a new approach to
guide the empathic design, which contributes to a better
understanding of the mental model of the target group; (b) usecase scenario describing the daily challenges of an emotional
eater, namely Persona Lisanne, which can be used for
designing other lifestyle support and eCoaching applications
for this vulnerable target group; (c) a clickable prototype of
the ‘Denk je zèlf!’ virtual eCoach user interface; (d) results of
the first user evaluation with the usability expert via a heuristic
evaluation. The usability of the second clickable visual
prototype was tested with users via thinking aloud usability
tests using eye tracking. First results demonstrated that users
are positive towards the virtual coach prototype. However, the
first results are rather limited due to a small number of
participants and the incomplete analysis of the eye gaze
tracking data.
As a next step, the user interface of the ‘Denk je zèlf!’
virtual coaching application will be modified, further
developed and iteratively evaluated by a larger number of
target users. Within this next design and evaluation phase, the
preferred appearance of the virtual coach will be investigated,
in order to ensure that the virtual character, whether a peer or
a health professional, is visually appealing and motivating for
the emotional eaters. In addition, the content of the dialectical
dialogue feedback messages of a virtual coach will be derived
and iteratively validated with users, based on handbooks for
therapists and online user forums. The users will be given
small assignments such as navigating to the virtual coach and
starting a conversation. Participants of the next user
evaluation session will be asked to judge the responses of a
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Abstract—The aim of this paper is to highlight the
importance of introducing a set of core archetypes to succeed
with the national consensus work on archetypes in Norway. This
is illustrated by emphasizing on four important challenges
identified through the national work with archetypes in Norway
from 2012-2016. First, the process of establishing a wellfunctioning national archetype organization, including a
network of competent healthcare personnel to participate in the
consensus process. This comprises how to increase the pace of
developing
these
national
archetype.
Second,
the
interdependence between the archetypes and the new electronic
patient record system (EPR), focusing on the need for
archetypes to enable developing an EPR system, at the same
time as an EPR system is required to develop and test out high
quality archetypes. Third, the development of local archetypes
at a specialized hospital clinic, including the first attempts of
using archetypes for clinical practice, and useful lessons learned
for the national archetype work. Fourth, the need to define the
number of archetypes to plan the future archetype work,
including estimating resources for the work, and the challenges
of governing archetypes in relation to who is responsible for
what aspects of the archetypes. Establishing a prototype of an
EPR system based on generic core archetypes may increase
clinicians understanding of structured EPR. Our research
questions are therefore: What has been the challenges in the
national archetype process so far, and how could these
challenges be met through developing a set of core archetypes?
Empirically the paper focuses on the national archetype work,
and the regional archetype organization in the North Norwegian
health authority. Our qualitative case also includes other
archetype initiatives in Norway like for instance the use of
archetypes for clinical practice at the small clinic in the
Southern and Eastern Norway Regional Health Authority.
Except from being a status report on national archetype
development, this paper also contributes to a longitudinal
interpretive study, related to the development of a large-scale
EPR system by the North Norwegian Health Authority.
Keywords-electronic patient records; archetypes; openEHR;
semantic interoperability; core archetypes.

I.

INTRODUCTION

There has been an increased focus in Norwegian
healthcare to improve the role of the electronic patient record
system (EPR) [1]. This has been an important part of national
strategies and visions for healthcare since the 1990’s [2][3],
due to the augmented focus to enable sharing and integrating
healthcare, as well as organizing information in a more
structured manner [4]. The increased emphasis on cost
savings, patient safety, and efficiency in healthcare practices,
has raised the focus on seamless integration and
standardization, both within as well as across professional,
departmental, and institutional boundaries [2][3][5].
Considerable amounts of resources have been directed
towards
establishing
fully
integrated
healthcare
infrastructures, both from the government, and healthcare
providers [6]. A central element in achieving such goals are
interconnected and interoperable EPR systems [6].
Significant improvements of the EPR have been necessary
for these systems to evolve from being tools for information
storage, into structured work tools supporting patient
pathways and decision support [7]. EPR systems have been
required to be flexible enough for representing specific
medical knowledge, at the same time as ensuring the need for
interoperability with other systems [8]. The EPR has been
essential for coordinating hospital work processes, and there
has been an extensive need for standardizing the EPR
content, to facilitate sharing and comparing health data within
and across health care practices, to reach semantic
interoperability. This has been a key requirement for
improving EPR communication [9], to ensure that both
senders and recipients understand information and standards
the same way [10]. Semantic interoperability: requires that
the information system understands both requests
information and the information sources. Semantics are
defined as the meanings of different terms and expressions
[11]. Hence, semantic interoperability is the way information
systems exchange information on the terms of shared, preestablished and negotiated meanings of language and
expressions [11].
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Standards in hospitals are useful both to specify
workpractices, and to define how technologies interact [12].
However, standardizing clinical workpractices and routines
have been difficult to accomplish [13][14][15]. This paper
builds on two important standardization processes in
Norwegian healthcare, one regional and one national. In 2012
the North Norwegian Health Authority established a large
information and communication technology (ICT) project
named standardization of the regional ICT portfolio (FIKS),
to standardize the regional ICT portfolio. One of FIKS’s most
important roles was to collaborate closely with the largest
EPR vendor in Norway, on developing a new open Integrated
Care Electronic Health Record (EHR) based EPR system,
using archetypes as core elements for standardizing the
clinical content. Archetypes are structured data elements of
clinical concepts, envisioned to ensure technologyindependent interoperability, easy reuse of information and
efficient decision support [16]. They are clinical information
models used to standardize the clinical content of an EPR
system. The archetypes contain a maximum dataset,
including evidence about knowledge objects, and relevant
attributes [8] They also need to include rules, measurement
intervals, data types, presentation formats, data
representation conditions (codes, terminologies), etc. [8]. It is
possible to combine archetypes into templates to create
documents, messages, specific forms and reports, including
referrals, radiology reports and discharge forms. Templates
are often locally made, based on three things: the
requirements for the form, available archetypes, and the local
use of terminologies.
The openEHR framework built on a two-level modelling
approach separating the clinical and technical development
of the EPR system. The intention of the first level, the
technical reference model, was to increase semantic
interoperability, and secure a reuse of data [11][17][18]. The
reference model is generic enough to store any type of
clinical information, and it is a stable object model to build
software and data on. These are used to specify how to
organize and group clinical information, capture contextual
information, query and update the EPR and so on
[19]. The second level, contained archetypes and templates,
as standards for the clinical content. This makes it possible
for clinicians to be in charge of designing and defining the
archetype standards, hence the clinical content of the EPR
system. There are some important issues related to allocating
the right resources for the national archetype work, recruiting
participants for this work and the role clinical competence
play in the future archetype development, these are not
however addressed in this paper. The two-level model
enabled making changes only to the clinical content of the
archetypes, without having to alter the underlying open EHR
information model. The openEHR framework allowed for
archetype design at different levels of healthcare
organizations.
The other standardization process we have focused on
was the national standardization of archetypes as the clinical

content of the EPR system. In Norway the primarily work
with archetypes was conducted at a national level,
coordinated by NRUA (National Editorial group for
Archetype development in Norway) established by National
ICT in 2013, National ICT is responsible for coordinating
ICT-related initiatives in the Norwegian specialized health
care service [20]. To design optimal archetypes to standardize
the clinical content of EPR systems, it was necessary for
clinicians to have a key role in both developing and
approving the national archetypes. Therefore, one of the most
important tasks for NRUA was to recruit enough clinicians to
participate in standardizing archetypes. The clinical content
of an archetype based EPR system had to contain numerous
archetypes, to encompass all clinical practice. There were 42
nationally approved archetypes by May 2016, and even if
more than 100 were in the process, this was not nearly enough
to comprehend the total clinical content of an EPR system.
One important question to address was how many archetypes
standardizing the clinical content of an EPR system required?
The absence of necessary archetypes complicated and
delayed the development of the new archetype-based EPR
system. Hence, this raised a question of when to start using
archetypes for clinical practice, and the consequences of
using archetypes before reaching national consensus.
In addition, it was challenging for the users included in
developing the new EPR, to grasp the potential of this system
based on the close relation between the archetypes and the
technology in this entirely new technological solution. These
factors might contribute to explain why the development
process took much longer than expected. The aim of this
paper is to highlight the importance of introducing a set of
core archetypes to succeed with the national consensus work
on archetypes in Norway. Establishing a prototype of an EPR
system, based on generic core archetypes, is a promising way
to increase the pace of the national archetype work. In
addition, such prototype might provide clinicians with a
better understanding of this new way of developing and using
the EPR, at the same time as it is possible to test the
archetypes in a production like environment. One important
dilemma to solve before establishing such prototype is
however, how many archetypes would such solution require?
Our focus is on how to use a set of core archetypes to keep
up and escalation the pace of the national archetype work in
Norway, and to evaluate the establishment of this core set of
archetypes through interaction with projects essential to the
ongoing process. Our research question is therefore: What
has been the challenges in the national archetype process so
far, and how could these challenges be met through
developing a set of core archetypes?
We followed different aspects of the archetype work in
Norway describing how the development have progressed
over time. In the paper some important experiences with,
testing out archetypes and implementing them to clinical
practice are addressed, in addition to how this has
contributing to speeding up the work with archetypes in
Norway. Being able to estimate the number of core
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archetypes needed for establishing such prototype would ease
planning the future work with archetypes in Norway related
to how estimating the number of resources the work requires
and predicting when to expect having a complete set of
clinical standards for an EPR system. Defining a set of core
archetypes would contribute to increased clinical
understanding of the archetype concept and the potentials
openEHR system have for improving the clinical practice.
The rest of the paper has the following structure: Section
two, has a presentation of the method. In section three, there
is a description of the four aspects of working with archetypes
in Norway. The discussion in the fourth section focuses on
when to start using archetypes, the use of core archetypes for
a prototype of a basic EPR system and how to plan the future
archetype work. The fifth section concludes the paper.
II.

METHOD

The work with archetypes in Norway is mainly conducted
on a national level, however, also regional archetype
organizations has gained increasing foothold over the last two
years. Our site of research is therefore both NRUA, and the
regional archetype organization in the North Norwegian
health authority. Our qualitative case also includes other
archetype initiatives in Norway like for instance the use of
archetypes for clinical practice at the small clinic in the
Southern and Eastern Norway Regional Health Authority
(described in section C). Except from being a status report on
national archetype development, this paper also contributes
to a longitudinal interpretive study, related to the
development of a large-scale EPR system by the North
Norwegian Health Authority. The methodologically
positioning of the study is within a qualitative interpretive
paradigm. The focus is on evolving and improving the
understanding of a studied phenomenon, by looking at it from
different viewpoints, within a context [21][22]. An advantage
of using a qualitative interpretive approach is enabling
complex textual descriptions of how people experience a
particular matter, by providing information about the human
side of a given process [22].
The fieldwork draws on the first author’s role working in
FIKS for two years and afterwards continuing to follow
activities in the project, by participating in workshops and
meetings connected to the development of the new EPR
systems. This author have also been an observer and
participant in both the regional and national work with
archetypes in Norway, participating in meetings, workshops
and discussions. The second author has contributed in the
regional and national work with the new EPR and archetypes
for the last seven years, participating in meetings, discussions
and observations. He has represented the North Norwegian
health region in NRUA, and been the leader of the regional
archetype organization. He has also recently become the
leader of NRUA. The personal information protection
commissionaire for research in the health region, and the
Norwegian social science data service (NSD), approved the

data collection for this study. All informants provided written
consents for the interviews by e-mail.
The data analysis was accomplished in several stages with
data and citations from numerous sources. A document study
including different iterations and negotiations of several
archetypes like problem/diagnosis, had a key role during the
ﬁeld work, and provided contextual and historical insight into
the process of establishing archetypes in Norway. The
Norwegian CKM repository consists of nationally approved
archetypes including the documents from each review
iteration, where clinicians discuss and approve the content of
each part of the archetype in what they refer to as “consensus”
processes. We have read all the logs several times, both
separately and combined with the interview data as a whole,
to enable extracting the most important topics. Interesting
citations from the different participants, related to each of the
topics, were translated into English. Second, we conducted
participatory observations in NRUA meetings and workshops
as well as vendor meetings and workshops over several years.
We also observed a reviewer while he used the CKM to
review an archetype, to understand better, how it was for
clinicians to use this web-based tool. There was a
highlighting of events and milestones from the observations,
these became the starting point for questions in the interview
guide. This part of the analysis was also an iterative process
in, which analysed and transcribed data led to new questions
in the next interview, and so on. Third, the authors conducted
30 open-ended interviews with participants in the consensus
process, initially while guiding them to become users of the
CKM, then after they had used it to work with archetypes for
a while, related to the development of the new EPR, and the
national work with archetypes. Some participants in the
archetype work were interviewed more than once, based on
their specific roles in terms of being identified as key
informants. The purpose of using open-ended interviews is
enabling informants to tell their story, without the author’s
pre-perceptions getting in the way. The interviewers still
prepared some questions for the interviews, to make sure the
interviews covered the topics they wanted to focus on. In
addition, new interesting issues to include emerged in several
interviews. The interviews were transcribed and analyzed
both separately, and as a part of a whole [22]. Information
infrastructure and infrastructuring theory were used to
transcribe and analyzed the interviews. This was done to put
it all together as a whole, to complement different
perspectives of the situation.
In addition to interview data from key personnel of the
processes and documents from the CKM, we used official
reports from organizations such as the National ICT Health
Trust, and other websites such as the official site of the
openEHR organization. We have aimed at obtaining a
historical and contextual understanding of the work involved
in the development of archetypes. Table I describes the
details of the data collection.
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TABLE I. THE DATA COLLECTION
Number of
persons

Duration

Period

Archetype
reviewers

17

30-90 min

2014-2016

NRUA members

5

60-90 min

2014-2015

Persons involved in
the EPR
development

8

60-120 min

2013-2015

NRUA/regional
resource group

200 hours

2014-2016

Development of
EPR system

80 hours

2012-2016

Archetype review
and CKM use

5 hours

2014-2015

Discussions

100 hours

2012-2016

240 hours

2015-2016

Interviews

Observations

Document studies

III.

DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF NORWEGIAN ARCHETYPE
WORK

We have focused on four different aspects of working
with national archetypes for Norwegian healthcare in the
period 2012-2016. First, the process of establishing a wellfunctioning national archetype organization (NRUA),
including a network of competent healthcare personnel to
participate in the consensus process. Second, the relation
between the archetypes and the new EPR system focusing on
development of a new openEHR based EPR system using
archetypes as standards for the clinical content. Third, the
development of local archetypes at a specialized hospital
clinic, including the first attempts of using archetypes for
clinical practice and useful lessons learned for the national
archetype work. Fourth the need to define the number of
archetypes to plan the future archetype work, including
estimating resources for the work, and the challenges of
governing archetypes in relation to who is responsible for
what aspects of the archetypes.
A. Organizing the National Archetype Work in Norway.
In Norway, one system vendor had gained more than 70%
of the EPR marked [23]. This vendor was developing a new
openEHR based EPR system, which three of the four health

regions had committed themselves to use. Consequentially it
made sense to organize the construction of the archetype
standards for the new EPR system at a national level. Hence,
National ICT instigated a national organization to work with
archetypes in Norway. The established NRUA in 2013, to
form a national archetype repository – a clinical knowledge
manager (CKM). The overall goal of NRUA was to
coordinate development and use of archetypes on a national
level, both handling the national consensus process of
reviewing and approving archetypes, as well as supporting
local initiatives for archetype design and usage in Norway.
NRUA had five part-time engaged employees, working with
governing and modeling archetypes. In addition, 2-3
representatives from each of the four Regional Health
Authorities in Norway, and representatives from the
Norwegian directorate of health were members of NRUA.
NRUA established an editorial group to initiate archetype
reviews, these reviews were highly depended on clinicians
participating in standardizing the clinical content of
healthcare practice, and organizing these standards as
archetypes. Therefore, recruiting clinicians and activating
them as archetype reviewers for the national consensus
process, was an essential part of NRUA’s work. In the
consensus process clinicians used the web based CKM to
review and approve archetypes, enabling flexible
asynchronous communication between the different
contributors. The archetype reviewers only communicated
through the online CKM without participating in any face-toface meetings. The first year NRUA focused primarily on
establishing a well-functioning organization prepared to
handle coordinating hundreds of participants from different
professions, including a large network of clinicians, working
with archetypes. They offered training and support for new
CKM users, and established relations with the international
CKM run by the openEHR foundation. In addition, NRUA
imported existing archetypes from the international CKM,
and translated them into Norwegian, for clinicians to review.
One of the archetype reviewers stated: “NRUA has members
with a genuine interest in archetypes, and they have worked
very hard to get this organization up and running.” The
organizational work also included defining the steps of the
consensus process, and forming a priority scheme for how to
organize working with the national archetypes. Prioritizing
launching a well-functioning organization, the actual
consensus work moved slowly the first year.
However, they still managed to approve the first national
archetype as early as in June 2014, only six months after
NRUA was established. Investing a considerable amount of
time on the organizational concerns initially, enabled NRUA
to increase the pace of the archetype development the next
two years. In May 2016, there were 42 nationally approved
archetypes in Norway. The population of archetypes
approved was considered complex and essential for EPR
functionality. In addition, more than 100 had started the
consensus process. The goal was to have 200 archetypes
approved by the end of 2016. In addition, NRUA gained
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valuable knowledge along the way, both on how to structure
archetypes, and on how to run a national organization. Hence,
NRUA has gradually become an accomplished organization
for supporting and supervising local and regional archetype
projects. They have also become competent to arrange
information and modelling courses to expand the competence
on archetypes within Norwegian healthcare.
It was yet challenging to recruit reviewers for the national
consensus process, especially clinicians. This was a rather
extensive process to participate in, and the reviewers were not
in any way compensated for contributing to the national
archetype work. When they first started as reviewers, it was
also time consuming to learn how to use the CKM work tool.
Several reviewers said that it took quite some time to
understand the complex relation between the clinical and
technical components of the archetypes, and to get used to the
concept of archetypes as clinical standards. In addition, many
archetypes went through more than one review iteration
before being nationally approved, the average number was 2
iterations, however, one of the archetypes had as many as
seven without reaching national consensus. Each review
iteration took a considerable amount of time for the clinicians
to finish and some reviewers had more than one archetype to
review simultaneously. One clinician stated: “A review
iteration can take between 15min and 1,5 hour or even longer
to finish, depending on the complexity of the archetype and
whether I need to look things up, or consult with colleagues.”
The time-consuming review process done at the clinician’s
free time, and the loosely committed online work process,
both led to several dropouts from the archetype work,
especially among clinicians. Since National ICT had
recommended archetypes as standards for the clinical content
of the EPR, it was important for clinicians to have an essential
role in defining and designing these standards since they were
the main users of the standards in the EPR system. Also the
two-level model of openEHR related on domain experts
(clinicians) as the main developers of the clinical content of
the archetypes. One clinician said: “It is crucial to include
clinicians in this work; they have the clinical knowledge and
know what is important to focus on, for the archetypes to be
useful standards for clinical practice.” He also commented,
“If the archetypes are not designed by clinicians it will be
very difficult to get clinicians to accept and use them.”
Though it was difficult for NRUA to plan the work with
archetypes ahead, included estimating the number of
clinicians needed for the national work, what archetypes to
prioritize working with, and how many archetypes the
Norwegian CKM needed. It was also problematic to ensure
that the archetypes fit the clinical requirements of Norwegian
healthcare, since they did not have any way of testing then
out in clinical practice.

with the openEHR based EPR system in 2011. In 2008,
National ICT run an internal project translating variables for
electronic medical charts into archetypes. However, deciding
to purchase the new EPR system for most of Norwegian
hospitals, the interest for archetypes expanded to several parts
of Norwegian healthcare.
The vendor started developing the new EPR system in
close collaboration with the North Norwegian Health
Authority. After a bid for tender process in 2012, this health
region decided to regionalize their new ICT portfolio. To
complete this process, they established a regional project,
FIKS, to run from 2012-2016. FIKS was one of the largest
ICT investments in Norwegian healthcare, with a total cost
expected to exceed €100 million [24]. The main goal of FIKS
was to establish a regional ICT portfolio, as a foundation for
regionally standardized patient pathways, decision support,
and integrations between clinical ICT systems. A
regionalization, including standardizing EPR work practice,
was a necessary requirement to reach such goal, enabling the
Health Authorities to better administrate and compare
information from the hospitals in the region. The FIKS
project run in close collaboration with system users from the
hospitals and the EPR vendor. One of the most important
goals of FIKS was to collaborate with the EPR vendor on
developing the openEHR based EPR system for Norwegian
healthcare. This new EPR was designed to improve the user’s
workdays, providing structured data including predefined
content elements and schemes for documentation, enabling
better overview and reuse of patient information. In addition,
the possibilities to include patient pathways and increase the
semantic interoperability were important to improving the
EPR. This was enabled by using the international openEHR
architecture, standardized by CEN/ISO [25]. The openEHR
architecture built on standardized information models, open
source components, and highly structured clinical content,
with archetypes as core building blocks. Archetypes were
structured data elements of clinical concepts, where
observations, evaluations, instructions, and actions, formed
the ongoing process of treatment and care [16]. Archetypes
were used to define how clinical data was structured,
seamlessly stored, and transferred between EPR systems
[26]. The intention was for archetypes to contain a maximum
dataset, including evidence about knowledge objects, and
relevant attributes [8][27]. It was possible to design both
widely reusable generic archetypes securing interoperability
within and across healthcare institutions, as well as
specialized ones intended for a distinct local setting
[9][27][28][29][30]. In figure 1. the archetype
problem/diagnosis is used as an example of an archetype

B. Relations between Archetype Standards and the EPR
System
National ICT gained an interest for archetypes as clinical
standards several years, before the vendor started working
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Figure 1. The archetype problem/diagnosis

The new EPR system required archetypes, as standards
for structuring the clinical content it was necessary to have a
common language to raise the semantic interoperability.
According to the two-level model the openEHR architecture
built on, it was possible to develop the archetypes standards
and the reference model of the EPR system separately [16].
Still, splitting the development processes for the new EPR
systems and the archetypes, turned out to be more complex
and challenging than expected, due to close interrelations
between these two processes. The vendor first became aware
of this in 2012, when they started to develop functionality for
the openEHR based EPR system. The development of the
new EPR system included an extensive process of designing
necessary functionality. They also decided to develop the
new EPR module by module, to prevent a “big bang”
implementation for the healthcare practice. This required
including clinicians and other domain experts in the
development process. More than 100 system users, from all
the hospitals in the North Norwegian Health Authority,
participated in an attempt of user centered system design,
where an agile method - scrum was practiced. System users
participated in workshops suggesting and prioritizing
requirements for the new system. The vendor developed
functionality based on the needs and requests identified by
the end-users and domain experts. The users mainly based
their requests on challenges, flaws, and limitations they had
identified from using the existing EPR system. It was difficult
to understand the potential and possibilities of the new system
since it was based on a very different architecture from what
they were used to. One clinician stated: “When you ask
clinicians, they will most likely point out the needs for
changes based on their current workpractice. Their starting
point is the more than 20 years old EPR system they use
today. They are more likely to think small steps ahead to
improve their current work, rather than focusing on large
revolutionary changes, necessary for exploiting the potential
of archetypes and openEHR.” It was very difficult for the
system users to grasp the potential of the forthcoming EPR
system, and the new type of clinical standards, as neither the
archetypes nor the EPR system functionality was finished.

Consequently, developing the EPR based on this approach
was time consuming, and inefficient with a risk of ending up
with a system unable to exploit the potential of openEHR
based EPR systems. The original strategy was for the vendor
to import a set of generic archetypes from the international
CKM to have some basic ones to start working with. Then
the system users themselves would continue developing
archetypes necessary for their clinical practice, for example
clinical observations such as blood pressure, body weight,
clinical scorings, and schemes for procedures. One member
of FIKS said: “At first it seemed possible for clinicians to
design archetype based schemes on the fly, I don’t however
think this will be the case.”
It seemed rather straightforward to import already
existing archetypes, and adjust them to Norwegian
conditions. According to the openEHR organization, the
archetypes were system independent and could be
downloaded and used freely for any purpose. However, after
trying to implement archetypes for a year, without achieving
the desired results, it became evident that this work was more
complex than anticipated. Thus, developing and testing
functionality for the EPR system became unmanageable
without being able to include the necessary archetypes related
to the modules of the EPR system developed.
Based on both the archetype initiative and the vendors
experiences it was decided to establish one technological
solutions for storing and reusing archetypes a Norwegian
clinical knowledge manager (CKM) containing archetypes
designed to fit Norwegian conditions, the CKM also
including standardized methods for developing and
maintaining national archetypes.
One example illustrating the relation between system
development and the archetypes is the ongoing work with the
pre-surgical planning module. FIKS started working with this
module in 2012, yet, in May 2016, this module still was not
implemented in clinical practice. One of the reasons was the
lack of necessary archetypes to support the functionality.
They started working with this module before the national
archetype work had even started, and the definitions of the
requirements for working with archetypes at a national level
were not yet made. After including NRUA in the work with
the necessary archetype requirements for this module it was
possible to gradually increase the pace of the development
process of the pre surgical planning module. The project
defined together with NRUA the need for 18 national
archetypes for this module. There is an ongoing process of
finishing the necessary archetypes, six of them had reached
national consensus in May 2016, and more of them had
started the consensus process. The North Norwegian Health
Authority had defined a principle of only using nationally
approved archetypes. However, as time went by, this
principle was severely challenges by the need to complete the
pre surgical planning module. There was a dilemma whether
to wait for the rest of the archetypes to reach national
consensus, and further delay the implementation of the new
EPR, or begin to use archetypes not yet nationally approved,
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enabling implementing the pre surgical planning module at
the hospital, however risking the need for changing the
archetypes later on.
In addition to defining when to start using the archetypes,
another important question to address was if all archetypes
had to be national. When they worked with the pre surgical
planning module defining the necessary archetypes, they
defined some national ones. Others were more system
specific for this particular EPR system, and were possible for
the vendors to develop themselves. It seemed unnecessary to
approve archetypes only useful for this particular EPR system
at a national level. Another issue might be how much of the
EPR system to structure as archetypes. Was it only possible
to use the archetypes to standardize the clinical content, or
could they also be used for structuring other parts of the EPR
system, like workflows and administrative routines. It was
important to include NRUA in assessing archetype requests,
due to the extensive competence on archetypes they had
gained over the years. These questions might have been
easier to answer if there were a way of testing out archetypes
for clinical practice. Accordingly, some local projects have
lately been trying out archetypes for real time use, for very
small and restricted parts of clinical practice. The following
section describes one such example.
C. Using the Archetypes for Clinical Practice
Based on the notion of archetypes being the currently
used standards for communication within Norwegian
healthcare, many projects eager to start using them. Since the
national archetype design of archetypes used several years to
gain foothold, some local initiatives began to develop and
implement archetypes for clinical practice, before they had
reached national consensus. Some even started developing
local archetypes themselves. One member of NRUA stated:
“Systems that use archetypes today are not designed on
nationally approved archetypes, or even international ones.
They are mainly constructed by system users themselves.”
One example was a hospital clinic in the Southern and
Eastern Norway Regional Health Authority were they
developed a “self-check” registration form for patients to fill
out when entering the clinic. This form built on the new
openEHR based EPR system, and needed a number of highly
specialized archetypes to meet the clinical requirements. The
clinic worked with this registration form as a project between
February and November 2015. When the clinic started
working with structuring their EPR content, the Norwegian
CKM only contained a few nationally approved archetypes
(even if they had started the consensus process of several
other archetypes as well), and NRUA was still a rather
immature organization. Therefore, the project had to develop
most of the necessary archetypes themselves, in close
collaboration with the system vendor, and Ocean informatics
(the international CKM community). They searched the
international CKM and CKM’s from other countries to find
relevant archetypes for their practice, without any luck. They
identified a need for 58 archetypes, in total, and they ended

up with using six nationally approved archetypes in addition
to developing 52 themselves. However, due to NRUA being
a newly established organization they had not yet defined the
final modelling patterns for national archetypes. The project
had to start using an immature modelling pattern, which
consequentially led to needs for structural changes to the
archetypes after implemented them to the EPR system,
generating extra work and interoperability problems for the
project and the clinic using the archetypes.
This clinic had a clearly defined focus area, working
within a very narrow clinical field, and thought they mainly
needed specialized archetypes designed especially for their
field of expertise. Still, while developing and implementing
the archetypes, they became more and more aware that some
of the archetypes they thought were suitable only for this
particular practice, also were applicable for other specialties.
Having to include the needs of other potential users made the
development of the archetypes, more complex than first
expected. After implementing the archetypes, they also
identified a need for some of the locally developed archetypes
to be included into already existing national archetypes
instead of being stand-alone archetypes.
Developing archetypes locally became a time-consuming
and challenging process for the project, in addition to the lack
of modelling patterns, there were no national guidelines for
developing national archetypes in Norway. It was very
challenging for the system vendor to create high quality
archetypes without having national procedures to follow,
since the archetypes were complex data elements that could
be potentially structure in numbers of different ways. One
member from NRUA said: “It is not difficult to create an
archetype, though it is very demanding to construct high
quality archetypes.” Comprehending the complexity of
archetypes and the interrelation between different archetypes
is a maturity process that takes time to grasp. Another
challenge potentially leading to interoperability issues, were
the problems related to versioning the archetypes. The local
and the national archetypes were versioned the same way
creating a risk of mixing up the different sorts of archetypes.
IT was necessary to convert the locally designed archetypes
to national ones at some point. By doing this there was a risk
of changing the local archetypes so much that the two
versions (local and national) were no longer compatible,
hence there were a risk of losing historical data and having to
spend lots of money to convert data to the national archetype.
Another challenge identified in this project related to the
involved clinical resources. They had two clinicians working
20%, one nurse working 80% and one mercantile resource
working 20 % in the project, this turned out to not be enough
clinical resources for developing the 52 archetypes within the
deadline of the project. This consequentially compromised
the quality of the archetypes they developed, and
representatives from the project underlined the importance of
including enough clinicians to enable making them the main
developers of archetype standards for the EPR system. In
addition, the project experienced that creating local
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archetypes based on schemes from the old EPR were
unpractical to use. There was a need for a new way of
thinking to utilize the potential of the openEHR architecture.
It took time to adjust the clinician’s way of thinking to fit the
openEHR and archetype based systems. The clinic still, six
months after implementing the archetypes in the registration
form, use a lot of time and resources on adjusting the
archetypes and including them in the national consensus
processes.
When this clinic started using the new EPR system
including archetypes for clinical practice, this was one of the
first attempts in Norway to try out archetypes in a clinical
setting, and one of the first times using the new EPR,
including archetypes, for a clinical setting. This provided the
clinic, NRUA, system users, and the vendor, with important
insight on the usability of archetypes at different levels of the
system, especially compositions, evaluations, and cluster
archetypes. Testing archetypes in an actual clinical setting
enabled identifying necessary requirements for improving,
not only the local, but also the national archetypes, to make
them useful for both small and large-scale clinical usage.
Gaining this important experience further underlined the
need for NRUA to assist in similar future projects better
enabling the local archetypes to conform to the national ones,
and prevent projects from ending up with the extensive
challenges this clinic experienced related to both developing
the archetypes using them and adjusting them to the national
ones after they were implemented.
This clinic creating a “self-check” registration form ended
up needing 58 archetypes, and even if some of them were
included as parts of existing archetypes and others were
expanded to cover other specialties, this was a quite high
number. It became important to try estimating the total
number of archetypes needed for an EPR system.
D. Coordination and Distribution of Consensus Based
Archetypes
Establishing NRUA for coordinating the national work
with archetypes in Norway was an important step towards
archetypes being a successful way of standardizing the
clinical content of an EPR system. Defining the interrelation
between the archetypes and the openEHR based EPR system,
and trying out archetypes for clinical practice, also
contributed to moving this process forward. However, there
were still some important question to address in order for this
work to continue expanding. One of them was to try
estimating how many archetypes this standardization process
required. This directly related to defining the number of
resources needed to standardize all necessary clinical content.
Another issue was governing the archetypes in relation to
distributing the responsibilities and different aspects of
archetypes and the CKM, including defining the borders
between NRUA – developing archetypes, and system
vendors – using the archetypes for openEHR based EPR
systems.

Defining how many archetypes to develop and estimating
the need for resources, turned out to be difficult, since the
archetype work in Norway were quite immature and still
mainly conducted at a theoretical level. To estimate the
forthcoming work, what archetypes to prioritize, and estimate
the number and specialties of necessary reviewers, it was
important to try to predict the total archetype number. NRUA
partially addressed this by defined a synthesis of using core
archetypes. This was an attempt of defining what archetypes
to prioritize working with [28]: “90% of the journal functions
in the electronic patient record including non-specialized
examinations and procedures can be represented by using 30
core archetypes [28].” The synthesis underlined that the core
archetypes did not include data from any clinical specialties,
just the basic structured data of an EPR system. An even
though one member of NRUA made some modifications to
the synthesis, expanding it to include between 30-50
archetypes, due to extended experience with establishing and
modelling archetypes, this number was quite low, and should
be possible to accomplish if the national work was structured
around these archetypes. Prioritizing archetypes for the
national consensus process, to get an overview of the basic
structure of an openEHR base EPR system, seemed like a
clever strategy for the archetype development. If NRUA had
prioritized finishing the national consensus work on the core
archetypes, it would have been possible to design a prototype
of an EPR system including the necessary archetypes. This
prototype would have enabled testing the clinical usability of
the archetypes, and the relation between the clinical
archetype standards and the reference model of the EPR
system. Consequentially such prototype would contribute to
increase the pace also of the national consensus work. One
clinician stated: “Having a prototype would ensure that the
archetypes cover the necessary clinical content for the
modules of the new EPR.” Another reviewer said: “It is
difficult for clinicians to imagine the possibilities of new EPR
and not base their requirements on today’s needs.” Moving
the development from a theoretical to a practical level were
the clinicians were able to test out archetypes in relation with
functionality, would potentially make it easier to detect the
possibilities and advantages of using a structured archetype
base EPR system. Thus, we had to question why they did not
prioritize the core archetypes for the national consensus
process, enabling designing such prototype. Until May 2016,
20 of the original 30 core archetypes were nationally
approved, and 4 more were in the consensus process, the last
6 had not yet started the process. One member of NRUA said:
“We started out prioritizing the defined core archetypes.
However, the work with core archetypes takes time since
these are very generic and extensive concept archetypes.”
NRUA also had a policy to start the consensus work on an
archetype only on request from the healthcare organization.
This was partly bases on the lack of available resources to
work with archetypes. The requested archetypes are often
specialized ones covering specific areas of the EPR, there are
rarely requests for generic archetypes, covering basic
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elements of the EPR system. Another reason why they did
not prioritize the core archetypes was probably the
uncertainty about the validity of the core archetype synthesis,
since NRUA had already started to modify it by including
more archetypes than originally intended. The reason for this
was the fact that archetype development was very complex
process due to both the archetypes themselves being
complicated standards demanding extensive technical and
clinical knowledge. In addition, there was a closer
interrelation between the archetypes and the reference model
established than first expected. As a result, in a national
forum in May 2016 the leader of NRUA stated that it would
most likely be necessary to include about 200 archetypes to
cover 80% of the clinical content of an EPR system. This was
extensively more than the original core archetype synthesis
from 2013. This indicated that a successive awareness and
increased knowledge about archetype standards have
required the hypothesis of core archetypes to change over
time. Standardizing an EPR system by using archetypes was
more complex than firs expected, by both NRUA and the
system vendor. The further the work with archetypes in
Norway evolved, and the more experienced NRUS got, the
more archetypes seems necessary to include, even for
covering the basics of an EPR system. Another statement
underlining the assumption that increased knowledge raises
the number of archetypes required for standardizing the
clinical content, was made by one of the members of Ocean
informatics, a partner in the international openEHR
community working with archetypes since 1999 [31]. The
international CKM is a repository including about 500
archetypes. She said that between 1000-2000 archetypes
were necessary for covering all the content of the EPR
system. These diverging numbers made estimating resources
and a timeline for the future work with archetypes very
demanding.
In addition, it was important to outline some borders
between the archetypes and the systems they were included
in. It was a fine balance since the system vendor was included
in the consensus work, (which is open for all vendors to
participate in). In addition, this new EPR system was the only
one conforming to openEHR and archetype standards,
meaning that if the standards developed were not useful for
this system, it was no other large-scale system in Norway to
use them in. One dilemma was therefore how to get system
independent standards that still were useful for the only EPR
system using archetypes. The Western Norway Regional
Health Authority recently brought a request to NRUA for
changing
the
nationally
approved
archetype
Observation.nutritional_risk_screening. After implementing
the archetype to the EPR system, the health region realized
that the modelling pattern was not optimal for clinical use.
The request included altering some of the variables in the
archetypes. The 15 members of NRUA discussed this request
by email and members from all health regions were involved
in the discussion. One of NRUA’s main concerns was
whether this change request really related to the quality of the

archetype itself, or to limitations in the EPR system were the
archetype was implemented. In the following discussion,
members of NRUA underlined the need to address the
dilemma of altering archetypes to fit systems requirements.
Making such adjustments to fit system requests increase the
risk of archetypes becoming too system specific. Several
NRUA members advised against this, since it was against the
intention of creating flexible and system independent
archetypes useful for different purposes. Members from three
of the four health regions participated in this discussion, in
addition to NRUA’s editorial board, indicating that the
archetype work was a national initiative were the health
regions were included in all important decision-making. It
was important to conduct the important dependency
discussion concerning the national archetypes and that all
health regions agreed before making such requested changes.
Another important issue to address was how to define
governance standards based on archetypes (such as schemes,
scorings, clinical processes) and how to distribute these
between system vendors using different clinical Information
Models (CIM). NRUA and the regional archetype
organizations contributes to this, but the government, the
regional health authorities have to be active decision makers
IV.

DISCUSSION

The four examples described in part III, all indicates a
need for improving and speeding up the national archetype
process in Norway. The main issues to discuss are 1) the
question of consensus and/or the clinical value of archetypes:
When to start using the archetypes? The balance between
only using nationally approved archetypes and the need for
speeding up the process by using unapproved archetypes to
test the archetypes in a production environment (the EPR). 2)
The importance of testing the archetypes for clinical practice.
A. The Temporal Evolvement of the Archetype Work
The archetype strategy of the North Norwegian Health
Authority is to use only nationally consensus made
archetypes. The overall goals are to secure high quality
structured archetypes, in line with the national standard,
confirming that the archetypes they include in the new EPR
system are compatible with other archetypes in Norway.
They adopted this strategy, due to the unknown consequences
of using archetypes that has not reached national consensus.
A project leader in FIKS stated: “Some of the consequences
we dread from using unapproved archetypes are the lack of
interoperability, the need for converting data, loss of
historical data, all leading to increasing cost.” However,
they did not want to stop developing the new EPR system
completely, due to the lack of archetypes. “There is a risk
that if we are too cautious with starting to use archetypes it
will make our development set to provide excessive profit
related to reuse of data and clinical parameters fall way
behind (project leader FIKS).”
One problem is that they started working with the EPR
system functionality in 2012 and the national archetype work
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did not start until 2014. The reason for this was the notion the
vendor had of importing a basic set of archetypes, and letting
the system users develop the specific ones themselves. When
the vendor defined a need for working nationally with the
archetypes due to both their complexity and the extensive use
of the same openEHR based EPR system in Norway the
process of developing functionality had already reached a
stage where they needed archetypes for the system. One
example is the pre surgical planning module, the vendor
started working on this in collaboration with system users in
2012, and still in May 2016, only six of the necessary
archetypes were approved nationally. Thus, the strategy of
waiting for nationally approved archetypes led to delays in
the development process. At this point, the health region had
to assess their strategy and consider using unapproved
archetypes to prevent further delays. However, it is decided
that all archetypes have to go through the national consensus
process at some point, and before this has been complete, it
is always a risk of having to change the archetype both
technically and clinically after they are implemented,
potentially costing the health region a lot of money.
In the Southern and Eastern Norway Regional Health
Authority, they have nearly the opposite archetype strategy.
Their criteria for using archetypes is that the archetype have
started the consensus process. Thus, occasionally, (as in the
small clinic described in section C)), they use archetypes not
yet included in the consensus process, and even developed
new ones themselves. Starting to use unapproved archetypes
in a clinical production environment provides the vendor, the
clinicians, and NRUA with important insights on the actual
usability of the national archetypes, as well as for how to
implement them in and use them for an EPR system. The
development initiated in the local clinic was important for the
maturity of NRUA as an organization, the archetype
development, as well as for the EPR vendors. If they had
waited for the regional EPR project to have all their
archetypes approved, for example for the surgical preplanning module, before testing out archetypes in clinical
practice, they would still not have this valuable knowledge
gained on how the archetypes actually work in a clinical
setting. The experiences achieved from this project, made it
conceivable to improve the structure and content of the
national archetypes.
On the other hand, using archetypes for clinical practice
before nationally approving them, leads to several challenges
as described in section C) related to e.g., the structure of the
archetypes and the interoperability of local and national
archetypes. As an example, the local archetypes were
versioned following the same standard NRUA used. This
consequentially led to both local and a national archetype
with the same version number. Firstly, if the possibility to
create a new version disappears there is a risk of losing
historical clinical data when converting to a consensus made
archetype. Secondly, mixing up the local and the national
archetypes might be a secondary problem, since the two
definitely are comparable. Further, since the national

archetypes are developed after the local ones are
implemented, there is a risk of a dissimilar structure of the
local and national archetypes modelling patterns. If the
deviations are too extensive, the local and the national
archetypes might not be compatible. One of the archetype
reviewers with a technological background described this
potential problem: “The local system will continue to work
on its own, but if the structure of the archetypes is changed
extensively to enable national consensus, they will no longer
be able to communicate with the old version of the
archetypes. Consequentially a system based on the local
archetypes, cannot communicate with systems using national
archetypes.” Accordingly, this might lead to losing data, or
having to spend an extensive amount of time and money on
converting all existing data to the new national archetype
format. This indicates a need for an improved overall
structure for the national archetypes including a guiding
manual for developing such, if there should be any local
archetype development in the future.
When to start using the archetypes and the consequences
of using them before the consensus process is complete are
not questions that are only relevant for this health region. This
question is important to address at a national level of
Norwegian healthcare. If the archetypes needed for a project
or a system are not available nationally, is it better to wait for
the potentially time consuming consensus process or is it
necessary to develop some archetypes locally e.g., in
collaboration with the vendor of the EPR? In addition, if local
archetypes are developed, how is it possible to ensure the
quality of these compared to national ones? To solve these
complex issues, instead of trying out the archetypes in local
projects with potentially complicated and expensive
consequences, another approach would be to create a test
version, or a prototype of the new EPR system to test
archetypes for clinical practice.
B. Future Development of the National Archetype Work
As the example in section D from the Western Norway
Regional Health Authority describes, there is a need for
emphasizing the interrelation between the archetypes and the
systems using them. In addition, some of the lessons learned
from the archetypes so far, and the need for defining the
extent of the future work includes estimating how many
archetypes to make, how much resources this work requires
and how long establishing archetype standards for an EPR
system will take.
First, the work with developing archetypes has over the
last years enabled the system vendor and NRUA to approach
each other, since they both have experienced that this are two
interrelated processes that cannot fully be separated the way
the two level model of openEHR describes. Testing out
archetypes for clinical practice and working with developing
the EPR system have enabled both organizations to gain
evidence based knowledge and experience of this work.
However, these two development processes have been
unsynchronized from the start. Establishing a national
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archetype organization and the work with national archetypes
started almost two years after the development of the new
EPR system. The reason for this was mainly the original
notion that archetypes was easy both to implement from other
CKM’s, and to develop by the system users themselves.
After both National ICT and the vendor had worked with
archetypes for a while, it became clear that establishing a
Norwegian CKM was necessary to develop archetypes that
fit the conditions of Norwegian healthcare. Since nobody had
experience from working with archetype standards and
openEHR based EPR systems in Norway, a maturity process
where necessary for both organizations, before establishing
an organized way of working with these issues. Working with
archetypes and the system as separate processes provided a
risk for challenges when trying to combine them. That
brought on the question of how close the archetypes and the
system needed to be. There was an example in Norway
described in section D were the Western Norway Regional
Health Authority requested a change in one archetype after
trying to implement it to the EPR system. When discussing
the need for changing the archetype the main question was
how to relate to such changes, and if the archetypes should be
adjusted to fit specific systems vendor’s requirements, or if
the vendors should rather adjust their systems to fit the
archetype standards. OpenEHR archetypes are systems
independent, which is one of the great advantages of using
archetypes as standards for the clinical content of EPR
systems. Therefore, it is not expedient to change the structure
or content of the archetypes to fit one particular vendor’s
needs. Adjusting to the requirements of one vendor risk
compromise the archetype and there is a possibility that they
end up as system dependent standards that just fits with the
needs and requirements of one particular vendor. The
previous leader of NRUA stated “National archetypes should
not be modelled from limitations in the software of the vendor
using them” However, the archetypes in the Norwegian
CKM are very new, and have mostly not been used for
clinical settings. Implementing them to clinical environments
might therefore require some changes due to the structure and
content of the archetypes. In addition, if the Norwegian
archetypes do not fit the requirements of the only large-scale
EPR system conforming to openEHR architecture in Norway,
who will then use them? In addition, in the national
consensus work with archetypes, the EPR vendor is strongly
involved in establishing the national standards influencing
both their content and structure. It is however possible for all
vendors to join the national archetype work and it might even
be positive that the vendors participates of this process. This
way they can follow and participate in the national
discussions related to archetypes and contribute to detect
challenges related to archetypes. They may also understand
the concept and construction of archetypes better, and how to
create their EPR system to fit the requirements of these
standards.
Due to the archetypes and the EPR system being closely
interrelated, there is a need for defining some borders

between them and what part of archetype governance NRUA,
and what part the vendor are responsible for related to
establishing and changing archetypes. For example if one
nationally approved archetype is changed after it has been
implemented in the EPR system who is responsible for
ensuring that all relevant data is interoperable, and all
relevant systems, schemes and templates using this archetype
gets updated? There are different degrees of changing
archetypes. Minor problems related to for instance data
storage only requires a new version of the archetype without
compromising the interoperability between the new and the
old version. A major change in the data structure will require
a new archetype and this may not be compatible with the old
one.
Another important question for planning the future work
with archetypes is how to define the number of archetypes
needed for the EPR system and how many would be
necessary for creating a prototype of a basic EPR system?
Are the 30-50 core archetypes defined by NRUA [28] a
sufficient basis for covering 90% of the clinical content of an
EPR system, and thereby create a general prototype of the
system, or does this require a more extensive set of clinical
standards? It seems to be diverging opinions related to this
matter. This was illustrated on the national forum in May
2016 the leader of NRUA said that it is likely that 200
archetypes are enough to cover 80% of the EPR systems
clinical content. This might be why NRUA has set a goal of
nationally approving 200 archetypes by the end of 2016. The
question is however if the archetypes approved by then are
generic enough to actually cover 80% of the EPR content, or
if the practice of working only with archetypes requested by
the healthcare practice leads to ending up with working with
less generic archetypes more specified for one particular use
like the core journal or “the patient security program.” It
might be necessary for NRUA to adjust the current strategy,
if the goal is to develop archetypes to cover as much of an
EPR system as quickly as possible. At the same forum, a
representative from Ocean informatics stated that between
1000-2000 archetypes are necessary to have a complete set of
standards for an EPR system. Is there a need for 30-50
archetypes to cover 90% of the EPR, 200 to cover 80% of the
EPR or 2000 to cover all of the EPR that is correct? There is
a vast different between these estimates, and it seems rather
uncertain at this moment what the total requirements of
archetypes really are. The difference in the estimates makes
planning the future work, and assessing the necessary
resources for participating in the work very challenging. One
of the reasons why this is difficult is probably the absence of
archetypes used in clinical practice. According to this,
establishing a prototype of a basic EPR system based on the
core archetypes would be a good way of testing how much of
the EPR content the core archetypes really cover. This way it
may be easier to estimate the total number of archetypes
required and plan the future work with archetypes in more
detail due to the time and resources needed. The progress in
the national archetype work have increased the competence
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of all the involved actors, this has been necessary for
increasing the pace of this work. As the national archetype
work progress, the hypothesis of core archetypes also evolves
including more archetypes than first predicted covering less
of the EPR system that expected. Realizing this is a result of
the clinical and technical development processes approaching
each other, NRUA being an important part of the vendor’s
development projects, and the vendor being a significant
contributor to the archetype work and national consensus
process. They have both gained experience and competence
from trying out the archetypes for clinical practice. In the
project in the Southern and Eastern Norway Regional Health
Authority the vendor got to experience the challenges related
to developing archetypes and they were able to test how well
the system was equipped to implement archetypes. NRUA
gained experience on how the archetypes fit clinical practice
moving the development of archetypes from a theoretical to
a practical level. The system users also experienced
archetypes for real clinical use, helping them better
understand the potential of archetypes and the new structured
EPR system.
In addition to presenting how much of the clinical content
the core archetypes cover, creating a prototype would be very
useful for the clinicians, enabling them to see and try out
archetypes in a practice like environment. This could enable
them to better grasp the potential of the new EPR, and
identify what the necessary requirements for continuing the
development process are. Such prototype might also provide
useful information for the vendor on how to include the
archetypes technically in their new system, and gain
knowledge that is missing today on how to create and import
templates into the EPR system based on archetypes.
However, this would require reaching national consensus on
the defined core archetypes. The reason for not having
prioritized the core archetypes for the consensus process were
many: Establishing generic archetypes within an immature
organization was time consuming, since there were no
experienced archetype designers, neither clinicians nor
technical personnel in Norway. Hence, trying and failing was
part of the process. In addition, the requests for archetypes
from different parts of the healthcare sector like the core
journal project and the “patient security program” led to
down prioritizing the more general core archetypes. NRUA
was an organization with few persons, set to do most of this
national archetype work and several issues like prioritizing
their time, how many clinicians to include, how to structure
the archetypes, whether to translate international archetypes,
or establish new ones from scratch, what type of archetypes
to prioritize, had to be considered. As a result of more and
more focus on archetypes in the healthcare sector, the last two
years of working with archetypes in Norway on different
levels of healthcare, NRUA has gained the necessary level of
competence to fulfill their role as an organization that
coordinate the national work with archetypes, as well as
supporting local initiatives. On the other hand, the lack of
organizational and clinical resources in the governance

organization is slowing down a positive development.
Having such competent organization to coordinate the
archetype work might necessitate reconsidering how to work
with archetypes in Norway. In the example of implementing
archetypes for clinical use described in part C, this project
developed in collaboration with the system vendor 52
archetypes in 9 months. This illustrates that intensifying the
archetype work by defining a set of archetypes requested for
a smaller part of the health care service, and work
systematically with these in a project is a way of speeding up
the archetype development. Maybe a similar approach would
have been beneficial for the pre surgical planning project, to
complete the necessary archetypes for this module, or for
completing the core archetypes, to enable developing a
prototype of a basic EPR system. There is of course a
difference in developing archetypes locally in collaboration
with a system vendor and establishing nationally approved
archetypes, however it do not necessarily need to be
impossible to establish projects to work with national
archetypes as well. This way there would be a set of clinicians
and other necessary reviewers working with a particular set
of archetypes as a part of their workday. This way reviewing
archetypes could be included in the project preventing the
reviewers from having to do this at their free time.
Consequentially the group of clinicians involved would have
been more dependable, however, including all of them in the
project would either require a very large project or review
processes with fewer participants with the risk of
compromising the notion of a maximum dataset for the
archetypes. NRUA is however currently working towards the
goal of having 200 consensus made archetypes by the end of
2016. The question is however, if the archetypes they are
working with are the core archetypes requested to fulfill the
basics of an EPR system or if the development of archetypes
so far includes too many specialized archetypes requested by
part of the healthcare service.
V.

CONCLUSION

Working with archetypes in Norway has been a gradually
expanding process starting with a project in National ICT in
2008. The work gained national focus when the largest EPR
vendor decided to develop an openEHR based EPR system
based on archetypes as clinical standards. Since then, three of
four health regions in Norway conformed to this system
vendor, hence they decided to work with the OpenEHR
standards to standardize clinical information at a national
level. It has been challenging to increase the pace of the
national archetype work in Norway due to several factors. It
is however essential for the progress of the archetype work
and the new EPR system that the development of archetypes
continues to gain momentum. One important factor to
accomplish this, is to develop a set of core archetypes to
cover the basics of the clinical information in the EPR
system. These archetypes are set to cover 80-90% of the EPR
content leaving only the most specific ones out. To
accomplish this there are several issues to address
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First, how to organize the national archetype work in
Norway, and the need for a solid organization to coordinate
this work including hundreds of system users participating in
the review process. Second, the relations between the
archetype standards and the EPR system. There turned out to
be a closer interconnection between the two levels of the
openEHR model than first expected. It was difficult to
develop the system before the archetypes were finished, as
well as it was challenging to develop high standard
archetypes without having a system to test them in, leaving
the development at a theoretical level. Third, using the
archetypes for clinical practice, and the balance between
establishing national archetypes and developing local ones.
To have some practical experience related to archetypes in
clinical use is important for NRUA, the system vendor and
for the system users to get an impression of how the new
archetype based openEHR EPR system will be, and the
potential of this new way of structuring clinical information.
There also have to be a balance between only using nationally
approved archetypes and the need for speeding up the process
by using unapproved archetypes to test the archetypes in a
production environment (use in the EPR). Fourth, how to
coordinate and distribute the consensus based archetypes.
This relates to versioning the archetypes, how to relate them
to the existing national archetypes and the general complexity
of developing archetypes.
A need for defining a set of core archetypes to develop a
prototype of a basic EPR to solve some of these challenges
have been addressed including the difficulties related to
define the number of archetypes required for such prototype.

Planning the future work with archetypes including defining
how many archetypes an EPR system need for standardizing
the clinical content, in relation to how many resources the
work requires, and when it can be possible to have a complete
set of archetypes, covering the necessary clinical content of
the EPR system. Another important issue is how to distribute
the governance of the archetypes between NRUA and system
vendors using them in relation to establishing and changing
archetypes to ensure that the archetypes keeps as high quality
as possible.
Using the core archetype as a basis is a promising tool for
future accomplishments in standardization, and speeding up
the development of the new EPR. Still the process described,
and the following maturation of the national environment has
been a necessary process. Now, NRUA and the national
consensus work have reached the required maturity level, to
exploit the possibilities that constructing a prototype/model
by using core archetypes can provide for the future work with
archetypes, and the new EPR system in Norwegian
healthcare. Establishing archetypes as standards for the
clinical content of an EPR system is a way of establishing a
national governance of clinical standards in Norway. It is
important to share the responsibility for maintaining this
between the 4 health authorities, since they all have to
contribute to this work to reach the goal of archetypes being
reusable standards enabling process and decision support as
well as interoperability between the EPR systems and the rest
of the ICT portfolio.

[8]
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Abstract - Electronic textbooks are becoming a common
educational tool, but there is little research on the student
desires, which will affect the effectiveness of this tool. This
paper aims to add to the current research by outlining students’
reading habits in physical and electronic textbooks and
identifying what students feel they need to study using future
electronic textbooks. This paper describes a series of focus
groups with a total of thirty design and engineering students.
Findings illustrated the different ways in which these disciplines
approach their academic readings and that future electronic
textbooks require some discipline specific components. There
were some similarities in views and ideas, such as being able to
insert their own images into the textbooks and the desire for less
text and more interactive components to facilitate their
learning. Identifying design criteria based on discipline needs
and including student input based on their task needs will assist
in designing future electronic textbooks that will meet academic
reading requirements.
Keywords - focus group; electronic textbooks; academic
reading; design education; engineering education.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Electronic textbooks are becoming more prevalent in
higher education. Still, students are not as excited about this
trend as many universities. While 60% of students reported
using electronic textbooks during their academic studies, with
half being required to by their instructors, student preference
for physical textbooks has not waned [1,2]. In fact, many
studies have shown that student preferences of some
components, such as search functions and long blocks of text,
negatively impacted student’s opinions on electronic
textbooks [1,3].
While electronic textbooks are starting to evolve past
simple Portable Document Format (PDF) representations of
the physical text, they are in their infancy. It has been
individual schools creating their own interactive electronic
textbooks, which are shifting away from the textbook
metaphor [4] and creating this evolution. This shift from the
textbook metaphor will allow for additional materials and
components, which will enhance and assist with the reading
task [5]. Yet, creating this type of electronic textbook for
individual courses is time consuming and impractical on a
larger scale due to the number of courses offered worldwide

and the ever changing course material. On the other hand,
electronic textbooks coming from major publishers do not
tend to use diverse components that would be more suitable
for the disciplines they serve and instead use components that
would be appropriate for all areas of study. Although different
disciplines are known to approach their education in different
ways [6], it is still in broad practice to create this type of
electronic textbook. Regardless of creating electronic
textbooks specifically tailored for courses or broader
textbooks, there is still the challenge of selecting and creating
new supplemental materials and components for this new type
of electronic textbook [7].
Not only would academics and publishers find creating
new content difficult, advancing technology and the use of
electronic textbooks may have altered the ways in which
students use textbooks. Students can now easily read in cafes
or while travelling [8], moving away from the desks and tables
that used to confine students. Being able to study in more
locations may seem positive, but without normal study aides
such as highlighters and notebooks, students may find
themselves slipping from the deep reading required during
revision, which allows for in-depth comprehension and recall
[9] to surface reading, which provides students with a more
limited understanding of the materials [10]. While some
components included in current electronic textbooks seem
similar to the support activities students employ during
reading, they are noticeably different. For example, many
students take notes in the margins of their physical textbooks
to support their studying. While electronic textbooks
commonly offer notation software, notes are typically not
displayed on the screen and require clicking on a small icon to
later revisit (see Fig. 1). This could cause the students to miss
their notes or interrupt their reading process leading them to
become distracted. In fact, electronic annotation software is
used less often than traditional note taking done with a

Figure 1. Example of note taken in a Kindle electronic textbook [15].
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physical textbook [11]. The lack of tangibility associated with
electronic textbooks also negatively affects the reading task
[12]. Past research has stated that electronic textbooks should
enhance current physical active reading activities while
presenting an interface that is easy to use [13].
Currently, the components that are used to support
academic reading are being designed for future electronic
textbooks with limited understanding of the students and their
habits [14]. While educators should be designing the content
within electronic textbooks, students are the central user of
electronic textbooks and know their own study behaviors and
what additional tools they need to feel comfortable with the
material. This could lead to new textbooks not being able to
fully support students’ study habits and not only failing the
student but becoming something that is looked on with distain.
The purpose of the focus groups outlined in this paper was
to identify components that are important to students during
their studies from the task requirements reported by students,
something that limited in the current discussion. Since each
discipline has different approaches to studying and different
needs, focus groups were separated based on the two
disciplines studied: engineering and design. This allows for a
better understanding of how these groups of students approach
their studies. It also assists in identifying what type of
supplemental content needs to be created and what tools need
to be included to support academic reading in these different
disciplines. This paper also aims to bring a deeper
understanding to the data from an earlier survey released at
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University [16]. It also provides
insights into how students complete their academic readings
in physical and electronic mediums and how they envision
their future electronic textbooks based on their discipline
specific needs. The rest of this paper is organized the
following way. Section II describes the method employed in
this paper. Section III presents the results of the focus groups.
Section IV discusses the results within the literature and in a
more general context.
Section V presents the main
conclusions and presents some future areas that should be
explored.
II.

METHOD

Focus group method was chosen to uncover current and
future student needs and approaches related to academic
reading, and was used identify task related design criteria for
future electronic textbooks [7]. The focus group method
allows for internal validity, a better understanding of the
phenomenon that would not be possible through methods that
use quantitative analysis, and assists in understanding truly
complex issues [17], which are necessary in this type of
research.
A. Participants
Students were recruited from The Hong Kong Polytechnic
University. There were two requirements for participation.
The first, students need to be enrolled in either an
undergraduate level design or engineering program. The
second, the students needed to have prior experience using

electronic textbooks during their academic studies. Once
students volunteered for participation, they were placed into
three person focus groups made up of participants only from
their discipline. While the disciplines of the students
remained the same, the different programs within that
discipline were mixed. For example, computer science,
electronic engineering, and product engineering falls within
the Engineering Discipline at the university, so all of those
groups of students were included in engineering focus groups.
Design students’ programs also varied with students from
programs such as product design, communication design, and
multimedia design. Overall, five focus group sessions from
the design programs and five from the engineering programs
were conducted. Thus a total of thirty students participated in
these focus groups. After three focus group sessions,
homogeneity was reached [19, 20, 21] but sessions continued
for two more focus groups per discipline so that findings
would be more significant. Total student participants were 16
males and 14 females aged between 18 and 23. Engineering
focus groups consisted of a total of 11 males and 4 females.
While design focus groups consisted of 5 males and 10
females. The increased number of males in the engineering
department and increased number of females in the design
department reflect the distribution of genders in these faculties
with design disciplines being more female heavy and
engineering being more male heavy.
B. Session Design
Each focus group session was designed to last
approximately one hour. The sessions were made up of
sixteen semi-structured interview questions, which were
followed up with unscripted questions related to the answers.
Based on the similarities between the answers, many followup questions were the comparable. Students also participated
in two activities during the session. The first activity asked
them to express how they define current electronic textbooks.
The second activity asked them to envision their future
electronic textbooks, without considering the limitations of
current technology. In this activity, students were asked to
include components they wanted in their discipline specific
electronic textbooks and then asked questions about how they
would interact with these new textbooks. During both
activities, students were given markers and paper and allowed
to complete them with little oversight from the moderator.
Each session was audio taped and later transcribed. The
papers from the activities were kept for analysis and examples
appear later in this article.
C. Data Analysis
Once each session was transcribed, the data was coded.
The codes used in this research were grounded in the data [18]
and used to organize the data into recurring topics and
subtopics for easier analysis, description of the results and
development of theory. Some of the codes, which emerged
from the data are as follows: task requirements, technical
requirements, preference, technical issues, ergonomics issues,
and habits.
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III.

RESULTS

The semi-structured interview questions investigated the
habits, task requirements, and preferences of students in
regards to textbooks. The questions were broken up into three
segments: one on physical textbooks, the next on electronic
textbooks, and finally future electronic textbooks. The same
questions were used for both design and engineering focus
groups, although follow up questions differed slightly based
on the responses given by students. During the future
electronic textbook segment, students were also asked for
feedback on ranking data gained from an earlier survey [16].
Two activities were also completed by students, one during
the electronic textbook segment and one at the end of the
future electronic textbook section, which wrapped up the
focus group sessions.
A. Physical Textbooks
The questions regarding physical textbooks mostly dealt
with student habits regarding physical textbook reading.
Habits and preferences are diverse for many reasons;
however, trends did emerge when analyzing the full
transcriptions of the focus groups. When design students were
asked about the frequency of their use of physical textbooks,
answers ranged from 20% to 90% of their time reading.
However, these initial responses are deceiving. Students later
admitted during the sessions to underestimating their use of
physical textbooks because they frequently printed out the
electronic versions and initially included them in their
estimates of electronic textbook usage. Overall, design
students’ usage of electronic textbooks was much closer to the
higher percentage. Most often, these students reported to
completing their academic readings in the physical form while
at a desk at home in the morning before lectures or late night.
Other locations design students reported competing their
physical academic readings were home on the sofa, while
traveling, and in the classroom. The majority of design
students did not wish to read while traveling. When asked to
expand on this, students reported the issue of dizziness as the
main cause of their decision, although they also reported a
dislike of carrying heavy books or a large amount of papers
influencing the decision. They reported using the textbooks
as the main source of learning concepts and reported looking
past the required readings to find other resources regarding the
concepts.
On average, engineering students reported using physical
textbooks less than 50% of their time while doing academic
readings, although two participants out of 15 claimed to use
them almost 80% of the time and two state that they would go
out of their way to use electronic textbooks as much as
possible. How often engineering students did academic
reading varied from only during exam times to one hour per
day in the afternoons and evenings. This large discrepancy
translated into their average time spent with a physical
textbook. Those who reported only reading for revision
would spend upwards of five hours reading per instance over
the entire day. Most often, engineering students believed that
reading should be done when it was required and not
necessarily to look at concepts outside of what they are taught.

Engineering students placed high emphasis on quiet when
completing their studies. Those that had a quiet home
environment reported to working at their desks at home, while
the rest believed that the school library was the ideal quiet
environment to keep them away from distractions. No
engineering students reported using physical textbooks while
travelling. All engineering students reported that the main
purpose of their academic reading was to review what they
had learned during the lecture and if required reading for their
homework assignments.
Investigation into the task requirements of academic
reading in a physical textbook was undertaken as a part of
these focus groups. Students were questioned about what
types of supporting activities they did during physical
textbook reading to help them comprehend and engage with
the material. Design students reported different supporting
activities such as summarizing important points from the text
into lists, highlighting, and searching for more information by
keywords. These students make notes in the margins of the
text, or if on a separate piece of paper, they attach it to the
original text. They reported to using the margins of the text
when the book was their own, whereas if it was a library book,
they would use post-its or other paper. Most students reported
that their notetaking was more visual in nature and included
things like sketches and timelines. When searching for more
information or other resources regarding the concepts,
students reported using Google. Similarly, engineering
students reported taking notes in the margins, underlining,
highlighting, looking over drafts from class, and looking up
definitions in the dictionary. Engineering students also
reported doing practice exercises, something that based on the
requirements of their discipline were novel.
Students also reported some ergonomics issues and other
considerations when deciding to use physical textbooks. Both
groups of students reported that physical textbooks are very
difficult to carry around and hold in their hands. The expense
of physical textbooks when compared to electronic textbooks
was also a recurring topic. Yet, they believe that physical
textbooks are not only much more convenient to take notes in,
but they also support the more visual type of notetaking (see
Fig. 2) that they require, which then assists in their
comprehension and recall of the material. In addition,
students reported the impression that they were reading more
deeply and remembered the information more easily because
they avoided distractions afforded by electronic devices, such
as the constant connection to the Internet. There was also a
sense of accomplishment when it came to finishing physical
page.

Figure 2. Example of visual notes that a design student made.
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B. Electronic Textbooks
1) Definition
Before answering questions similar to those asked during
the physical textbook segment, each focus group was asked to
complete an activity in which they defined the term electronic
textbook. The five Design student focus groups defined
electronic textbooks in the following ways:
1. “A tool for learning without physical barriers. It
contains lots of text, with additional elements
including pictures, audio, and video.”
2. “A gadget that allows us to learn wherever we
are.”
3. “A portable smart device, which is eco-friendly
and able to store varied books with internet
support.”
4. “A digital content that allows easy access by
different media and can be easily modified and
shared.”
5. “Allows a user to read through electronic
devices (examples: computer, tablet, & phone),
which provides more interactions and
information by images, notes, which is more
interesting, attractive, and convenient than
traditional printed textbooks.”
While the definitions themselves vary, they give insight
into what the students view as the most important aspects of
electronic textbooks. Students placed emphasis on the
portability and diversity of the devices. The components of
the aspects of the textbook itself is more limited and described
simply as books or text with a few other aspects defined.
During this process, they also highlighted several
components as important to their current electronic textbooks
such as text, animations, images, video, dictionaries, and
infographics. Text was considered especially vital to the
electronic textbook as students felt that without text, the
textbook loses its main purpose. They also highlighted some
ways that electronic textbooks have enriched their learning
experience such as facilitating communication, increased
mobility, and increased interaction between the reader and the
text.
The five Engineering student focus groups defined
electronic textbooks in the following ways:
1. “A portable device, which includes all notes or
text, video, and pictures into one appliance. It is
cheap, environmentally friendly, and convenient
when comparing to the physical textbook.”
2. “A textbook, which does not print out on paper
physically, but can be viewed and edited via
electronic device like computer, phone, tablet. It
has basic features as physical textbook and
advanced features such as video, audio, tests,
and animation.”
3. “A softcopy that provides us useful content
academically.”
4. “A textbook in a soft copy version. It’s the same
as a physical textbook.”

5.

“A non-physical reading material, displayed by
electronic devices. The reading experience
depends on the user interface of the software.”

Once again, definitions differed between groups, but
similarities emerged. The groups believed that the electronic
textbook was very similar to its physical counterpart, however
many groups defined it as including additional advanced
features as well.
Engineering students placed value on the electronic
textbook’s ability to search for keywords and additional
components such as animations, video, and images that help
facilitate their learning. They believe that the main purpose
of electronic textbooks is to help students revise concepts
they’ve learned in the classroom.
2) Usage
The questions regarding electronic textbooks mostly dealt
with student habits regarding electronic textbook reading.
Overall, design students reported that they spent significantly
less time reading in electronic textbooks. When students did
report reading in electronic textbooks frequently, they
qualified that they were doing a physical reading from the
electronic form. This happened most often when the readings
were more than just a few pages. More flexibility was
reported when reading with electronic textbooks, yet design
students still reported reading most often in the classroom at
their desk during the lecture. The reason they reported doing
so was so that they may better understand the concepts that
the professor is discussing. They reported that the average
time they spend with an electronic textbook at times increases
to usage during the entire day if they are working on a project.
The majority of the time they access electronic textbooks they
will use laptops, but if they had access to tablets they would
do the reading on that device. They will use the phone if they
need to do a short reading and they feel the convenience
outweighs the limitations such as discomfort during reading
and dizziness. They reported the preference for laptops was
to avoid eye fatigue and also that when they wanted to save
pages or chapters; there is more storage space in their
computers than on their phones. Engineering students
reported that they spent on average less than half of their time
reading in electronic textbooks at home or while travelling in
the afternoon and evenings. The increase in reported reading
during traveling was because of the convenience electronic
textbooks afford. The students access their electronic
textbooks on laptop computers most of the time with only a
few tablet owners reporting reading on that device. Phones
were considered an extreme option and only used while
travelling or when absolutely necessary for revision
immediately before an exam.
Investigation into the task requirements of academic
reading in an electronic textbook was undertaken as a part of
these focus groups. Students were questioned about what
types of supporting activities they completed during their
electronic textbook reading to help facilitate their
comprehension of the material. Design students reported
using highlighting tools, music to help them focus, and
Microsoft Word or the comment function to take notes. While
design students reported taking notes while reading electronic
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textbooks, they reported taking less notes than when using
physical textbooks. Reasons for the limited notetaking were
reported as difficulties with the annotation components and
the fact that the components do not support the more visual
types of notes, which they feel better facilitate their learning
than text only notes. Engineering students reported using built
in encyclopedia functions, dictionaries, search functions,
highlighting, and screen capture functions most often. When
they did take notes, they reported to either hand writing them
or putting them in a separate Word document because they
would not refer back to the textbook later. Several students
stated that they do not take any notes when they move to an
electronic textbook because of the inconvenience caused by
the medium.
Even though students were not explicitly asked about
physical and cognitive ergonomics issues related to electronic
textbooks, both engineering students and design students
brought this subject up. Both groups cited eye fatigue as a
major concern associated with the use of electronic textbooks,
so students prefer regulating electronic textbook usage to very
short readings. One student described the situation succinctly,
“If I need to read a long article, for example 20 pages, I would
print it out instead of looking at the monitor. But if I only read
for just one or two pages, I then will just read it on the
monitor.” The eye fatigue would, in turn, caused what
students described as dizziness or issues reading the text
closely. Many students reported skipping lines while reading
or reading the content that was only based on the exact
concept they need to understand and not complete the full
reading. Design students also discussed how they would
rather print long readings instead of viewing them online to
facilitate their learning, believing that the addition of too many
components may destroy their creativity. While engineering
students stressed electronic textbooks were easier to carry and
allowed for more mobility when completing their readings.
They also reported to printing any long electronic readings
they may have to complete.
Students also reported several technical issues and other
aspects, which influence their interaction with electronic
textbooks. Design students repeatedly reported the battery on
their mobile devices as negatively impacting their academic
reading. They also reported the time it takes to scroll through
the text as a hindrance to their reading. Finally, they
complained about the small size of the text and described how
it made reading more difficult. Both groups of students also
discussed how the ease of sharing and downloading electronic
textbooks facilitated their learning. Also the usage of
electronic textbooks allowed them to avoid the inconvenience
of going to the library, identifying the call number, finding the
book, waiting in lines, and then carrying it with them, which
was a common complaint for both groups of design and
engineering students. Accessing the texts online minimized
the time it took for students to be able to begin their readings.
The ability to quickly and easily go from one text to another
was another reported convenience to electronic textbooks. In
line with this, students reported that it was easier to identify
new resources based on keyword searching. When they were
able to identify a core concept they needed to learn, they
would type it into the library website or Google to find more

resources that referenced that concept. And while students
discussed their dislike of reading electronic textbooks on their
phones, they reported the positive affect on their time
management. Students stated that using electronic textbooks
on their smartphones allowed them to read in bed, read when
they had spare time while waiting for friends, or read while
stuck in unexpected traffic. In addition, students reported that
the ability to take digital notes makes them less likely to lose
said notes. Some students reported taking pictures of their
physical notes to avoid this, while other students only took
screenshots of pages or sections of the textbook that they
though would be valuable to them later. Students also
discussed how cost, mobility, and environmental friendliness
made using electronic textbooks more desirable.
While many of these technical advances were reported to
have a positive influence on academic reading and resulted in
some positive perceptions, students reported many issues.
When taking notes, students felt that typing instead of writing
made it more difficult to remember and digest the concepts
they needed to learn. Engineering students also wished for the
ability to draw or write manually in their electronic textbooks,
but reported that the current technology that allows these
actions are buggy and slow making them unusable. The
search functions that students found exceptionally helpful,
they also reported as harmful to their reading. Students from
both disciplines stated that they missed information when they
tried to quickly complete their readings to avoid eye fatigue
by searching for and only reading the sentences regarding the
required concepts. Both groups of students felt that this
negatively impacted their understanding of the material as a
whole and put them at a disadvantage. Another major issue
that came up with every student regarding electronic
textbooks was distractions. Notifications from social media
and messaging applications were reported as a major issue,
which hindered focus during their academic reading sessions.
Students also found that they lost time and focus when
searching for keywords they found within their books online;
they reported finding themselves playing online games or
watching hours of YouTube videos simply by switching to
their browser.
C. Future Electronic Textbooks
The future of electronic textbooks was investigated in
many ways. Overall, design students reported that they would
be more likely to use electronic textbooks if they were more
interactive. They also desire more features such as accurate
text to speech, improved bookmarks that used a sentence or
word to mark a place, manipulatable images, and improved
responses from the technology when attempting to select or
highlight text. Design students also reported a desire for
improved text displays, which would reduce eye fatigue, such
as e-ink technology or the ability to select the colors and
contrast between text and background based on individual
preference. Engineering students also agreed that they would
be more likely to use electronic textbooks that were more
interactive. They believed that this type of electronic textbook
would facilitate their learning, speed up their work progress,
and make them more efficient students. They wanted less text
and more components such as 3D and manipulatable pictures
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and videos to help illuminate the concepts. The majority of
the groups suggested ways of doing this that are not feasible
with the current technology available commercially.
Frequently both disciplines requested holographs or
projection systems for the images so that they would be able
to interact with them in what they described as a more
interesting or detailed way. These students also placed large
emphasis on better annotation tools. They felt that a more
natural input for annotation would help facilitate their learning
of the materials and if they could write with their finger or a
pen and have the information be recorded within the electronic
textbook that it would be ideal for their learning experience.
Both disciplines thought that electronic textbooks would be
improved by shorter blocks of text. Some students even
believed that simple summaries of the main concept would
assist them during their academic readings.
When students were presented with information regarding
the answers from the previous survey, design students agreed
that the top five components chosen were appropriate (see
Table I). They believed that text was more vital to the learning
experience than students in the survey rated it, but agreed that
the readings they have to read are diverse and that a lot of it
seems unimportant to them, which could have influenced the
ranking. Students reported that multimedia ranking first was
understandable based on their discipline but thought that the
importance of the information from the text should not be
subverted. Design students also reported that the findings of
the undesirable components from the survey were valid (see
Table II).
TABLE I. COMPONENTS DESIRED BY STUDENTS
Desired Components
Rank

Design Students

Engineering Students

1

Multimedia

Text

2

Bookmarks

Highlighting Tool

3

Highlighting

Multimedia

4

Text

Bookmarks

5

Translation, Dictionary, and
Encyclopedia

Annotation

While students liked the idea of speech to text in their
electronic textbooks, they eventually decided that the benefits
of the tool were not appropriate for electronic textbooks
because the note taking required for academic reading requires
more thought than afforded by speech to text tools. Only one
group felt that link to experts for answers to questions should
be included in electronic textbooks. These students felt that
this tool could combat the limited amount of time they have
with their course tutors. The other four design focus groups
did not believe this component was necessary at all.
Engineering students thought survey respondents had
overestimated the importance of text and underestimated
components such as 3D images. The student participants felt
that these were the core features that should be included in
future electronic textbooks and that they are in line with the

traditional conventions that are already in place. They
believed that this type of response was because respondents
chose components they were more familiar with and could
envision. Other than that, students believed the other
components chosen as desirable and undesirable were valid.
They especially agreed with the inclusion of a time
management system as an undesirable component as they felt
it would cause added unnecessary pressure to their reading
experience.
TABLE II. COMPONENTS UNDESIRED BY STUDENTS
Undesired Components
Rank

Design Students

Engineering Students

1

Hide Unimportant Aspects

Hide Unimportant Aspects

2

Speech to Text

Time Management System

3

Time Management System

Speech to Text

4

Link to Experts

Text to Speech

5

Text to Speech

Project or Print Annotations

After this general information was gathered, students were
asked to complete the final activity in which they were given
free rein to create the perfect representation of an electronic
textbook for their discipline. As this was without the
constraints of current technology, many of the solutions
students presented would not be fully functional at this time.
Design students produced results that were more visual in
nature. The majority of focus groups provided sketches of
their visions of future electronic textbooks, keeping notes on
functionality and features surrounding the sketch while the
other groups provided more descriptions on the functions with
sketches supporting those (see Fig. 3).
Their electronic textbooks often took inspiration from
applications such as Adobe Illustrator’s interface and included
the ability to add notes or photos directly inline, shorten forms
of the text with emphasis on important concepts rather than of
paragraphs, adjustable line spacing and text size, a table of
contents, video, audio, adjustable images, bookmarks, the
ability to synchronize across devices, translations, a
dictionary, and an encyclopedia. They felt that highlighting
and annotation tools would no longer hold as much
importance future electronic textbook because there would be
much less text but still included them. Yet, both groups of
students felt they were still vital to the learning experience and
included them. They did stipulate that the current rigid
structure of these two components were no longer acceptable.
Highlighting needed to be more free form and easier for
students to accomplish, whereas annotation tools needed to
have a better physical input. Typing notes into the annotation
tool was considered to be a hindrance in learning the material.
Students felt that handwriting better suited their notetaking
styles. They reported that this type of notetaking would allow
them to draw their own pictures or create lists in bullet point
forms to better recall and comprehend the materials. Students
also often built in the ability to hide unimportant content
automatically by extending the text by clicking on the bullet
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point text. Many similar components appeared in the
engineering future electronic textbook, yet the representation
all groups of engineering students chose to convey their

textbook was a list form (see Fig. 4). This electronic textbook
also relied on less text, but included some discipline specific
aspects like interactive equations.

Figure 3. Two examples of the future electronic textbook by Design Students.

Figure 4. Two examples of the future electronic textbook by Engineering Students.
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IV.

DISCUSSION

This section discusses the findings from the focus group
sessions as a whole and in relation to past literature.
A. Student Usage
Student usage of physical and electronic textbooks
differed in both disciplines in all aspects of use. However,
both disciplines of students felt that current electronic
textbooks did not meet their needs as well as the physical
textbooks did. They described usage of electronic textbooks
as something that was encouraged by peers, faculty, or
necessitated by circumstance. Faculty support of the use of
electronic textbooks for their courses has been found to
generally increase student usage of electronic textbooks [22].
The mobility offered to students by electronic textbooks do
change where and when they do their studies, something that
students did describe as a convenience that outweighed many
of the limitations of electronic textbooks. In line with
previous studies, even with this ease of downloading and
mobility, students still reported that they preferred physical
textbooks [2]. In addition, even with the increase mobility,
students tended to access their electronic textbooks on the
more cumbersome technology that is harder to use while
mobile, which is in line with previous literature that found that
users of stationary computers such as desktops were more
likely to have experienced reading with an electronic textbook
[22]. Similar to what past research has uncovered about this
phenomenon, students reported not wanting to read long
blocks of text in an electronic textbook [3] and that feelings of
nostalgia [23] make it difficult for them to adapting to the new
medium. Nearly all of the focus group participants reported
that they would print out long readings, rather than printing
them on the screen. If printing of the materials was not a
function that was built into the electronic textbook, students
would go so far as to find a work around. Students discussed
going out of their way to find copies of the textbooks that
lacked Digital Rights Management (DRM) restrictions and
even to taking screenshots of the pages and later printing
them. Printing out pages from electronic textbooks allows for
students to continue to experience the four affordances of
spatial flexibility, manipulability, tangibility, and tailorability,
which students are nostalgic about in regard to print textbooks
[12].
Supporting activities also changed for many students.
They found themselves taking notes less, several going so far
as to report no longer engaging in any supporting activities,
and, as past research has found, they were becoming frustrated
with built in functions such as bookmarking, highlighting, and
annotation tools [11]. Repeatedly, students reported taking
notes in the physical form was easier and allowed them to see
their notes with the concepts, which later assisted in revising
the material. Those that took electronic notes would do so in
a Word document so that they may include outside material
along with their summaries of important concepts, such as
pictures or links to other reference material. They then
reported that they would not go back to the textbook where
their notes could be taken in context of the larger material.

In addition to the change in supporting activities, the
addition of the inherent distractions during reading of
electronic textbooks is a serious issue that needs to be
addressed. Students stressed that certain components added
to enhance electronic textbooks or the simple act of switching
to a browser to search for a keyword adds time on to the total
reading experience and that past research has informed us will
interrupt their deep reading and overall comprehension of the
materials [24]. By investigating current use of both types of
textbooks, the differences in usage, issues that may arise and
understanding the reasoning behind the usage design
recommendations, such as shortening blocks of text and
finding opportunities to incorporate aspects reminiscent of the
four affordances, such as the ability to see notes on the page
instead of hidden within an icon, can be made for future
electronic textbooks.
Also this type of comparative
investigation allows for an understanding of technical and
ergonomic issues, which emerge from the shift in mediums
that can then be designed to avoid.
B. Future Textbooks
Student preference for design attributes of electronic
textbooks was similar in both disciplines of design and
engineering, yet several components differed. Overall, all
students agreed that text should be limited to the most
important information presented in a shortened paragraph or
bullet point form. More information could then be accessed
through hovering over the text or similar interaction. Students
also felt that creating textbooks that were more interactive
would facilitate their learning and allow them to truly
understand and engage with the material. Based on student
responses, making this type of change would rectify the shift
in reading style away from what scholars identify as surface
reading back to deep reading [9, 10], which past research has
proven necessary for succeeding academically. While these
reported changes may make electronic textbooks more
appropriate for the type of reading required, previously
reported interaction may have been influenced by current
ideas of electronic textbooks like the students in the focus
groups reported with the past survey results [16]. In addition,
student enthusiasm for these components may later wane, but
previous studies show that should do little to the effectiveness
of the components [25].
Because of the issues associated with students’ dislike of
long blocks of text and subsequent effect on reading quality,
it is recommended that designers incorporate short blocks of
text [26] with extended information hidden. The loss of
information in long form can be supplemented with
components such as multimedia or other engaging
components. Although limiting the text may make the
information easier to students to digest and read, changes still
need to be made regarding the supporting tasks. The common
request for electronic textbooks to include a more natural
input method for notetaking, which would be closer to
handwriting has been already implemented in some e-reading
applications such as Evernote (see Fig. 5), this technology is
still reported to be cumbersome and not available in many of
the applications students use during their academic reading.
Based on student feedback during the focus group sessions,
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more advanced and user friendly versions of this component
would be well received and assist in encouraging students to
use electronic textbooks. Many of the students also reported
desiring a stylus to take notes. While this may make taking
notes more reminiscent of taking notes with physical pen and
paper, it may create additional complications, which were not
previously present in electronic textbooks. Examples of this
would be creating a situation where the stylus has to be
replaced when a student misplaces them, causing an additional
expense or making taking notes when completing academic
reading whilst traveling more difficult than it was previously
reported.

Figure 5. Example of notes taken in an electronic text in Evernote.

C. Comparison of Disciplines
While there were many similarities in responses on the
components and format in which future electronic textbooks
were presented from both engineering students and design
students, there were some fundamental differences. One of
these differences was highlighted during the second activity
in which it became apparent that while similar requirements
may be requested, the ways in which students think and
interact with each other and academic materials are different.
Design students felt comfortable creating a visual
representation of what they thought their perfect discipline
specific future electronic textbook was and worked together
from the start to create their ultimate proposal, each of them
adding to the proposed textbook as they saw fit. This can be
associated with the nature of design being undertaken as a
team project, especially as taught at this university. On the
contrary, engineering students presented their answers in a list
form and instead of compromising and discussing opinions
during the creation process, waited until after their individual
lists were made to try and unify their answers. They also
requested that one student write the final list and would only
switch designated writers if they felt they did not support the
inclusion of a component as strongly as another student. This
could be attributed to the often solitary nature of engineering
projects, at least in the early stages of work.
When examining the differences in component inclusion,
the discipline requirements become apparent. While both

groups of students wanted to be able to add their own photos
to the text inline or with obvious icons to remind them of their
inclusion and have text represented in bullet form, engineering
students did not feel that taking their own notes were
absolutely necessary in the new textbook and questioned the
requirement for inclusion of this tool, though including it later
in their final recommendations. When asked about their
hesitance surrounding the inclusion of the component, they
stated that the information was now in point form and they no
longer needed to take notes but could still see value in the
inclusion of the component. On the contrary, design students
felt no hesitance surrounding the component and still wanted
to take their own notes, indicating that this was a requirement
based on the interdisciplinary and creative aspects of the
design process. Engineering students also requested the
component interactive equations to be included in their future
textbook, which is consistent with a discipline that requires
the use of equations in their work over those that do not, such
as design.
Based on the educational requirements of both disciplines
of students, it is important to ensure that components change
based on the needs of the students and the concepts that the
electronic textbook is trying to convey to their readers.
Researchers have called for this in the past, requesting that
textbooks are coherent and the content is tailored to the reader
groups who will be using them [27]. This concept should be
extended to the components that will be used in electronic
textbooks. Hartley proposed in the past that “changing the
way we write textbooks is one way in which we can make a
major improvement in the quality of instruction” and
proposed that electronic textbooks could do this with different
examples for different readers [27]. This already accepted
idea, can be extended from the content design and into the
technical design. Some educators are already calling for
digital textbooks, which bring together different types of
content such as multimedia and text to create an electronic
textbook that will be more interactive [28], which is echoed in
the responses of the student participants in the focus groups.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Overall, students believe that future electronic textbooks
need to be improved to become more interactive to facilitate
their learning and help them fully engage with the material.
Some examples of changes that both engineering and design
students believed would be beneficial to their academic
reading process were 3D and manipulatable images,
multimedia related to the concepts, and better annotation
tools, which allow them to add more than just textual notes
related to the topic. Also, students from both disciplines were
not averse to changes in textbooks, which are currently outside
of commercial technical capabilities such as holographic
images. Although, students can agree on these components,
when comparing two similar disciplines that share many
fundamental characteristics with differences in approaches, it
becomes apparent that we need to adopt an approach to
textbook design that tailors electronic textbooks to meet
discipline specific needs.
From the findings of these focus group sessions, some
design criteria can be identified for future electronic
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textbooks. The future electronic textbooks need to become
more interactive, discipline specific, and with less text. Also,
discipline specific components are vital, such as interactive
equations in engineering textbooks, to better facilitate the
understanding of their work and engaging with the material.
While design recommendations such as these have
important applications to industry and academia, more
research should be conducted to truly verify the practical
validity and educational repercussions of the components
suggested. The educational perspective should also be
investigated to understand the use of electronic textbooks as a
teaching aid. This perspective is best investigated on an
individual basis because of the changing opinions on
appropriate classroom instruction techniques of the individual
instructors.
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Abstract—It is often unclear why one eHealth application
is successful and the other is not, because eHealth is usually
approached as a black box. Evaluation is often done in the same
way for treatment like and non-treatment like application, with
a focus on effects and outcomes. This leads to applications being
wrongfully put away, because their expected measurements did
not performed as well as expected. But in reality, it may not
be fair to use these measurements for these applications. Based
on discussions around the terms of user and usage, as well as
differences found among eHealth application when looking at
the literature, two dimensions were selected. These dimensions
help discussion needed to make conscious choices during the
(re)design and evaluation process of eHealth applications and
to opening the black box. These two continuous dimensions
are: use-structure and caregiver involvement. Combining them
in a grid results into the DiClas-grid. The position on the
DiClas-grid influences what a ’user’ and ’usage’ means in the
application, but also has implications for how to best evaluate and
(re)design the application. To further help facilitating discussion,
six complementing dimensions to the DiClas-grid are discussed.
The DiClas-grid is a discussion and classification tool that can
help make conscious choices in (re)design and evaluation of
applications.
Keywords—eHealth; discussion; classification; evaluation; design.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In Akkersdijk et al. [1] the grid was introduced. This article
elaborates on the grid, names it, and further explores the
possibilities of the grid.
In eHealth, there is a diverse range of seemingly successful
and unsuccessful applications and interventions. We observe
that applications that represent a kind of treatment, for example
eMentalHealth interventions [2], tend to be more successful
than those that are more supportive of nature, for example
those that try to change behavior [3]. It is often unclear why
one application is successful, when the other is not. A reason
why we cannot always explain the difference in success is
because eHealth is often approached as a black box, without
knowledge of what happens inside of this box. We search for
the effects of the black box and focus on outcomes. Examining
eHealth technology from a holistic perspective, in which the
technology has value itself, makes it possible to also focus on
the mechanisms behind the success. To find these mechanisms
it is necessary to open the black box. An important reason why

we observe differences in success might be that we evaluate
non-treatment-like applications the same way as we evaluate
treatment-like interventions, i.e., focused on outcome measures
or usage numbers. This results in applications that might be
wrongfully put away because their expected measurements did
not perform as well as expected, while in reality it may not
be ’fair’ to use these measurements for these applications. In
this paper, we search for a way to give more insight in the
black box of the application, by helping with a (re)design and
evaluation of that application.
One of the ways evaluation of applications is often done,
is by measuring to which extent therapies are followed as
intended. One of the ways applications are often evaluated
is by measuring to which extent therapies are followed as
intended. This measurement of adherence is one of the primary
determinants of success in treatments [4], and overall effectiveness of health systems decreases by poor adherence [4].
Although adherence is used as one of the primary determinants
of success in therapy, there are also examples in eHealth of
applications with a low adherence that are successful. An
example of this is QuitNet, a program for smoking cessation
[5][6][7]. Adherence to this program is low (23%) [8], but
the program can be successful in promoting cessation and
preventing relapse [5]. These studies show that it is possible
for an eHealth application to have a low adherence but still
be successful for a certain group of users.
It is often assumed that a higher exposure and more usage
of an application leads to a better outcome. Studies with
eMentalHealth interventions often find this high dose – response relationship (also called a usage – outcome relation).
An example of this is the study of Bolier et al. [9]. However,
this assumption does not hold for all applications. Donkin et al.
[10] further explored the usage – outcome relation. The study
of Donkin investigates which usage metrics are important in
predicting and explaining outcomes for an internet-delivered
trail targeting depressive symptoms for those with risk factors
for or diagnosis of cardiovascular disease. Their study shows
that there is not always a linear dose – response relation, but
could be curvilinear (e.g., reaches a saturation point where no
further benefit is obtained), or even more complex.
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There is a broad range of different eHealth applications
and variety in how these applications should be used. These
variations can be put on a continuous scale. At one end of
the continuum we see applications that require the user to use
the intervention in a specific way, for example a fixed order
of the modules. These applications are often a (web-based)
program of a method, course or intervention. At the other
end of the continuum we see applications that leave the usage
free, without a strict protocol for each user. Another important
factor that varies among different eHealth applications is the
involvement of a caregiver. Some eHealth applications are used
in close collaboration between patient and caregiver, others
with no involvement of a caregiver at all and all variations in
between.
Knowing where your application is positioned on these two
dimensions can help with (re)designing and evaluating your
application. These two dimensions form the DiClas-grid, and
applications can be put somewhere on this grid depending on
its usage-structure and caregiver involvement. The positioning
of an application on the two dimensions influences the term
’user’ and ’usage’ but also has implications for the way we can
(re)design and evaluate the application. The aim of this paper
is to present a tool to give more insight in the application,
which helps with (re)design and evaluation of that application.
In Section II (The DiClas-Grid), we will take a closer look
at the grid, after which we will discuss implications based
on the different positions an application can take on the grid
in Section III (Implications). We will end this paper with
a discussion and conclusion in Section IV (Discussion and
Conclusion).
II. T HE D I C LAS -G RID
In this section, we will take a closer look at the two
dimensions of the DiClas-grid (see Figure 1). We will first
look at the dimension of use-structure, after which we will
look at the dimension of caregiver involvement. Finally, we
will describe some eHealth applications and their positions on
the DiClas-grid.
The dimension of use-structure has at one end of the
continuum applications that force or require the user to use the
intervention in a specific way (railroading them). This can be
in a specific order, for a specific number of times or lessons,
or for a specific duration. These interventions often have a
specific end that is known beforehand and are often based
on theories about mental health behavior like acceptance and
commitment therapy (ACT) or cognitive behavioral therapy
(CBT). Because they often find their origin in known theories
and therapies, they are often more ‘treatment’ like and help
deliver a kind of short-term care. As discussed in the introduction, ‘Living to the full’ is a good example for this end
of the continuum. The intervention consists of nine lessons,
which have to be completed in a specific order in a 12 weeks.
Whether participants worked through a lesson in one session
or in multiple sessions was up to them [11][12].

Fig. 1. The DiClas-grid

At the other end are applications that leave the usage
free without a strict protocol for each user. There is no
specific order or duration for which this application should
be used, therefore, they have no specific end. These freeto-use applications often focus more on support and long
term care. As discussed in the introduction, ‘QuitNet’, the
application for cessation treatment, is a good example for
this end of the continuum. This website offers advice to quit
smoking, assistance in setting a quit date, tailored information,
assessment of motivation and nicotine dependence, practical
counseling (skills training and problem solving), tailored assistants in selecting pharmacotherapies and intra- and extratreatment social support. How QuitNet is used is completely
up to the user [5][6][7].
The vertical dimension represents the amount of caregiver
involvement, which varies among eHealth applications. For example, treatment-driven applications often involve caregivers,
while lifestyle interventions often can be used autonomously.
Research indicates that caregiver involvement is important, but
it is not clear what the dosage and frequency of involvement
should be [13][14][15][16][17]. In applications that target
people with chronic conditions, usually, there is some form
of caregiver involvement. However, these applications often
struggle to find their fit into daily life, and adherence is often
low [18]. Users find it difficult to embed these applications in
their own life, while caregivers struggle to embed them into
their daily practice [19]. Nonetheless, caregiver involvement is
often found to be necessary to ensure adherence and increase
effects for web-based interventions for people [20][21].
To illustrate the positioning of an eHealth application on
the DiClas-grid, we will now position four applications on the
DiClas-grid: ‘Living to the full’, ‘QuitNet’, ‘Minddistrict’ and
‘My Health Platform’.
As discussed in the introduction, ‘Living to the full’
(LttF) consists of nine lessons, which have to be completed
in a specific order in a 12-week period. While there are
different versions of this intervention, we will now focus on
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the version with automated feedback and without involvement
of a caregiver [22].
We would place ‘Living to the Full’ at the bottom left corner
on the DiClas-grid (see Figure 2) for the following reasons:
•

•

horizontal dimension: Usage of ‘Living to the Full’ (such
as how it is used, how often) is pre-defined. Exactly when
(time) a lesson is completed is left to the user, and it
contains some extra options that are optional for the user
to complete. Therefore, we would place ‘Living to the
Full’ almost all the way to the left on the horizontal
dimension.
vertical dimension: ‘Living to the full’ is a standalone
program without caregiver support, usage is completely
left to the user. Therefore, we would place ‘Living to the
Full’ completely at the bottom of the vertical dimension.

Fig. 2. Positioning of ‘Living to the full’ on the grid

‘QuitNet’ (QN) is a website for cessation treatment. There
are two versions of QuitNet: a basic version, and an enhanced
version, which provides direct access to online cessation
counselors and social support systems. Usage frequency of
the program is left to the user [5][6][7]. For this example we
will discuss both versions. Firstly, we will look at the basic
version, ‘QuitNet basic’ (QN basic), after which we will look
at the enhanced version, ‘QuitNet enhanced’ (QN enhanced).
We would place the basic version of QuitNet (QN basic) at
the bottom right of the DiClas-grid (see Figure 3 (QN basic))
for the following reasons:
•

•

horizontal dimension: Usage of the basic version of
QuitNet (such as how it is used, how often and when
it is used) is completely left to the user. Therefore, we
would place QuitNet completely at the right side.
vertical dimension: There is no involvement of a caregiver
in the basic version of QuitNet. Therefore, we would
place QuitNet completely at the bottom of the vertical
dimension.

We would place the enhanced version of QuitNet (QN
enhanced) at the right side of the DiClas-grid, at the lower

half of the vertical dimension (see Figure 3 (QN enhanced))
for the following reasons:
•

•

horizontal dimension: Usage of the enhanced version of
QuitNet is the same as for the basic version (completely
left to the user). Therefore, we would place QuitNet
completely at the right side.
vertical dimension: Usage of QuitNet in the enhanced
version does provide direct access to online cessation
counselors, though usage of this feature is up to the user.
Because we have no knowledge about how often this
feature is used, we assume that half of the users used
this feature and probably not that often. Therefore, we
would position QuitNet on the lower half of the caretaker
involvement dimension.

Fig. 3. Positioning of the basic and enhanced version of‘QuitNet’ on the
DiClas-grid

‘Minddistrict’ [23] provides an online doctor’s office for
caregivers. It is designed to help deliver personal care tailored to the client, enhance independence in clients, help to
go beyond routines, and is always accessible. The platform
assists caregivers from triage through blended treatment and
relapse prevention. The online platform provides caregivers
with an overview of their clients and their progress. The
online platform gives the caregiver various tools to do part
of the treatment and communication online. Communication
between the caregiver and client is enabled through a secure
messaging system or by video calling. A triage instrument
of questionnaires, either pre-defined or custom-made, can be
assigned to clients. Caregivers can give additional psychoeducation through online “modules”, consisting of text, video,
animation and/or exercises. These modules can be tailored
to the client by removing parts of the modules or adding
parts from another module. Clients can complete modules on
their own or in cooperation with their caregiver. There are
many modules to choose from, with subjects ranging from
self-help, addiction, chronic pain, eating disorders, depression
and anxiety, rehabilitation, ADHD, and everything in between.
Finally, there are self-monitoring diaries that can be added to
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the treatment.
Placement of Minddistrict on the DiClas-grid can be done
by looking at the context of both users of the application
individually. Placement on the DiClas-grid would be different
in a different context.
In the context of the way a client/patient works with it, we
would place Minddistrict at the left-hand side, in the upperside of the vertical dimension on the DiClas-grid (see Figure
4 (MD tech)) for the following reasons:
•

•

horizontal dimension: How many modules a user should
complete and the order in which they should be completed is fixed for a patient. How often a client should
do a session is agreed with the caregiver. When exactly
a session is completed is up to the client. Therefore, we
would place Minddistrict (looking at it from the context
of the client/patient) just a small bit to the right out on
the horizontal dimension.
vertical dimension: Usage of Minddistrict is prescribed by
the caregiver and modules are selected and adjusted by
the caregiver. The client can do modules by themselves or
in cooperation with their caregiver. Therefore, we would
place Minddistrict at the top half of the DiClas-grid.
We would not place Minddistrict completely at the top
because clients still can do the sessions on their own and
not all sessions only in cooperation with their caregiver.

In the context of implementation and the way a caregiver
works with it, we would place ‘Minddistrict’ at the right-hand
side, in the top of the vertical dimension on the DiClas-grid
(see Figure 4 (MD impl)) for the following reasons:
•

•

horizontal dimension: Which modules and sessions are
selected is completely left to the caregiver. Therefore,
we would place Minddistrict at the right side of the grid.
vertical dimension: The client can do modules by themselves or in cooperation with their caregiver. We would
not place Minddistrict completely at the top because
clients still can do the sessions on their own and not
all sessions only in cooperation with their caregiver. This
is not changed compared to looking at Minddistrict from
the context of the client/patient.

In case of Minddistrict, the caregiver tailors the content of
the technology closely to the patient, and caregiver involvement is high. Seen from the perspective of the client/patient
as user of the technology Minddistrict is very structured.
However, seen from the perspective of the caregiver as user
of the technology, and the way Minddistrict is implemented,
Minddistrict is free in use.
Placing Minddistrict on the DiClas-grid when taking a
different context into account shows that the context of an
application is an important factor when placing an application
on the DiClas-grid. Changing the context in which you look
at the application can change the placement of an application.

Fig. 4. Positioning of Minddistrict on the DiClas-grid for both
contexts(technology and implementation)

‘My HealthPlatform’ (MHP) is an online platform to
support self-care and self-management for people with a
chronic illness (e.g., increased cardiovascular risk, COPD,
Diabetes mellitus type 2). It is designed to help users keep
an overview of and be a director of their own health and
lifestyle, alone or in cooperation with a caregiver or expert.
In MHP they can monitor their health, find information about
their conditions, but also use one of the lifestyle coaches (quitsmoking, nutritional, and exercise coach). While the usage
of most of the platform is unstructured, the lifestyle coaches
follow a 12 week schedule.
We would place My HealthPlatform at the right-hand side,
in the middle of the vertical dimension on the DiClas-grid (see
Figure 5) for the following reasons:
•

•

horizontal dimension: Usage of MHP (such as how it is
used, how often, and whether or not a coach is used) is
left to the user. We would not place MHP completely at
the right side, because the coaches do require the user
to use them in a specific way and for a predetermined
number of weeks.
vertical dimension: Usage of MHP is mostly left to the
user. When MHP is used in cooperation with a caregiver,
the caregiver is able to see at home measurements of
the user, which provides more insight in the health
status of their patient. Because MHP is used with and
without caregiver involvement, we would place MHP in
the middle of the vertical dimension.

You can position MHP on a different position on the
DiClas-grid based on other arguments. In this case, especially
the vertical dimension of the DiClas-grid leaves room for
discussion. We would like to emphasize that when we would
ask multiple people to position the same application on the
DiClas-grid we are very likely to end up with as many different
positions as we asked people. We would like to argue that
this is perfectly fine, because the main purpose of the DiClasgrid is to help you think about certain characteristics of you
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application and about the implications of the positioning on
the DiClas-grid.

Fig. 5. Positioning of My HealthPlatform on the DiClas-grid

This section consists of examples of how placing an application on the DiClas-grid can work. The examples show that
based on another argumentation you can place an application
on a different position (as shown in the example of My
HealthPlatform), and that the context of an application can
play an important role in positioning on the DiClas-grid (as
shown in the example of Minddistrict). In the next section,
we will talk about some of these implications of the different
positions on the DiClas-grid.
III. I MPLICATIONS
Positioning on the DiClas-grid has several implications
for the terms ‘usage’ and ‘user’ and for the (re)design and
evaluation of eHealth applications. In this section, we will
discuss some of these implications. We will start with the
implications on the terms ‘user’ and ‘usage’, after which we
will discuss implication for (re)design and evaluation.
A. User
Defining when someone is a user is quite clear when you are
dealing with applications that are on the left-hand side of the
DiClas-grid. A person that uses the application is a user, and
one who does not is not a user. With applications that leave
the usage up to the user the way people use the application can
vary widely, which leads to a discussion about the term ‘user’
in this context. We will discuss some questions around the
term user, after which we will give our view on the answers.
An important question is: when does a person become a
user of the application? This is important because we, for
example, use the number of users as an outcome measurement,
or we want to know the reach of an application. There are
several possible answers to this. We could argue that a person
who uses the application is a user, but is there a minimum
amount of usage before that person becomes a user, or is 10

seconds enough? And what about someone who does not use
the application for a long period of time? Is that person not a
user during this period? And could we define certain activities
in the application that a person must have done before that
person is marked as a user?
For applications that focus on monitoring health or increasing health awareness (mostly positioned on the right-hand side
of the DiClas-grid), we can argue that by only becoming aware
of such an application a person could potentially be triggered
to become more involved in his own health. This means that,
in order to have an effect on a person, it does not automatically
require that person to use that application. Is this person then
a user? We might argue that this person is not a user of the
application because he/she did not interact with it. However,
the application could still have an effect. In this case the person
is not a user in the most common sense of the word, but due
to the effect that the application had it balances on the edge
of the definition of ‘user’.
When we consulted the people who used MHP (Figure
5), it became clear that they had their own view on being
a user. There were quite a lot of people who had used the
application only a couple of times and therefore, declined to
join several studies (interviews, questionnaires, and usability
testing) because they did not see themselves as ‘users’. In their
minds, their definition of a user involves a certain number of
reoccurring visits to the application, entering some monitoring
data into the system, or participating in the program of a coach.
Because they did not meet their own standards of the term
user, they thought they could not participate in the study. This
example shows that using the system does not equal being a
user, at least not for the people who used it. People might
have expectations about the intended usage of an application,
and it is relevant to communicate the intended use to avoid
misunderstanding about the usage.
For evaluation purposes, the definition of what we would
call a user can focus on several aspects:
1) The percentage of registered users who see themselves
as user, could be a measurement for evaluation of an
application. The number of registered users who see
themselves as user tells you about their involvement
with an application and this in turn can show which
role the application holds in their lives and whether the
application helps them.
2) You do not always know beforehand who will be a
‘user’. When evaluating an application, it is important to
define which group of people can be defined as a user,
and this group does not always include the people you
expected beforehand. For a certain type of evaluation,
questionnaire, or interview, a specific group of users
might be suitable.
3) An important user that is often forgotten is the caregiver.
The caregiver can have his own section in the application
where he can see caregiver-specific functionality. He can
have his own version of the application, or he can have
the same functionality as a patient user. It is important
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to realize that the caregiver is a user as well, a user
with different needs than a ‘patient’. Additionally, both
users (the caregiver and the ‘patient’) affect each other
and how they use the application, which means that both
types of users should be included in the (re)design and
all evaluations.
Finally, a point that we need to take into consideration is
that the user, in the sense of usage characteristics, can change
over time. That means that when someone starts using an
application, their usage can change over time. This change
can be caused by a different expectation of the content (they
were expecting to find A in the application and were using
it that way, but it actually contained B and now they have
adapted their usage to B). But is can also be the evolution
of the user over time. Knowing that the user can change is
important to keep in mind during the design and evaluation
process.
B. Usage
The term ‘usage’ (in the context of an application) can
mean a lot of things, such as: How often people return to a
website, paths that users follow on a website, how often certain
elements on a site are used, etc. This can all be measured by
logging user actions with timestamps on a website. Depending
on the position on the horizontal use-structure dimension of
the DiClas-grid measurements can be used differently and they
tell different things about the system/application. Measuring
the use of a system or application is useful and insightful for
both ends of the spectrum, but evaluating this use differs and
the implications/interpretations are different.
For ‘railroaded’ applications, like ‘Living to the full’ (see
Figure 2), usage measurements can tell you much about the
applications. ‘Railroaded’ applications, positioned at the lefthand side of the DiClas-grid, often are similar or represent
a therapy. The user has to follow the structure within the
application, do certain actions in a certain order, and use it
for a certain amount of time for it to be successful. Therefore,
we can define ‘normal’, or ‘ideal’ use. We can compare the
measured use with the way the application should be used
(this can be whether someone completed the application, or
the use within an application). Knowing where the occurred
usage deviates from the normal or ideal use can help identify
problems with the application, or give an explanation why an
application does not have the expected results.
Achieving the goal of the application is not completely
dependent on the use (the amount and which parts). While
a high-dose response relation is often found in eMentalHealth
interventions [9], we know that this relation can be far more
complex [10]. With applications that leave the user free (righthand side of the DiClas-grid) the duration of usage is often
longer and different situations can be seen than with the use
of a ‘railroaded’ application. For applications positioned at the
right-hand side of the DiClas-grid there is no easy definition
of ’normal’ use, in quantity or in order. This is in contrast with

applications positioned at the left-hand side of the DiClas-grid,
where the ‘correct’ following of the structure is essential.
Because there is no prescribed use for applications at the
right-hand side of the DiClas-grid, we cannot measure to
which extend the measured usage deviates from the optimal
use. For example, the measured use of an application positioned at the right-hand side of the DiClas-grid (like ‘MHP’
in Figure 5) could show users that were dormant for maybe
months or years, after which they suddenly used it again. This
is unlikely to happen in an application that is ‘railroaded’.
Because we cannot easily define ‘normal use’ and it is more
likely to vary for different users, adherence, in which we
compare the occurring usage with the optimum usage, cannot
easily be measured for applications on the right-hand side of
the DiClas-grid.
The occurring usage and the use-structure of an application
go together. When your application is ‘railroaded’ and positioned at the left-hand side of the DiClas-grid, all users have
a similar usage pattern, while with an application that leaves
the use up to the user the occurring usage patterns can vary
greatly. It might be good to take this into consideration with
evaluation, but also during the design process.
Even though measurements like adherence might not really
be suitable for applications that are positioned at the righthand side of the DiClas-grid, usage measurements can still be
very valuable. These measurements can tell you much about
the interaction with the application, which parts are used most
often, which parts are often used subsequent of each other,
after which part users often stop, etc. Knowing more about
the interaction with the application is valuable for improving
applications, but can also be valuable for finding mechanisms
behind application success. Combining usage measurements
with use context (what triggered the session) can be used
to find a better fit of the content to the context, or improve
interaction with the application. By improving the system, and
better tuning it to the needs of the users (based on context
en measured usage) we can probably increase the effect of
applications.
Finally, when we are looking at the usage of an application
we should not forget to observe the usage of the application
by the caregiver. Caregivers play an important role in the
usage of an application by their ‘patients’ because their usage
can be driven by input of said caregiver. When a caregiver
does not work with the application as intended or adequately,
this will influence the usage of the ‘patient’ user as well.
When the application is meant to be used with a form of
caregiver involvement and the caregiver is less involved than
the ‘patient’ expects, the ‘patient’ user will experience less
added value of the application.
C. Implications on (re)Design
With an existing application, the DiClas-grid can be used
during the redesign process. Determining the current position
of the application on the DiClas-grid based on the characteristics of the application can help you to reflect on your
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current application by facilitating the thought process about
your applications and its characteristic. A first step in the
redesign process is to reflect whether it is feasible to reach
the objectives of the application from its current position; is
it possible to accomplish the goal of the application from this
position or is the position of the application on the DiClas-grid
not suitable for the goal of the application. The second step is
to determine if the current position is the best, or if there are
better alternative positions. When the current position and the
desired position are known, the next step is to identify their
differences. Knowing these differences, it is then possible to
determine if the application should be changed and can give
a indication about how the application should be changed.
Designing an application is not supposed to be an individual
process. It should involve all stakeholders [24], one of the most
important being the end users. They have to use it, and can
indicate what is most important for them [25]. The DiClasgrid is meant as a discussion and classification tool to help
in the design and evaluation process. It can help facilitate the
thought process of design choices and their effects to make
better conscious decisions.
D. Implications on Evaluation
All implications based on how an application is used
(the position of an application on the use-structured on the
DiClas-grid) have consequences for the evaluation procedures.
‘Railroaded’ applications can be evaluated by measuring the
usage and comparing it to the optimum usage, in contrast
to applications on the right-hand side of the DiClas-grid
where usage can vary widely. Because usage can vary so
widely, it is also harder to link measured effects to a specific
element of the application. Applications on the right-hand
side of the DiClas-grid are less feasible to evaluate with an
Randomized Controlled Trial (RCT), because they are used
for a much longer time, which makes it difficult to keep the
circumstances constant. Secondly, because large groups and
free use often occur together, it might be harder to find changes
in measurements like quality of life for applications on the
right-hand side of the DiClas-grid. This does not imply that
these changes are unimportant. It would be more suitable to
evaluate applications that are positioned on the right-hand side
of the DiClas-grid on processes rather than on effects. On
the other hand, applications that are positioned on the lefthand side of the DiClas-grid are easier to evaluate on effects,
because they have a fixed setting and use-time.
When discussing the implications on the term of user, we
discussed that a user (in the sense of usage characteristics)
can change over time. This can be true for both sides (left
and right) of the DiClas-grid. It is more likely to occur
on the right side of the DiClas-grid, because usage there
has more freedom. This asks for a process evaluation rather
then a effect evaluation. Evaluations more focused on process
can include methods like, analysis of logdata [26], machine
learning (supervised or un-supervised) [27], Markov modeling

[28], [29], Market-basket analysis [30], or time-series analysis
[31].
IV. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION
There are different ways to classify eHealth that provide
an overview of eHealth, such as device driven, based on the
medium the technology uses (web-based, mobile apps, etc.),
context-of-care driven (eCare, eTherapy, eAppointment, ePrevention, etc.), or actor driven (based on the interaction between
the actors of such a system). The DiClas-grid we propose
is not meant to replace these classifications, because they
provide an overview that our DiClas-grid does not provide.
However, our DiClas-grid serves as an extension of these.
The different classifications mentioned above serve a different
need, while they did not serve our need for a simple way to
have some guiding when (re)designing and evaluating eHealth
applications. We were looking for a better way to help make
a conscious choice in order to find a better fit (in (re)design
and evaluation). Positioning of an eHealth application on the
DiClas-grid helps to become more aware of implications this
has (as discussed in Section III).
Blended care always is a combination of face-to-face and
online therapy, and both modalities contribute substantively
and procedurally to the treatment process [32]. Therefore,
blended care itself always has a high caregiver involvement.
When only looking at the technology this is not automatically
true, because there can be forms of blended care in which the
caregiver plays a small role in the technology.
Based on the position of an application on the DiClasgrid we discussed that the term ‘user’ can include a different
group of people. Those who ‘use’ an application do not always
perceive themselves as a ‘user’, because they have expectations
about the intended usage of an intervention. It is relevant
to communicate the intended use to avoid misunderstanding
about the usage. The percentage of users who see themselves
as a user might be an additional measurement for evaluating
an application, because it includes values about involvement
with the application. An important group of ‘users’ that is
often forgotten are the caretakers. They often also use the
application, and their use or their communication about the
application influences the use of the application by their
patients.
Adherence is an important measurement for applications
positioned on the left-hand side of the DiClas-grid. For these
applications, we can define ‘normal’ or intended use. Because
‘normal’ or intended use is often a lot harder to define for
applications positioned on the right-hand side of the DiClasgrid (there often is no prescribed use) and usage patterns
can vary widely, the measurement of adherence might not be
suitable. However, usage measurements can be valuable for
process evaluations and improvement of the application.
The DiClas-grid can help with the (re)design process by
gaining more insight facilitated by the thought process needed
for placement of the application on the DiClas-grid. It is
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important to think about whether the intended (or current)
position of the application is suitable for the goal of the
application, or whether another position might be better.
Positioning of an application on the DiClas-grid (left versus
right, and with or without caregiver involvement) influences
which sorts of evaluations are suitable. Evaluations can be
focused on process or effects and positioning on the left-hand
of the DiClas-grid are more suitable for effects evaluations
than positions at the right-hand side of the DiClas-grid.
When using a time series in a process evaluation, the
DiClas-grid can also help determining the frequency and
number of point measurements. Because, positioning on the
DiClas-grid gives an indication about the usage.
We selected the two dimensions of the DiClas-grid based on
our needs in the discussions we had around the terms of user
and usage, as well as differences we found among eHealth
application when looking at the literature. The DiClas-grid is
a good way to have a simple tool to compare applications and
to facilitate discussions around the (re)design and evaluation
process. To complement the DiClas-grid other dimensions can
help to facilitate discussions around design choices and evaluation. It is interesting to think about what these dimensions can
be. In the following section we will discuss, in random order,
some ideas about other dimensions as well as what different
positions on these dimensions can implicate.
The first dimension is also a dimension of use, but in a
different context: a social context. Whether a user uses an
application solitary or the application provides a form of
contact or social support can make a difference in the dynamic
of the application and how it is used. The social aspect can
for example come from others with the same condition/goals,
others using the same application, or maybe from their own
social network. The occurring dimension can be found in
Figure 6 (A). Hardiker and Grant [33] found that social aspects
of use was one of the four factors which influences public
engagement with eHealth. Placing an eHealth application on
this dimension can help in the discussion if, and how to
incorporate the social context in the application. It also can
help to determine how to evaluate this part of an application.
When social context is an important factor in your design, it
is important to evaluate this accordingly.
Use context consists of two elements. The first element
(see Figure 6 (B)) is whether the application has to be
used in private only, or in a more public setting in which
sharing of (personal) information plays a role (such as a work
environment). Both settings ask for a different approach and
different decisions in the design process. At one end of the
dimension is an application that is only used in a private
setting, while at the other side of the dimension there will be
applications used in a public setting, a less comfortable setting
and a setting in which sharing (personal) information with
others plays an important role. This will influences privacy
matters. But also, the willingness to share information [34].
The second element, and third dimension, is how well the
application fits in the patient’s regular life and schedule (see

Figure 6 (C)). If you keep getting reminders to exercise more
while you are at work and in a meeting, chances are that you
stop using the application. Also data exchange between you
and your caregiver sounds great, and if your caregiver gets
them without problems even better. But what if your caregiver
then has no time to do something with the data you send
during a consultation because working with the data does not
have a place in the protocols, and he keeps running out of
time to actually look at your data? Therefore, an interesting
dimension (mostly from an evaluation point of view) might
be implementation/fit into daily life, with at one end of the
spectrum applications that fit smoothly into daily life and at
the other end applications that have an awful fit. It can be
argued that all applications should be unobtrusive, because the
application is more likely to be used when it is unobtrusive and
does not require lots of effort. However, it can also be possible
for an application to have a less than perfect fit into daily
live especially because this is annoying, motivating the user
to change his behavior to the intended goal of the application
(where the intended behavior is less obtrusive in daily life). As
long as the application supports the changes required to make
this change it is unobtrusive, as is also discussed in Laurie
and Blandford [35]. Discussing which factor contribute to a
perfect fit [36], how to achieve a better fit, and which elements
lead to this fit can also be interesting.
A fourth dimension could be a dimension of user target
(see Figure 6 (D)): Does the application target a large diverse
group, or does it target a small uniform group? Think about
an application that targets users with only diabetes versus an
application that targets users with a chronic disease. Firstly,
when you find that you target a diverse group, it also might
be that it is not clear what makes the group you target unique.
Therefore, try to think of characteristics of the target group
that make this group unique. Secondly, when only targeting
a small specific group you can tailor the application more
specifically to their needs. Serving a large diverse group, you
have to make sure you cover their needs enough to not lose
them, or find clever ways to still tailor to their specific needs.
When evaluating an application that targets a large diverse
group it is possible that the application works fine for a specific
group within the larger group. This should be looked at while
evaluating.
A fifth dimension is related to the goal of the application:
Is the goal of the application disease management, prevention
or treatment of an illness? This dimension could be a scale
with prevention at one end, and treatment at the other, while
disease management is exactly in the middle (see Figure 6 (E)).
What kind of consequences does positioning on this dimension
have? The content of the application would be different for
all of the applications depending on the positioning. Intrinsic
levels of motivation of your users probably also would vary, for
the simple reason that users of an application that is focused
on treatment probably experience problems, and therefore, are
more likely to be intrinsically motivated. On the other hand,
users of an application focused on prevention probably do
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not yet experience problems, therefore, there is less (obvious)
need to used the application. This influences decisions about
content of the application as well as functioning of the system
itself, and the service. Positioning of an application further
to the right of this scale also influences the evaluation. When
measuring effects of an application that is focused on treatment, you look for positive change in specific variables. When
dealing with disease management these variables are more
far fetched (there probably is not one outcome measurement,
but a larger combination). Effects of an application focused
on prevention can take a long time to become clear and
measurable. Secondly, the duration over which the application
should be used differs depending on the position on this
dimension [2]. Prevention and lifestyle applications in general
have a longer duration, while treatment often is shorter.
A sixth dimension could be: How proactive or reactive is
the application? A proactive application is an application that
for example gives alerts, send reminders, or emails. A reactive
application is an application that only reacts to what the users
does with the application (if it even is reactive). The dimension
can be seen in Figure 6 (F). Some parts of this dimension are
already implemented in applications. However, most eHealth
applications are still mostly reactive. Proactive, fine-tuned apps
are still work for the future, but have a lot of potential.

Fig. 6. All dimensions: from top to bottom: A) social context, B) use
context, C) fit into life, D) target users, E) goal dimension, F)
reactive/proactive

We have discussed six complementing dimensions for the
DiClas-grid. These dimensions can help facilitate discussion
about other subjects for design and evaluation purposes. They
do not replace the DiClas-grid, or a specific dimension of the
DiClas-grid, but serve as an addition.

While the six dimensions complement the DiClas-grid, they
do not focus on keeping users and their experience. Other
important subjects to have a discussion about include e.g.,
persuasiveness, tailoring of the application, engagement of the
user and involvement of the user.
The DiClas-grid is a tool to classify eHealth, to gain
insight, facilitate thought processes, and start discussions, and
is not meant to be a formal and rigid model. The DiClasgrid combined with the dimensions as discussed can help
facilitate discussion and help make conscious choices around
many different subjects concerning evaluation and design of
eHealth applications.
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Abstract— Students in medical and nursing schools have to
practice auscultation. Students usually learn disease sounds,
correct points and order for locating a stethoscope on a body in
the practice. Humanoid simulators have been widely
introduced to practice auscultation. They are effective to learn
disease sounds. However, most humanoids cannot detect
whether or not a stethoscope is located on a body and which
part of body a stethoscope is placed on. And also, since they
are too expensive, the number of them is not enough for the
number of students in a class. In this paper, we propose a lowcost and high performance system for the practice of
auscultation. In this system, students themselves play the role
of a patient, instead of a humanoid, and stethoscope locations
on the body are measured with KINECT. Also, appropriate
disease sounds including normal ones can be assigned at some
points on the upper body. Practicing students hear such
disease sounds, synchronized with the movement of breathing,
through earphones when a stethoscope is placed on the
assigned points. Movements of the upper body from breathing
can also be detected by KINECT. Experimental results with a
prototype showed that our system could perfectly detect
stethoscope locations on a body, except for a few lower points,
and it could also detect respiratory changes on the front body.
The results of a questionnaire for nursing students and
practicing nurses showed that our proposed system was useful
for them to learn auscultation.

hybrid simulator, patches are attached on a body to identify
correct attachment points.
In either type of simulators, students have difficulty
practicing auscultation by themselves. Teachers have to
support students during practice. Moreover, both types of
simulators cannot indicate the learning progress for each
student using scores.
In our simulator, students themselves are the practice
subjects instead of a humanoid model, and the location of a
stethoscope can be detected with KINECT, which is a line of
motion sensing input devices made by Microsoft [8]. The
correct locations are normalized with respect to the positions
of both shoulder joints and both hip joints for each student
playing the role of patient. Therefore, our proposed simulator
can both show correct locations on a body and can detect
whether or not a stethoscope is placed on correct points
without patches regardless of the change in body size.
In addition, most existing simulators cannot simulate the
timing of breathing or the synchronized forward and
backward movements of the upper body. However, our
simulator can detect these forward and backward movements
of the front body and provide exhalation and inhalation
sounds synchronized with those movements.
We have developed a prototype system and evaluated it
experimentally. The results showed that our system could
perfectly detect stethoscope placement on a body at seven of
ten points. Our system could not always detect a stethoscope
because three lower points were easily shadowed from
KINECT by the T-shirt worn by a student acting as a patient.
Also, our system could detect changes of the front body in
breathing.
The aforementioned mean that students could learn
auscultation practice by themselves using our system and
that our system could indicate the learning progress for each
student through their increases in score during the KINECT
simulation.
Moreover, we found that all students could set up our
system by themselves. The results of a questionnaire for
nursing students and practicing nurses showed that our
proposed system was useful for them to learn auscultation.
After introducing related works in Section II, we describe
the concepts and features of our system in Section III. The
key technologies of our simulator and the evaluation results
are described in Section IV. An application for a teacher to
lecture about auscultation was developed. It is introduced in
Section V. The questionnaires for students who set up and

Keywords-simulator; auscultation; nursing; KINECT.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Generally, practicing auscultation is a required subject
for students in medical and nursing schools. Students usually
learn disease sounds, correct points and order for locating a
stethoscope on the body in the practice. We proposed a new
auscultation practice system to learn auscultation techniques
effectively [1]. Humanoid-type simulators [2][3][4][5] have
been widely introduced into medical and nursing schools,
and several reports have found that such simulators improve
auscultation skills [6]. These humanoid simulators are
effective to learn disease sounds; and they enable
determining correct stethoscope locations by marking these
points on a mannequin. However, it is impossible to detect
whether or not a stethoscope is actually placed correctly on a
mannequin. Moreover, correct locations vary among patients
according to body size. Cardionics provides a hybrid
simulator in which a student plays the role of a patient
instead of a mannequin to solve such problems [7]. In this
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used our system and for practicing nurses are shown in
Section VI. The key points are summarized in Section VII.
II.

RELATED WORKS

Many kinds of patient simulators have been developed
and provided as medical and nursing training tools
[2][3][4][5][7][9]. Because we propose a new type of
simulator for practicing auscultation, we first discuss existing
auscultation simulators, which are divided into three groups:
the humanoid model type, the virtual reality type and the
hybrid type.
A. Humanoid model type
Kyoto Kagaku Co., Ltd. provides the Lung Sound
Auscultation Trainer (LSAT) [2], shown in Figure 1, for
respiratory auscultation. There are several small speakers
inside a mannequin. Disease sounds are recorded from real
patients. This simulator also works for cardiac auscultation
by changing from respiratory sounds to cardiac sounds.
Sakamoto Model Corporation provides the Sakamoto
auscultation simulator [4]. This simulator also works for both
respiratory and cardiac auscultation. Sakamoto provides a
transparent cover for this simulator, as shown in Figure 2, to
illustrate correct stethoscope locations.

B. Virtual reality type
Zadow, et al. developed the SimMed system for medical
education [9]. By using an interactive multi-touch tabletop to
display a simulated patient, as shown in Figure 3, they have
created an immersive environment that supports a large
variety of learning scenarios. The simulated patient can show
skin changes and be animated to show realistic bodily and
facial movements. By its nature, the setup allows scenarios
to be repeated easily and to be changed and configured
dynamically.
SimMed is substantially lower in cost than a full-scale
humanoid simulator. It has many functions, however, and is
still too expensive for most nursing schools. Moreover, while
students can touch the virtual patient on a display, they
cannot physically feel the motion of the virtual patient.

Figure 3. The SimMed system

Figure 1. Lung Sound Auscultation Trainer (LSAT)
by Kyoko Kagaku

C. Hybrid type
Cardionics provides the SimScope WiFi Hybrid
Simulator™ [8]. As shown in Figure 4, a specific
stethoscope has a Bluetooth earphone mounted to hear
disease sounds from a PC, and patches are attached on a
body to decide the locations for auscultation practices.
Therefore, a person who attaches patches on a body has to
know the correct locations for each practice. Students have
difficulty practicing auscultation by themselves.

Figure 2. Transparent chest cover, by Sakamoto Model, to illustrate
correct stethoscope locations

Although the above two simulators are focused on the
upper body, they simulate disease sounds, not the motion of
the upper body. And also, they cannot detect where a
stethoscope is placed on. Each price is too expensive to buy a
few of them.
On the other hand, the SimMan® 3G [4] by Laerdal is an
advanced patient simulator that can simulate the
characteristics of a real patient, including the blood pressure,
heart beat, chest motion, and so on. It is too expensive,
however, for a general nursing school to buy.

Figure 4. SimScope WiFi™ The Hybrid SimulatorTM by Cardionics

III.

SYSTEM CONCEPT

As a matter of course, the introduction cost is adequate
for the number of students in a nursing school. Among the
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nursing skills that students have to learn are the recognition
of different sounds between different kinds of diseases and
the knowledge about placing correct points and order for
locating a stethoscope on a body. In the case of respiratory
auscultation, students have to listen to respiratory sounds for
more than one cycle. Moreover, the learning progress for
every student is consolidated on a cloud server. Therefore, an
auscultation practice system requires the following issues:
·
Low system cost.
·
Simulating real disease sounds at different points on
the body.
·
Showing correct points for locating a stethoscope
on an operation display.
·
Judging whether or not a stethoscope is located on
shown points.
·
Judging whether or not a stethoscope is fixed on a
body for more than one respiratory cycle.
·
Logs that students practice are stored on a cloud
server.
Our practice system comprises a cloud server, terminal
equipment, and a PC for a teacher. The terminal equipment
and PC for a teacher are connected to the cloud server
through the Internet as shown in Figure 5. With the terminal
equipment in our system, shown in Figure 6, the students
themselves can act as patients instead of having mannequins
act as patients—much like in Cardionics’s hybrid
simulator—to achieve low cost. The stethoscope locations
and forward and backward movement of a body during
breathing are measured with KINECT. The students can hear
disease sounds generated by a PC through earphones. The
sound volume for each point is different for locating a
stethoscope, as with a real patient. Therefore, a specific
stethoscope and patches are not needed. These also enable
low system cost.
Log data for a student practicing with terminal equipment
are sent to the cloud server and stored. Such stored data are
managed in the cloud server. A teacher can access the cloud
server and can look at a list of learning progress reports for
each student.

Figure 5. System configuration of our proposed system

Figure 6. Terminal equipment in our proposed system

IV.

DETECTION TECHNOLOGIES

The following capabilities are necessary to implement
our auscultation practice tool:
·
Tracing a stethoscope.
·
Detecting a stethoscope’s location.
·
Detecting whether or not a stethoscope is placed
properly on a body.
·
Automatically adjusting correct points for locating a
stethoscope on a body according to body size.
Also, detecting the inhalation and expiration during
respiration is desired.
Because KINECT automatically generates position data
for a stethoscope while it is traced, we examined each of
these four issues except the second one.
A. Tracing a stethoscope
Three candidate tracing methods are shape tracing, color
tracing and the AR marker. Since a stethoscope is held by
hand, the shape of a stethoscope as viewed through a video
camera changes over time. And, size of AR marker on a
stethoscope would be too small to detect it with KINECT.
Therefore, we chose the color tracing, rather than shape
tracing or AR marker. The process of color tracing is shown
schematically in Figure 7. Video data from the BGR (Blue,
Green, and Red) 32 output of KINECT is converted to HSV
(Hue, Saturation, and Value) color data. First, the traced
object, i.e., a stethoscope, is pointed, and its hue histogram is
generated and stored. Then, masking data are generated for
each frame from the HSV data, the minimum saturation, and
the maximum and minimum brightness.
The video data for practice is also converted to HSV data,
and target areas are separated with the masking data. Noise,
including the hue data of the target area, is reduced by a
median filter. The output data from the median filter is then
traced by the cvCamShift function of Open CV [10]. Since
cvCamShift sometimes outputs incorrect data, the hue
histogram for the output data is repeatedly compared with
the pre-stored hue histogram. When these histograms are
equivalent, the color tracing is successful.
We used an experiment to select a target color from
among seven choices: “red”, “green”, “light blue”, “yellow”,
“yellow-green”, “pink”, and “orange”. We used KINECT v1
and examined whether it could detect only a target color. We
show the resulting data for the top three colors in Figure 8.
“Yellow-green” had the best performance, with no portions
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having the target color except the target. “Light blue” also
performed well, but since the color of a stethoscope tube is
“light blue”, that was detected. In the case of “yellow”, dots
of the same color appeared in the bottom-left region of the
image. The other colors exhibited more dots of the same
color or had a smaller target size. Hence, we chose “yellowgreen” as the target color for our experiments.
The aforementioned processing enables obtaining the x0
and y0 axis of a stethoscope on a video image window of
KINECT. The size of the video image window and the size
of the 3D window in KINECT are the same. Therefore, the
length z0 between KINECT and the location (x0, y0) can be
obtained to assign (x0, y0) to the 3D window as shown in
Figure 9. This means that the location (x0, y0, z0) can always
be obtained.

Figure 8. Experiment for deciding a target color

The KINECT camera should be tilted horizontally
because the z0 is the shortest length between the flat surface
of a KINECT camera and the flat surface going through the
measuring point parallel to the surface of the KINECT
camera. Also, we recommend the KINECT camera be
positioned at about shoulder height.

Figure 9. Relationship between video image window and 3D window in
KINECT

Figure 7. Process of color tracing

B. Detecting whether a stethoscope is placed on a body
At this time, we think determining whether or not a
stethoscope is placed exactly on a body is unnecessary, so
we do not use any sensors on the stethoscope. Instead, we
estimate the stethoscope is located on a body, where a
stethoscope is placed and fixed within distance S from a
body surface for T seconds, as shown in Figure 10. In this
figure, Lbs is the length between the shoulder and a KINECT,
and Ld is the threshold length to determine a stethoscope
placed on the body. We used S = 10 cm, and T = 0.3 second
to achieve balance between certainty and fast recognition. If
stricter detection were required, we could change these
parameters. Before measuring length Lst between a
stethoscope and a KINECT, we determine whether or not the
stethoscope is within the outline of a body by using a preinstalled program on a KINECT to get an outline.
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Figure 12. Scene of experiment for the back body
Figure 10. Scheme to estimate whether a stethoscope is placed on the body
TABLE I. COUNT OF DETECTING A STETHOSCOPE PLACED ON A BODY

We experimentally examined whether or not this method
was useful. We started to develop a prototype system by the
KINECT v1. However, as described in the next sub-section,
the KINECT v1 could not detect the respiration well.
Therefore, we redevelop the system by the KINECT v2. The
data for the front body were measured by the KINECT v1,
and the data for the back body were measure by the KINECT
v2. A student acting as a patient wore a white T-shirt with
dots marking correct stethoscope locations; a student acting
as a nurse placed a stethoscope on these marked dots. We
marked 10 dots on a front of T-shirt and 12 dots on the back
as shown in Figure 11. These points are decided on the
auscultation practice manual. The participants were five male
students and five female students for the front body, and
three male students and two female students for the back
body. Since we think that there is not difference between
male and female for the back body, we reduce the number of
patients. The experimental results are listed in Table I.
The system sometimes missed when the stethoscope was
placed at certain points (points 8, 9, 10) of the front body. As
seen from Figure 6, a stethoscope placed on one of these
points would sometimes be shadowed from KINECT,
especially for women, because these points were below the
breasts. The other hand, there are not big sagging on a Tshirt in the back body as shown in Figure 12. Therefore, the
system detected a stethoscope was placed on a T-shirt
perfectly for every participant.
These are possible solutions to improve detection rate for
the front body:
- Switch from a T-shirt to clothing with a tighter fit.
- Attach some dimensional markers to the stethoscope.

(a) Front view

(b) Back view

Figure 11. T-shirt with dots marking stethoscope locations

(1)

Front body

* Measured by KINECT v1
(2)

Back body

* Measured by KINECT v2

C. Detecting the inhalation and expiration in respiration
Burba et al. used chest motion to detect breathing [11].
They found that detecting the motion of the front body was
possible, but they did not describe detecting respiration from
the back body. However, practicing auscultation makes it
desirable to detect the inhalation and expiration from the
back body if feasible.
In our previous study, we found a KINECT v1 could
detect the inhalation and expiration from the front body.
However, mistakes sometimes occurred in detecting the
inhalation and expiration for the front body, and the output
data for some measurement points had extraordinary values.
In this section, first, we describe the difference between
KINECT v1 and v2 in detecting respiration for the front
body. Then, detecting respiration for the back body is
described.
1) Difference between KINECT v1 and v2 in detecting
respiration for the front body
Since there are two main types of breathing: chest
respiration and abdominal respiration, we select six points
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for measuring movement of the chest and abdomen in this
experiment, as shown in Figure 13. Since the stethoscope
location is not always fixed, we do not consider it in this
experiment. The upper three measuring points are the inner
junctions of five vertical lines equally dividing the space
between both shoulders into four regions and a horizontal
line halfway between the height of the center of the spine
and the average height of both shoulders. The lower three
measuring points are the inner junctions of the abovementioned vertical lines and a horizontal line through the hip
center. We adopt the same direction of more than 4 points as
the resultant direction.

Figure 13. Measuring points for breathing motion

We designed our system to detect the changes from
expiration to inhalation and vice versa as quickly as possible.
Since there were small but rapid changes in the output data,
we used a moving average of 30 samples, with a sampling
period of 10 ms. We then have specified that when the
sampling data continued to increase 3 times, the breathing
mode was expiration; and when the sampling data continued
to decrease 3 times, the breathing mode was inhalation.
We measured the number of inhalation and expiration in
breathing and their periods with our proposed system, and
compared the results with other data obtained by participants
keying the up and down arrow keys on a keyboard.
The experimental results were shown in Table II. We
measured them for two KINECTs that are K-1 and K-2. Both
of them were the same model. At first, we measured for
many participants with K-1. Our system counted more and
more breaths than did keying for most participants. Data
shown in Table II were some of them. In addition, the output
data for some measuring points had extraordinary values, as
shown in Figure 14 (2). We changed K-1 to K-2 to clear the
reason of this problem. Our system with K-2 could count
more accurately than that with K-1. However, our system
counted fewer breaths than did keying for participant D. And,
the extraordinary values were sometimes measured with K-2,
too. As shown in Figure 14 (1), our system detected changes
in breathing with a delay of about 1 sec. relative to keying
when breathings were correctly detected. The measured
delay is bigger than we expected.

TABLE II. NUMBER OF BREATHS IN KINECT V1

Participant

K-1

K-2

Keying

Proposed system

Inhalation Expiration Inhalation Expiration

A

12

12

16

16

B

10

10

39

39

C

14

14

15

15

C

11

11

11

11

D

10

10

7

7

E

15

15

15

15

We think this false detection is derived from the
aforementioned extraordinary output data. Also, we estimate
the extraordinary output would be derived from a sagging Tshirt and the depth measuring algorithm, which is the
random pattern scheme [8]. The random pattern algorithm
would be affected from fluctuations of sagging T-shirts as
movement from breathing.
We re-programmed the proposed system to KINECT v2;
its depth measuring algorithm is the time of flight (TOF) [8].
We experimentally examined the false-detection rate and
detection delay for the re-programmed system. The
experimental results were shown in Table III and Table IV.
The participants were eight male students and four female
students. They did not wear our prepared small white T-shirt,
but their own clothes. One false detection occurred in about
ten breaths for three participants, even though they wore a
relatively loose shirt or sweater.

Figure 14. (1) Respiratory period, and (2) change in distance between
KINECT v1 and measuring points
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Table III. Number of Breaths and detection delay in KINECT v2

TABLE IV. AVERAGE NUMBER OF BREATHS AND DETECTION DELAY IN
TABLE III

Table IV showed the average of the false detection rate
and detection delay. We think the false detection rate was
low enough for the auscultation practicing system. However,
some measured detection delays were longer than 1 second.
We have to improve the detection scheme for inhalation and
expiration so that shorter detection delays occur and a high
detection rate is possible. The other hand, since the
proposed system can start to measure movement of upper
body just after recognized a student playing a patient, it is
possible to avoid this problem by detecting respiration cycle
before a stethoscope placing on a body.

Figure 15. (1) Respiratory period, and (2) change in distance between
KINECT v2 and measuring points

As for the high detection rate, KINECT v2 did not find
any extraordinary values for every participant, as shown in
Figure 15. Because Figure 15 (2) is an example of
abdominal respiration, the measured values for every
abdominal measurement point varied widely and clearly. No
extraordinary values are evident in this figure.
We could not clarify the reason for the extraordinary
outputs found by KINECT v1 from these experiments.
However, we will develop our system using KINECT v2 in
the future.
2) Detecting respiration for the back body
We tried to utilize the previously described program to
detect the inhalation and expiration during respiration for
the back body. We noticed that the detection results for the
back body were opposite to those for the front body in preexperiment. When a participant breathed in, our system
recognized it as expiration. Also, we noticed that the motion
of the back body was different from that of the front body.
Hence, we measured the motions of both shoulders in
addition to the previously described six points for 13
participants. Five of them were female.
There were many participants who beyond our
expectation. The measured data values for only two of the
thirteen participants varied clearly and widely enough to
detect the inhalation and expiration in both the chest and
abdomen. Also, we could not get enough data to detect them
for other participants. Most clearly changed data
corresponded to the breathing shown in Figure 16, and less
than optimal data are shown in Figure 17 and Figure 18.
We noted the following issues from these measured
data:
- All measured data on the back chest changed to less
than the data on the abdomen.
- In the case of abdominal respiration, the shoulders
almost never move up and down.
Measurement points on which data clearly changed
depended on the person. For example, for both Participant A
in Figure 16 and B in Figure 17, the shoulders moved up
and down for chest respiration. The other hand, the
shoulders of Participant C in Figure 18 did not move.
However, we do not think that this issue is serious
problem. The reason we would like to detect motion of
upper body derived from respiration is that we think a
student playing a nurse feels unnatural when sounds of
expiration or inhalation do not synchronize with movement
of the upper body. When there is not any movement of a
back body, there is not any synchronization between
respiration sounds and motion of back body. Therefore, a
student playing a nurse would not care for the replay timing
of respiration sounds, when a back body did not move. In
prototype system, when the system detects motion of back
body, respiration sounds are replayed to synchronize with
movement of a back body: when the system cannot detect
them, respiration sounds are automatically replayed with
respiration cycle measured for a front body.
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(2)
(1)

(2)

Chest respiration (Shoulder)
(3)

(3)

Chest respiration (Shoulder)

Chest respiration (Back body)

Abdominal respiration (Back body)

(4)

Abdominal respiration (Back body)

Abdominal respiration (Shoulder)

Figure 17. Example of unclearly motion in the back body (1)
Participant B, Sex: Female, Cloth: Her own loose shirt

(4)

Abdominal respiration (Shoulder)

Figure 16. Example of clearly motion in the back body
Participant A, Sex: Male, Cloth: Prepared T-shirt

(1) Chest respiration (Back body)

(1)

Chest respiration (Back body)

(2) Chest respiration (shoulder)
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YRE = YRS * Ymrs/Ysrs
,
(4)
where
(XLS, YLS) is the left-side standard location,
(Xsls, Ysls) is the standard left shoulder position,
(Xsrs, Ysrs) is the standard right shoulder positon,
(Xpls, Ypls) is the measured left shoulder position of the patient,
and
(Xprs, Yprs) is the measured right shoulder positon of the
patient.

(3) Abdominal respiration (Back body)

(4) Abdominal respiration (Shoulder)
Figure 18. Example of unclearly motion in the back body (2)
Participant C, Sex: Male, Cloth: Prepared T- shirt

D. Automatically adjusting according to body size
The correct points for placing a stethoscope depend on
the size of the body; they differ a little between men and
women. Also, their X and Y values vary according to the
distance between a student playing a patient and a KINECT.
Therefore, we estimate correct positions for placing a
stethoscope with respect to the positions of both shoulder
joints and both hip joints.
Two sets of correct position data and the positions of
both shoulders and both hips are measured and stored as
standard man and woman data. Since the origin of the output
of KINECT’s depth camera is at the upper left, it is difficult
to compare body sizes among people. Therefore, for each
person we reset the origin to the junction of a horizontal line
connecting the average right and left hip heights and a
vertical line passing through the midpoint between the right
and left hip heights. Here, we assume that a person is sitting
upright, and that the human body is a little unsymmetrical.
The result of resetting the origin for each person is illustrated
in Figure 19.
The estimated left-side (XLE, YLE) and right-side (XRE,
YRE) locations are calculated with the following equations by
using the above stored standard locations and the measured
positions of both shoulders and both hips:
XLE = XLS * Xmls/Xsls
,
YLE = YLS * Ymls/Ysls
,
XRE = - XRS * Xmrs/Xsrs ,

(1)
(2)
(3)

Figure 19. Illustration of adjusting locations for body size

We measured the ten points marked on a T-shirt and
skeleton data for three men and three women to validate the
proposed automatically adjusting algorithm. Each man wore
the same T-shirt like that in Figure 11.
Since the T-shirt was relatively small, it should have
closely fit each person, and we predicted the marked points
should have adjusted to each person correctly. After
selecting one man and one woman each as the standard, we
estimated correct points a stethoscope placing by using the
above equations and the data for the standard person.
TABLE V. COMPARISON BETWEEN MEASURED AND ESTIMATED
LOCATIONS

Location
2
4
6
8
10

measured
estimated
measured
estimated
measured
estimated
measured
estimated
measured
estimated

Male-1
Male-2
Female-1 Female-2
X
Y
X
Y
X
Y
X Y
28 136 46 157 53 167 52 157
33 142 42 154 35 164 36 155
28 118 43 140 55 144 53 133
32 127 40 137 45 140 46 131
27 94 44 118 52 123 50 107
31 107 39 116 44 120 45 113
30 51 43 78 55 68 50 59
33 72 41 77 56 68 57 64
40 36 49 59 62 52 65 54
38 57 48 62 63 55 65 52
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Since there was not big difference between left-side data
and right-side data, we showed only the left-side data in
Table V. The location relationships between measured and
estimated correct points for a female and male participant are
shown in Figure 19. In these figures, shoulder points and
correct points a stethoscope placing for a standard person,
and shoulder point and estimated and measured correct
points a stethoscope placing for other participants are
presented.

difference must be that each person did not wear the T-shirt
symmetrically in the horizontal direction. In case of Figure
20 (2), differences between estimated and measured Y values
were bigger for lower points, because the T-shirt was less
elastic in the vertical direction.
We think the above experiment does not appropriate to
evaluate the proposed estimation scheme for adjusting
locations to different body sizes after experimenting. We try
to devise an appropriate scheme to evaluate this technology.
V.

APPLICATION

As we described already, every necessary technology to
implement a practical auscultation practice system has been
achieved. Therefore, we developed a simple application for
a teacher to explain practicing auscultation for the lungs.
Our co-authors in the nursing course showed the
following functions:
- Dividing the upper body: The lungs and the abdomen
were divided, and the right and left lungs were divided
up and down at the pit of the stomach level.
- Assigning sounds: An appropriate sound was assigned
to each divided area for teaching content.

(1) Female-1

-

(2) Male-1
Figure 20. Example of measured and estimated correct points

Data unit in Figure 20 was not the millimeter, but the
pixel. In these figures, 10 pixels corresponded roughly to 4
cm. Differences between estimated and measured positions
depend on participants and measuring points. Maximum
difference was about 8 cm. In case of Figure 20 (1), shoulder
and hip positions of Female-1 were the same as those of a
standard participant. Therefore, estimated correct positions
of Female-1 were the same as those of a standard participant.
However, locations of measured points were different from
location of estimated ones in Y axis. The reason for this

We developed two programs:
Sound assigning program: This program assigns a
sound to each area, dividing the upper body into five
areas.
Auscultation teaching program: This program detects
on which area a stethoscope should be placed, and it
replays a sound assigned to that area.

Figure 21 (1) shows the operation window to assign a
sound file to each divided area. The front upper body was
divided into five areas. The upper three points are the
location on both shoulders and the bottom of the throat that
was obtained from the Microsoft skeleton program. The pit
of the stomach was also obtained from the Microsoft
skeleton program. The abdomen is the isosceles right
triangle whose top is the pit of the stomach. First, a teacher
selects an area. Then, he or she selects a sound by clicking
the right radio buttons according to the taught content.
Disease sounds are managed using the operation window
shown in Figure 21 (2). Because the disease sounds were
different for the expiration and inhalation, both of them
were prepared. Prepared sound files were assigned to
expiration and inhalation for each disease.
Figure 22 shows an example window of the developed
teaching program. When a stethoscope is placed on various
areas, the area on which the stethoscope is placed changes
yellow.
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continue their learning. Hence, we asked nursing students
and practicing nurses to test whether or not our system was
useful for them. Unfortunately, we did not ask medical
students. For this questionnaire, we used the first prototype
for which a student heard one sound when a stethoscope
was placed on anyplace of the upper body, not the second
prototype written in Section V.

(1)

(2)

Assigning sound

Management of sounds

Figure 21. Operation window to assign a sound to divided body area

A. Nursing course student
We asked six nursing students who took physical
assessment including practicing auscultation. The questions
asked of them and the results are as follows;
Q1: Could you set up this system by yourself?
Yes: 6, No: 0
Q2: Did you hear both a normal sound and a disease
sound when you placed a stethoscope on the body?
Yes: 5, No: 1
Q3: Did you hear sounds prior to placing a stethoscope
on the body?
Yes: 5, No: 1
Q4: Which simulator is more useful to practice
auscultation, the
existing mannequin or our system?
Equal: 2, Our system: 4, Mannequin: 0
Q5: Would you like to use this system to practice
auscultation?
Yes: 6, No: 0
Their comments were as follows:
(1) Disease sounds can be learned in addition to
learning communication with patients.
(2) Imagining a practical patient is easy.
(3) Learning is possible while practicing auscultation
naturally.
(4) I’m very interested in this system, because it could
utilize a wide range of applications.
(5) I feel the timing of the replayed sounds was a little
different from that in real situations.
(6) I feel the replayed sounds were a little different
from those in real life, because I could not hear the
heartbeats.
On the basis of the answers for Q3 and comments for (5),
we redesigned the replay timing of sounds so that they could
be heard naturally.

Figure 22. Operation window of the auscultation teaching program

VI.

B. Practicing nurse
We asked the following questions to 50 practicing
nurses. Their age composition is shown in Figure 23. Most
of them had several years of experience.

EVALUATION

We think our system is useful for not only students in
medical and nursing schools but also for practicing nurses to
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Figure 23. Age composition of questionnaires to active nurses

Q1: Are you interested in this system?

Q2: Does our system imitate real clinical situations?

themselves play the role of a patient instead of a humanoid
model, and the locations for stethoscope placement on the
body are measured with KINECT. Therefore, this practice
system has low cost. In addition, the system can judge
whether or not stethoscope locations are correct. Practicing
students hear disease sounds, synchronized with the
movement of breathing, through earphones or a speaker.
We developed a prototype system and evaluated it
experimentally. The results showed that our system could
perfectly detect stethoscope placement on a body, except for
three lower points, and that it could detect respiratory
changes. Also, it perfectly detected the inhalation and
expiration during respiration for the front body. However,
the detection delay for respiratory changes was slightly
larger than expected. We found that most people breathed
without any movement on their back body.
We asked nursing students and practicing nurses to test
whether or not our system was useful for them. The results
of a questionnaire showed that our system was useful for
them to learn auscultation. However, some of them felt the
replay timing of sounds was a little different from that in
real situations.
We think that it is possible to solve or avoid such
problems; and plan to provide production service in a future.
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Abstract—The paper presents the latest results of developing a
new method of noninvasive continuous blood pressure
monitoring. This method is based on the principle of pulse
wave compensation. It is shown that sensors for such a
measurement should be not only smart, but also active. In this
connection, the concept of smart sensors is expanded to the
concept of active sensors. The technical design of the active
sensor for noninvasive pressure measurement is described. The
results of active sensor calibration and testing are under
discussion. The last section of the report is devoted to the
development of software for active sensor control - its
intellectual stuffing. In this section is described and justified a
new principle of active measurement of quasi-periodic
processes - pulse wave compensation based on prediction
patterns. The progress achieved in the research and the ways
for further investigation are outlined in the conclusion.
Keywords - smart and active sensors; compensation method;
arterial blood pressure monitoring.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Advancements in semiconductor industry substantiate a
dramatic growth of rate of innovations in a wide range of
human activities - from computer technology and
communications to home appliances and transport. This
acceleration is due mainly to delivering smaller, cheaper,
more reliable solutions able to integrate critical functions
such as analog circuits, and embedded microprocessors in a
single device. New packaging technologies and
methodologies have also improved the cost and reliability of
the assembly of packages with small footprints. For example,
chip-scale packages have reduced semiconductor package
sizes to the dimensions of the die inside. Other innovations,
such as the use of a known good die or foldable printed
circuit boards, have also provided considerable
miniaturization in the overall space occupied by the
electronic portion of the modern devices.
Medical technology is a broad field where the above
innovations play a crucial role in sustaining health. The
development of medical devices and equipment has made
significant contributions to improving the health of people all
around the world. From “small” innovations like healthcare
gadgets that help a person to monitor and manage serious
health conditions like asthma, heart problems (see Fig. 1),
diabetes, etc., to larger, more complex technologies like MRI

machines, artificial organs, and robotic prosthetic limbs,
technology has undoubtedly made an incredible impact on
medicine.

Figure 1. An example illustrating the incredible progress in medical
technology: the ECG monitor evolution from the first commercial huge
size machine (1911), consuming a lot of electrical energy, to a pocket-sized
healthcare gadget (2016), powered by a compact battery.

It should be noted that the development of low-cost, low
power, multi-functional medical devices, that are small and
can communicate in wireless manner over short distances,
like ECG monitor shown in Fig. 1, is only the visible tip of
the modern medical technology iceberg. Its main core is that
medical devices are getting smarter. Embedded
microprocessors, SOC (System On a Chip), SBC (Single
Board Computers), integral PDAs (Personal digital
assistants) and advanced sensor technology are all common
elements of today’s medical devices. The computing power
of microprocessors and high performance peripherals
provide the ability to support several simultaneous processes:
the sensor management, signal processing, data collection
and analysis, wired and wireless communications and user
interface. This gives unlimited possibilities in the design of
medical devices. On the other hand, it leads to myriad ways
of combining the components in developing well-defined
purpose devices, and, accordingly, it requires to investigate a
lot of possible solutions and to find the optimal one.
In this paper our experience in the development of a
modern high-tech medical device - arterial blood pressure
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(ABP) monitor is presented and the results obtained in its
implementation, including the main result - the elaboration
of the basic architectural components concept, named an
Active Sensor by analogy with the Smart Sensor (see Fig. 2)
are discussed. Initially, these results have been briefly
considered at the Second International Conference on Smart
Portable, Wearable, Implantable and Disability-oriented
Devices and Systems (SPWID 2016) [1]. In this article they
will be discussed in detail.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section II
provides a detailed discussion of the Smart Sensor and the
Active Sensor concepts. It also gives strong arguments in
favor of the Active Sensor concept for developing medical
devices. Section III gives a short overview of existing noninvasive ABP monitoring methods. Section IV introduces a
new method of ABP monitoring proposed by the authors –
pressure compensation method. Section V describes in detail
the structure and design of the sensor developed. In Section
VI the results obtained in real experiments with active ABP
monitoring are reported. In Section VII some ways to
overcome the shortcomings associated with the incomplete
compensation of time–varying blood pressure caused by a
simplified structure of the PID (proportional–integral–
derivative) feedback controller are scheduled. Finally, the
Conclusion briefly summarizes the problems discussed in the
article.
II.

FROM SMART SENSORS TO ACTIVE SENSORS

One of the main trends in developing modern devices and
instruments in medicine as well as in a rather broader field –
the development of industrial control and monitoring
systems – is a full implementation of smart sensors [2].
The basic architectural components of the Smart Sensor
are shown in Fig. 2 (a more detailed description can be found
in IEEE 1451 Standards, created by the IEEE
Instrumentation and Measurement Society’s TC-9 Technical
Committee on Sensor Technology). The Smart Sensor
consists of four main components: the Sensing Unit (SU) that
collects real-world analog data, the Signal Conditioning
circuitry and the Analog to Digital Converter (ADC)
destined to condition and convert data to the digital domain,
and, finally, microprocessor (μP), which by means of
Applications installed performs the main tasks of the Sensor.
Task processing can be supported by Memory and
Communication Unit; some results can be displayed by
Local User Interface (IEEE 1451 general model of a Smart
Sensor).
The most important component of the Smart Sensor
architecture is certainly a microprocessor (μP). As mentioned
above, the computing power of microprocessors provides
both the ability to support multiple simultaneous processes
and the processing of data associated with each of them.
Data processing can be very complicated: nonlinear,
adaptive to data variability, incorporating artificial
intelligence (AI) elements, etc. However, it should be noted
that due to the unidirectional data flow from SU to the
microprocessor, the latter does not affect the conditions of
data measurement – it can only manipulate in some way the
data measured.

Figure 2. The principal components architectures of Smart Sensor (green)
[2] and Active Sensor (blue) [1]. The latter extends the circuit of Smart
Sensor by adding the Sensing Unit control sub-circuit.

The above fact is of little importance in artificial systems,
whose behavior is stationary or is forecasted at least
statistically. The situation is different when somebody deals
with living systems, e.g., with a human. As noted in [3], due
to highly non-linear, non-equilibrium nature of living
systems even the slightest differences in the physiological
state of the bio-system used and in the conditions obtained in
a experiment can, in consequence of deterministic chaos,
assume singular importance.
We came face to face with this situation and its inherent
problems when a few years ago began to develop a smart
medical device – arterial blood pressure (ABP) monitor. At
that time we thought that supplying the classic tonometer by
some tracking system, followed by block forming pressure
dynamics prediction and flexible active sensor controller
based on the prediction, we will be able to monitor ABP
continuously in time in absolute units – in mmHg. It is
possible because such a device would have to implement the
proposed earlier compensation method for measuring the
pressure. Of course, to compensate the variable pressure in
real time that monitor had to include powerful computational
tools. We believe, that the use of embedded microcontroller
with smart applications can produce much better results than
a standard digital tonometer can. So, the use of a built-in
microcontroller (μC) and its periphery gives the monitor
characteristic features of smart sensors, as shown in Fig. 2.
But it turned out, that for the realization of this idea we had
to go even one-step further – to introduce a SU control
feedback loop, which depends on data observed. Thus, the
idea of an Active Sensor was created, whose components
architecture expands the architecture of the Smart Sensor.
The basic architectural components of the Active Sensor
are shown in Fig. 2. The Active Sensor circuit extends the
circuit of the Smart Sensor by adding the Sensing Unit
control sub-circuit. In contrast to the data measurement path,
the control sub-circuit is directed in the opposite way - from
the microprocessor to SU, although composed essentially of
the same, but performing the inverse functions components Digital to Analog Converter (DAC) and Control
Conditioning circuitry. Thus, if in the Smart Sensor SU is
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simply, in unidirectional way connected to the
microprocessor, in the Active Sensor it is included in a loop
circuit consisting of the data measuring and controlling subcircuits.
Before moving on to the practical implementation of the
above rather abstract concept of an Active Sensor, it is
appropriate to review briefly the set of ideas and approaches
existing today in the field of non-invasive arterial blood
pressure monitoring.
III.

ABP MONITORING APPROACHES

One of the first (1876) noninvasive devices suitable for
measuring human arterial blood pressure was a
plethysmograph invented by Etienne Jules Marey. Its
functioning was based on the recording of pulsed changes in
the limb volume caused by ABP pulsations [4]. Upon
measurements, the patient’s forearm was placed into
plethysmograph, which was filled with warm water. A
change in the blood content in the forearm arteries resulted in
water displacement from the plethysmograph, which in turn
moved the float and stylus that recorded the plethysmogram,
as shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. Marey’s device for measuring ABP: the plethysmograph O is
connected with both reservoir V that is filled with water and hung up on a
block B and a mercurial manometer M; the volume change is written in
sooty tape K by a stylus connected with float E [4].

In the Marey’s experiment, volume changes were
recorded at constant pressure in the plethysmograph O,
which was set by the height level of water reservoir V and
reflected in monometer M connected to O. In his
experiments, Marey obtained many interesting results; he
found the dependence of the plethysmogram amplitude on
the plethysmograph pressure [4]. In principle, on the bases of
these data, as it became known later, Marey could have
determined the two main parameters of ABP, both systolic

and diastolic pressure. However, due to difficulty of the
implementation and ambiguity of interpretation of the result,
Marey’s plethysmographic method was not used for a long
time (about 100 years). At the end of the 19th century, more
attention was paid to methods of measuring ABP that are
based on sphygmomanometry, monitoring of changes in the
character of the heart pulses (tense pulse, soft pulse, etc.),
which is manifested in micromovements of arterial walls.
The main task of sphygmomanometer devices was to find
such an external pressure on an artery that would balance the
counterpressure of the blood with the bloodstream ceasing
and the pulse, correspondingly, disappearing. The most
successful sphygmomanometer out of the first devices was
the device of Samuel von Bashe, created by him in 1881.
With its help he determined systolic pressure, although only
approximately. Gustav Gartner in 1899 improved this device
and referred to it as a tonometer.
The search for a noninvasive way to measure ABP
culminated in two discoveries that made successes in the
cardiological studies in the 20th century possible: description
of Riva-Rocci’s sphygmomanometer in 1896 and discovery
of Korotkoff’s sounds in 1905. Riva-Rocci’s method is
compression of a brachial artery using a special cuff that
relates to a mercurial manometer. Air is pumped into the cuff
using a bulb until the pulse in a radial artery disappears and,
then, it is slowly released. ABP is determined by manometer
indications, when the pulse appears. Thus, the device makes
it possible to assess systolic pressure. Korotkoff’s discovery
of the particularities of sound effects upon decompression of
a brachial artery in 1905 underlies an alternative method for
determining systolic and diastolic ABP. It is believed that
Korotkoff’s sounds relate to impairments in the laminar flow
of blood in arteries upon their crossclamping. This
impairment is accompanied by shock phenomena, and their
sound makes it possible to hear the pulse within the range
between systolic and diastolic ABP.
Technological advances in the field of microelectronics
and computer engineering made it possible in the second half
of the 20th century to improve Riva Rocci’s and Korotkoff’s
classic method for measuring ABP [5]. The improvements
were mainly connected with the intention to maximally
exclude the effect of the human factor on measurements.
Thus, it was found that the most convenient estimate of the
pulse for automatic procedures of determination of
parameters of ABP is the amplitude of pressure oscillations
in an occlusion cuff, a fact that was discovered by Marey a
hundred years before! In 1976 the first bedside automatic
instrument for measuring ABP (Dinamap825), which
employed a modified method of Marey’s, was produced. The
transition from a plethysmograph to a typical occlusion cuff
combining a device for creation of external compression and
a pulsation sensor, which is not very accurate, but acceptable
for measuring ABP, gave birth to a new oscillometric
technique. Today, a portion of automatic and semiautomatic
AP meters that are based on the oscillometric technique
constitute approximately 80% of all the devices.
Manufacturers intensely compete in the field of study of
algorithms for processing measured data to increase the
accuracy and reliability of the results obtained. Recent
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devices have an increased intelligence level (including fuzzy
logic models), and they could be fully related to smart
sensors (see Fig. 2).
The methods mentioned assume a single measurement of
the ABP parameters. It is often sufficient for general
assessment of the state of the cardiovascular system.
However, there are many situations that require continuous
beat-to-beat ABP monitoring. At the worst, it is implemented
invasively directly inside one of the peripheral arteries upon
introduction of a catheter into it. However, since invasive
methods relate to patient discomfort and there is a risk of
complications upon introduction of a catheter, noninvasive
methods are preferable for routine measurements.
Jan Peňáz was among the first to put forward a method of
continuous non-invasive blood pressure monitoring [6]. His
method described in 1973 was aimed at reducing the risks of
arterial cauterization. The Peňáz method employed the idea
of “vascular unloading”, based on the assumption that in the
“unloaded state” the pressure inside the blood vessel is equal
to the outside pressure.
The basic element of the device proposed by Peňáz is a
small finger cuff (Fig. 4 (A)) that has an infra-red (IR) light
source on one side and a light receiver on the opposite side.
The blood volume of the finger is estimated via the
absorbance of IR light. The signal obtained by such a
plethysmograph is further used in a feedback loop to control
the pressure in the cuff. The pressure is controlled in such a
way that blood volume in the finger is kept constant in time
and equal to the volume, which corresponds to the unloaded
vessels state defined during the calibration process. In this
case the oscillations of the controlling pressure are
approximately equal to pressure in the arteries. Later some
formulae were proposed for recalculating pressure from
finger vessels to brachial arteries, which made it possible to
verify the method with respect to classical procedures.

arterial wall tension becomes parallel to the tonometer
sensing surface and arterial pressure is then the remaining
stress (perpendicular to the surface) measured by the sensor.
The pressure needed to flatten but not occlude the artery is
known as the “proper hold-down pressure” and is calculated
by a complicated algorithm, which includes the preliminary
estimate of systolic, diastolic and pulse pressures over a
range of “hold-down pressures”.
Currently, the devices employing these methods include
the CNAPTM (Peñáz’s approach, Fig. 4 (A)) and T-line from
Tensys Medical (arterial tonometry approach, Fig. 4 (B)).
The methods of continuous non-invasive blood pressure
monitoring have both advantages and disadvantages [5]. We
believe that the main drawback of these non-invasive
methods is the following: irrespective of the method of
vascular unloading the control of the unloading is exercised
using integral parameters (blood vessels filling, overall
sensor force, sensor displacement, etc.).
It enables
monitoring an average pulse wave of ABP but does not
guarantee the details of the pulse form. We proposed a new
method of arterial blood pressure monitoring that is aimed at
local unloading of arterial walls by compensating local
pressure.
IV.

COMPENSATION BASED APPROACH TO ABP
MONITORING

When analyzing well–known methods of non–invasive
continuous measurement of blood pressure, we conclude that
the best results of monitoring non–stationary dynamics of
blood pressure are achieved by the so–called compensation
methods or methods like them.

Figure 4. Modern approaches to ABP monitoring systems.

Figure 5. Measuring physical quantities using the compensation method:
(A) measuring object weights Wu using a balance scale; (B)a bridge circuit
of measurement of unknown resistance Ru; (C) measuring pressure Pu in
aggressive media by controlling the undeformed state of a membrane.

Another technique, which provides continuous noninvasive blood pressure monitoring is arterial tonometry [7].
Like the Peňáz method arterial tonometry is based on pulse
oscillation estimates, but here the principal of arterial
unloading is different. In this case the cuff is placed on the
wrist, so the sensor is over the radial artery (Fig. 4 (B)). The
sensor presses the artery to the radial bone until it is flattened
enough but not occluded. At this intermediate position

Compensation methods are applied for measurement of
various physical quantities and are based on the
compensation of an unknown measured value by controlled
counter value and nullification of their difference. The
simplest example of the compensation method is the use of
balance scales on which unknown mass Wu is measured
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using a set of weights Wv, Fig. 5 (A). A scale null indicator is
a vertical position of a beam or connected arrow pointer.
The compensation methods are high-precision, applied
for mechanical and electrical measurements, and can be
implemented in the form of bridge and half-bridge circuits
(Figures. 5 (B), 5 (C)). In some cases, to increase
measurement precision at deviations from zero that are less
than the discreteness of a controlled physical quantity, a
calibrated scale of a null detector can be used. Note that
compensation methods are usually used to measure the static
variables – constant unknown resistance Ru in bridge circuit
– Fig. 5 (B) and the steady pressure Pu in aggressive
environment – Fig. 5 (C).
We consider the compensation method as the
fundamental basis to measure the varying blood pressure.
The application of this method for measuring the non–static
dynamic quantity has become possible for two reasons. First,
the fact that blood pressure changes are not so fast, its
rhythm is of the order of one beat per second, and its
spectrum fits into the range of a few tens of Hz. Second,
there are relatively cheap high-performance microcontrollers
(ATMEL, MICROCHIP, STMicroelectronics, etc.) available
at present, for which the ABP dynamics represents almost
quasi-static changes.
V.

THE STRUCTURE AND DESIGN OF THE SENSOR

As noted above, our method of measuring ABP is aimed
at local, without cuffs, unloading of arterial walls by means
of compensating intra–arterial pressure by controlled
pressure. Our method of measurement is like the method of
bridge measurement of unknown pressure Pu in Fig. 5 (C),
but it has dynamic, “adaptive” features as in the Peňáz
method [6]. The appearance of the device developed for
continuous ABP monitoring and its typical use for measuring
intra–arterial pressure is presented in Fig. 6.

Figure 6. Active sensor for continuous blood pressure monitoring with a
fluid-filled SU camera and an aperture covered by an elastic membrane; its
typical arangement on the patient’s wrist.

Note that the device developed (Figures 6 (A), 6 (B))
conforms exactly to the concept of an Active Sensor (see
Section II, Fig. 2). The main role here is played by the
programmable microcontroller μC (STM32L152RBT), that

has the communication I/O (USB) on one side, and on the
other side it has pm (pressure monitor – data measuring subcircuit) and pc (pressure control – SU controlling sub-circuit)
interfaces to the measuring unit SU (sensor unit).
The data measuring sub-circuit pm contains membrane
displacement indicator SC (signal conditioning) and pressure
gauge with instrument amplifier M. The SU controlling subcircuit pc includes the pump PD and the chip for pump
control CD (control driver). Both sub-circuits – pm and pc –
are tubes coming from the fluid-filled cavity of the
measuring unit SU. SU is a camera with an aperture covered
by an elastic membrane (of red color in Fig. 6(D)) and
containing a thin rod with one end attached to the membrane,
the other end partially overlaps IR-radiation flux inside
optoelectronic infrared pair IRp. Thus, this rod gives us a
way to measure the membrane deformation as it serves as an
indicator of displacement.
When the pressures in the SU chamber and directly
behind the membrane differ, the latter is deformed with
respect to one side or another and the rod is shifted in the
direction of the deformation. This displacement leads to a
change in the shuttering of the radiation flow IRp, which is
then recorded by the displacement indicator SC. If the SU
pressure is chosen so that the membrane returns into a flat,
undeformed state, then the pressure out of SU can be
measured due to the equality of the pressures on both sides
of the membrane. If SU is established directly above the
radial artery as it shown in Figures 6 (C), 6 (D), then we
measure the arterial pressure under the assumption that it is
equal to the external pressure. This constitutes the idea of the
compensation method that we proposed.
Our last improvement of the ABP monitor presents a
somewhat different technological SU implementation. Here a
fluid, filling SU camera is substituted by the air. We had to
make this step as the previous construction of the ABP
monitor had to be supplied by sealed SU camera to prevent
fluid leakage. To prevent the permeability, it requires to
supply the monitor by additional control tools and additional
mechanical components, which could bring about a
considerable complication of device setup. Thus, it was
decided to develop a monitor with a chamber filled with air,
because small air leakage being acceptable in this case.
Moreover, it turns out that a substitute of working liquid
by air opens new ways of SU construction implementation –
a controlled air leakage could be used as a toll controlling
pressure in the SU chamber. It turned out that in this case it
can be done without the elastic membrane covering the
aperture! The skin surface within SU aperture could act as a
membrane.
The appearance of the ABP monitor with air filled SU
chamber and its general structure are shown in Fig. 7.
Besides the main chamber with compensating air pressure P
over aperture (similar in construction to fluid filled SU
chamber) there are channels diverting air with their chambers
and pressure Pout gauges. These channels are located near the
aperture on the surface of the SU contacting with wrist.
Thus, here like in the previous version of ABP monitor is
possible to pick out two sub-circuits – pm (data measuring
sub-circuit) and pc (controlling sub-circuit). The pm sub-
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circuit by means of an outer pump controls the compensating
pressure P in a main chamber of SU. The pc sub-circuit
measures the difference ΔP = P – Pout, based on which the
control is carried out. The control is aimed at providing such
meanings of ΔP, that ensure minimum air flow from aperture
to the channels diverting air. This implies the existence of
the thinnest channel between the SU surface and the surface
of wrist. In other words, the aim of the control is to keep the
dynamics of the compensating pressure in such a way that
the surface of the skin would be separated from the SU, but
would not move away from it, as shown in Fig. 7 (C). In
general, construction described reminds a sensor for classical
tonometry forward in [8], but the advantage of our ABP
monitor is that it enables to make direct pressure
measurement and it does not have mobile mechanical parts.

measured by SC (and preceding stored values). The control
algorithm was initially chosen as the simplest PID controller
[9], with its control signal yj at the time moment (reading) j
being formed according to the classic recurrence formula:


yj yj-1kI ε jkp ε j ε j-1kd ε j 2ε j-1  ε j-2



where yj-1 is the preceding signal, ε j ε j-1  ε j-2 are the current
and preceding displacements of the membrane from the flat
position, and kI kp kd are the PID integral, proportional and
derivative coefficients, that are selected empirically. It
follows from the plots in Fig. 8 (B), that using PID
controlling (1) it is possible for a sufficiently wide range of
changes of the external pressure (10–170 mmHg) to keep the
membrane of SU near the equilibrium position.

Figure 7. Active sensor for continuous blood pressure monitoring with an
air-filled SU camera and without a membrane; its typical arangement on
the patient’s wrist.

The new construction of ABP monitor undoubtedly fully
corresponds to the concept of the Active Sensor. Moreover,
it uses the same microcontroller and applications exercising
data processing and control were modified slightly. The first
experiments gave the same results, which were obtained by
the authors earlier and will be described in the next section.
VI.

EXPERIMENTS WITH THE SENSOR DEVELOPED

The qualitative description of the functioning of the ABP
monitor given above could be illustrated by quantitative
results obtained by authors in the experiments with the
device. Fig. 8 (A) gives the dependence of the SU membrane
deformation displacement (in units of the ADC of the
displacement indicator SC) on a uniform increase in the
pressure inside SU at constant external pressure (the pressure
difference at the membrane P is the indications of M in
mmHg that are counted from the atmospheric pressure). It
follows from the plots that in small (±5 mmHg) range of
pressure difference on both sides of the membrane the signal
of the displacement indicator SC is proportional to it. Fig. 8
(B) presents similar dependences of the displacement of the
membrane of SU and pressure P inside SU (that is counted
from the atmospheric pressure) upon the compensation of
uniformly increasing external pressure, with the pressure
control pc being on. The compensation pressure P is created
by a pump, when the voltage with pulse-width modulation,
which in turn is formed by the microcircuit CD, is applied to
its driver PD.
Without specifying the details of the mechanism of
formation, note that the resulting P is proportional to the
control signal y, which is directed by the microcontroller μC
to CD in response to the membrane displacement ε that is

Figure 8. The dynamics of the SU membrane displacement (ADC units)
in response to changes of the pressure difference inside and outside the SU.

Based on the calibration data numerous experiments on
monitoring blood pressure were carried out. The results of
one of the measurements are given in Fig. 9. The lower part
of the figure graph shows that the use of the PID control
makes it possible to hold the membrane close to undistorted
(flat) state for all the time of blood pressure measurement.
The quality of such regulation can be estimated by the value
of uncompensated difference in pressures equivalent
(proportionate) to deviations of the membrane from the flat
position (a kind of the membrane jitter).

Figure 9. The dynamics of the SU membrane displacement (ADC units)
while compensating the time-varying outside blood pressure.
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To illustrate the compensation Fig. 9 (top) shows a graph
of pressure P inside the chamber SU (the data from pressure
gauge M), as well as the same data corrected by the
membrane jitter values. In comparison with P the
uncompensated difference in pressures ΔP is not large. Fig. 9
also shows that P, on average, coincides with the estimate of
ABP, but at the moments of a rapid change in the pulse
waveform the controller cannot trace these changes.
The overall impression of the first results of monitoring
blood pressure with the help of the above–described active
sensor is ambivalent. On the one hand, the sensor does its
task – it can be used not only to measure the main parameters
of blood pressure – systolic and diastolic blood pressure
(range of ABP), but also to observe the varying pulse wave,
and not through indirect measurements but by measuring the
pressure itself (in mmHg). On the other hand, as it could be
initially assumed, a simple PID controller does not provide
full compensation, which leads to the distortion of the pulse
wave components. Practically, the compensation algorithm
based on PID control proved to be very difficult in changing
its settings.
VII. PULSE PRESSURE COMPENSATION CONTROL ON THE
BASIS OF PULSE WAVE PATTERNS
These shortcomings associated with the incomplete
compensation of time–varying blood pressure have a simple
explanation.
Firstly, the PID controller used is the special case of
linear regulators class and it is well known that linear
methods for treating biological signals, especially, linear
adaptation methods are used in limited ranges of their
changes and only under strictly controlled (for example,
laboratory) conditions. This is due to highly non-linear non–
equilibrium nature of living systems [3]. Even a small
change in physiological state can lead to considerable
changes in the result.
Secondly, PID control takes into account only local
characteristics of the signals, as it is customary in the theory
of dynamic systems. In the case of dynamic systems, such a
regulation is natural, as such systems are deterministic.
However, living systems and their subsystems are known to
be poorly described by models of dynamic systems, even if
there is a freedom of choice of corresponding differential
equations coefficients. Living systems are much more
consistent with models of stochastic, non–deterministic
systems.
Thirdly, in solving technical problems low order of PID
control is preferred due to its ease of implementation. When
somebody deals with a complex biomedical signal,
particularly, an ABP signal, low order of control is a
drawback.
These facts indicate that the pulse wave of blood pressure
is much more like a wideband pulse signal than the sum of
harmonic components. In view of the foregoing it can be
assumed that a random point process is a closer
mathematical model of blood pressure pulsating. A point
process is an increasing sequence of time moments (points)
of certain homogeneous events, such as the arrival pulse

wave, with a random length of time intervals between them.
Excluding the changes in the pulse wave pattern, and treating
them as a stream of homogenous sequence of events, it
would be legitimate to use theoretical methods dealing with
the problems associated with the heart rate.
One such well-developed theory today is the theory of
radar signal processing. A major problem of this theory is
determining the unknown arrival time of an electromagnetic
pulse emitted by the radar and reflected from a target. The
method of matched filtering should be noted as one of the
most effective methods for solving this problem. In this
method the filter response is matched with the radar pulse, so
that the maximum signal of the filter output is observed at
the time, when the reflected pulse arrives. Essentially, the
matched filter generates a covariance of sent and received
pulses, and it is well known that if both pulses have the
same, up to a constant factor, shape, the maximum of the
covariance will be achieved when they coincide. The
corresponding displacement between pulses will estimate the
time of arrival.
The principle of the matched filtering could be
interpreted in a different way, more suitable for our tasks.
Let us assume at some moment, the time T between the ABP
pulse wave is known along with the shape of the current
pulse, further considering the shape of the next pulse to be
the same as the current one, the future of signal can be easily
predicted.

Figure 10. Two methods of predicting the pulse signal future: (A) - by PID
regulation and (B) - based on the local quasi-period (QP) estimate.

For this purpose, it should take an existing fragment of
the signal of duration T, immediately preceding the current
time and move it to the time T into the future (see Fig. 10).
From the theory of the matched filter, it follows that the
expected ABP pulse will coincide with the prediction. This
idea is illustrated in Fig. 10, which also shows a comparison
of the proposed signal prediction with the prediction carried
out by PID. As stated above, the PID controller makes a
prediction based on current, local estimates of the
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fundamental frequency, the amplitude of the main
component and amplitudes of neighboring harmonics.
[4]

VIII.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Summing up the results of the investigation it should be
noted that for compensatory ABP measurement specifically
the current pattern of the pulse wave efficiently predicts the
expected signal. This pattern must be dirigible enough to
change significantly with changes in the state of the object
measured as well as changes in the conditions of its active
measurement.
For this reason, realized by the classic regulators
including the PID controllers, patterns in the small
parametric models of ABP waves are of little use for active
blood pressure measurement. An idea of forming the
adequate patterns in the task is given in the above qualitative
reasoning. It is based on the property of quasi-periodicity of
ABP signal.
This property lies in the fact that high variability of the
period of heart contractions occurs only at long time
intervals, whereas at short time intervals of several seconds
or a few heart beats its changes are generally small and fall
within a couple of percent.
Therefore, estimating the current period, more precisely
the quasi-period T and getting a pulse wave pattern as a
signal fragment of T duration immediately preceding the
current time moment gives us a good pattern of the pulse
wave. Thus, the task of building a pattern for current pulse of
the signal is reduced to the task of effective evaluation of its
current quasi-period.
The results of developing a new method for monitoring
ABP using active sensors and their control based on the
pulse wave patterns that have been discussed in this study
have demonstrated their high potential in numerous
experiments that have been performed by us to test and
improve the device developed. This makes it possible for the
authors to voice the hope of good prospects of further
development up to its adoption in healthcare practice in the
very near future.
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Abstract—The universal Web design represents an ambitious and
open challenge for the current research on the Web. Key aspects
are Web accessibility and Web usability by people with the widest
possible range of abilities, operating within the widest possible
range of situations. Universal design is adaptive for the users, and
provides personalised answers to different users. A recent study
shows an estimation of the global burden of people with Autism
Spectrum Disorders. In the last 24 years, the incidence of autism
has a stable prevalence of 7.6 per 1000 or one in 132 persons. They
represent a significant number of people. People with Autism
Spectrum Disorders are usually solitary and visual thinkers and
they could take advantage by the use of the Web. This paper
discusses of tourism, website and people with Autism Spectrum
Disorders. The aim is to define a set of recommendations for
the design of tourist websites for people with Autism Spectrum
Disorders, and to present a case study articulated in two tourist,
autistic-friendly, websites. The first website considers the area
of Rieti, central Italy; it has been validated through expert
reviews, and several trials with many autistic, verbal users of a
specialised centre for neurological and physical disabilities. The
second website contains as a tourist destination the area around
Mestre, close to Venice, Italy. In this case, the website has been
validated on a single, non-verbal autistic user.
Keywords–Autistic-friendly website; Accessibility; Usability;
Tourism; Autism Spectrum Disorders.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider the problem of developing
accessible and usable tourism websites dedicated to people
with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD), and we extend some
preliminary results presented in [1].
Web accessibility and usability represent an open challenge
for the current research on the Web. They aim to make Web
content more accessible and usable to a wider range of people
with disabilities, including blindness and low vision, deafness
and hearing loss, learning disabilities, cognitive limitations,
limited movement, speech disabilities, photo sensitivity and
combinations of these [2].
Usually, Web developers apply general standards, following
the guidelines provided by the World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) [3][4], without considering the importance of a universal Web access. However, every country supports the application of the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0
[2], although adopts a different Web accessibility legislation.
WCAG 2.0 are recommended, but become mandatory only

in specific cases, such as, for example, in Italy, for the Web
sites of public Institutions (see the so-called “Legge Stanca”,
literally Stanca Act [5]).
In this paper, we are interested in the development of
tourism, accessible and usable, websites dedicated to people
with ASD. We thus first consider the relation between autism
and tourism, and show the existing solutions for tour proposals
to these specific users; then, we present the state of art of
existing guidelines for the development of websites for people
with cognitive disabilities, and extend them with new features
specialised for people with ASD. To the best of our knowledge,
there are no existing websites that are usable and accessible for
people with ASD, and let them freely navigate inside them and
take independent decisions (as, e.g., the choice of a tour). We
thus propose an interesting case study of two touristic websites
for autistic users and we show some experimental results on a
set of 9 verbal users, and 1 non-verbal user.
The paper is organised as follows: Section II presents ta
brief description of the ASD; it is followed by Section III,
dedicated to the state of art in autism and tourism. Section IV
introduces the themes of usability and accessibility, which are
deepen in Section V, where the discussion is specialised for
users with cognitive disabilities; guidelines and related work
are presented. Section VI revisits the recommendations for
people with ASD. Section VII proposes our case study, focused
on accessible and usable tourism, autistic-friendly websites.
Finally, Section VIII describes the experimentation made with
a group of autistic verbal and non-verbal users and the related
results. Section IX ends the paper with a look to future work.
II. AUTISM S PECTRUM D ISORDERS
The American Psychiatric Association defines the ASD as
neuro-developmental disorders with persistent impairments in
social communication and social interaction, and restricted,
repetitive patterns of behaviour, interests, or activities [6].
This general definition puts together people with a wide and
different set of features and behaviours; so, it is difficult create
multi-purpose environments, but some general guidelines may
be followed. We have focused our attention on ASD user
profiles with the following features.
Typically, the impairments in social communication are
related to language delays, however, people with ASD often
present good visual abilities. Thus, modern speech therapies
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are usually combined with Augmentative and Alternative
Communication (AAC) techniques, i.e., powerful methods
that combine different visual components in order to create
syntactically and semantically correct sentences [7][8]. Among
these AAC techniques a standard approach is to use the Picture
Exchange Communication System (PECS), which promotes interactions among users with the exchanging of images [9]. People with ASD are usually visual thinkers, i.e., think in pictures
and express their concepts by visualising sequences of pictures
of the same object [10]. They have often limited attention, i.e.,
limited time in which they might be able to concentrate on a
particular task, thus defining limited, self-contained tasks is
very important. They might also suffer of Sensory Processing
Disorders (SPD), and may thus feel distressed and confused
in particular situations. SPD are neurological disorders that
cause difficulties with processing information from the five
senses (vision, auditory, touch, olfaction, and taste), as well
as from the sense of movement (vestibular system), and/or the
positional sense (proprioception) [11].
III. AUTISM AND TOURISM : RELATED WORK
The UNTWO (World Tourism Organization) [12] recommends in several publications cited in [13], among the
priorities for a global tourism, the accessibility of tourism
websites. The numbers are not negligible. In a recent report
in [14], ENAT (European Network for Accessible Tourism)
indicates, only in Europe, a request for accessible tourism
of 350 millions of people with different disabilities; more
specifically, the global incidence of people with ASD is of
7.6 per 1000 (one in 132 persons) [15].
For people with ASD, some issues that have to be considered are: social inclusion, e.g., in community activities,
emotional well being, e.g., happiness, interpersonal relations,
e.g., friendship, and physical well-being, e.g., leisure [16].
All this, may be achieved with a well planned tourism trip,
being it an experience that stimulates all the above domains.
However, this is not trivial since all the different activities
related to a trip, i.e., transportation, accommodation, etc. have
to be adjusted to meet special needs.
The first issue that has to be considered is the preparation
phase since it is well known that autistic people get stressed
in unknown, unexpected situations, thus everything has to be
previously planned, and the user has to be prepared to tackle
each of the trip steps.
In [16][17] the authors identify some of the issues that a
travel agency or whoever organises the trip should consider
while planning it for an autistic user:
• Survey phase: A questionnaire should be provided
in order to identify, which are the main physical,
sensory, or language problems the user has, and which
are his/her main interests. According to this, the
agency can suggest suitable tourism destinations or
trips. E.g., a person that gets stressed in very crowded,
loud or noisy places should avoid amusement parks,
crowded exhibitions, etc.
•

Trip planning: At this point a trip may be planned by
taking into consideration all the provided information.
The first thing is transportation, so how to move
from a home place to the destination. This can be
achieved in different ways, what is important is that

all the steps are previously explained to the user. If
the transportation is by air the airline company has to
be contacted. Some airports offer some pre-planned
visits of the airport [17], the airport of Dublin also
offers some very interesting on-line material, which
visually describes the different parts of the airport,
following a logical sequence of actions, which a
traveller is supposed to do. It also provides interesting
tips on how to face all the different situations while
being at the airport and also some general rules to
follow during a trip [18].
•

Accommodation: What seems to be more suitable for
autistic users, are small size accommodations, such
as small hotels and motels, or preferably the renting
of a condo where the user can ”feel at home”. In
the USA, there are some hotels that already provide
”autism-friendly accommodations” with special
rooms, staff, and meals [16].

•

Tours: What concerns the tourism activities, is obviously based on the preference of the user. Thus,
following the guidelines of the survey is a good
starting point. Here, we have to distinguish between
one day trips, which obviously have to be planned
in the surrounding area, avoiding too much stress for
the trip, and longer trips of two or more days. There
are obviously different options, depending on the preferences and also considering the sensory problems,
which autistic users might have. Possible options are
sightseeing in scenic areas since autistic users often
like silent places and love taking pictures, visiting
historical and cultural sites, museums, aquariums etc.
Some museums are “Autism-Friendly Museums”, and
are prepared to host these special tourists. An example
is the Royal air force museum in London, which offers
an autism friendly trail that can be downloaded from
the site, and has won an Autism Access Award [19], or
the Metropolitan museum of art in New York, which
offers e.g., a social narrative (PDF) about visiting the
Museum with tips, and a Sensory Friendly Map of the
museum with the list of quiet and less crowded areas
[20].

Obviously, general considerations are that first one should
prepare the autistic user to very simple day trips, then these
trips might be planned for a longer time. Daily activities should
not be too intense, locations should be visited in times of the
day during which places are not too crowded, i.e., stressful
situations should be avoided as much as possible. A good
idea is also to prepare the user for the changes of routine
by illustrating the trip using brochures, photos, videos, etc..
A last consideration is that, often, things might not go as
expected, thus the trip should be planned with flexibility in
order to include last minute changes of planes, i.e., alternative
destination, activities and so on.
The site Autistic Globetrotting is an example of a site
developed for people with ASD (see [21]). It has the aim of
encouraging families with people with ASD to travel around
the world; it provides interesting hints for travelling, e.g., how
to let a person with ASD pack his/her luggage, interesting
destinations and hotels, and so on. It also states that the
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benefits of travelling outweigh the problems one will face. For
instance, travelling provides a hand on experience on some
topics, which are studied in books at school (also people
people without ASD would benefit from it). Mathematics for
calculating money exchange or tips, art by visiting museum
and galleries, geography by physically moving from a city to
another, literature by visiting homes of famous authors, and
so on. It increases flexibility not only in the daily routine but
also in the dietary restrictions by encouraging the experience
of tasting different food, in the interaction with other people
by enhancing social and language skills, in raising family
bondings, etc.
IV. W EBSITE USABILITY AND ACCESSIBILITY
Access to information and communication technologies is a
basic human right as recognised in the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) [22].
Disabilities might be either physical (visual, auditory, etc.), or
cognitive and neurological, and they might be temporary or
boundless.
The W3C [2][3] has proposed different guidelines to produce accessible websites; in 2012, a W3C group, named Web
Accessibility Initiative (WAI), publishes a draft containing
some principles of Web accessibility for people with cognitive
or neuronal disabilities [23]; it marks the birth of a task force
group, named Cognitive and Learning Disabilities Accessibility Task Force (COGA). Recently, in August 2016, COGA,
together the Protocols and Formats Working Group, and the
Web Content Accessibility Guidelines Working Group, have
published a list of general guidelines useful for most people
with Cognitive and Learning Disabilities [4].
However, specific features have to be considered while
dealing with people with specific disabilities, such as ASD.
As we have previously mentioned, typical problems that people
with ASD face are limited attention, sensory hypersensitiveness, different way of learning and reacting to things, problems
related to limited text comprehension (e.g., not understanding
figurative language, etc.). For such a reason standard usable
and accessible websites might not be suitable for such users.
Web usability and accessibility are closely related and their
goals, approaches, and guidelines overlap significantly [24].
Usability is all about designing an easy to use website that
appeals to as many people as possible. websites should be
intuitively usable. Usability is a quality attribute that assesses
how easy user interfaces are to use; it is is defined in [25] by
five quality components:
• Learnability: How easy is it for users to accomplish
basic tasks the first time they encounter the design?
• Efficiency: Once users have learned the design, how
quickly can they perform tasks?
• Memorability: When users return to the design after a
period of not using it, how easily can they reestablish
proficiency?
• Errors: How many errors do users make, how severe
are these errors, and how easily can they recover from
the errors?
• Satisfaction: How pleasant is it to use the design?
For Web developers, a key aspect of usability is following
a User-Centred Design (UCD) process to create positive and
emotional user experiences [26].

Accessibility is about ensuring an equivalent user experience for people with disabilities. For the Web, accessibility
means that people with disabilities can perceive, understand,
navigate, and interact with websites and tools, and that they
can contribute equally without barriers.
Usable accessibility combines usability and accessibility to
develop positive user experiences for people with disabilities.
User-centred design processes include both techniques for
including users throughout design and evaluation, and using
guidelines for design and evaluation. UCD helps making
informed decisions about accessible design. Thus UCD is
necessary to improve accessibility in websites and Web tools.
The goal of Web accessibility is to make the Web work
well for people, specifically people with disabilities. While
technical standards are an essential tool for meeting that goal,
marking off a checklist is not the end goal. People with
disabilities effectively interacting with and contributing to the
Web is the end goal [24].
We note that accessibility 6= usability. A website may comply with standards, may pass all the automated accessibility
checks, may appear to be accessible, however, it is not necessarily usable. Web pages can be verified accessible by focus
groups, and still be inaccessible to a third party. Individual
users may have cognitive, technical, or other barriers.
V.

U SABILITY AND ACCESSIBILITY FOR PEOPLE WITH
COGNITIVE DISABILITIES : GENERAL GUIDELINES AND
RELATED WORK

The improvement of the quality of life for autistic people
is a big and open challenge. Several studies recognise that
the computer technologies are assuming a significant role for
supporting the people with ASD [27][28][29]:
•

•
•
•

They arouse the interest of these typology of users,
that take major advantage from the interaction through
devices with touch screens, such as tablets.
They help them to develop their abilities and simplify
some aspects of their lives.
They represent a significant help for their families and
therapists.
The same research supports their effectiveness for
people with ASD.

The computer technologies offer a large set of possibilities,
such as websites, Web apps, affective computing, virtual
reality, robotics, multitouch interfaces. In this paper, we mainly
focus our attention on websites, and more in general, Webbased applications, since they play a major role in content
display both for online and offline use, becoming more accessible with time, and giving the possibility to develop tools
that easily meet users needs. Web sites, Web applications, and
multitouch interfaces to the Web technologies assume a strong
role on the basis of the following considerations [1][30]:
•
•
•
•
•

They are within the reach of all.
They do not need of specific pre-expertise in their use.
They do not have elevated costs.
They play a major role in content display both for
online and offline use.
They are becoming more accessible with time, cancelling the gaps among people, without discriminations.
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•
•

They may offer easy and fast customisation.
They evolve in the time with the new Web standards,
tackling problems that are typically linked to more
traditional monolithic applications.

An interesting reading [31] is provided by Jamie Knight,
autistic developer and senior accessibility specialist: he discusses on cognitive accessibility and provide some practical
guidelines.
However,
in
the
last
ten
years,
some
works [1][4][27][29][32][33] have been dedicated to define a
formal set of guidelines for designing usable and accessible
user interface for people with cognitive disabilities:
•

•

•

In [32], the authors propose a review of the previous
literacy and extract a list of 64 recommendations
for people with cognitive disabilities, including ASD;
only four of them have a frequency of citation, in the
revised works, at least 50%. They are:
1) Use pictures, icons and symbols along with
text (75%).
2) Use clear and simple text (70%).
3) Consistent navigation and design on every
page (60%).
4) Use headings, titles and prompts (50%).
The four recommendations can be regrouped in three
macro-areas: language (items 1, 2), structure and navigation (item 3), and graphical layout (item 4).
The recent report [4], cited in Section IV, identify
detailed techniques that should enable content to be
usable by people with cognitive and learning disabilities. They may be grouped in the following main
macro-areas:
1) Provide a clear structure.
2) Be predictable.
3) Use a clear writing style.
4) Provide rapid and direct feedback.
5) Include help meaning.
6) Use a clear design.
The six recommendations can be regrouped in same
three macro-areas: language (items 3, 4), structure and
navigation (items 1, 2, 5), and graphical layout (item
6). The macro-area no. 5 suggests the importance to
include short tooltips on all icons, jargon; to introduce
charts and graphs; to use symbols and images to show
meaning [4].
In [29], the authors analyse the previous literacy
between 2005 and 2015 and identify 28 guidelines,
specific for people with ASD; then they distribute
them in the ten categories (deeply discussed in the
cited paper [29]): four of them represent critical interface design aspects, according to the number of
extracted recommendations and number of works from
which the authors extracted the recommendations:
1) Visual and textual vocabulary.
2) Customisation.
3) Engagement.
4) Redundant representation.
The 4 recommendations can be regrouped in the same
three macro-areas: language (item 1), structure and
navigation (items 3, 4), and graphical layout (item 2).

The Web Content Accessibility Guidelines, WCAG 1.0 and
WCAG 2.0 [2] represent the international standard reference
model in this research domain. However, different practical
and operative guidelines have also been proposed [31][34],
together to some systematic studies [27][29][32][33].
Given that most of them consider similar aspects, we have
analysed and summarised all of them in the following three
macro-areas:
a) Graphical layout: Users with ASD may easily be
distracted by secondary contents, thus webpages should be
very simple and should not contain information, images,
frames that create distractions. The page layout should be
consistent throughout the website. Images and white space
should be copiously used in order to focus the user attention
and to simplify the concepts absorption. Background sounds,
moving text, blinking images and horizontal scrolling should
be avoided. Attention must be payed to fonts and colours:
words should be easily readable, thus should usually be written
in plain Sans-serif fonts (e.g., Verdana) of at least 12 points.
To emphasise words, bold should be used. The choice of the
right color is very important, people with ASD may avoid the
navigation in sites with particular predominant colours, e.g.,
red. Foreground and background colours should have sufficient
contrast but not too much, some ASD users find e.g., that black
on white, is too visually stimulating.
b) Structure and Navigation: The website should have
a simple and logical navigation structure, links should be easyto-access and to find, and few options should be given in order
to avoid the user confusion. The navigation inside the site
should be limited by three clicks. Each page should contain
the navigation information and navigation buttons at the top
and the bottom of the page.
c) Language: The language should be simple and
precise so that it does not create ambiguity, secondary and
irrelevant information should be avoided. The text should be
short and self-contained. The words should refer to things that
“can be seen”, acronyms and abbreviations, together with nonliteral text, and jargon should not be used since people with
ASD literally interpret the text content.
VI. S PECIALISING THE GUIDELINES FOR AUTISM
The three macro-areas proposed in previous Section V
define a set of general recommendations; in this section we
specialise them, integrating new features, specific for the ASD
characteristics:
Graphical layout: Limit the text to very few, simple sentences, and add many images in a PECS-like style in order to
describe concepts and actions through sequences of images.
This is the most important feature, i.e., the copious use of
images throughout the site, in order to transmit all messages.
Repeat concepts, and in the homepage write a sentence that
let the user feel it navigates in its “own” site. Write sentences
in bold, of big size and uppercase.
Structure and Navigation: Use simple and sketchy symbolic pictures. If the site is directed to a group of young users,
add, when possible, some simple games to involve the user,
and also to check his/her level of attention.
Language: Use simple and minimal sentences, and illustrate concepts through images, and not though the written text.
To summarise, the main feature that we think should be
added is the use of many figures to explain situations, illustrate
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actions, etc. This choice is based on an Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC) approach that is widely used
to improve standard communication. Moreover, we enforce
the involvement of the user on the site navigation by adding
sentences that personalise the site, and by adding games that
increase his/her curiosity. As we will describe in Section VIII,
this choice has been proved to be winning in our testing phase.
VII. O UR CASE STUDY: ScopriRieti AND ScopriMestre
There are sites that provide tourism destinations for people
with ASD, or that give some tips on how to develop an autisticfriendly website, however, we could not find sites whose aim
was the independent (or almost-independent) planning of a trip
by a user with ASD.
In this section we propose two tourism websites developed
for a target group of young people/adolescents. The first site,
called ScopriRieti (literally, “Discover Rieti”) [35], has first
been proposed in [36]. It is an autistic-friendly site, that the
user may use to simply search information, or, what is more
interesting, to independently choose one among different possible destinations of a one-day tourism trip in the neighbourhood
of Rieti, an Italian town in the north of Rome. This site
has been developed for verbal young/adolescents people with
ASD. The second site, called ScopriMestre (literally, “Discover
Mestre”) [37], has recently been developed for a tourism tour
around Mestre (a city close to Venice), and it is a simpler
version developed for non-verbal young users with ASD.
While developing both sites, we made sure that they
met all the accessibility and usability standards we have
presented in Section V and Section VI. We first developed
the ScopriRieti website in collaboration with therapists and
operators of the centre Nemo in Rieti, which hosts different
users with neurological and physical disabilities. Following
the same guidelines we then developed a similar, simplified
version, the ScopriMestre website.

simple, repetitive and synthetic. We have also followed the
guidelines and the suggestions proposed by the therapists, and
we have included travel itineraries that well suited the users.
In the homepage we have written a sentence “Sei un ragazzo
del Centro Nemo? Questo sito è stato realizzato proprio per
te” (Translation: “Are you a girl/guy of the Nemo center? This
site has been developed for you”) that would let the user feel
happy to navigate inside his “own” site.
We have used simple fonts, big size and uppercase for letters in order to facilitate the reading (see Figure 2. Translation:
Discover several new places of Rieti and organise a tour with
your friends or your family. What do you like?).

Figure 2. The fonts.

Language. The language used is simple, sentences are
minimal and do not contain acronyms or abbreviations (see,
e.g., Figure 2). Note that, the site is in Italian since it had
to be accessible by Italian disabled users. We have preferred
to illustrate all the tourism experience with a sequence of
pictures, rather than with some text (see the entire home page
in Figure 3). This prepares the user with ASD to a sequence
of practical experiences and actions, which he/she has already
visualized and pre-processed, and thus reassures him/her.

A. The website structure of ScopriRieti
We will first introduce in detail the ScopriRieti website,
the ScopriMestre website will have a similar structure, in the
next section we will point out the main differences.
Graphical layout. The page layout is essential and simple
in order to be enjoyable and comprehensible. The background
is white and it has just some simple bars in a flexible colour
(blue and orange), in order to avoid too much contrast on the
colour, and thus prevent visual discomfort. The header of the
website contains typical standards such as the logo, the primary
navigation menu and the search bar, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 3. The homepage.
Figure 1. The header bar of our website. The menu contains four main
items: nature, sport, history, and religion.

We have inserted many pictures and photos in order to
increase the full comprehension of the site content, which is

Structure and navigation. The site is organised in at most
four levels. From the logo, the user can go back to the
homepage. In some pages, there is a back command. We
have not included pop-ups in Javascript, background sounds,
moving images in order to avoid sensory annoyance.
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The user may navigate from the homepage to the secondary
pages by clicking (a) on the images or (b) on the green smiles
below, or from the main menu in the header (see Figure 3).
We have discussed with the psychologists, and opted for
the use of simple and sketchy symbolic pictures. The idea is
that if a user with ASD sees a picture with a bike inside a
bike trail (see Figure 4) s/he will conclude s/he can practice
this sport.

how to behave, and what to see. The last link, a backpack,
contains instructions on how pack it and what to bring on that
specific itinerary (see Figure 5).

Figure 5. What to bring in the backpack.

Some sections contain some games, in which we can check
the level of attention of the user. There are questions as: “Have
you seen this image during the itinerary?” and so on (see
Figure 6).
Finally, at the end of most of the pages we can find a print
command (“stampa la pagina”) and a back command (“torna
indietro”), see Figure 7.
Figure 4. A bike trail tour.

In the homepage, the user faces a decision “Cosa ti piace?”
(“What do you like?”), and has to choose one of the four
itineraries, each of one has the same structure and contains: a
simple question, an image that represents the general content
of the page, links to pictures, videos, four images that link to
subsections, which include information on where it is located,
how we can go there, what can we do there, and what to bring
(see Figure 4). All these links can be used to prepare the user
to the trip by visualising in advance a map of the location, the
way the trip will be done (by car, by bus, with relatives, etc),

Itineraries. We have chosen four possible itineraries, for
a one day tourism trip in the neighbourhood of Rieti and the
options are: nature, sport, history, and religion. These topics,
well fit these users since people with ASD like to explore
quiet and relaxing places (nature and religion), love to move
around (sport), are very good at memorising dates and images,
and often like to take pictures (history). As we will mention
in Section VIII, all these itineraries have all been very much
appreciated by the users of the experimentation.
All these itineraries can be done in one day, having as a
starting position the centre Nemo, and given that some are
urban tours we have pointed out known places inside town to
facilitate the comprehension of the destination location.
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Figure 8. The homepage of the ScopriMestre website.

Figure 6. A partial screenshot of the game, Sı̀, No (literally Yes, No).

•

cycling path of Forte Gazzera in Mestre, for parks, a
one day spent in the San Giuliano park of Mestre, the
biggest of Europe, finally, for culture we have planned
a trip to Venice.
Page content and navigation. We have simplified
the explanation of the itineraries and page content,
see e.g., Figure 9 where we have used two simple
sentences and a single image.

Figure 7. A print and a back command.

B. The website structure of ScopriMestre
The structure of this new website is very similar. We have
chosen the same graphical layout, fonts and colors, structure
and navigation. However, given that our experiments had to be
run on non-verbal users, we added as a general requirement
additional simplicity in the site presentation. In particular, the
main differences between the two sites are:
•

•

Language. Given that the users are non-verbal we have
decided to use very few short sentences and many
pictures, i.e., a simplified language compared to the
one of the ScopriRieti website.
Itineraries. We have chosen four possible itineraries,
for a one day tourism trip in the neighbourhood of
Mestre and the options are: nature, sport, parks, and
culture (see Figure 8).
Given the strongest disability of the new users (they
are non-verbal) we have decided to replace more
complicated itineraries such as religion and history
with parks and culture. In particular, for the itinerary
in the nature we have chosen a one day trip along the
Sile river, close to Treviso, for sport a trip along the

Figure 9. A simple page of the ScopriMestre website.

We have also omitted the part on games, since the games
require at least some basic verbal language and some non
trivial-level of content comprehension. Finally, we have chosen
videos animated by the cry or movment of animals or by
activities on water, which are usually liked by people with
ASD.
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VIII. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we describe the methodology we have used
and we then illustrate our experimental results first on the
ScopriRieti site [35], and then on the ScopriMestre site [37].
A. Methodology.
The development of the both websites has followed
different steps:
1) Collection of medical material: The first phase was
the search for the medical material on the specific disability,
and the study of the characteristics that define these specific
users. This is important both to well meet the accessibility
requirements, and for the choice of the appropriate content
for the site.
2) Literature survey: In the second phase, we have
collected all the information about usable and accessible
websites for users with ASD, and we have proposed some
new interesting features that the site should include (e.g.,
pictures, games, etc.).
3) Interviews: In the third phase, for the ScopriRieti
site, one of our group members (Elisa) has interviewed a
group of specialised therapists and professionals of the centre
Nemo of Rieti, Italy. This centre hosts people with different
neurological and physical disabilities. Elisa has collected
information about the different disabilities and about the
limits and expectations one could meet while developing the
site. She has also participated to different meetings in order
to analyse the methodology used by the professionals for
approaching these users. What we have realised in this phase
is that the site had to be developed for users, which were
not “too much serious”, given that it is not easy to include
users with big behavioural problems in tourism activities
outdoor. Thus, we have developed our site for users with
non-serious or mild disabilities, that had some elementary
ability with the use of a computer and with reading. In the
case of the ScopriMestre site, we have discussed with a
specialised operator what to change to the previous structure,
so that the site could be enjoyable by non-verbal users with
ASD and with non-serious disabilities. We have thus decided
to mostly simplify the language shortening many sentences,
and we have proposed very simple itineraries, which are
very well known by all the people living in Mestre (and
probably by all the autistic users that will navigate on the site).
4) Website development: The forth phase was the
development of the website applying the four categories of
guidelines (discussed in Subsection V and in Section VI), and
the hints and suggestions collected in the two previous phases.
5) Preliminary test on a single user: The fifth phase
was a preliminary test on a single user. We wanted to ensure
that the site had been appropriately developed and was
comprehensible. We have collected the impressions both of
the user and the therapist that was following the meeting. We
have thus accordingly adjusted and improved the site.

6) Test on a group of users: In the sixth phase, for the
ScopriRieti site, we have then presented this new version to
a wider set of users, which were first instructed, and were
then left free to navigate and explore the site. We have then
collected their impressions. In that case of the ScopriMestre
site, for lack of time, we have tested the final site only on
the same single user. However, although this site has still
to be tested on more users (this is left as future work),
as we will see in Section VIII-B, the results on a single
user were still very interesting. In this case, given that the
user was non-verbal, we have collected the impressions of
two distinct operators that separately, and during different
sessions, followed the test on the user.
7) Assessment questionnaire: In order to evaluate the
perceived accessibility of the Web site, in the last phase we
collected the impressions from the relatives of the users by an
assessment questionnaire.
B. Outcomes of the tests and of the assessment questionnaire
for the ScopriRieti site.
We first present the results for the ScopriRieti and then for
the ScopriMestre site.
We have tested the ScopriRieti site with a set of 9 users
(1 female and 8 males) with non-serious or mild disabilities,
with different backgrounds and general expertise, with some
computer skills, and with some interest on this touring activity.
1) Disabilities: Our 9 users (whose names have been
omitted for privacy reasons) had the following disabilities:
•

•
•
•
•
•

U1 (19 years old), U2 (18 years old), and U3 (18 years
old)
ASD and medium mental retardation;
U4 (19 years old)
ASD and mild mental retardation;
U5 (14 years old), and U6 (15 years old)
Asperger syndrome;
U7 (22 years old) ASD and psychosis;
U8 (15 years old)
medium mental retardation
U9 (17 years old)
mild mental retardation.

We have excluded from this group users with serious
mental disabilities.
2) Computer skills: All the users had some basics skills
on how to use the computer. Depending on the skills, we
have left the users to either autonomously navigate, or we
have partially helped them. Some have been able to type
the name of the site, others have found it already opened.
We made sure that could navigate without external distractions.
3) Test results: We have tested the Web site with one user
at a time with the goals of completing three simply tasks:
•
•
•

Task 1: Autonomously navigate in the Web site.
Task 2: Autonomously choose a typology of itinerary.
Task 3: Complete the test.

In the following, we describe the test results for each user:
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

User U1 has shown very good computer skills; she
was able to autonomously navigate inside the site; she
has chosen the historical itinerary, and has navigated
inside it in a non sequential way, being intensely
involved. She has spent a lot of time looking at
pictures and videos.
User U2 was able to autonomously navigate; he has
shown interest for the religious itinerary, and, in
general, for the preparation of the backpack in all the
different itineraries.
User U3 was almost independent in the navigation
phase. He chose the historical itinerary, and got so
involved by looking and photos and videos and completed the test saying “I want to go there!”. He really
liked the proposed games.
User U4 has navigated inside the sport section; he
has intensely observed pictures and videos, and has
autonomously discussed, which places he had already
explored, and which were new.
User U5 has shown very good computer abilities. He
has chosen the historical itinerary, and has explored
it following the sequential sequence, observing all
the pictures, and enthusiastically playing the proposed
games.
User U6 had more difficulties on the use of the
computer; thus he had found the homepage open. He
has chosen the naturalistic itinerary, which he had
already visited with the school. He has intensively
observed all the pictures, and declared that he wants
to go back there with his family.
User U7 has chosen the religious itinerary; he was
very curious about all the churches and saints (he did
not know about), thus asking many questions during
the navigation and observation of the photos.
User U8 has chosen the naturalistic itinerary. He was
not very skilled in the use of the computer, thus
followed some verbal suggestions. He was enthusiastic
about the pictures of lakes, plant and animals. We
are not sure wether he has really understood all the
information, as, e.g., the location of the lakes.
User U9 has chosen the historical itinerary; he was
enthusiastic about the pictures of the underground trail
and has declared he wanted to do it soon. Even in
this case he needed some verbal help, and we are not
sure he has completely understood all the information
collected during navigation.

Table I synthesises the number of tasks realised by each
user.
To summarise and provide a quantitative metric, we considered the task completion rate - cr, that represents one of main
metrics used to evaluate the effectiveness of a Web site, that
is, the accuracy and completeness with which users achieve
specified goals.
cr =

N umber of tasks completed successf ully
T otal number of tasks undertaken

∗ 100%

This metric is recommended by the ISO/IEC 9126-4 Metrics
[38]. In our test, each user had to complete three main tasks.

TABLE I. Only user U6 was not completely able to complete one of the
three tasks.

User
U1
U2
U3
U4
U5
U6
U7
U8
U9

Task 1
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Task 2
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Task 3
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Applying the results showed in Table I, the task completion
rate is strongly positive.
cr =

26
27

∗ 100% = 96.3%

All the users, except a couple of them, had previous
navigational experience on the Web, and were able to follow
the itineraries and to use the mouse.
Figure 10 shows the percentages related to the chosen
itineraries.

Figure 10. The typologies of chosen itineraries.

All the users were enthusiastic, and have really liked the
site and all the itineraries. In particular, the elements they
have preferred are: the pictures, an explanation on how to
prepare the backpack, the proposed games. All of them have
also asked questions about specific pictures, have discussed
the site contents, and some of them really wanted to try the
real itinerary right away. The use of the mouse facilitated the
navigation. We also tried to run the tests using touch screens,
but this seemed to complicate it.
As a limit, we have found that some users have shown
some small difficulties on finding the location of some specific
pictures, and on the sequences of some itineraries.
4) Assessment questionnaire: We have finally proposed
an assessment questionnaire to the families. We have first
met them and we have illustrated and shown the Web site.
Some of them had already seen it previously and had given
suggestions on its development. The families were asked to
fulfil a questionnaire of 7 items, focused on four constructs,
extracted and adapted from [39]: graphical layout (GL), structure and navigation (SN), language (LA), satisfaction (SA).
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The levels of agreement were expressed by a 5-point Likert
scale (“completely disagree”, 5: “strongly agree”).
Table II shows the 7 items.

C. Outcomes of the tests and of the assessment questionnaire
for the ScopriMestre site
We have tested the site on a single user U , and we now
illustrate the results.

TABLE II. The 7 items of the questionnaire

1) User: We have tested the site with one non-verbal
male user of 10 years old, with autism and a limited level of
comprehension.

Construct
01-GL
02-LA
03-SN
04-SA
05-SA
06-SA
07-GS

Item
Accessible and easy graphical layout
Accessible and easy language
Accessibile and easy structure and navigation
Easy to use
Autonomous choices
Satisfactory content
Future use of the Web site

Figure 11 shows the results of the questionnaire, and for
each statement, relatives’ ratings as well as their mean (µ) and
standard deviation (σ).

2) Computer skills: The user U had some basics skills
on how to use computers/smartphones/tablets. In particular he
had very good abilities on how to navigate on YouTube, but
needed help to open specific pages (e.g., the main page of the
ScopriMestre site).
3) Interests: The user U had some general interest on this
touring activity.
In the development phase we have tested the site on the
user, and noticed that only few changes were necessary in
order to improve the presentation of the photo galleries. The
rest of the site well suited the user.
4) Test results: We have started a formal test of the
ScopriMestre site with the user U first with operator A and
then with operator B.

Figure 11. Relatives’ assessment questionnaire results.

This project and the Web site have been really appreciated
and the parents have claimed they will surely use it for future
trips (µ=4.78, σ=0.19), since relatives were happy to have a
site where their kids could “autonomously navigate”. What
emerged is that some of the itineraries were known, others
were new. Parents really liked the section on the preparation
of the backpack, and the indications on how the trip evolves
in order to stimulate their kids orientation capabilities. The
site has been appreciated in all the three main components:
graphical layout (µ=4.78, σ=0.19); language (µ=4.67, σ=0.25);
structure and navigation (µ=4.78, σ=0.44). It has been considered easy to use (µ=4.89, σ=0.11); in the opinion of
the parents, the objective to sollecitate autonomous choices
has been completely reached (µ=5), and content has been
considered satisfactory (µ=4.78, σ=0.19).

a) Results with operator A: Operator A tested the site
both on a computer and on a smartphone. User U needed
some help during navigation, in particular he had to found the
homepage open. He chose the sport itinerary all the times, by
pointing it with his finger on the computer, or by independently
choosing it with a smartphone. He intensively observed all the
pictures, and videos, and tried to navigate also on the other
itineraries.
b) Results with operator B: Operator B tested the site
with U both on a computer and on a iPad. Even in this case
user U needed some help to start the navigation from the main
page, and he was then able to autonomously navigate inside
the site using the iPad (with the computer needed some help).
He again chose the sport itinerary and decided to first navigate
on pictures and then to view the video. U also showed interest
in the pictures related to the preparation of the backpack. He
did not show much interest on the maps, because this requires
some kind of concept abstraction level. The only exception
was the map of Venice, since it is a real photo taken from an
airplane. He also liked the pages on ”what you can do” on the
itinerary or ”how you should behave”. As a second itinerary
U chose nature, then culture, then parks. Finally, operator B
noticed that U preferred the video related to culture, which is
an accelerated video, compared to the normal speed one.
To summarise the result, from the opinion of both operators
A and B (since U is non-verbal and is not able to write), the
user was able to complete the test up to the end. What also
surprised both operators is that he was able to understand the
symbolic pictures of the itineraries, at least the one used for
nature and sport. User U was enthusiastic, and really liked the
site and all the itineraries (in a scale of 5, 5 out of 5). With
user U touch screens worked better than the computer with
mouse.
As a limit, we have found that user U has shown some
small difficulties on the use of the back command, and needed
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Abstract—Ever-increasing scientific literature enhances our
understanding on how toxicants impact biological systems. In
order to utilize this information in the growing field of systems
toxicology, the published data must be transformed into a
structured format suitable for knowledge modelling, reasoning,
and ultimately high throughput data analysis and
interpretation. Consequently, there is an increasing demand
from systems toxicologists to access such knowledge in a
computable format, here biological network models.
The BEL Information Extraction workFlow (BELIEF)
automatically extracts biological entities and causal
relationships from any text resource and converts them into a
formalized language, the Biological Expression Language
(BEL). BEL is a machine- and human-readable language that
represents molecular relationships and events as semantic
triples: subject–relationship–object. In addition to the
automatic extraction through text mining, BELIEF also
features a curation interface to verify and modify the proposed
triples and benefits from BEL’s human-readability. The
curation interface facilitates this curation task by providing
relevant information to ensure high curation accuracy and fast
processing. The resulting BEL triples are then assembled to
biological network models that represent specific biological
processes for a given context, e.g., organism, tissue type,
disease state. These biological network models can then be
verified in a crowd-based approach utilizing a collaborative
web-based platform before finally sharing them through a
publicly available and specialized repository. In this strategy
paper, we summarize over various solutions to challenges in
the knowledge-based systems toxicological assessment.
Keywords-component; text mining; BEL; knowledge
management; network models; curation; systems toxicology.

I.

INTRODUCTION TO SYSTEMS TOXICOLOGY

Systems toxicology supports the detailed understanding
of the mechanisms by which biological systems respond to
toxicants. This understanding can be used to assess the risk
of chemicals, drugs or consumer products. In this work, we
give a summary on critical developments within the
biological, toxicological, as well as computational domain

Juliane Fluck
Fraunhofer Institute for Algorithms and Scientific
Computing
Sankt Augustin, Germany
juliane.fluck@scai.fraunhofer.de

that has led to this knowledge-based systems toxicological
assessment approach [1].
A. Omics Profiling in Systems Toxicology, from Basic
Research to Risk Assessment
Towards the end of the second millennium a new field
emerged in toxicological assessment when the high
throughput analysis of the transcriptome called
transcriptomics was first used to identify the cellular
components and signaling pathways involved in toxicity
response and in relationship to harm and disease [2][3]. This
approach was called Omics profiling. Omics is the name of
a group of biological fields, such as genomics for the
discipline in genetics, proteomics for the study of proteins,
metabolomics for the study of chemical processes involving
metabolite (and the related field of lipidomics for lipids),
transcriptomics, and others. This addition of Omics
profiling to toxicological assessments opened new
possibilities to better understand how different compounds
cluster into similar mechanistic classes based on the
molecular response profile they inflict on the test system. It
has also enabled the discovery and validation of exposureresponse biomarkers, as well as the classification and
ranking of drug candidates [4]. Omics profiling also guides
the development of new and more precise toxicological
endpoints and targeted cellular assays [5] and can be
valuable in the approximation of the lowest dose that results
in the perturbation of the system, especially when data are
sparse and when the toxicant affects more than a single
pathway [6][7].
Initiatives, such as the ToxCast [8], Adverse Outcome
Pathways (AOPs) [9], FutureTox [10], and the Comparative
Omics profiling Database (CTD; http://ctdbase.org/) [11],
share the common goal to turn the sole use of apical
endpoints into predictive toxicology by gaining better
understanding of toxicological mechanisms [12]. The
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Figure 1. Overview of the Systems Toxicology Workflow. A) The workflow starts with a careful selection of the experimental system and robust statistical
design based on the choice of endpoints to be measured. B) Common endpoints in systems toxicology are the high throughput Omics measurements.
Transcriptomics data can be analysed to obtain the systems response profiles triggered by the exposure. C) The transcriptomics data is often analysed in the
context of causal biological network models for mechanistic interpretation and the models have to be carefully chosen to align with the biological context
that the experiment has been conducted in. D) Finally, sophisticated algorithms are used to compute the Network Perturbation Amplitude (NPA) for each
network and the aggregated overall Biological Impact Factor (BIF).

ultimate goal of the toxicity testing in the 21st century is to
use the insight gained from in vitro assays to predict adverse
effects observed in laboratory animals and humans [13].
The comprehensive integration of classic toxicology
approaches and Omics profiling forms the basis of systems
toxicology. There is also strong emphasis on the
development of computational platforms to enable
quantitative analysis of molecular changes in response to a
stressor and to accurately model the toxicological system
[14].
B. Knowledge Modelling and Computational Analysis as
Core Instruments in Systems Toxicology
There are a number of ways to extract meaningful
signals from high throughput measurements involving a
variety of suited software solutions on top of sophisticated
laboratory instruments. At the same time the data generated
by these high throughput methods creates a challenge in the
analysis and interpretation with traditional data processing
applications. Different pathway tools provide ways to
analyze high throughput data, mainly differentially
expressed genes to highlight the biological processes, in
which the genes are known to function. These partially webbased tools that include the DAVID Bioinformatics
Database [15] or the Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA)
method [16] employ pathway repositories, such as
Reactome [17], Biocarta, [18], and the Kyoto Encyclopedia

of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) [19] that enable the
mapping of the regulated genes into pathways. Fortunately,
as the number of datasets increases, more literature that
describes biological relationships is published. Using this
knowledge, the creation of causal relationships from
scientific evidences is becoming an efficient and popular
methodology to analyze molecular data. Such models allow
the interpretation of data in the context of directional graphs
with signed interactions (edges) between biological entities
(nodes) [20][21][22][23], providing the network perspective
for the stressor response [24].
Causal biological network models are also the
cornerstone of the workflow for impact assessment that we
have developed over the past years [25][26]. The workflow
starts with the design of appropriate experiments for data
production. This includes the choice of exposure regimen,
experimental test system, and the selection of measurements
that will be made (see Figure 1). In addition to apical
endpoints, transcriptomics profiling is almost always
included to allow mechanistic interpretation of exposure
effects. After conducting rigorous quality controls and
statistical analyses, the gene expression changes are
converted into a systems response profile that illustrates
how the level of each molecular entity (here mRNA) is
changed in response to the exposure. Finally, the
transcriptomics data are analysed in the context of causal
biological network models that summarize the a priori
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Figure 2. BEL Nanopub Overview. The three crucial elements of a BEL nanopub are the BEL Statement showing the knowledge statement in a triple and
controlled terminology, as well as the citation information and actual evidence sentence. Experiment context is an optional field to simplify the triple
assembly into biological network models. BEL nanopubs are coded in XML.

knowledge in a given context [25][26] (see Figure 1).
The network models, here causal network models, were
built form scientific literature to reflect biological processes
that are, e.g., assumed impacted in the lung and vascular
system in response to cigarette smoke exposure [27][28].
The current suite of models consists of network families
describing cell proliferation [29], cell fates [30], cell stress
[31], pulmonary inflammation [32], tissue repair and
vascular inflammation [33].
The causal network models are used in combination with
transcriptomics data and computational algorithms that
transform gene expression changes into Network
Perturbation Amplitude (NPA) scores and the aggregated
Biological Impact Factor (BIF) [34][35]. Such calculation
requires the network model to contain a measurable layer
reflecting gene regulations by some of the entities in the
model backbone. The transcriptomics data are used to infer
the activities of the backbone nodes based on the regulation
of their target gene in the dataset.
These inferred changes in the backbone node activities
are evaluated in the context of the overall network topology;
the NPA score depicts the predicted effect that the exposure
has on the biology described by the network model
[26][34][35]. In some cases it is beneficial to get an
overview of the overall biological impact that a stressor
elicits on the test system. The BIF is an aggregation of the
NPA scores stemming from perturbation of the individual
biological processes included in the network model suite
[35]. The advantage of computing a single holistic score is
that it allows a high-level comparison of biological effects
resulting from different exposures. Several use cases
employing this approach have been published
[36][37][38][39][40][41].

The following sections of this strategy paper will
summarize the key modules in the implementation of this
knowledge-based toxicological assessment.
II.

KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION FOR KNOWLEDGE
MODELLING

In this section, we describe the toolset and
implementation strategy for knowledge acquisition and
ultimately knowledge modelling in order to analyze and
interpret systems toxicology data.
A. BEL and the BEL framework
Today, an overall accepted and widely spread exchange
format for knowledge is through the unstructured text,
natural language. Natural language contains many
redundancies, uses varying vocabularies, introduces
complication by using grammar and different sentence
structures, as well as containing implications. All these
factors make the unstructured text as such useless for
knowledge management through computational tools. Our
causal biological network models represent the aggregation
of unstructured scientific knowledge formalized in the
Biological Expression Language BEL [42]. BEL is a
computer and human readable language specially designed
to formalize biological relationships and allow the
construction of network models to facilitate downstream
computational analyses. While there are other conventions
available that allow the formalization of unstructured
biological knowledge, e.g., BioPAX [43] and SBML [44],
BEL presents a considerable advantage that it is simple to
read and edit by a biologist, because the formalization is
close to natural language with simplification into a triple,
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here subject, predicate, and object as well as restriction of
vocabulary via defined namespaces (see Figure 2). BEL
conserves causal, e.g., increases and decreases, and noncausal correlative relationships, here positive correlation,
negative correlation, and association. Based on Semanticweb technology, BEL uses a nanopublication model for
publishing an assertion, together with attribution and
provenance metadata [45] (Guidelines for Nanopublication
http://nanopub.org/guidelines/working_draft/).
A
BEL
nanopub is the smallest unit of information and represents a
biological relationship with its provenance. Two elements
are crucial, the BEL statement and the evidence, where
evidence is the supporting text and citation information.
Additionally, each BEL statement can be associated with
experimental context information such as organism, organ,
tissue, cell line, disease state and more. This context
information is finally used to construct biological network
models under specific experimental conditions.
In BEL subjects and objects are represented by a
function of biological entities controlled by the BEL syntax
and BEL terms that are managed in namespaces. A function
can be the abundance of a particular biological entity, here
chemical abundance a(), protein p(), genes g(), RNA r() or
micro-RNA mRNA(). Biological process bp() or disease
path() functions capture cellular parameters or processes in
BEL. A detailed description of the BEL syntax and the use
of BEL namespaces is described in detail on
www.openbel.org.
BEL is accompanied by a set of tools packaged in the
BEL framework (www.openbel.org). These tools allow the
syntactic and semantic validation and compilation of single
BEL triple into an assembled network model. The BEL
framework also includes a knowledge assembly models
managing software and a connector for Cytoscape network
visualization software [46] in order to visualize and analyze
the assembled networks in graph.
B. From Knowledge to BEL, the BEL Information
Extraction workFlow (BELIEF)
An approach that is becoming more and more popular
and that started back in the 80s is to either manually or
automatically curate / parse and semantically annotate
natural language word by word, sentence by sentence. The
domain of text analytics with the help of linguistics was
established and is increasingly developing tools and
algorithms that better identify entities either via extended
vocabularies or sophisticated statistical methods such as
machine learning. At the same time, domain experts as well
as curators and computational scientists focus on a way to
define formats for a better and more applicable
representation of knowledge. As it stands today, text mining
either focuses on high recall and rather low precision, which
is the case for most automated solutions, or on low recall
but high precision, which is typically the case for manual
curation.

The solution obviously lies in semi-automated
knowledge extraction where linguistic tools identify
relevant entities from natural language with a high recall
and are manually curated for high precision.
Fluck et al. have addressed the challenge in efficiently
extracting knowledge from the rich source of scientific
articles by proposing a workflow combining both, the
automated extraction method using text mining
methodology and the manual curation of these results to
ensure precision [47]. In the next two sections we will
explain the challenges each methodology (manual versus
automated) has and how in the third section both approaches
can be combined into an efficient workflow, BELIEF.
1) Limitations of Manual Curation
Manual curation typically has the goal to bring
unstructured text into structured data where various
information sources are brought into one repository, here
typically a database, and the data are annotated with
controlled terminology. For a long time great effort has been
made to build biological databases such as, e.g.,
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot
(www.uniprot.org/),
MGI
(www.informatics.jax.org/), HGNC (www.genenames.org/).
The manual curation process is the dominant methodology
for these efforts where a team of curators reviews literature
and other knowledge sources for annotations given the
specific context. These annotations are then stored in a
structured format into databases [48][49][50]. However, one
large source for variability even in these structured
repositories is the variability from curator to curator defined
by the experience the curator has and the effort the curator is
taking. In fact, it was shown that expert curators present an
accuracy of 90% for a specific task while the inter-curator
agreement ranges from 77% to a minimum of 31% [51][52].
These results demonstrate the issues of this sophisticated yet
very time consuming process that jeopardizes the quality
and goal of these standardized repositories to some extent.
Even when annotation guidelines are specified in order to
create harmonization across different curators given a
specific task, the personal variability is still high and
impactful in the biological domain. Therefore, high-quality
manual curation of the scientific literature is a very
challenging and time-consuming effort and impacts the
progress in the creation of these biological databases [53].
2) Limitations of Automated Curation
With the limitations of human curation, computational
teams started focusing on automated curation processes to,
in most cases, replace parts of the manual curation task [54].
Tools for named entity recognition (NER) for gene and
protein name recognition are widely used within the
database community. Typically tools such as Textpresso
[55] and ProMiner [56] are employed to identify specific
entity classes [57][58]. While the speed and output quantity
in which automated annotations perform is impressive, the
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Figure 3. BELIEF Text Mining Pipeline Overview. The Expectation line shows a very high-level view on the functionality. In the row “Implementation
BELIEF Pipeline” all relevant modules are shown. Various NLP tools are used for detecting and splitting sentences, identifying words etc. In the next step
NER is used to detect relevant entities with given dictionaries, here namespaces. The relationships between these detected entities is captured in the next step
and finally a BEL nanopub compliant output is generated.

results also have a greatly increased rate of errors compared
to manual curation [53]. More specifically, it was shown
that automated curation caused critical errors in assignments
of particular functions that may affect as many as 30% of
the proteins, and may even exceed 80% of individual
protein families [48]. In a recent paper that modeled
annotation errors in the Gene Ontology database, it was
estimated that up to 49% of sequences functionally
annotated by automatic sequence comparison methods could
be mis-annotated [59]. Comparable errors were also
observed in other analyses [48][60][61]. The introduction of
errors in the public database could lead to severe error
propagation that could make the data useless and even
misleading when it comes to the interpretation of
experimental data [48][62].
3) Solution and Performance of a Semi-automated
Solution
Although text mining solutions did take over parts of the
manual curation tasks, there was no approach shown before
where a full knowledge statement was extracted and coded
into a predefined syntax and become subject for manual
curation. Looking at both approaches in annotating and
extracting knowledge from unstructured text, the strength
and weaknesses become obvious. The manual approach
obviously results in much more reliable output at the cost of
time, effort and harmonization / reproducibility. At the same
time, automated annotation and extraction has a
dramatically improved curation speed with full
reproducibility but lacking precision. These strength and
weaknesses are complementary and suggest a combined
approach,
here
semi-automated
approach.
Especially in biological research and pathway modeling the

identification of relationships between entities, e.g., proteinprotein, drug-protein interactions or protein-disease
relationships is crucial for mechanistic and network
analyses. To be efficient, the automated curation process
would have to be able to mimic the human ability to infer
relations from the text. Text mining tools are currently not
only able to detect and identify biological entities in the text,
but they are also able to infer the relationships between
these entities. The accuracy of text mining tools was
estimated and demonstrated a high-performance of about
82-85% overall (Elsevier), 80 % for ProMiner for human
and mouse gene/protein name recognition and about 50%
for BioRat [63][64]. Altogether these evidences demonstrate
that text mining is an efficient tool to curate unsolved
amounts of data with a consistent quality for data detection
and annotation.
In 2014 Fluck et al. released the BEL Information
Extraction workFlow BELIEF (see Figure 3) [47]. The
BELIEF infrastructure embeds an extraction information
workflow combined with NER and relation extraction (RE)
methods into a state of the art environment.
The combination of various linguistic tools into one
workflow requires an extra effort in normalizing the results
(see Figure 3).
BELIEF addresses the biological network model
curation needs by identifying chemical, gene/protein, and
biological process and disease terms in scientific articles.
Additionally to that BELIEF identifies relationships through
a combination of specialized ontologies and linguistics
rules. On top of the BELIEF text mining pipeline sits the
BELIEF Dashboard that provides users a manual curation
interface for the automatically extracted BEL nanopubs (see
Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Overview of the BELIEF Dashboard. The main window contains two sections: 1. the evidence text with the next sentence and browsing buttons,
and 2. the automatically generated BEL nanopub with options for modifications and export. The right banner contains supporting information such as the
concepts together with the namespace sources that were detected, a namespace browser to assign new concepts that were not detected, as well as the citation
information that automatically retrieved all required information based on the Pubmed ID provided.

The dashboard offers the possibility to the curators to
visualize, edit, correct, and delete statements to ensure
precision on the high recall output from the underlying text
mining pipeline. In an assessment Fluck et al. not only
showed a higher detection rate of this combined curation
approach in BELIEF but also a much higher user acceptance
rating on the simplification of the curation effort [47].
III.

KNOWLEDGE ASSEMBLY AND VERIFICATION

With the creation of BEL nanopubs extracted from and
curated in BELIEF, causal network models can be
assembled using the BEL framework tools. These network
models are typically assembled from BEL nanopubs given a
specific context. After assembling, these networks are
further assessed either with experimental data or additional
knowledge sources, e.g., databases or other scientific
articles. However, this verification can also be carried out in
a crowd-based approach. Boué et al. developed a web-based
platform for a collaborative verification of these causal
network models [27]. In their publication the authors show
the outcome of a community challenge called Network
Verification Challenge (NVC) by using their platform and
verifying 50 biological network models relevant to lung
biology and early COPD. Each participant was given the

opportunity to confirm, reject, or modify the networks on a
website (https://bionet.sbvimprover.com/) and to add
mechanistic detail [65]. The challenge showed that even for
a group of domain experts unfamiliar with BEL, the crowd
performed well at representing scientific findings in BEL. In
a similar setup Fluck and Rinaldi performed a BEL task in
the BioCreative V challenge. The goal of the challenge was
to address curation challenges presented in BEL with text
mining solutions. The outcome was that even for
computerized systems, BEL did not bring a challenge in
adapting algorithms and addressing the challenge tasks well
[66].
IV.

KNOWLEDGE SHARING

As previously stated, the collaborative approach in
verifying the representation of literature-based knowledge
proved most useful. To ensure continuity in this review
approach, network models must be shared and available to
the public domain to allow the community use, review, and
further provide feedback. In fact, one of the strongest
motivators for participants going through the verification
process was the use of these networks for their own research
projects.
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Figure 5. Process to build Causal Biological Network Models using BEL. A) The causal statements are identified in scientific literature and processed by
text mining software within BELIEF. B) Domain expert biologists verify the statements using the curation dashboard in BELIEF. C) Semi-automated
curation workflow gives rise to nanopubs that contain all essential information about the causal statements. D) The compilation process builds the isolated
nanopubs into a coherent representation that can be E) visualized and verified using software such as Cytoscape.

However, the representation of network information in
databases is not trivial. Boue et al. prepared an overview
on network-based databases and their attributes [27]. In
the same article, the authors present the Causal Biological
Network database that is specialized for BEL triples and
allows to query the data and find the right network model
in the large number of available network models.
Currently, the database contains biological network
models that reflect causal signaling pathways across a
wide range of biological processes, including cell fate,
cell stress, cell proliferation, inflammation, tissue repair,
and angiogenesis in the pulmonary and cardiovascular
context. The database is openly accessed giving access to
over 120 manually curated and well annotated biological
network models. The database uses MongoDB that stores
all network models and previous versions of each mode as
JSON objects. With these objects users can query the
database for genes, proteins, biological processes, small
molecules, and keywords in the network descriptions in
order to access the required network. On top of the
database is a query and visualization layer that allows the
users to browse the content and visualize the networks
featuring filters for nodes and edges. A link to the
supporting text in pubmed is available with each edge
(http://causalbionet.com).

V.

FUTURE OF KNOWLEDGE MODELING IN SYSTEMS
TOXICOLOGY

In the field of network toxicology, the current static
models will eventually be replaced with dynamic models
that can capture time and dose effects and provide better
predictions on toxic outcomes [14]. This can be
accomplished only by developing new and / or combining
current modeling languages to handle differential
equations that allow dynamic modelling in the context of
a priori knowledge. There is also a need to invest in tools
that can make conversions from one language to another
(e.g., BEL to SBML) so that recorded knowledge is not
syntax dependent and therefore limited in the toolset
linked to the given syntax. There is still substantial work
in enlarging the namespaces and controlled vocabulary to
allow the curation of all species context. For instance, the
zebrafish is a very attractive model system in modern
toxicology research and it would be unfortunate if high
throughput measurements from such species cannot be
interpreted using causal biological network models. While
the semi-automated curation workflow described here and
in [67] is a major step towards efficient curation, it would
further benefit from automated literature identification
within a topic, and eventually the identified articles could
be connected to the text mining tool, after which the
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exposed statements would be verified by curators. Such
an approach would quickly pave the way to systems
toxicologist’s vision of a robust systems toxicology
knowledgebase to keep up to date with the growing
scientific knowledge. However, regardless how large,
independent curation efforts cannot harness all the
available information, leaving significant gaps in
knowledge. One way to accomplish this is the education
of researches about controlled vocabularies for expressing
study results and enforcing a nanopub submission along
with scientific manuscripts. In essence, a nanopub is the
smallest unit of information and represents a biological
relationship with its provenance derived from a
publication. Ideally the entire content, including figures
and tables with captions, could be represented in this
format [68]. A community-driven approach the Concept
Web Alliance has described guidelines for writing a
nanopub, which has to consist of a statement, the origin of
the statement, and the origin of the nanopub [45]. Even
big datasets, often rather hidden in the supplemental parts,
could be made more expedient when expressed in
machine-readable formats with sufficient metadata on
origin and context. Such approach has been tested in the
assertion of differential gene expression in Huntington’s
disease [69], and the Open PHACTS Discovery Platform
provides a guideline for precompetitive nanopub creation
and outlines how nanostatements can be cited following
their usage in a discovery project [70]. While nanopubs
could be formalized in any modelling language, the
aforementioned conversion tools would enable more
efficient use of the growing toxicology knowledgebase.
VI.

CONCLUSION

The emerging field of systems toxicology encourages
new approaches in the processing of experimental data.
Unlike many standard toxicological approaches, the
amount of data generated for a single sample requires
sophisticated computational approaches for the processing
and computationally available a priori knowledge for the
interpretation. In this work, we present a workflow that
creates these computer-readable knowledge clusters, here
biological network models (see Figure 1). The starting
point is the identification of relevant knowledge sources.
The workflow continues with computational approaches
to create knowledge statements (here BEL Nanopubs) and
their manual curation by experts to ensure correctness of
the knowledge formalization. This leads to the creation of
assembled network models that can be used with
computational methods (here the network perturbation
amplitude) to calculate an overall biological impact factor
for toxicity assessment (see Figure 5). As knowledge
changes and extends by time, a strategy must be put in
place to ensure knowledge representation based on the
current opinion in a specific biological field.
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